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GTMIHR PROJECT 
-A. I. KIRYUSHIN,-N.G. KODOCHIGOV 

OKB Mechanical Engineering 
15, Burnakovsky proezd, 603074 Nzzhny Novgorod, 

Russian Federation 

ABSTRACT 

The paper presents new generation reactor - modular helium reactor with gas turbine (GT
MHR), which satisfies the requirements of the developing nuclear power.  
The paper alescribes'the reactor plant and peculiarities of GT-MHR technical concept, such 
as high efficiency (about 48%) of electric power generation, increased safety of the plant, 
etc.  
The technologies, which are the innovative issence of GT-M-R project,-are: 
* ceaxinic design of plutonium oxide fuel based on multilayer fuel particles,- which 
confine fission products at high temperatures (-1600 0); 

* the advances in large gas turbines; ..  

* electromagnetic bearings; .  
* high effective compact recuperators.  
Also, main technical and economical indices of GT-MHR project are presented.  

1. Introduction 

One of new generation power plants meeting the requirements of developing wide-scale atoic -energy 
is gas turbine modular helium reactor plant (GT-MHR). GT-MHR Project is included into "Strategy 

for atomi& pow;er development in Russia for the first-half of the XXI century". GT-MHR Conceptual 
Design was developed in 1997, adopted by Minatom of Russia and supported by international review 

in Paris. 
Survey of the GT-MHR fuel cycles showed good capabilities of this reactor for .weapon-grade 

plutonium bumup. Thereforein 1999 the activities on development of the prototype plant Preliminary 

Design were carried out within the framework of Agreement between the Russian Federation and USA 

governments on research cooperation as for handling of plutonium extracted from military programs 

dated July 24,1998. Load design and research institutes of Russia participated in Preliminary Design 

activities, such as: OKBM, RRC "KI", VNIPIET, VNITNM, SCC, NPO "Luch", etc. USA participants 

of the Project wvere: General Atomics, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Framatome ANP (France) and 

Fuji Electric (Japan)., .

2. GT-MHR concept description 

GT-MHR of modular ri-eactor design and direct gas-turbine cycle ensures: 

"* high efficieny' of electric power generation (efficiency -Z 50%) 

"* safety upgrade stipulated by inherent properties of the plant safety 
"* effective utilization of nuclear fuel and opportunity to implement various fuel cycles (uraanium, 
plutonium, thorium) 

* reduction of thermal and radiation impact to environment per unit of electric power generation 
e possibility to use water hydrogen fabrication, for example, for process purposes.
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Main indices of the GT-MHR prototype plant are presented below.  
Description Indices 

I Plant capacity: 
- thermal, MW 600 
- electric, MW 285 
2 Power conversion cycle Brayton, with gas turbine in the primary 

circuit 

3 Power conversion system efficiency 47.54% 
4 Capacity factor 0.85 
5 Core type Annular of prizmatic FA 
6 Fuel type Microspheres of multi-layer ceramic 

coating 

7 Fuel rating 6.5 MWm _ 

8 Average fuel bum up 640 MW-day/kg Pu-239 

9 Fuel life duration 840 days - for plutonium fuel 

10 Operation duration between refueling 280 days 

11 Refueling duration 25 days 

12 Refueling ratio 3 

13 Design service life of basic equipment 60 years 

14 Basic construction date 3 years 

15 Total construction cost 355 USM$ 
16 Specific construction cost 1245 $/kW 

17 Electric power prime cost 1.62 cent/kW

GT-MHR reactor unit consists of two integrated units: modular high-temperature and power 

conversion system with direct gas-turbine cycle (Fig. 1).  
The modular helium reactor concept is based on the use of the core with graphite, fuel in form of 

microspheres with multi-layer ceramic coating and helium as the coolant. There are no metalwork in 

the core, at all. It allows helium temperature at reactor outlet of 850 TC and more that provides high 

efficiency of electric power generation in direct gas-turbine cycle, as well as GT-MHR to be used as 

the source of high-temperature process heat. Fuel particles with multi-layer ceramic coating allow high 

burnup to be ensured at very high temperatures of fuel element coating, which can not be achieved in 
other reactor plants.  

The power conversion system implementing closed gas

turbine cycle is completely arranged in PCS vessel. The 
turbomachine consists of generator, gas turbine, and two 

I Illcompressor sections mounted in a single-shaft structure 

--. 4 completely suspended on electromagnets. PCS includes 
three compact heat exchangers: high efficiency 
recuperator, water-cooled precooler and intercooler.  

Fig.1 GT-MHR reactor unit: I - generator, 2 - recuperator module; 3 - turbocompressor; 4 

intercooler module; 5 - precooler module; 6 - CPS assembly; 7 - core; 8 - vessel system; 9 - reactor 

shutdown cooling system



The reactor unit a

Fig. 2. GT-MH module.  

The schematic diagram of GT-MHR plant is given in Fig. 3.

-D - . . . . . . . . - -I 

Fig. 3 - Schematic diagram of GT-MHR NPP: I - reactor; 2 - turbine; 3 - recuperator, 4 - precooler, 

5 - LPC; 6 - intercooler; 7 - HPC; 8 - generator, 9 - generator cooler; 10 - bypass valve; 11 - PCU 

CWS heat exchanger, 12 - PCU CWS pump; 13 - recirculation water supply 'system pump;'14 
cooling tower; 15 - SCS unit heat exchanger; 16 -SCS unit gas circulator, 17- SCS unit circulator 
shut-off valve; 18 - SCS CWS heat exchanger, 19-- SCS CWC pump; 20 - reliable recirculation 
water supply system pump; 21 - RCCS surface cooler, 22 - air duct; 23 - RCCS heat exchanger with 
heat pipes; 24 - primary circuit purification system; 25 - helium storage and transportation system 

Technical concept of the GT-MHR is based on the following innovative technologies: 
"* ceramic fuel design in the form of small particles with thermal radiation resistance coating; 
"* modem technologies on large gas turbines; 
"* electromagnetic bearings; -

"* high efficiency compact recuperators; 
"* use of high-temperature strength materials.

11
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Fuel (Fig. 4) 
0 Laboratory-scale technologies have been developed for Pu
kernels fabrication, coating and compacting.  
0 200 g Pu-kernels are fabricated.  
* Construction of the bench-scale fuel fabrication facility 
(BSF) for the fuel testing in reactor.  
* A portion of BSF equipment and technical documentation 
are received from "General Atomics".  
"* Fuel exposure.  
"* Transfer of fuel fabrication technologies from NPO 
"Lutch", VNIINM, RRS "Kurchatov Institute" to SCC.  
0 Construction of facilities for implementation of GT-MHR 
plutonium fuel fabrication technology at SCC.  

The GT-MHR fuel design uses kernels of plutonium oxide with 
multi-layer coatings of carbon and silicon carbide (fuel 
particles) dispersed in graphite matrix having a form. of 
cylindrical compact. The compacts are placed into channels of 
graphite blocks which are similar to FSV reactor fuel assemblies 
(USA).

Turbomachine 

Angular 
displacement 
sensor 

Radial 
displacement 
sensor 

Radial EMOB

Fig. 5 GT-MHLR components test facility

Pyrolitic carbon 
* Silicon carbide 

-Porous carbon 
'Plutonium oxide (kernel)

Micro-fuel dement 

Fuel compact Fuel assemblies 

Fig. 4 Fuel components with 
Plutonium charge

Turbomachine (TM) structural features: 
"* Vertical orientation; 
"* Turbocompressor and generator rotors form a 
single shaft; 
* Electromagnetic bearings (EMB) are used; 
* Slide seals are used in TM stator, 
* Turbine and compressors operate in helium 
environment. Generator is cooled by helium.  

Testing of TM and its components (Fig. 5, Fig. 6) 
models are needed.  
The following is foreseen to validate the reliability and 

" safety. of the turbomachine operation completely 
suspended on electromagnets: 
* testing of rotor model and electromagnetic 
bearings provided with control system on mini
mockups; 
0 testing of rotor scaled model to verify the 
software; 
a testing of full-size electromagnetic bearings; 
* - testing of the entire set of electromagnetic bearings 
with control system.

3Fig. 6 Electromagnetic bearing



Recuperator (Fig. 7, Fig. 8)

* Recuperator considerably influences the GT
MHR plant efficiency.  
* It shall provide high thermal effectiveness (~ 95 
%) and compactness (- 1500 m2/m3): 
0 Compact heat-exchange surface fabrication 
technology has been developed.  
0 Full-scaled heat exchange element has been 
manufactured 
0 The element is tested in a "cold" rig and in helium 
rig under working temperature and pressuire 
conditions 
• There is a powerful test facility (15 MW) at 
OKBM

Heam to HIimMrwm 
Aeacr* .r Irbit~

= 

a 
0 

i

"HAIim fom "r h PMSMM 
Compressor

Fig.7 Recuperator module 

Fig. 8 Recuperator mock-up 

3. Advantages of GT-MHIR PROJECT implementation 

* Creation of a nuclear power plant, which meets the requirements of agreement about non
proliferation of nuclear materials due to high design indices of fuel bumup (up to 90 %) 

* Future construction and operation of competitive nuclear power plants in various countries using 
uranium and MOX fuel with low enrichment as fuel 

* Creation of up-to-date technologies which later on can be implemented in other industries 
"* Reduction of cost during creation of the GT-MHR project under international cooperation 

conditions 
"• Integration of international long-term experience in design and operation of high-temperature 

reactors 
"* Expansion of nuclear engineering application in the field of industrial high-temperature 

technologies.
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KEY DIFFERENCES IN THE FABRICATION OF U.S. AND GERMAN 
TRISO-COATED PARTICLE FUEL; AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS ON 

.. .. .FUEL PERFORMANCE 
D.A. P•-ti, J. Buongiomo, .TMaki, G. K. Miller 

"Idaho Nanonal Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

P.O. 'Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, USA 83415-3860 
-and .  

R. R. Hobbins 
Consultant 

Wilson, WY, USA 83014

ABSTRACT 

Historically, the irradiation performance 'of TRIS'O-coated-gas reactor particle fuel in 
Germany has been superior to that in the U.S.' German fuel generally has displayed gas 
release values drn-iradiatjon three orders of magnituide lower than-U.S. fuel. Thus, we 
have critically examined the TRISO-coited fuelfabrication processes in the-U.S. and 
Germany 'and -the as-scikted irradiation database with'a-goal of understanding why the 
German fuel -behaves'acceptably, why the U.S. fuel has not faired as well, -and what 
process/production parameters impart the reliable performance to this fuel form - The 
postirradiation examination results are also reviewed to identify failure mechanisms 'tht 
may be the cause of the poorer U.S. irradiation performance. This comparison will help 
determine the roles that particle fuel process/product attributes and irradiation conditions 
(burnup, fast neutron fluence, temperature, degree of acceleration) have on the behavior of 
the fuel.during irradiation and provide a more quantitative/_ lnkage between acceptable 
processing parameters, as-fabricated fuel properties and subsequent in-reactor performance.  

1. Introduction

High temperature gas reactor technology is achieving a renaissance around the world. Without a,-' 
conventional 'containment, this technology relies on high quality, production ahd, performance of 
coated particle fuel.- -The behavior of this fuel over the past-three decades has been mixed. The 
Germans have demonstrated high quality proiduction of TRISO-coated fuel and excellent irradiation 
and safety test behavior under reactor relevarii conditions. -By contrast, for nominally the same fuel ' 

under very similar service conditions, the U.S. fuel has been much less satisfactory. Our goal is to 
critically compare the German and U.S. fuel fabrication processes arid the corresponding irradiation 
databases to identify the technical reasons for the differences in in-reactor behavior and to identify 
those specifi6 fuel attributes and/or fabrication process conditions that impart superior in-reactor 
performance to TRISO-coated particle fuel. -.

2. Fabrication Processes .. ..  

A review of the- fabrication processes used in Germany and-the U.S. to make coated particle fuel 
indicates thai-the&-salebof fuerfabrication and development efforts in the last 25 years were quite 4 
different. [1) Geihnan fabrication-of modem TRISO fuel was industiial/production scale mcorporatirig, 
improvementsfrnisri fuel production for the German AVR and THTR reactors. Only - 100 defects 
were found in 3.3 million- particles produced. The U.S.-progjir', for post Fort-St. Vrain fuel-
production, w-is-a mixture of lab scale and larger scale fabrication. -The initial 'defect levels varied -

greatly and weri-inifich-greater than those produced in Germany.- Table'l compares each of the 'steps 

in the fabricationr-of German and U.S. TRISO-coated fuel. The U.S.- fabrication -is based on the 
fabrication of fuel fdrrthe New Production Reactor program in the early 1990s. Many of the steps 
used to make this fuel were unique to the program and are not considered part of the traditional U.S.  
fabrication effort.
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Table 1. Comparison of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel Fabrication 
U S. NPR . German 

KERNEL FABRICATION 
KERNEL MATERIAL HEU-UCO LEU-U02 
GEL-PRECIPITATION Internal - External 
BROTH COMPOSITION Aqueous solution of uranyl Aqueous solution of uranyl nitrate, 

nitrate, carbon-black, Tamol, polyvinyl alcohol and other non
urea, HMTA specified additives 

DROPLET FORMATION Vibrating nozzle Vibrating nozzle 
GELATION MEDIUM Trichloroethylene Ammonia gas and ammonia 

solution 

WASHING Ammonia solution and clean Ammonia solution and isopropanol 
water 

DRYING Air at 60°C 800C 
CALCINATION Ar at 350 0C Air at 3000C 
REDUCTION H2 at 16000C Not applicable 
SINTERING CO at 1800 0C H2 at 1600-17000 C 

COATING 

COATING PROCESS Discontinuous Continuous 
BUFFER Gas Composition Ar-C2H2  Ar-C2H2 

Coating Temp. 13000C 1250 0C 
Coating Rate Not available 6-10 pm/min 

SEAL Gas Composition Ar-C3H6  Not applicable 
Coating Temp. 1200 0C Not applicable 

IPYC Gas Composition Ar-C2H2-C3 H6  Ar-C2H2-C3H 6 
Coating Temp. 1230 0C 13000C 
Coating Conc. & Rate Low/<4 gim/min Higher/4-6 gim/min 

SIC Gas Composition H2-CH3SiCl 3  Ar-H 2-CH 3SiCI3 

Coating Temp. 1650 0C 15000C 

Coating Rate 0.2-0.4 mr/min 0.2 tm/min 

OPYC Gas Composition Ar-C2HrC3H6 Ar-C2H2-C3H6 

Coating Temp. >1300 0C 1300 0C , 
Coating Conc. &Rate Low/<4 .tm/min Higher/4-6 irm/min 

SEAL Gas Composition Ar-C3H6  . Not applicable 
Coating Temp. 12000C Not applicable 

PPYC Gas Composition Ar-C2H2 Not applicable 
Coating Temp. 13000C Not applicable 
Coating Rate - Not available Not applicable 

SEAL Gas Composition Ar-C3H6  Not applicable 
Coating Temp. -1200 0C Not applicable 

FUEL ELEMENT MANUFACTURE 
FUEL ELEMENT Compact Pebble 
MATRIX MATERIALS Petroleum pitch, graphite flour, Graphite powder 

graphite shim 

BINDERS Octadecanol, polystyrene Phenol, hexamethylene-tetramine 

MATRIX STATE Liquid Powder 

OVERCOATING Not applicable 200 gim 

PRE-PRESSING Not applicable 25°C, 30 MPa 

PRESSING 160 0C, 6.9 MPa 251C, 300-350 MPa 

LATHING N/A Yes 

CARBONIZATION 9000C in alumina powder 800-9000C in inert gas 

LEACHING HCI N/A 

HEAT TREATMENT 1650 0C 1800-1950 0C in vacuum



Both German and U.S. fuel fabrication 'rocesses consist of a number of gimilar steps. Kernels are 
made via a traditional sol-gel process, followed by washing, drying and calcining to produce UO, 
kernels in Germany and UCO kernels in the U.S. -The major difference consists of a sintering step 
using CO in the U.S. process to ensure adequate C/O stoichiometry in the kernel. The coating 
processes for the buffer are similar, based on chemical vapor deposition from a mixture of Ar and 
acetylene in a coater between 1250 and 1300°C. A 5-micron seal coat is produced in the U.S. to seal 
the buffer; this step does not occur in the German process. 

A major difference in the production of the TRIS0 coating is that all three layers are coated in a 
continuous manner in the German process, whereas in the U.S. process the fuel particles are unloaded 
after each coating layer to perform QC measurements. The-inner pyrocarbon layer in both cases is 
deposited from a mixture of acetylene, propylene, and argoL. The temperature in the U.S. process is 
somewhat lower-than -in German process and coating gas concentrations are different, resulting in a 
different coating rate, and producing a different microstructure and density for the IPyC.' The impact 
of this difference in IPyC properties is discussed ii more detail in Section 4. The SiC layer is 
deposited from a mixture of hydrogen and methyltrichlorosilane, at similar coating rates although the 
temperature for U.S. coating is'about 150'C higher than that used in the German process The 
implication of this difference is dis~cussed in Section 4. ,The OPyC layer is coated in a manner similar 
to the IPyC layer. In the U.S. NPR fuel, seal coats and protective pyrocarbon (PPyC) were added 
which are not standard in U.S.-fabrication. Neither is used in the German process. .  

The fuel pebble in Germany includes graphite powder and organic binders to produce a-powder 
matrix that is used to overcoat the particles and to create the fuel pebble. In the U.S., a liquid matrix 
composed of petroleum-pitch, graphite flour and graphite shim mixed with organic binders is used to 
make the fuel compact.: Both fuel forms are pressed and carbZnized at high temperature (800-900'C).  
HCI is used to leach imliurities from the U.S. compact. Ultra high purity systems and feedstock are 
used in the manufacture 'of pebbles in Germany to ensure adequate control of impurities. Both fuel 
forms undergo a final heat treatment with the U.S. comiýkact heated at 1650'C and the German pebble 
at 1800 to 1950°C in vacuum. -.. .  

3. Irradiation Performance

Numerous in-pile irradiation experiments have been conducted in both the U.S. and Europe as part of 
the U.S. and German TRISO-coated particle fuel development effSit-il.[,2] These-irfadiations were' 
conducted at a variety'of burnups, temperatures, and fluences. The rate of accumula-tiofn of btiirup 
and fast fluence (i.e., the degree of acceleration) in thi irradiation'relative to that expected in the 
reactor is also an important parameter. For most of these fuels, the time to reach goal burnup and fast

..... ...... G F fluence is - 1095 days (3 
1.OE-01 U.. S Fuel GermanFuel *U •. years) whereas - in- the 

1.OE-02 -. 1.TRus WAR irradiations the -time 'to 
1.OE-03 * -- SOIBISO reach peak conditions were 

Me _. ; , -factor ofaccelerated by-factor of 2 
- o1.0E-04 - AU.  

P7TRISO/IRISO" to 9. A summary of salient 
,1.0E-05- A l.;, ,. ,. , h ,

0 1.OE-06 - . . .I 

71.E-07 - _Z j I XGerman a 

1.OE-08 -_ • i. ;crZuo I: S..... . =O TRISO . ,
1.0"0 .. e .......... German U02 

1.0E-09 - TRs 

1.OE-10 .. .... ... .v 
U.S. Germaý 

Irradiation temperature (C) 930-1350 800 -1320 .
Bumup (%FMA) - 6.3-80 '7.5-15.6, 
Fast fluence (10"nm2 ) 2.0-10.2 0.1-8.5- 

Figure 1. Comparison of end of life Kr-85m R/B from historic 
German and U.S. irradiations

is fournd in Table 2.  

.Our detailed -review: 
-. indicates that the U.S. and: 
_ German, irradiation 
-programs were!
-implemented quite 
differently with Y--ery 
different results. The 
German program's focus
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was on U0 2-TRISO fuel for AVR/THTR and all future designs such as HTR Modul, whereas the 
U.S. program examined many. different vanants (different coatings, different kernels) A plot in 
Figure 1 of the on-line fission gas release to birth ratios (R/B) from the Table 2 indicates that German 
fuel exhibits about a factor of 1000 less fission gas release under irradiation than U.S. fuel over a 
broad range of conditions (temperature, bumup, fluence).

Table 2I Summarv of Particle Fuel Irradiation Experiments
m

Note: U.S. fluence is for E >0.18 MeV and German tluence is tor >u.IO iv, ev.

Test/cell Fuel forms Irrad. Peak Peak Peak EOL 
time (d)/ temp. fissile/ferule fluence Kr-85m 

Accel. (*C) burnup (10' n/m2 ) R/B 
Level (%FIMA) (10"6) 

U.S. Experiments 

F-30/1 (Th,U)C, ThC2 1100 150/ 30 80 8 

F-30/2 (ThU)C? ThC2 1100 190/ 4.5 105 100 

F-30/3 (ThU)C ThC, 269/4x 1120 200/ 5.0' 11.5 10 

F-30/4 (ThU)C2 ThC2  1100 180/ 4.0 9.5 20 

F-30/5 (ThU)C, ThiC 1200 12.0/ 1.5 12.0 20 

HRB-4 UC,2 ThO2 244/4.5x 1250 27.7/13.4 10.5 320 

HR.B-5 UC, ThO2  107/1Ox 1250 15.7/ 4.3 4.7 100 

HRB-6 (ThmU)C, Thm2 183/6x 1100 26 6/ 9.3 7.9 270 

OF-2/1 UCOUC2 (Th,U)O2 ThO2 .- 352/3x 1350 79.6/ 4.3 8.9 100 

OF-2/2 UCO UC2 (ThU)O, ThO, 1350 79.5 / 4.3 8.4 5 

HRB-14 UCO UO, (ThU)O, ThO, 214/5x 1190 28.6/ 8.5 8.3 300 

HRB-15B UCOUC2 (ThU)O, UOThO, 169/65x 915 26.7/ 60 66 5 

R2-K13/2 UCO ThO, 51712x 1190 22.5/ 4.6 78 80 

R2-K13/3 UCO ThO " 985 22.1/ 4.5 7.4 8 

HRB-15A UCO UC2 UO0 ThO2 174/6.3x 1150 29.0/ 6.4 6.5 380 

HRB-16 UCO UC UOQ (Th,U)O2 ThC2 170/6.3x 1150 28.7/ 6.1 6.3 210 

HRB-21 UCO ThO2 105/lOx 1300 22.0/ 2.2 3.5 200 

NPR-1 UCO 170/6.3x 1240 79.0 3.8 300 

NPR-2 UCO 172/6.3x 1030 79.0 3.8 60 

NPR-lA UCO 64/6.3x 1220 64.0 2.1 18 
German Experiments 

HFR-P4/1 UO, 940 14.7 8.0 0 080 

HFR-P4/2 UO0 351/3x 945 149 8 0 0.080 

HFR-P4/3 UO0 1075 14.0 8.0 0.008 

SL-PI UO7 330/3x 794 11.3 6.8 1.200 

HTR-K.3/1 UO, 1200 7.5 4.0 0.200 

HTR-K3/2 UO 359/3x 920 10.0 5.8 0.100 

HTR-K3/3 UO0 920 10.6 5.9 0.100 

HTR-K3/4 UO, 1220 9.0 4.9 0.300 

FRJ2-KI3/1 UO, 1125 7.5 0.2 0020 

FRJ2-KI3/2 UOY 396/2.75x 1150 8.0 0.2 0.020 

FRJ2-K13/3 UO, 1150 79 02 0.007 

FRJ2-K13/4 UO, 1 120 7.6 0.2 0.007 

FRJ2-KIS/1 UO 970 13.2 0.2 0010 

FRJ2-KI5/2 UO, 533/2x 1150 14.6 0.2 0005 

FRJ2-K15/3 UO, 990 13.9 0.1 0.003 

FRJ2-P27/1 UO- - 1080 7.6 1.4 1 600 

FRJ2-P27/1 UO, 232/4.7x 1320 8.0 1.7 10000 

FRJ2-P27/1 UO2, 1130 7.6 1.3 0.120 

R2-K12/1 (ThU)O, 308/3x 1100 11.1 5.6 0300 

R2-KI2/2 (Th'U)O• 1280 12.4 6.9 0200 

R2-K13/1 (Th,U)O, 517/2x 1170 10.2 8.5 0 070 

R.2-K13/4 (Th,U)O_ 980 9.8 6.8 0.050 

BR2-P25 (Th,U)O, 350/3x 1070 15.6 8.1 1.000



Furthermore, the results from the postirradiation examinations confirm the more extensive gas release, I
S._•_. • • • data. German fuel is excellent.,, -.  

100 DIPyC Layer ,Out of- 340,000 particles tested 

1SiC Laye• there were no in-pile failures and,-
D OPyPC Laver ' only a few "damaged" particles 
.= 10 ,-due to experimental anomalies.  
U_. Fir. Gas release was attributed only to 

S.. as-manufactured defects, and 
1 • - . -heavy metal contamination. By 

CL. - contrast, percent level failures of 
S,, ,fuel and in many cases very high 

0.1 _ levels of failures of individual. , 

. .- , .' :-layers of the TRISO coated were 
1 o 'ý?V - observed following irradiation of -, , 

Figure 2. Failures ''bbserved during postirradiation U.S. fuel in most experiments 

examination of US coated particle fuel over the vast 25 years. (see Figure 2).  

Detailed review of the U.S. irradiation database indicates a number of different failure mechanisms of 
the individual layers of the TRISO coating contributed to the less than satisfactory U.S. fuel 
performance. Failures of the coating layers were attributed to: (a) pressure vessel failure, (b) kernel 
migration (amoebaf effect),-(c) fission product attack of the SiC layer, (d) irradiation induced IPyC 
cracking and/or debonding leading to cracking in the SiC layer, and (e) matrix-OPyC interaction and 
irradiation-induced OPyC failure. The PyC related mechanisms are strongly related to the anisotropy 
and porosity in"the coatings. The anisotropy has a strong influence on the shrinkage and swelling 
behavior of the PyC layers under irradiation. The porosity of the layer has an impact on the strength 
of the interfacial bond between the SiC and PyC. Fission product attack of the SiC and kernel 
migration are thermally driven phenomena that are strongly influenced by 
the temperature gradient across the particle. The temperature gradient is a 
strong function of the packing fraction in the fuel and the degree of 
acceleration of th6 irradiation.' A U.S. fuel compact'has- a higher packing r% 
fraction of particles (-'50%) than German pebbles (- 10%) and as shown in 
Table 2, the U.S. irradiations were accelerated 3 to 10 times real time 
compared to the 2 to 3 times acceleration for most 'of the German 
irradiations. Thus, some of the phenomena that 'were observed in US 
irradiations were attributed to the accelerated nature of the irradiation.  

4. Impact on In-Reactor Performance 

A comparison of the microstructures of the layers of theý TRISO coatings in,, 
German and U.S. fuel and a detailed review of the fabrication processes has 
revealed many'differences.'Thire are three specific technical differences in i,.=:Ž -i 
the coating layers produced by the respective fabricatiofi processes that have 
important impacts in terms of performance under irradiation and accident ' 

conditions: pyrocarboin imisotropy and density, IPyC/SiC interface structure, 
and SiC microstructuife. Each has important implications-on the behavior of 
the fuel under irradiation and safety testing. ' 

4.1 Pyrocarbbfi anisotropy and density. The density and anisotropy of .  

PyC is determined by the conditions in the'coater. [3] German pyrocarbon is 
deposited at a higher coating 'gas concentration, which in turn results in a Figure 3. Irradiation 

higher coating rate.(- 4-6 jim/minute). This pyrocarbon is very isotropic - induced cracking oF 
and thus survives irradiation quite well. However, the conditions lead inner PyC in F-30 'irradiation (top two 

somewhat greater porosity than in U.S. pyrocarbon.'. U.S. pyrocarbon has irdto n ( P two 
historically been coated at 've'ry low coating gas concentrations, which p 
results in a lower coating rate (1-4 pim/minute), and leads not only to a very irradiation [4,5] '
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dense and impermeable IPyC layer which is important to preventing attack of the kernel by the 

coating gas during deposition of the SiC layer but also to excessive anisotropy that can cause cracking 

of the PyC under irradiation. Postirradiation examination of many of the U.S. capsules indicate 

shrinkage cracks in the inner pyrocarbon layer which has been showvn [6] to lead to stress 

concentrations in the SiC layer and subsequent failure of the layer. Photographs of such irradiation 

induced shrinkage cracks in the F-30 and NPR-1 irradiations are shown in Figure 3.

4.2 Nature of the IPyC/SiC interface. In the German process, each layer of the TRISO coating is 

deposited in the coater in a continuous fashion on one pass without interruption whereas in the U.S., 

the process is more batch-like with* the particles being unloaded after each layer for QC 

measurements. This difference in- the fabrication process of the TRISO coating layers and the 

difference in the porosity between the German and U.S. IPyC lead to differences in the nature of bond 

that exist between the layers. Photomikrographs of the IPyC/SiC interface in German and U.S. fuel 

are shown in Figure 4. This figure shows that the interface in German fuel is more tightly bonded 

because SiC is deposited into the more'porous PyC. For the U.S. fuel, the denser IPyC and/or the 
unloading of fuel after each layer in the 
manufacturing process results in smoother, 

"less strong bond. The TRISO coating of 
-"-. German fuel never exhibits debonding 

under irradiation whereas a review of the 

-'. irradiation results indicates that the TRISO 
coating in U.S. fuel debonds quite 

S"," frequently. The debonding is believed to be 
related to the strength of the IPyC/SiC 

"ELM= interface. The debonding can lead to stress 

Figure 4. Comparison of SiC/IPyC interface in intensification in the SiC layer that may 

G ... (P'• Rnr I US frohtl fel r[7l cause failure. [1]

4.3 SiC microstructure. The microstructures of 

German and U.S. SiC are different. The German 
process results in small equiaxed grains whereas 
the U.S. process produces larger columnar thr-u
wall grained SiC. This difference in microstructure 
is believed to be primarily a function of 
temperature used during the SiC coating phase in 

the coaters, with the U.S. coater producing SiC at a 
higher temperature in some or all regions of the 

coater compared to the German process. A

IRRADATED IIRADI~A~T I 

Figure 6. Photomicrographs of large ýthn 
columnar SiC grams and smaller SiC grains prc 

in UCO fuel irradiated in US HRB-15A. Ag r 
from these two fuels were different [81

I . ~ -_;2f~k 

Figure 5. Comparison of microstructure of 
German (left) and US(right) produced SiC [7]

comparison of the microstructures is shown 
in Figure 5. These differences are believed 
to be important from a performance 
perspective because the smaller-grained 
German SiC with its higher tortuosity 
should in principle retain metallic fission 
products better than the large thru-wall 
columnar U.S. SiC. Data from the HRB
15A experiment suggests that Ag release is 
a function of the microstructure of the SiC.  

Figure 6 compares photomicrographs of 

i-wall two different types of SiC morphologies 

educed produced on U.S. UCO fuel. The fuel was 

elease irradiated to 26% FIMA and a peak fluence 
of 5.4 x 1025 n/m2 at a temperature of -



1 100°C. Approximately 90% of the Ag was released from the large columnar grained SiC whereas 
only - 30% was released in the smaller grained SiC microstructure. In addition, the effect of grain 
size size and morphology on Cs retention in SiC has been e:xamined [9]. Theý diffusivity of cesium 
through columnar SiC was given as an order of magnitude greater than through laminar SiC. While 
clearly not conclusive, grain structure appears to be important to fission product retention Recently 
proposed experiments at MIT will attempt to answer this question more definitively. [9]

5. Summary and Conclusions

Our review has concluded that there have historically been differences in the quality of U.S. and 
German fuel as evidenced by results from many U.S. and German irradiations. These differences 
have in part been traced to technical differences in the microstructures -of the PyC and SiC layers in 
the TRISO coating and the bonding of those layers, which in turn are related to differences in the 
fabrication processes used in Germany and the U.S. In addition, part of the difference in the 
performance of these fuels has been attributed to* the'different philosophies and approaches used to 
implement the irradiation and testing programs in the two countries. German fabrication was 
industrial/production scale supporting the German AVR and THTRtreactors, with a focus on U0 2

TRISO fuel form. By contrast, post Fort St. Vrain the U.S. program was a mixture of lab scale and 
larger scale fabrication in which many different variants of TRISO coated particle fuel (different 
coatings, different kernels) were irradiated with apparently'few lessons learned from one irradiation 
to the next and insufficient feedback to the fabrication process. The U.S. fuel was generally irradiated 
under very accelerated conditions, which may have overly stressed the fuel leading to a number of 
thermally activated failure mechanisms.
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ABSTRACT 

In the frame of the European Network HTR-TN this paper presents the programme 
underway in the field of the HTR Fuel Technology which is mainly discussed in the 
relevant Task-Group 8 and also in the Share Cost Action (SCA) contracts HTR-F and HTR
F1 of the 5b Framework Programme. The major tasks covered concern a complete recovery 
of the past experience on fuel irradiation behaviour in Europe, qualification of HTR fuel by 
irradiating of fuel elements in the HFR reactor, understanding of fuel behaviour with the 
development of a fuel particle code and finally a recovery of fuel fabrication capability.  

1. Introduction 

The European Project for the Development of HTR Technology which is currently performed in the 
5th Framework Programme concentrates on HTR-related key technologies and innovation potentials 
with the objective to consolidate advanced modular HTR technology. A common European approach 
to the renewal of HTR technology has been established through a work-shared programme within the 
European HTR Technology Network (HTR-TN), taking benefit of the considerable expertise existing 
within the European Community.  

2. Background 

The investigation of fundamental characteristics of HTR fuels has taken place since 40 years. The 
development of HTR's proceeded along two different directions, pebble bed design (Germany) and 
block-type design (USA, Japan) [Ref 1]. The same elementary fuel element was Used, the coated fuel 
particle design. Coated particles are miniature fuel elements of the order of one millimetre diameter.  
The various designs of coated particles commonly used in the past are : 
- the two-layer BISO particle where the kernel is coated with porous buffer and dense pyrocarbon 
(PyC) layers;
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- the four-layer TRISO particle with a porous buffer layer and with a SiC layer between two high 
dense layers of PyC.  
This reference TRISO particle is capable of complete retention of gaseous fission products and iodine 
and also provides the retention of metallic fission products under normal and off-normal conditions.  
The high flexibility of HTR cbres permit the use of different fuel types which can be fissile materials-+.  
(U, Pu) or fertile materials (U, Th) or even minor actinides. These particles must be dispersed in a 
graphite mairix (or i"6ther matrix of a different nature for specific applications).  
The design and safety of future HTR's are based on high quality fuel. There is an absolute need to be 
able to demonsirate theadvantage of the first robust barrier offered by the fuel particle under high 
bum-up and accident conditions.  

3. Global objectives of the fuel technology programme 

A consortium of 7 contractors are particiiating in the HFR-F and HTR-F1 projects, CEA'as co
ordinator and Framatome-ANP, NRG, FZJ, JRC-lTU, JRC-IE and BNFL The HTR-F project'has 
been approved under the contract N' FKI-CT-2000-00099 [ref. 2] and HTR-Fl under the project N' 
FIKS-CT-2001-00150.  
For the HTR-F and HTR-F1 projects, the global objective is focused on HTR fuel technology based on 
the TRISO coated fuel paridcle design. The different items covered are: " 
- A first task is to gather in a commrron data-base thý available experience gained from various types of 
fuels tested in the past in European reactors; 
- A second task is to perform in-pile and out-of-pile tests to qualify the fuel particle behavioiii under 
irradiation; ' 

- A third task which is performed in order to understand and predict the- irradiation behaiour is to 
model thi different phenomena occurring in the fuel in reactor; 
- Finally a fourth task is to restore the fabrication capability in Europe with the challenge to reach a
very high quality level.  

4. Description of tle programme 

* Past experience retrieval.  

Different types of fuels have been tested in various Material Testing Reactors since the 60's,"the
objective is 'to gather the results of these -fuel testing programmes- (conducted in various reactors in 
Europe such as HFP, SILOE, ... ) in a common data base and to analyse these data for a better 
understanding of the fuel behaviour under irradiation. The main task is to collect past results available 
obtained in different reactors tests: ,

- Irradiation experiments p'eiformed in the HFR Petten in support of R&D for German modular HTR 
and US HTGR (HFR-K, HFR-B and HFR-P series); . -" 

- Irradiation experiments performed in the * OSIRIS,' SILOE. - reactors in support of-CEAý mid 
collaborative CEA-GA programmes (CORAIL, GF.... series); 
- Irradiation experiments performed in Great Britain (DRAGON fuel tests).' 
Beside this data base .will be used also to store the new data of the HTR irradiation programme in 
progress. First specifications of this Fuel DB have been issued and the data-base server will be located 
at Petten with links with different European use's. " 

• Fuel test qualification + - .. _ I - I,+ 

The main objective+of the EC projects is the-quaflcation pof the HTR fuel under irradiation with two

incentives: first to recover capabilities of irradiation and examinations oinfuel particlks in HFR/Petten 

and secondly to start an experimental proramiime in order to qualify the HTR fuel at high bum-up.  
Two main tasks are foreseen for the fuel qualification : the realisation of a first experiment HFR-EU1 

on pebbles at high bum-up and the performance of heat tests mii the KUFA-equipnient- '
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Performance of the HFR-EUI experiment in HFR 
The main objective of the HFR-EU1 irradiation test is the demonstration of the feasibility of high 

bum-up for the existing' German and Chinese fuels with TRISO coated particles [Ref 3]. It will include 

in particular: 
- the irradiation up to a bum-up of 20% FIMA (respectively 16% FIMA for Chinese fuel) to be 

achieved within 2 years;, 
- the evaluation of fuel performance at such ultra-high bum-up to explore the real limits of the existing 

CP; I I 

- the extension of the existing data base for the EOL metallic fission product release and the 

demonstration of the ability of the LEU-TRISO CP for fission product retention at accident scenarios, 

e.g. post-irradiation heating beyond 1600*C.  
The irradiation samples of the -FR-EUl test will be five spherical fuel elements FE with 60mm outer 

diameter. Three spheres of German production are the type AVR GLE-4 (AVR reload 21-2) with 

16.7% U735 enrichment and two spherical fuel elements of INET production (17.08 % U235 

enrichment) [Ref 4].  
The proposed irradiation facility of the' HFR-EU1 test for testing 'spherical' fuel elements 

simultaneously in two independent capsules, the FE are doubly contained in a sample holder, which is 

inserted into a rig, code-named REFA-172. This REFA-172 rig is a itandard facility that can 

repeatedly be used. The GLE-4 and the INET fuel elements are located in two separate capsules, one 

superimposed on the other.  
The HFR-EUI test shall be conducted such that the surface temperatures of all fuel specimens be held 

constant at about 900 - 980 *C. The maximum bum-up target of the highest loaded FE will be 20% 

FIMA. Fast neutron fluence shall not exceed 6.5*1025 n.mn2 (E>0.1MeV).  

Non-destructive PIE of the above-mentioned five fuel elements and destructive PIE on one of the three 

German FE will be performed in NRG hot cells.  

Heat-up experiments in KUFA facility 
By means of heating tests simulating accident conditions, it is possible in hot cells laboratories to 

measure the release of the fission products (Cs, St. L..) from compact and spherical fuel elements.  

These data enable the FP transport processes in the reactor core. FZJ has developed in the past a 

specific furnace called "cold finger test rig" (KUFA) in hot cell [Ref 5].  

In the project HTR-F, the schedule f6o the reinstallation of the KUFA equipment is the following: 

In a first step, the transfer of the equipment will be realised from" Jiilich/FZJ to Karlsruhe/JRC/ITU 

with the construction and licensing of the glove-box. In a second step, the cold testing of the 

equipment will be performed and the licensing of the a-containment will be prepared. In a last step, 

the installation of the equipment will be done and the licensing of the hot cell realised. The first 

measurement will be then performed.  
Moreover 21 fuel elements irradiated in earlier HTR programmes will be transferred to ITU/Karlsruhe.  

Some of these fuel elements will be used to'calibrate the installation. Three of the 21 pebbles will be 

tested in the HTR-Fl project in 2004. During the heating test, the content of noble gases and solid 

fission products in the cooling gas (He) will be established. This will supply an integral statement on 

the retention capability of the fuel elements under, operating and accident conditions. The data 

obtained will provide understanding on the fuel behaviour, in particular results for code validation and 

will be used to make an effort to improve its performance.  

Follow-up of the irradiation programme 
In the frame of the HTR-TN project (TG8) a second experiment HFR-EU2 will be performed in HFR.  

The objective is to test 10 GA compacts in a dedicated sample holder that is irradiated in one leg of the 

so-called TRIO facility (TRI06131)., The compacts were fabricated at General Atomics with an 

improved compact fabrication process, each compact contains German referenice coated particle (EUO 

2358 - 2365 batches) enriched at 10.6 %U-235. The volume packing fra~tioti is 35.5%. The irradiation 

conditions foreseen are : central compact temperature between 1100 OC and 1200 OC, maximum fast 

neutron fluence of 4.5xi025 n.m 2 and a bur-up of 10 % FIMA



The two testi HFR-EUI and HFR-EU2 will be 'conducted simultaneously in the reactor HFR, 
independently in different core positions but using the same SWEEP LOOP system.  
PIE and heat-up tests will be performed respectively at NRG Petten and ITU Karslmhe.  
Discussions are also engaged with JABRI to test ,Japanese annular comiaci elements in, a similar 
device (TRIO leg) but not at the same time.  

* Fuel modelling 

In order to understand and to predict the irradiation and accident behaviour in different conditions a 
good modelling of the fuel particles is ne"*ed, it has been agreed to develop at the European level a 
common code taking into account the past experience.: 
A clear objective of such a code is to be flexible enough to calculate any type of fuel (U, Pu, in,...) 
under steady-state and accidental conditions. , 

Fuel performance modellers with experience in irradiated fuels from different countries are 
collaborating to build'this common European codedfor HTR fuels application. The first milestone is to 
provide a first versiondof the code end of 2003. - " 
- In a first step collection of input data and selection of the best models will be performed. 
Common input data will be agreed on the basis of the collection of data and models established in the 
HTR-F contract. The goal is to have a common data base (physical and mechanical properties on 
kernel and on coatings), which can be used by anybody in the HTR programme, in particular in code 
applications.  
Each partner is bringing his specific knowledge in different areas (kernels, coatings, FP diffusion, ... ) 

and a selection of the relevant models is made on a common agreement basis. This work is intended to 
be completed by end of 2002. -.  
- In a second step the'code 'will be applied topre-calculate the HTR-EU1 irradiation test. The -.  

objectives of this application are first to have a correct idea of the behaviour of the pebbles at high 
bum-up (gas pressure, FP-diffusion, particle failure probability ... ) and secondly to provide a good, 
basis for preparation of the PIE examinations of the irradiated pebbles.  
- A third step which is the major work will be devoted to code qualification. For this purpose 
calculations will be performed on most interesting cases in particular past tests performed at higher 
bum-ups (i.e. HFR P4, FRJ2-K15, HFR-K3); for some of them heating tests have been realised or will,

be realised in this project. A comparison of experimental results could be done with calculated values.  
These first test applications willprovide a preliminary qualification of the Eiropeani '6de end of 2004.

• Fuel manuacmnng .

The major objectives in the fuel fabrication studies are'' 
- To review the existing technologies for fabrication- of kernels and 6iated particles; - .  
- To select and to optimise reference fabrication prdciess(es) for keirels and coatings;' 
- To study these processes at a laboratory scale in a first step; '- " " 

- To fabricate and to characterise first batches of kernels and coated particles (uranium bearing 
Darticles).

a - S

In the first instance a general fuel particle specification'is defined, which acts as guidelines and 

eventual goal for an industrial qualification. Initially, ,UO 2 LEU TRISO fuel is considered but, in a 

second stage, plutonium bearing fuel and innovative coatings will be studied.' - a .  

The second task is to regain particle manufacturing knowledge for fabrication and coating 6f the" ,' 

kernels, with the aim of determiniing the key p.arameter's for the construction of a modem fabrication-

plant. -a' ' ~a~ 
- For kernel fabrication; based on past experience and new-techniques, a review of potential fabrication 

processes has been made.(dry route process, -weak-aci.d ioh-exchange .resin ,WARA process.,' sol-gel' a a a 

process) deyeloping different aspects of the fabiication (advantages, drawbacks, iMdustial scale 

feasibility). It is-known the sol gel processesGSP (Gel Support Precipitation) 'and HMTA (Hexa

Methylene TetiAmine) are able to provide satisfactory k~mels respecting the specifications. But only,
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the former has been used at industrial level, both by NUKEM and General Atomics. In more recent 

developments, the GSP route is being used to manufacture fuels for in Japan and China.  
Preliminary fabrication tests are being performed at CEA/Cadarache and ITU/Karlsruhe on laboratory 

scale devices. Starting with non-active simulants these tests will continue with U0 2, with initial tests 

being made in 2002. Despite the large past experience key production parameters are not freely 

available and have to be ascertained anew. It is planned that in a second stage (HTR-F1) that kernels 

containing Pu i.e. (U,Pu)0 2 will be produced. The ultimate aim of these ivistagations is the recovery 

and a renewed realization of industrial production capability for HTR development in Europe.  

- The fluidised bed technique is used for kernel coating. The kernels are batch-wise coated in fluidized 

bed furnace under an inert gas (usually argon) at high temperature (ranging from 1200'C up to 

1900°C). First the porous buffer layer is deposited from C2H2, then the high dense inner and outer 

pyrocarbon layer is deposited from a mixture of C2H2 and C3HII the layer SiC deposited from Methyl 

Chloro Silane (MTS) CH3SiCI3.  
A device, used in the 1970's has been restored and renewed at CEA/Grenoble. Tests have started since 

mid 2001 on the buffer and I-PyC layers on simulant material (ZrO2-Y 20 3 material from TOSOH) and 

will be continued with SiC and O-PyC layers.  
On innovative coatings (e.g. ZrC-TRISO), first a bibliographical review concerning these innovative 

coatings will be undertaken (comparison' of the different state of the art ZrC coating processes, 

comparative behaviour under irradiation of ZrC and SiC). First thermo-dynamical studies and process 

development by simulant tests will be also performed.  

The third task is the study of coated particle quality control methods. Tests are being made in support 

to the first manufacturing studies. Techniques considered in a first step are image analysis, laser light 

scattering and X-ray radiography for kernel shape and size and for layer thickness determination.  

These methods are being evaluated and compared with respect to the specification needs. The 

feasibility of other methods (both traditional and novel) will be reviewed in further steps of the 

programme.  

5. Conclusion 

The global working programme takes benefit of the international collaboration and it is being carried 

out over a period of four years within the the FP5 programme and will'be continued, technical 

proposal is under preparation for the next step (6 'h Framework Programme) for continuing the 

development of fuel technology which will be needed by industry by the end of the decade for a large 

scope of HTRs applications. The future development of HTR technology has many aspects. Though 

earlier developments were eminently successful, innovations are possible in the kernel design and in 

the fabrication technologies. The understanding of the irradiation behaviour is also a key parameter in 

evaluating new designs and expected performance gains.  
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ABSTRACT 

The production of high temperature reactor fuel, so called pebble fuel, was done in the eighties by a 
special vibrational dropping process to obtain as sintered U02 - or Th02 -microspheres, so called 
"Kemels", with a diameter size of about 300 gm. These microspheres have been coated and embedded 
in carbon balls to get the pebble fuel. Since the early nineties BRACE is developing the processings 8f ", 
microspheres starting with sols and suspensions to produce A120 3,' Zr02 ,HfO 2 and Actinide oxide .. 1 
microspheres. Two main developments have been made: 1) the preparation of the feed solution (sol, 
suspension) and the solidification processing, and 2) the equipment, design, and electronic' control 
have been completely changed. , - , .  

A newly developed suspension process for actinide oxides and for metal oxides e.g. A120 3, Ti02 , SiO2 , 
ZrO 2, Hf02, CeO2 , Th02 , U0 2, Pu0 2 leads to cheaper production of as sintered microspheres.' 

The processing and the installations will be described and the experience of production will be shown.  

1. Introduction 

Up to the end of the eighties of last century, the so called 'Kernels", merospheres with a diameter of 
about 300 pm'as sintered out of Th02 and U0 2 lIiv'e been Pro•lided by a special vibratioiial dropping , 
process (Fig. 1, 3 and 2). After coating and embedding in carbon the pebble fuel balls with a diameter 
of 60 mm included 40.000 U02 -or ThO-rmicrospheres in the core.

The development has been made at the Nuclear ResearcIh Center Jillich and at the company Nukem 
GmbH has been stopped in the end of the 
eighties and the production line has been 
shut down.  

Since the early nineties BRACE" is' 
developing the processing of microspheres 
with a broad range of materials for 
a•pplications in chemical, pharmaceutical, 
electronic, cosmetic and food industries.'
[1-8] )- ,: ..  

One' of' the developing 'areas is the 
production of microspheres out of metal 
oxides.

Fig. 1 Uranium Dioxide Microspheres (as sintered) -
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Fig. 2 Production line of 
"Kemels (nozzlehead)

Different process are used: 

1) The sol-gel process 

2) Suspension process with a temporary binder 

3) Mixed process: sol-gel and suspension.' 

With these three processes microspheres of nearly all metal oxides can be produced.  

2. Theoretical background of the process 

The patented BRACE-Microsphere Process is a drip casting process. A laminar liquid beam is 
generated through nozzles which are vibrated in the direction of the flow with an amplitude of some 
micrometers the flux breaks up in undercritical droplets which are stable. Due to the surface tension 
the droplets get a spherical shape (Fig. 5). The optimal frequency depends not only on the diameter of 
the nozzle, but also on thi velocity of the flow;" and material's specific constants like Weber-, 
Reynolds- and Ohnsorge numbers (Fig. 4).  

3. Sol-Gel Process 

A number of metals can forn hydroxide sols and 
can be used as starting material for the production 
of microspheres. Sols with low viscosity, such as 13 ic Re ic 2100 $ ACW* C 810 
Zirconium, Hafnium or Aluminium hydroxide 
stabilized with organic - compounds like lo,.  
polyalcohols or with pore formers like urea, can Re 
easily be pressed' through a 'nozzle system.  
Gelation in the gaseous phase is obtained by the 
reaction with ammonia. Solidification is 
continued by dropping the spheres in an aqueous 
solution of ammonia. This solidification can be 
tailored to the wanted properties of the 1 4.4 W3c Oh' 2.7102 
microspheres by varying the reaction time and the Oh w" 
concentration of ammonia in the precipitation Fig. 4 Ohnsorge-diagram, outlined area marks 
bath.. ... ...., r i ,o_,__.._, r. __., i.._,_._ ,

UnliWeritygiuns ,chmiat, R and juchier, 2 h., University GH-Essen).



Fig. 5Formatioi 
of spherical 
droplets (Schmi 
P. and Richter,' 
Th., University 
GH-Essen).

Not only sols can be used to obtain a fast and sufficient gelation during the short 
time of sphericity. Aqueous solutions of nitrates or carbonates are also excellent 
sD tarting materials for the production of microspheres. The preneutralized solutions 
formed to spheres are also gelated in a gaseous reaction with ammonia. They are 
ultimately precipitated in an aqueous ;solution of ammonia. Even without 
chemical presolidification in the gaseous phase, the solidification is possible 

-provided that the precipitation solution shows a low surface tension to avoid a 
--deformation of the spheres. 

In the case of Actinide metals the starting material can be a hydroxide sol or an 
aqueous solution preneutralized and with the addition of gelating aids like PVA, 
THF etc. For the preparation of Th0 2 and U0 2-microspheres ("Kernels") 
solutions of Thoriurrmnitrate and Uranylnitrate with PVA as gelating aids was used
as starting solution. The gelating after moulding has to be exactly adjusted. A 
short presolidification with gaseous ammonia is the first sensitive step to obtain a 
solidified shell which has to be permeable for the following reaction in the 

"`Amm6nia solution. The total solidified sphere has also to be porous to allow the 
CT -diffusion of water and NH4NO3 during washifig and drying of the spheres.  

4. Suspension Process 

The starting material for the suspension process is the powder of the metal oxide 
idt, which will be formed to microspheres. The powder with a low grain size, 

"%. preferably with c6<3 pm is -suspended in water. The Zetapotential has to be 
adjusted to get a stable suspension. Depending on the used temporary binder the 
pH-value has to be adjusted, too.

This suspension is then moulded with the vibrational dropping process of BRACE 
into microspheres. The solidification occurs by chemical reaction in an aqueous solution. After 
washing and drying the temporary binder is decomposed during a calcining step at about 500-6000C.  

As temporary binder a' broad range of organic compounds can be used. ,The most cofivenient 
compounds are Alginates. Materials like Agar-Agar,-PVA, Polyethylene imine,- Polyethersulforie, 
Gelatine ... can also be used.  

The sodiuni or the ammonium 'salt of alginate is'dissolved in water and added to the metal -oxide 
suspension. The gelitine of the as moulded spheres -can be done by bivalent (Me2,), trivalernt (Me3t) 
metal ions e.g. Ca2÷, Ba2÷, All, and acids. Most-salts-of multivalent metal ions with alginate are 
insoluble in water.  

This suspension process can be used to produce Actinide oxide microspheres'with6ut the use of 
Ammonia gas and Ammonia solutions. 

The suspensions of Th0 2 , UOz 'and PuO2, other',Actinide oxides, mixtures of this oxides or with 
additionally added metal oxides for the'increasing sintering activity can be processed in a broad range 
and in one preparation step.  

5. Mixed Process: sol-gel and suspension .  

To the sol or the solution of a metal hydroxide a suspension of the metal oxide can be added and this 
starting material is then moulded to microspheres. Mixed oxide microspheres can be produced if 

different metals are used in the sol/solution and the powder for the suspension. By this process mixed 
Actinide oxide microspheres are easily produced, e.g. ThO2 fUO2-spheres or UO2/PuO2-spheres.  
Depending on the composition and concentration the gelation of the as moulded spheres is also 

obtained without the use of ammonia.
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6. Subsequent Treatment of the Solidified Microspheres

Sol-Gel Process 

The chemical reaction between metal salt solutions and ammonia produces ammonia salts (NH4N0 3 , 
NH4CI, (NIL)2CO3, ...). These salts must be washed out before the particles are processed further, 
since otherwise the particles would be destroyed during heat treatment as these salts decompose.  
Washing of the spherical gel particles produced by the vibrational dropping process presents no 
difficulties, since the exchange rate (diffusion) between particles and surrounding liquid is fast. The 
removal of water from the gel particles using an alcohol that is miscible with water e.g. Isopropanol 
has higher efficiency and takes only a few minutes.  

Suspension Process 

In the case of the suspension process the washing process has only to remove the water, the small 
amounts of adhering metal salt of the solidification salt and the surplus of Na/NI-h-alginate.  

Decomposing of Organics 

After washing, the particles are dried at 100-180*C in air evaporating the washing fluid. The dried gel 
particles are then calcined in air (5000 C to 600'C) in order to decompose the organic polymer. To 
improve the reproducibility of calcining products, it is useful to work under flowing air at a constant 
humidity in the range between 10 to 30 g of water per cubic meter of air. Depending on the 
composition of the precursor solution, residual carbon contents ranging from 10 to 50 ppm can be 
achieved.  

Sintering 

The following step of the microsphere production is the sintering in air or in the case of U0 2, PuO2 in 
hydrogen to reach the high dense microspheres (96-99% of the theoretical density).  

7. Production Units 

The newly developed units for the production of ThO2-, U0 2-, PuO2- and mixed oxide microspheres 
provide the possibility to produce microspheres with a monomodal size distribution in a diameter 
range of 30-6000 microns. The ratio of dmax/dmin is close to 1,0.  

The capacity of the unit begins with small lab scale quantities for example 0,5-1 1 per hour of feed 
solution or suspension. Production units have a throughput of 100 to 1000 1 per hour. Depending on 
the content of solids, expressed in percentage of metal oxide in the feed solution/suspension, the 
capacity of as sintered Actinide oxide spheres ranges from 20 to 700 kg per hour.  

7,'' 

Fig. 6 Large Microsphere Unit 
Figure 7 shows the principle of a production unit. The units operate at atmospheric pressure or 
slightly above and can be designed to be explosion proof and can be built in a glove box. All process



parameters are electronically measured 
I.W- -Pi • and controlled. Remote cot l n modem control panels are a standard 

scope of supply. , 

-" . The units have a minimum space 
"" -- requirement. The energy consumption is 

2--- very low and they are noiseless during 
N~ operation.  

"Figure 6 shows the moulding head of a 
bigger production unit.  

_',-- With these installations manufacturing 
"- monosized microspheres in a 

. •.... -• - continuous production line is state of the 

2..1 ,CotrlCabInetdt•-- •-, ..... -..
2 ....... -.... "Figure 8 shows Uranium oxide 

3 "Feed ~hk-,-" nmicrospheres as moulded, as dried as 
4 Fine Pressurecalcined and as sintered. The diameter Adjustment - shrinks from about I mm as moulded to 

SNozzleplate 0,3 mm as sintered. " 
6 Stroboscope: 
7 TVCamera . . .  

Connection Device 
8 Coagulation Line 
9 NH3 -Gas 

Fig. 7Principle of the SOL-GEL Process 
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ABSTRACT 

The success of gas reactors depends upon the safety and quality of the coated particle fuel.  
The understanding and evaluation of this fuel requires development of an integrated 
mechanistic fuel performance model that fully describes the mechanical and physico
chemical behavior of the fuel particle under irradiation. Such a model, called PARFUME 
(PARticle FUel ModEl), is being developed at the Idaho National Engineering and 
Environmental Laboratory. PARFUME is based on multi-dimensional finite element 
modeling of TRISO-coated gas reactor fuel. The goal is to represent all potential failure 
mechanisms and to incorporate the statistical nature of the fuel. The model is currently 
focused on carbide, oxide and oxycarbide uranium fuel kernels, while the coating layers are 
the classical IPyC/SiC/OPyC. This paper reviews the current status of the mechanical 
aspects of the model and presents results of calculations for irradiations from the New 
Production Modular High Temperature Gas Reactor program.  

1. Introduction 

The INEEL has begun development of an integrated mechanistic fuel performance model foLrTRISQ
coated gas-reactor particle fuel termed PARFUME (PARticle FUel ModEl). Compared to light water 
reactor and liquid metal reactor fuel forms, the behavior ot coaTed--ptli cle is inherently more 
multidimensional. Moreover, modeling of.fuel behavior is made more difficult because of the 
statistical variations in fuel physical dimensions and/or component properties, from particle to particle 
due to the nature of the fabrication process.  

Our objective in developing PARFUME is to physically describe both the mechanical and physico
chemical behavior of the fuel particle under irradiation, with the proper'dimensionality, and still 
capture the statistical nature of the fueL The statistical variation of key properties of the particle 
associated with the production process requires Monte Carlo analysis of a very large number of 
particles to understand the aggregate behavior. Thus, state-of-the-art statistical techniques are being 
used to incorporate the results of the detailed multi-dimensional stress calculations and the fission 
product chemical interactions into PARFUME. Furthermore, we want to verify PARFUME using data 
from historical TRISO-coated particle irradiations so that the code can be used to design advanced 
coated-particle fuel with greater confidence for the gas reactor and other particle fuel applications (Pu 
and minor actinide burning, gas-cooled fast reactors).  

2. Key Phenomena 

Our mechanistic model for coated-particle fuel will consider both the structural and physico-chemical 
behavior of a particle-coated fuel system during irradiation. The following important phenomena will 
be included: 
"* Fission gas release from the kernel as a function of bumup, temperature and kernel type (oxide, 

carbide, oxycarbide);.  
"* Anisotropic response of the pyrolytic carbon layers to irradiation (shrinkage, swelling, and creep 

that are functions of temperature, fluence, and orientation/direction in the carbon); 
"* Failure of the pyrolytic carbon and SiC layers based on the classic Weibull formulation for a 

brittle material either by traditional pressure vessel failure criteria or by mechanisms such as 
asphericity, layer debonding, or cracking;



"* Fission product inventory generation as a function of burnup and enrichment of the particle; 
"* Chemical changes of the fuel kernel during irradiation (changes in carbon/oxygen, carbon/metal 

and/or oxygen/metal ratio depending on the kernel fuel type, production of CO/CO2 gas) and its 
influence on fission product and/or kernel attack on the particle coatings; 

1 Kernel migration; 
"* Fission product diffusion, migration and segregation; 
"* Statistical variations of key properties of the particle associated with the production process, 

requiring Monte Carlo analysis of a very large number of particles to understand the aggregate.  
behavior. , , 1 . .- I- - -. - - - .  

Due to space limitations, this paper will focus only on the structural aspects of the model.  

3. Material Properties 

A typical TRISO-coa_td particle is shown in Figure 1. Fission gas pressure builds up in the kernel and 
buffer regions, while the IPyC, SiC, and OPyC act as structural layers to retain this pressure. The 
basic behavior modeled in PARFUME is shown schematically in Figure 2. The IPyC and OPyC 
layers both shrinkTand creep during irradiation ofthe particle -while theSiC exhibits only elastic 
response. A portion-of the gas pressure is transmitted through the IPyC layer to the SiC. This 
pressure continually increases as irradiation of the particle progresses, thereby-contributing to a tensile 
hoop stress in'the SiC layer.-'Countering the effect of the pressure load is the shrinkage of the IPyC 
during irradiation, which pulls inward on the SiC. Likewise, shrinkage of the OPyC causes it to push 
inward on the SiC. -.Failure of the particle is expected to occur if the stress anywhere in the SiC layer 
reaches the fracture strength of the SiC. Failure of the SiC results in an instantaneous release of elastic 
energy that should be sufficient to cause simultaneous failure of the pyrocarbon layers.- -.
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Figure 1. Typical TRISO-coated fuel Figure 2. Behavior of coating layers in fuel particle.  
particle geometry.  

Numerous material 'properties are ne'led to replie-ent fuel particle behavior in the performance model.  
These include irradiation-induced strain rates to account for shrinkage (or swelling) of the pyrocarbon 
layers, creep coefficients to represent irradiation-indu'ced creep in the pyrocarbon layers, and elastic 
properties to iepresent elastic behavior forithe trocarbons and silicon carbide.- The properties used in 
the model were obtained from data that was compiled in a report by the CEGA Corporation in July 
1993. This data vas based on a review and evaluati6n of material properties published in the literature 
to that date [1].  

Irradiation-induced creep in the pyrocarbon layers- is treated'as secondary creep, i.e. the creep strain 
rate is proportional 'to the Aevel -of stress in ithe-Ppyrbcrbbn. -The creep coefficient increases
significantly With increases in the irradiation temperature.' 'Due to anisotrdpy in the swelling behavior 
of the pyrocarbon layers, the strainis are different for the radial and tangential directions." The swelling 
strains are functions of four variables, i.e. fluence level, pyrocarbon density, degree of anisotropy (as 

measured by 'the Bacon Anisotropy Factor, BAF), and irradiation'temperature.- In the radial direction, 
the pyrocarbon gInerally shrinks at low fluences'but swells at higher fluences. ' In the tangential 
direction, the pyrocarb6n shrinks at all levels of flhience. The .magnitude of the shrinkage increases as"
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BAF increases or as the irradiation temperature increases. The silicon carbide is a much stiffer 
material than the pyrocarbons, with a Young's modulus that is an order of magnitude larger.  

4. Models 

4.1 Structural 

The ABAQUS program [2] is used in the performance model to perform finite element stress analysis 
on coated fuel particles. This program is capable of simulating the complex behavior of the coating 
layers, and can be used to evaluate multidimensional effects, such as shrinkage cracks in the IPyC, 
partial debonding between layers, and asphericity. We have shown [3] that radial shrinkage cracks in 
the IPyC could make a significant contribution to fuel particle failures, and such cracks have been 

observed in post-irradiation examinations. We have, therefore, devoted significant effort toward 
including this failure mechanism in PARFUME (in addition to the traditional pressure vessel failure 
associated with buildup of internal fission gas pressure).  

ABAQUS models for both normal and cracked three-layer geometries are shown in Figure 3. These 
are axisymmetric models that allow for nonsymmetry in the plane of the model, thus enabling an 
evaluation of multidimensional effects on stress behavior of the coating layers. The model of the 
normal spherical particle has no cracks or defects in the layers of the particle. The IPyC and OPyC 
layers are assumed to remain fully bonded to the SiC layer throughout irradiation. This model is used 
to demonstrate behavior of a normal particle in expected reactor conditions, as well as to determine 
stresses in the various layers'throughout irradiation. The model consists of quadrilateral axisymmetric 
elements, giving the effect of a full sphere. Only the three structural layers (i.e. the IPyC, SiC, and 
OPyC) of the particle are included in the model. The layer thicknesses for the IPyC, SiC, and OPyC 

are nominally set at 40, 35, and 43 gm, respectively, but these can be varied as desired. An internal 
pressure is applied in the analysis to simulate the buildup of fission gas pressure, and an external 
pressure is applied to represent either reactor or test conditions. Particles are analyzed in a viscoelastic 

time-integration analysis that progresses until the fluence reaches 3 x 1025 n/i 2, occurring at a time of 

1.2 x I06 s in the analysis. These are representative conditions that can be varied as desired.  

The model for a cracked particle is identical to 
that of the normal particle except that it has a 
radial crack through the thickness of the IPyC 
layer. Such a crack is typical of those observed 
in post-irradiation examinations of the New 
Production Modular High Temperature Gas 
Reactor (NP-MHTGR) fuel particles. During 
irradiation, shrinkage of the initially intact IPyC 
layer induces a significant tensile stress in that 
layer. If the tensile strength of the IPyC layer is 
exceeded, then a radial crack develops in the 
IPyC layer. This crack is included in the model 

Figure 3. Finite element models for normal, from the beginning of the solution since it is not 

and cracked configurations. feasible to initiate the crack later in the 
ABAQUS analysis. Because the shrinkage in 

the pyrocarbons dominates the particle behavior early during irradiation, large tensile stresses in the 

IPyC occur early. Therefore, the assumption of the presence of a crack at the beginning of the solution 

should be a reasonable approximation. The analysis does not include dynamic effects associated with 

a sudden failure of the IPyC, which could increase the magnitude of the stresses calculated.  

Figure 4 plots the calculated tangential stress history for the SiC layer of a normal (uncracked) 

particle. As shown, the; SiC remains in compression largely because of the shrinkage in the 

pyrocarbon layers (the IPyC pulls while the OPyC pushes on the SiC). Figure 4 also plots the 

maximum principal stress in the SiC layer near the crack tip of a particle with a cracked IPyC. In the
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-particle analyzed, the crack leads tona !.•0' _• " .. . . , ".... . -'•- ,calculated tensile stress ,in the sic " ,--_ 

':°" " - layer, of about 440 MPa. -It canbe 

..... . seen that a cracked'IPyC greatly 
. changes the stress condition in the t.  

SiC, which significantly increases the .  

probability of SiC failure.  

4.2 Statistical 
0. 3. , 8. go. '12. -- .  

1.. .... 1Wave also investigated the effect;." 

Fiur4....ss ih SC l .. of statistical variations in ft6l particle Figure 4. Time'hist~ries for striess in the SiC layer' -..... design' para reteii on 'the structural ' 
for normal and cracked particles. desion parameters o n the S.. .. .• - -•. ,.> • •response of,the fuel particle.' Ini the. " 

case of a normal (uncracked) particle, 
statistical variations in design parameters are -treated-, with sim-plified solu-tionis built into ihe 
PARFUME code, rendering finite element analysis unnecessary. In the case of a cracked particle, 
however, finite element analyses are performed to capture the multidimensional behavior and tliereby
characterize the effects of variations in these parameters., Based on the- iresults of analyses on cracked 
particles, there are a numbe-r of parameters that are important in describing the behavior of the cracked 
particle and thus merit a detaild sitatistical eviluation. 'Theseinclude the IPyC'thickness, SiC, _ 
thickness, OPyC thickness, the densities of the pyrocarbon layers, BAF of the pyrocarbcn layers, 
irradiation temperature, particle diameter, and the creep coefficient for the pyrocarbon layers. For 
example, Figure 5 shows -the -maximum calculated stress in the 'SiC layer as a function' of the
irradiation temperature (when all other parameters are held constant).' The stress decreaies with . . .  
temperature because the higher creep in the pyrocarbons at higher temperatures tends to relax stresses 
in the coating layers earlier during irradiation.  

__-___________________ Initially, regression analyses were
Boo ' performed using 'the Design' Expert -

-7W0 - program [4] to produce an algorithm that
can be used to predict the stress level in 
the SiC layer of particles- ha'ving .a': a 

Socracked iPyC. The program used 
5M:•-response surface analysis to develop,a ' 

'-sixth-order polynomial that statistically: ' 
0 - fit stress'data to a high'level of accuracy 

-. o •- • when variations in. six pkrameters were -6Mo 7M. ,0 GMo 100 1100 126 an m 

Irr.d.. on Temperair. ( -,considered. A full-factorial. analysis 2 

- ' ,- - "' -�..-required results from a total of 972 finite 

. . .', - ',- "-element analyses to successfully develop - -' 

Figure 5. Calculated SiC stress as a function of - " the, algorithm. - The. problem with this . -, 

irradiation temperature. - '-statistical treatment is that it becomes , 
' ' impractical to - ,consider, further-,

parametric variations'or t6 i6ddthe'analysis if basic assumptions (such as the pyrocarbon shrinkage, 
properties used) :are changed.' "Therefore, an alternative .method 'has been developed that greatly 
reduces the numbero6f finite elemefit'analyses needed: 'In this approach, finite element analyses are 
performed on just enough cases t8 determine the effects 6f viary'ing each parameter individually. We .  
then analyze the same cases using a closed-form--solution'that solves for, stresses in a normal .  
(uncracked) TRISO fuel particle [5]. -Finally, we perform statistical fits on the results of the analyses 
ard draw a correlati~ii bet.'ýeed'the striess in an uncracked paiticle with the stress in a cracked particle -.  

for the same parametric variations.' In the PARFUME code,-then,'the stress in the SiC layer of a , 

particle having a cracked ]PyC is determined by first computing the stress for the same particle having .' 
an intact IPyC. This stress is then converted to a stress for a cracked particle by applying the, I.  
correlations. With this approach, there is little effort involved in adding more parameters to the 
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statistical base, and there is no limit to the number of parameters that can be considered. The number 

of finite element analyses needed for statistical analysis of six parameters was reduced from 972 to 14.  

Thus, even if assumptions 'change or a new failure mechanism is introduced, the effort required to 

perform a new statistical analysis is easily manageable. The accuracy of this statistical approach was 

verified by comparing results with those obtained from the Design Expert algorithm. The two 

methods showed close agreement when used to calculate particle failure probabilities.  

5. Approach for Determining the Particle Failure Probability 

To treat the statistical variations in material properties and other parameters for the fuel particle, 

PARFUME uses Monte Crlo's anpling'on a batch of fuel particles in determining the particle failure 

probability. In these samplings; the code performs statistical variations on any number of parameters 
(such as IPyC, SiC, OPyC thicknesses, IPyC BAF, etc.) by applying Gaussian distributions to these 
parameters. When the cod& samples 'a iarticle,'it first uses a closed form solution [5] to calculate the 
stress in the IPyC layer. Because of the brittle nature of pyrolytic carbon, the IPyC is expected to fail 
in a probabilistic manner according to the Weibull -statistical theory [6]. As such, the calculated stress 
for the IPyC is compared to a Weibull strength for the IPyC to determine whether it cracks. This 

strength is obtained by sampling from a Weibull distribition having a mean strength o, and a 
modulus m. The mean strenth a, is defined to' be the stress level at which 63.2% of the IPyC layers 
would fail if all were stressed equally. It is derived from a volumetric integration of stresses in the 
IPyC, and is based on CEGA's data for the'characteristic strength ob.  

If it is determined that the IPyC layer of the particle cracks, then the statistical correlation equations 
described in Section 4.2 are used to calculate the stress in the SiC layer. As with the IPyC, the SiC 

layer is expected to fail according to a Weibull statistical distribution, having a mean strength o',, and 
a modulus m. The mean strength is derived from an integration of SiC stresses in the vicinity of the 
crack, and again is based on CEGA's data for the characteristic strength ob. If it is determined that the 
IPyC layer of the particle does not crack, then the code uses the closed form solution to calculate the 

SiC stress. In this case, the Weibull mean 'strength a,, is derived from an integration of the more 
uniform stresses of an uncracked particle.  

6. Predictions for NPR Experiments 

The current version of the PARFUMIVE code has been used to analyze three irradiation experiments 
conducted as part of the NP-MHTGR program in the early 1990s. Fuel compacts were irradiated at 
the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) and the'Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) in the United States.  
TRISO-coated particles containing high-enriched uranium were irradiated at temperatures between 

750 and 1250 °C, bumups between 65 and 80% FIMA, and fluences between 2"and 3.8x1025 n/im2.  
On-line fission gas release measurements indicated significant failures during irradiation. Post
irradiation examination (PIE) of individual fuel compacts revealed the presence of radial cracks in all 
layers of the TRISO coating. The irradiation conditions for the experiments are summarized in Table 
1, while the levels of cracking measured during PIE are shown in Table 2. The particle dimensions, 
burnup, end-of-life- fluence, irradiation temperature, and 235TU enrichment were set to appropriate 
values in the analysis for each experiment. Included in the results shown in Table 2 (column 5) are the 

percentage of particles predicted to have a cracked IPyC and the percentage of particles predicted to 
fail because of a cracked SiC. It is seen that PARFUME predicts that the IPyC layer cracks in 100% 

of the particles for every compact tested. In reality, the PIE revealed that the actual failure fractions 

were less than thiis, as shown in the table. Based on historical literature sources, it is believed that the 

creep coefficients currently-used in the PARFUME code may be too low, which would allow the 

calculated shrinkage stresses to reach too high a value before creep relaxation takes effect. If the creep 

coefficients used in' the analyses were amplified by a factor of 2; the number of failures in the IPyC 

and SiC decrease as shown. in Table 2 (column 6). The higher creep gives significantly better 

correlation with the experimental results.,
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Table 1. Irradiation conditions for NPR experiments 
Fuel Compact ID Fast Fluence Irradiation Burnup 

(10 n/rn) Temp. (0C) (%FIMA) 
NPR-2A4 : 3.8 '746 - 79 
NPR-I A5 3.8 987-- 79 
NPR-1 AS 2.4 845 72 
NPR-1A A9 1.9 1052 64 

Table 2. Comparisons of ceramographic observations to PARFUME calculations for TRISO coated 
fissile fuel particles 

IPyC ayer (a)'" 

Fuel Compact Sample Size % Failed 95% Conf. Calc. Calc. with 2x 
ID Interval (%) _ Creep 
NPR-2 A4 83 65 54<p<76 100 99.6 
NPR-1 A5 39 31 17<Ip<47 100 34 
NPR-1 A8 53 6 2<p<16 100 94 
NPR-1A A9 17 18 5<1<42 100 15 

SiC yer (a) 
Sample Size % Failed 95% Conf. Calc. Calc. With 2x 

Interval (%) Creep 

NPR-2 A4 287 3 2<p<6 40.7 2.2 
NPR-1 A5 178 0.6 <p<3 - -16.1 0.2 
NPR-1 A8 260 0 0<p<2 33.4 1.4 
NPR-1A A9 83 1 O<p<5 10.8 0.04
a. Layer failure is considered as a through wall crack as measured by PIE. .  

7. Summary and Future Work 

The INEEL has begunti development'of an integrated mechanistic fuel performance model for TRISO- -" 
coated gas reactor particle fuel niamed PARFUME (PARticle Fuel ModEl). The 'objective of 
PARFUME is to physically describe the behavior of the fuel particle under irradiation. Both the 
mechanical and physico-chemical behavior of theparticle under irradiation are being considered.  
Statistical and modeling methods have been developed that enable prediction of the multi-dimensional 
behavior that is characteristic of TRISO-coated gas reactor fuel. These methods have been applied to 
particle failures caused by iriadiation-induced shrinkage cracks in the IPyC layer. The midel, with an 
adjustment in the creep properties for the PyC materials, makes predictions that are in reasonable 
agreement with the IPyC and SiC failures observed in the NP-MHTGR'fuel irradiation experiments' 
performed in the early 1990s. Future work in the code development includes: 
"* Completion of the fission product chemistry modules for the code 
"* Development of the fission product transport module 
"* Comparison of the code to other older gas reactor irradiationrs data 
"* Including the effects of asphericity and partial debondifig between coating layers.  
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ABSTRACT 

High Temperature Gas Cooled reactors (HTRs) are able to accommodate a wide variety of mixtures of fissile 
and fertile materials without any significant modification of the core design. This flexibility is due to an 
uncoupling between the parameters of cooling geometry, and the parameters which characterize neutronic 
optimisation (moderation ratio or heavy nuchde concentration and distribution).  

Among other advantageous features, an HTR core has a better neutron economy than a LWR because there is 
much less parasitic capture in the moderator (capture cross section of graphite is 100 times less than the one of 
water) and in internal structures.  

Moreover, thanks to the high resistance of the coated particles, HTR fuels are able to reach very high bum-ups, 
far beyond the possibilities offered by other fuels (except the special case of molten salt reactors).  

These features make HTRs especially interesting for closing the nuclear fuel cycle and stabilizing the plutonium 
inventory.  

A large number of fuel cycle studies are already available today, on 3 main categories of fuel cycles involving 
HTRs : i) High enriched uranium cycle, based on thorium utilization as a fertile material and HEU as a fissile 
material; ii) Low enriched uranium cycle, where only LEU is used (from 5% to 12%); iii) Plutonium cycle based 
on the utilization of plutonium only as a fissile material, with (or without) fertile materials.  

Plutonium consumption at high burnups in HTRs has already been tested with encouraging results under the 
DRAGON project and at Peach Bottom. To maximize plutonium consumption, recent core studies have also 
been performed on plutonium HTR cores, with special emphasis on weapon-grade plutonium consumption. In 
the following, we complete the picture by a core study for a HTR burning reactor-grade plutonium. Limits m 
bumup due to core neutronics are investigated for this type of fuel.  

With these limits in mind, we study in some detail the Pu cycle in the special case of a reactor fleet made of a 
mixture of LWRs and HTRs. It is reasonable to assume that if HTRs are to be deployed on an industrial scale, 
they will co-exist during a long period of time with already existing LWRs. The present paper investigates the 
symbiotic behaviour of LWRs producing plutonium, and of HTRs burning it.



1. Introduction 
High Temperature, Gas-Cooled reactors (HTRs) have several fundamental features which distinguish 
them from other types of reactors, and provide significant operational advantages.  
-ITRs are able to accommodate a wide variety of mixtures of fliels' iith ut any-si ificant 

modification of the core design. This flexibility is due'tbf an uncoupling betweehnthe parameters-of
cooling geometry, and the parameters which characteiize fieutronic opltimiz-atioh'(that is moderation 
ratio or heavy nuclide concentration and distribution). In fact, it is possible to modify the packing 
fraction of coated particles in the fuel within the graphite matrix without changing the dimensions of 
the fuel elements. Other physical reasons favour the much better adaptability of HTRs with regard to 
the fuel cycle'in comparison with reactors using moderat6rsiiathe liquid formn, such as LWRs. An 
illustration of that is the void coefficient which limits the plhtoniuimncontent bftPWR MOX fuels and 
which is not a constraint for HTRs. It is to be noted also that an HTR core ha• • better neutron' 
economy than a LWR because there is much less parasitic capture in the moderator (capture cross 
section of graphite is 100 times less than the one of water) and in internal structures.' 

Finally it must be noted that HTR fuels are able to reach very high burn-ups, which are far beyond the 
possi'bilities offered by other thermal reactors (except the particular case of molten salt reactors). This 
capability allows for essentially complete plutonium fission in a single burnup and minimizes the 
proliferation risk in the use of this fuel form.  

2. - A classification of fuel cycles in HTRs 

Numerous studies have been carried out in the past to assess and compare merits arid drawbacks of all, 
solutions which may be considered in HTRs, and which depend on: . , 

"* the type of fissile material (U233, U235, Plutonium) or fertile material (Th232, U238) with 
various enrichments, 

"* utilization conditions in the reactor: moderation ratio, frequency of reloads, fraction of the core 
replaced at each cycle, distribution of fertile and fissile materials among various categories of 
particles, etc.  

" fissile material recycling strategy .

A large number of results are available today [1], ýnd these can be summarized by considering 3 main 
categories of fuel cycles:. - , .  

1) High Enriched Uranium' (LEU) cycle based on thorium utilization as a fertile material, and 
high enriched uranium (typically 93 %) as a fis'sile miaterial ..... ' 

2) Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) cycle where onlyeririched uranium is used (from 5 % to 12 %) 

3) Plutonium cycle based on the utilization of plutorium only a's a fissile riiaterial, with (or .  
without) fertile materials.
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For completeness, it is to be noted that a kind of "hybrid" cycle called MEU (involving a mixture of 
medium enriched uranium (20%) with thorium) has also been considered. In the following, we shall 
discuss in more detail each of the three categories mentioned above.  

2.1 - The HEU + Th cycle 

Thorium, being the fertile material utilized in this cycle, generates U233, which is by far the best 
fissile isotope for thermal spectrum reactors. Furthermore, there are probably more thorium resources 
than uranium resources, and its utilization as a fertile isotope in reactors has been extensively studied, 
particularly for HTRs.  

For these reasons, the HEU cycle was considered as the reference cycle at the very beginning of HTR 

development in both USA and Germany. As a result, 4 HTR prototype power reactors having 
operated in the past (AVR and THTR in Germany, Peach Bottom and Fort Saint Vrain in USA) were 

first loaded with fuel containing thorium in various forms such as carbides, oxides, and single thorium 
particles or mixtures with uranium.  

The main advantage of this cycle is a small uranium consumption. Another advantage, which was not 

underlined in the past but which may become an important argument, is the significant reduction of 

minor actinides production if U233 is recycled in reactors. This would occur in reactors operated 
with Th-U233 cycles.  

On the other hand, the competitiveness of an HEU cycle is questionable.today, all the more so 

because there is a large uncertainty on thorium costs, since the market for this material is very 

limited. The main technical hurdle for the development of the HEU cycle comes from U233 

recycling. The difficulty arises from the significant energetic y emission of some daughter products 
of U232 (7 year period), which comes with U233. This harmful emission essentially requires a 

remote fabrication process of U233 fuels. Technically this operation is certainly feasible with modem 

technologies, but significant R&D effort would be necessary to industrialize it and to ensure its 
profitability.  

2.2 - The LEU cycle 

The LEU cycle uses uranium with a minimum enrichment of 5 to 6 %, which is more than the highest 

enrichments usually utilized in other current thermal reactors such as LWRs (for HTR's, the uranium 

enrichment for LEU cycles usually ranges from 5 % to 15 %). This is due to a rather diluted and 

homogeneous uranium distribution in HTR fuels which favours U23 8 resonance captures (self 

shielding effect is reduced). This greater neutron absorption must be compensated for by a higher 

enrichment. On the other hand, this apparent enrichment penalty goes with a higher conversion ratio 

(typically 0.7 to 0.8 or even more if needed), which compensates the higher uranium consumption due 

to initial enrichment, because of a greater "in situ" formation of fissile isotopes (plutonium). It also 

provides for a more uniform reactivity behaviour of the core life.  

The LEU cycle was studied during the 60's and 70's in USA and Germany as well as in England and 

in France. Some LEU fuels were loaded in the European experimental reactor DRAGON.' 

Furthermore, Germany decided in the 80's to select this fuel for their future projects. Japan has also 

selected this fuel as well for their I-lTR experimental reactor, which is in operation today.
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2.3 Plutonium fuel cycles with or without thorium

From a physics stanidpbint, the interest of plutonium use in HTRs comes from flexible features 
already discussed above. It is known that plutonium isotopes have very large capture resonances near 
the thermal range of the neutron spectrum. Thisis-the re-aisohn hy plutonium reactivity and evolution 
as function of time heavily depends upon its initial concentration and distribution in the fuel (because 
of self-shielding effect mentioned above). In that respect, a HTR provides a large margin to the 
designer for optimising fuel cycle characteristics.  

The idea to use plutonium as the only fissile material but still with thorium as a fertile material wis 
considered very early in the 60's within the framework of the DRAGON project. GA took up the 
studies in 1968 in a program with Edison Electric Institute. This program was carried out up to the 
manufacturing of a test fuel element and its irradiation in the Peach Bottom HTR.  

To maximize plutonium consumption, more recent studies have been performed on plutonium HTR 
cores with no fertile material at all. This solution has been'particularly considered in the'frarnework 
of weapon-grade'plutonium consumption. For the reasons already discussed above, only HTRs offer • 
such a possibility (a part from fast neutron reactors for which it seems theoretically feasible to design 
core containing only plutonium).  

As far as net plutonium consumption is concerned, pi-forriances claimed for this type of fuel cycle 
are remarkable. For example, if we refer to joint studies between GA and MINATOM on what they 
call the "PC-MH'" (Plutonium Consumption - Modular Helium Reactor), plutonium consumption 
reaches 90 kg/TW(e)hr'. As a guide, an EPR (European Pressirized Reactor) loaded with 100% .. : 
MOX fuel could theoretically consume 65 kg/TW(e)hr.- One ican also compare with a Fast Neutron 
Reactor operating on "under-breeding" mode which could achieve a theoretical consumption of 80.  
kg/TW(e)hr, provided that advanced fuel containinj 45% of plutonium are developed (see French 
"CAP'RA." program). " -, 

From this short overview, we can draw the following main conclusions: 

In spite of its potential advantages, the HEU cycle appears to be handicapped because of proliferation 
concerns. However it should be worthwhile to carry out further studies in order to better assess its 
potential benefits with regard to other questions, such as minor actinide generation, which took much 
more importance in recent years.  

The LEU cycle benefits from the largest experience but needs an uranium enrichment beyond 5% 
which is the upper limit for most of fuel cycle facilities in many countries. It would be necessary to 
modify these facilities or to build new plants (particularly for enrichment), knowing that in any case, 
new fuel fabrication plants are needed to manufacture HTR fuels.  

- It is easy to verify this figure by usinq a 50 % efficiency of the plant, and elementary fission enemy release of 

210 MeV. In fact, the net plutonium consumption reaches about 100 kgrrhe due to the the formation of 
americium and curium from the plutonium by neutron capture.
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Thorium use is not specific to HTRs even though they are better adapted than other reactors to take 
advantages of thorium properties. Recycling of U233 however would require more industrial 
experience.  

For plutonium consumption, HTRs are, without doubt one of the best types of reactors. Only fast 
neutron reactors may compete in this domain, but at the cost of as much, or more, development as 
HTRs. Taking into account the acquired background on HTR fuels, it seems that there is no 
technological hurdle to achieve expected performances of plutonium consumption. However, 20 
years ago, the context was not the same and in particular, questions such as plutonium consumption or 
long-term waste management were not so acute. Therefore, it is worthwhile to reconsider this option 
in light of these new challenges.  

3. Burning reactor-grade plutonium in HTRs. A fuel cycle scenario.  

3.1 Assumptions 

In this paper, we studied the fuel cycle for a plausible scenario describing the progressive introduction 
of Pu-buming HTRs in a fleet initially composed of LWRs.  

We did not try to treat the subject exhaustively. Indeed, we restricted ourselves to the assumption that 
the HTRs are exclusive Pu burners, and that the Pu comes from the LWRs.  

Fuel cycle studies in steady state regime are of limited interest, because time constants for the 
introduction of new nuclear reactors are always very long. For the long-term future, the introduction 
of fast neutron reactors might possibly come into the game before a steady state regime for any 
existing reactor fleet can be established. For the sake of plausibility, the scenario in this paper has 
thus been studied in transient regime, and cover only the mid-term future.  

We are interested mainly in the plutonium balance, because Pu is an important energetic resource, and 
because it is the major' contributor of the radiotoxic fuel inventory.  

Hypotheses underlying the scenario understudy are as follows: 

-The studied scenario is deemed to be realistic for the next 50 years. However, in order to gain some 
insight into the asymptotic behavior of the reactor fleet, the studied time window has been extended 
to 100 years, between 2000 and 2100.  

-The total electric power produced by the reactor fleet is kept constant during this period.  

-We start with a realistic initial inventory in 2025, supposed to be representative of the french 
situation at that time, namely 400 tons.



-We assume a gradual replacement of existing LWRs by Pu-burning HTRs. The rate of replacement is 
2.1 % per year, between years 2025 and 2035. At that time, the reactor fleet is stabilized, and 21.25 % 
of the total installed electric power is produced by HTRs (Fig. 1).  

Installed power 
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Fig. 1: Composition of the reactor fleet, vs time 

-We assume that MOX fuel is used in 42% of the LWR fleet during the early years of the period 
under study (until 2025). After that date, we assume that the LWRs become exclusive UOX burners 
(stop of MOXing in LWRs in year 2025). However, all the UOX fuel burnt in the LWRs is still 
processed to produce the Pu fuel needed for HTRs.  

-The burnup of the UOX fuel in LWRs is assumed to be 55 GW.d/t, with a fuel renewed by fifth 
every year. This corresponds to a net production of plutonium of 25 kg/TWhe.  

-Since the high burnup achievable in HTRs does not encourage multiple recycling, we assume a one

through cycle of Pu in HTRs.  

-We assume a net consumption of plutonium in HTRs of 100 kgFTWhe. The Pu burnup achievable in 

a thermal HTR has been assumed to be 500 GW.d/t. As will be justified in section 4, this is probably 
a rather conservative value. ' , -- ' _ 1% * . - "I .  

3.2 Results of the fuel cycle study in this scenario 

Stabilization of Pu inventory is achieved around year 2030. This Pu inventory has two components: 

in and out of the reactors. The plutonium inventory out of the reactors is plotted vs time in fig. 2. The 

mass of Pu discharged from the HTRs grows linearly with time, While the Pu nmais-still available for 
HTR fuel fabrication decreases linearly after year 2040.
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Fig 2: Evolution of the out-of-reactor Pu inventory for afleet producing 400 Twhe/year 

It can be seen that the plutonium mass available for HTR fuel fabrication almost vanishes around year 

2100. We reach here the limits of a realistic scenario, since other types of reactors might possibly 
enter into the fleet long before this date.



The scenario under study is contemporary of the scena'io of introduction of advanced fuels like 
CORAIL and APA in LWRs, whose goal is precisely to-enhance the Pu consumption m LWRs. It is 
thus possible to compare these options with the symbiotic scenario LWR+HTR. The total Pu .  
inventory versus time is plotted m Fig. 3 for all these options.  
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Fig. -3 Total plutonium inventory for a reactor fleet producing 400 Twhelyear,.

It can be seen here that for Pu burning, HTRs compare favorably to LWRs, even if LWRs use 
multirecycling with the most advanced fuels. The stabilization of Pu inventory is possible with LWRs 

only if advanced fuels are used and with multirecycling. A mixed fleet of LWRs and HTRs easily 

achieves the same result with standard fuel (for LWRs) and without multirecycling. However, the 

comparison between the vrio'us bptions is not straightforward, and needs a few comments. One 

should note that the isotopic composition of the Pu left as "waste" by the LWR + HTR symbiotic fleet 

is so degraded that the proliferation risk becomes negligible (Table 1).
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Isotopic PWR/UOX 55 GWd/t HTR/ Pu 575 GWdlt 
composition of the 

discharged 
plutonium 

Pu 238 3 10 

Pu 239 58 8 

Pu 240 27 23 

Pu 241 4 24 

Pu 242 8 35 

% Pu fissile 62 32

Table 1. The plutonium isotopic composition ofthefuelfor a MOX1 and for a typical spent HTR fuel.  

Moreover, whereas the advanced fuel discharged from LWRs may need some further conditioning, 

the Pu discharged from HTRs is conditioned under the form of coated microspheres, which can be 

considered already as a suitable waste form for interim storage or for final disposal (the production of 

1 TWhe by fission of 1' -generation plutonium results in the production of 12 kg of americium and 

curium).  

4. Core studies for a Pu-burning HITR. Maximum Pu burnup achievable in a HTR 

A key assumption in the above fuel cycle studies is the Pu bumup achievable in HTRs. The bumup 

limitation can come from two main causes : the resistance under irradiation of the fuel particles, and 

the neutronic behaviour of the core. The fuel particle themeselves do not seem to be a severe 

limitation, since burnups as high as 750 GW.d/t have been achieved without degradation of the fuel 

particles in previous experiments [2]. This encouraging -but isolated- result must be confirmed by 

future experiments.  

In order to assess the feasibility of HTRs with an "all plutonium" core, preliminary core studies at 

CEA [3,4,5] were carried out in the special case of the Gas Turbine Modular Helium-cooled Reactor 

(GT-MH-R) 600 MWth General Atomics concept. The 
annular core geometry of the GT-MHR (fig. 4) was ,.-,
selected to maximize the power density and still permit 
passive core heat removal while maintaining 
reasonable fuel temperatures during accident 
conditions.

Figure 4: GT-MHR 600 MWth Core
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4.1 Categories of Pu fuels investigated 

The Pu corfiF6sition corresponding to-the scenario studied in sect. 3 is of course the first-generation 
Pu coming from the spent LWR UOX fuel (Pul), but we thought it would be worthwhile to perform 
core calculations for other Pu - , 

...  

compositions as well (Table 2). Cycle name .... Plutonium origin Pu,IPu, 

MOX burning in LWRs generates a Pul "PWR# 3,7 % (U5/U) 42 GWJ/t - 114 66,2% 

second generation of plutonium Pu2 Second generation MOX-EPR 60 GWJt 50,15% 

(Pu2) that has also been considered- -WPu 7 Weapons grade - 94,6% . .,-= 

in the present cbre-fudý. PlItoniumi 'PWR. EPR: Pressunzed Water Reactor and European Pressunzed Reactor 

coming frcm the dismantling of ,Table 2 :Plutonium isotopic compositions -

nuclear warheads has also been -.  

studied (WPu).  

4. 2 Comrnuter codes and methodology for core calculation, 

For the followving calculations, the French reactor phsics code system SAPHYR developed at CEA 
has been used. It is composed of several codes: APOLLO2 (transport), CRONOS2 (diffusion
transport), FLTCA4 (3D thermal hydraulics).... which are interconnected.: 

4. 3 Plutonium fuel cycle characteristics 

Fuel element analyses: reactivity margin and burnable poison impact 

Figure 5 shows the evolution of infinite multiplication coefficient for Pul. On the orie hanid, it should 
be stressed that compared to a similar fuel depletion without erbium (Pul-701 kg);,the fuel with 
poison presents an initial reactivity reduction of around 
9000 pern which almost disappears towards 600 GWd/t, 
corresponding to the loss of 90 % of '6Er. The cycle lengths , .. L..---- -- • . . , a• , .. ... . . ..- ,--.. .- ---.... - -- . .. " --- 

are however comparable. This important feature of the --- - ----
burnable poison equivalent t6 that observed 'with "0B allows -----
adjusting the initial reactivity of the different fuel cycle lid. •.'"-----{ 
without changing the cycle lengths. On the other hand, the 12 --- -------
increase of the plutonium loaded in the fuel element leads to sit ,-e--":-',.-" 
a spectrum hardening that induces a decrease of the ,: I -----
reactivity margin at the beginning of cycle (increase of the 7 
resonance capture). Then, it is possible to adjust the initial -* ,- =- , -

reactivity by adjusting the plutonium loaded into the core. A-'W" 
Nevertheless, we should not forget that the presence of the Figure 5 :kq In evolution 
erbium in fuel elements may play an important part in the 
core behaviour with regard to the negative reactivity 
feedback especially with highly enriched plutonium.  

Fuel element temperature coefficient (infinite medium) .. : 

The results presented hei'after (Table 3) gathe'the average temperature coecffiienf (Doppler .nd 
moderator coefficient) betwieen a cold state (Ta T, - -20 O() and an arbitrary noinal state 

MT.,e = 900 *C / Td.ý = 500 *(Q). The calculations have been performed for various types of fuel in 
order to evaluate both isotopic and core loading effects on these reactivity balance. * 

4 4-j,
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IBumup WPu - 701 kg Pul - 701 kg Pul - 1200 kg Pul -1800 kg Pu2 -1200 kg 

[GWJ/t] with Er withoout Er without Er Wi without Er 

Doppler coefficient 
0 -1,33 -2,76 3,49 -3,70 -3,99 

var - 1,09 (700 GWyt) - 0.98 (625 GWJ/t) - 0,92 (650 GWj/t) -1.14 (650 GWJ/t) - 1,61 (550 GWj/t) 

Moderator temperature coefficient 

0 -5,33 -2,29 -1.91 -1.46 -1,83 

var + 8.60 (700 GW/t) + 8,15 (625 GW'lt) + 4,47 (650 GWJ/t) + 1.74 (650 GWJ/t) + 4,02 (550 GWJ/t) 

Table 3: Fuel element temperature coefficient 

Finally, whatever the plutonium loaded into the core or the plutonium quality are, the main tendency 
derived from these calculations is a decrease of the moderator temperature coefficient in evolution 
which can lead to a positive value at the end of life of the fuel element. This behaviour is due 
essentially to the neutron spectrum shift in evolution (strong increase of the thermal flux).  
Altogether, these calculated temperature coefficients show the viability of the "all plutonium cores", 
for the three types of Pu composition and for the bumups mentioned above.  

Residual decay heat

For various types of fuel, Figure 6 shows detailed 
evolution of the stored energy' during a Ldss of 
Coolant accident. This energy comes from the core 
decay heat of the GT-MHR-600 MWth calculated 
after a reactor shutdown occurring at the end of 
cycle. The calculation shows some differences 
depending on the plutonium compositi6n. More 
important, the calculated values are significantly 
higher than for a typical "all uranium" core. The 
result will be an increase of the maximum 
temperature reached by the fuel in the course of the 
accident. No detailed thermal calculation has been 
undertaken so far but our first guess is that this 
temperature increase is still acceptable for a Pu fuel element.

*aa M N $a M M no 

Figure 6 : Core decay heat 
after a reactor shutdown

5. Conclusion 

Core studies with a wide range of plutonium isotopic compositions prove the capability of HTRs to 
use the plutonium as fuel with no major hurdle from the safety standpoint For each plutonium 
composition, limits on the possible applications of long fuel cycle lengths have been assessed. Long 
cycles and high burnups are possible if fluences of about 12 n/kb (a factor 2 more than the common 
requirements) are technologically feasible. Nevertheless, more detailed core neutronic analysis are 
necessary to assess the reactivity control aspects, to define the appropriate fuel management and to 
answer the issues related to power distribution, which are especially important in the case of the 
plutonium use.  

The present study confirms that a symbiotic reactor fleet involving LWRs and Pul-burning HTRs 
would be a very effective way to master the plutonium inventory while providing energy in safe and 
economical conditions.  

However, it must be stressed that even though a rather large experience has already been gained in 
HTR fuels, significant M&D effort would be still be necessary to perfect and qualify a high 
performance plutonium fuel on an industrial scale for this type of reactors.

.- 2- J20 .,A ; ; 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper explores the susceptibility of Pebble-Bed Reactors (PBRs) to be used overtly 
or covertly for the production of plutonium for nuclear weapons. The basic assumption 
made for the consideration of overt production is that a country would purchase a PBR 
vnth the ostensible motive of producing electric power;, then, after the power plant was 
built, the country would divert the facility entirely to the production of weapons material.  
It is assumed that the country would then have to manufacture production pebbles from 
natural uranium. The basic assumption made for covert production is that the country 
would obtain and use a PBR for power production, but that it would clandestinely feed 
plutonium production pebbles through the reactor in such small numbers that the 
perturbation on power plant operation would be very difficult to detect. This paper 
shows the potential rate of plutonium production under such constraints. It is 
demonstrated that the PBR is a very poor choice for either form of proliferation-intent 
use.  

1. Introduction 

The Pebble Bed Reactor (PBR) concept is receiving emphatic renewed interest. For example, an 
international consortium [I] is intent on developing and deploying such a reactor in the near future, 
with the ultimate goal of international commercialization and deployment of large numbers in 
developing countries and elsewhere. This optimistic business assessment stems from the numerous 
inherently and passively safe features of the reactor concept. Furthermore, modular design allows 
high technology fabrication to be shifted to centralized locations with deployment in low technology 
markets. The possible (and in some fuel cycle patterns, necessary) recirculation of the fuel pebbles 
and the online de-fueling and refueling of these reactors raise questions about their potential use as 
production facilities for weapons materials. However, these features also allow the reactors to operate 
with very little excess reactivity. In a previous study [2], it was demonstrated that the dual use of a 
PBR (simultaneous production of power and weapons materials) would be detected easily and 
promptly in the case where the production pebbles are designed to resemble the legitimate fuel pebbles 
closely. In this paper, additional scenarios are considered. These include more sophisticated cases of 
covert dual use with illicit production pebbles introduced into the core, overt diversion of the facility 
for weapons materials production, and construction of an even more suitable replacement facility 
using equipment removed from the original reactor. The principal assumptions of the study are 
presented in the next section. Then the scenarios considered are outlined. They are followed by a 
description of the various models and methods used. The subsequent section presents model results.  
The conclusion section summarizes the principal findings of this study.  

2. Technological and Safeguards Context Assumptions 

In this study, it assumed that a country purchases a PBR presumably for the legitimate purpose of 
producing energy (electricity and/or process heat, etc.). The purchasing country is assumed not to 
possess front-end fuel cycle capabilities or technology. Thus, it could not produce enriched fuel to 
supplement fuel that it acquires from an external supplier. It is assumed that the reactor owners and all 
possible reactor fuel suppliers subscribe to an established safeguards regime in which no new fuel is 
supplied until previous batches of spent fuel are returned or accounted for and safeguarded, as 
appropriate. Under these conditions, the illicit dual use of the facility would require the manufacture 
of production pebbles by the reactor owner, their illicit introduction into the reactor, and their retrieval



and extraction from the reactor fuel cycle prior to their detection by safeguard related systems. The 
principal controlling mechanism is the requirement that fresh fuel supplies be subjected to the 
concomitant return of corresponding batches of already used fuel. This requirement is based on the 
knowledge that the fuel utilization and the refueling patterns of a PBRused efficiently for power., 
production are very highly and reliably predictable [3]. ,The fuel requirements for continued efficient 
operation can reliably and precisely be correlated to the power production at the facility. Thus, any 
significant departure from the known legitimate efficient utilization 'patterns would raise suspicions.  
The fuel vendor(s) and international safeguard organizations will know the fuel management plan that 
corresponds to the legitimate intended use of the reactor. XAny change in fuel utilization will require 
satisfactory explanation. .  

3. Dual Use and Diversion Scenarios ,,' .  

Three principal scenarios have been identified in this study. These are (i) the covert dual use of the 
facility, (ii) the overt diversion of the facility as built, and (iii) the construction of an alternate facility 
using equipment diverted from the original facility ("cannibalization").  

Covert Dual Use. In the first scenario, a small number of production pebbles are covertly introduced 
into the reactor to produce weapons materials while the reactor is still producing power. The goal of 
the reactor owner would be to produce weapons material at the maximum rate possible at which the 

effects on the legitimate fuel cycle use would be undetectable. In this scenario, the reactor owner 
expects to continue receiving replacement fresh fuel from the supplier. The maximum-dissimulation 
case of this first scenario was considered in a previous study [2]. :In that study, it was assumed that 

illicit fuel pebbles were manufactured by the reactor owner and used as production targets in the 
reactor. Those illicit pebbles were assumed identical to legitimate fuel pebbles in all respects except 
uranium enrichment.' Thus, they included the same physical features and compositions, save for the 
replacement of enriched uranium with natural uranium. In that earlier 'study, it was shown that this 
scenario was very impractical for the production of weapons materials and that it resulted in very early, .  
detection because of shortfalls in power production and an unjustified increase in fresh fuel needs., In 
that early study, the production pebbles were "optimized", to resemble the legitimate ones as much as 

possible. In this paper, -a variant of the first scenario is considered in which the illicit pebbles are 
optimized to minimize the perturbation on the multiplication factor that they cause (and thus minimize 
their impact on neutron economy).  

Overt Facility Diversion. The second scenario assumes that the reactorIowner forgoes the reliance on 
an external fresh fuel supplier and operates the facility solely with indigenous natural uranium, 
pebbles. In this scenario, all the reactor physical characteristics are retained, except for the use of aft 
alternate fuel. The fuel is optimized to attempt to minimize the reactor critical size. It is shown in this 
paper that the original reactor cannot achieve criticalityjunder these conditions and hence that the overt 

complete diversion of the facility is a physical impossibility without the connivance of a fuel supplier.  

Facility Cannibalization. -The third scenario examines the extreme and highly unlikely hypothesis of 
the "cannibalization". of the original reactor to construct a replacement facility `capabli of criticality.  
This scenario assumes-that only specialized hardware, and componentsare tranSferred 'from the 
original facility and used in the construction of the new one. In this scenario, it is iiecessaiy for a 

completely new reactor building and pressure vessel to be construicted.,* 1i this sbenario,' as in the 

previous one, no more regular fuel pebbles would be ai-vailable, and the reactor owners would have'to 
supply their own natural uranium-based fuel.  

This study shows that a PBR fueled only by natural uranium pebbles would be large enough to be 

detectable by reconnaissance satellites. It also shows that adding natural-uranium production pebbles' 

to the regular fuel pebble flow stream at undetectable rates'would not only lead to slow production of 

weapons material but would also produce plutonimn of very marginal quality. 'If higher quiality " 
plutonium is sought, the time 'to accumulation'of sufficieit miaterials' for practical weapons use is 

shown to be extremely large, and not compatible with the speedy production of even a'modest arsenal.
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4. Methodology and Computational Models 

There exist many ways by which covert production of weapons materials could be detected; here, it is 
assumed that a decrease'in fuel utilization of m6re than 5% (or a commensurate increase in fuel 
requirements) would cause suspicion. Similarly, a discrepancy between energy production and fuel 
consumption or fuel requirements would raise suspicion. Furthermore, a departure of discharged fuel 
pebble isotopics from thei nominal values that correspond to optimal plant operation would also be 
reasons for suspicion, because the isotopic distribution in an optimally operated PBR, a consequence 
of the asymptotic loading pattern, is likely unique and accurately predictable. The models developed 
in this study, as in the preceding one, rely on these measures to demonstrate that the PBR is not a good 
choice for production of weapons materials. The models developed in these studies are conservative.  
That is, they are devised so that their predictions are consistently more pessimistic than reality. For 
example, the quantity of concern [4] is taken as the lower range of a mass of weapons-grade Pu-239 
that could conceivably be fashioned into a weapon regardless of the actual quality expected from the 
mode of production. This would assume a very sophisticated design and access to advanced 
technologies. Thus, in this study, about 5 kg of Pu-239 is the quantity of concern, regardless of the 
presence of additional Pu isotopes. Finally, it is noteworthy that the information presented in this 
paper contains a large number of approximations. It follows that the results, as presented, imply a 
certain degree of uncertainty. However, the orders of magnitude, the trends and the conclusions of the 
study are to be regarded as correct. The constraints on the various scenarios to weapons-material 
production were explored by constructing numerical models for analysis by the Monte Carlo code 
MCNP [5] and the new PBR fuel-cycle analysis code PEBBED [3]. These models are described in 
turn below.  

Pebble Design Optimization Model. The objective of the production process is to transmute U-238 
into Pu-239. The production pebble design is assumed to comprise a natural uranium metal sphere 
surrounded by a graphite shell for moderation. In this paper, these illicit production pebbles are 
optimized to minimize the impact from their introduction into a PBR using legitimate pebbles. An 
infinite lattice of these pebbles is modeled, assuming a body-centered cubic arrangement. The packing 
fraction for this arrangement is 0.67, which is larger than the normally observed values in the vicinity 
of 61% [6]. The latter value corresponds to a random arrangement, which cannot be modeled in 
MCNP. Other MCNP models using the body-centered cubic lattice structure [7] have adjusted the 
packing fraction by reducing the pebble radius, so that the pebbles do not actually touch. In an infinite 
lattice, this approach introduces no error, but if the array of reduced-radius pebbles were truncated into 
a finite region, streaming errors would be introduced. In order to have the same pebble arrangement in 
infinite and finite reactors, in this 'paper, the pebbles were allowed to be full size, and the larger 
packing fraction was accepted. This approximation causes the effective multiplication factor kff to be 
larger than it would be in reality, so it is a conservative approximation.  

The production pebble is composed of a natural uranium metal sphere within a graphite shell. The 
uranium sphere was allowed to be either'solid oir hollow. Two different pebble radii were considered: 
the base case radius was 3.0 cm, and the i:adius in the other case was 2.0 cm. The inner void radius 
and the fuel-graphite interface radius were'va'ied parametrically. As shown in the Results section, it 
was found that for either pebble radius and for any void radius the maximum value of k- occurs for 
essentially the same value of the ratio of uranium volume to graphite volume.  

MCNP Models for Reactor Diversion and Cannibalization. The second MCNP model is a finite 
cylinder with the same lattice arrangement as that used in optimizing the pebble design and with the 
pebble design selicted to have the optimal uraniufi-to-graphite volume ratio. The core is surrounded 
by a graphite reflector 1 m thick, and there is an open space 1 m high between the top of the core and 
the bottom of the uppter reflector. Some PBR. studies [8] with MCNP have defined an "exclusion 
zone" [9] at the core periphery to eliminate partial pebbles, but no exclusion zone is defined here. The 
radius and height of the cori were varied to seek a practical critical coiffiguration. It is emphasized 
that these models specify the same fresh pebble composition throughout the core, and they take no



account of the various partially burned states of the pebbles. Thus, the actual reactor would need to be 
even larger than the size determined by these MCNP models.  

PEBBED Models for Reactor Dual Use, Diversion and Cannibalization. To assess the practicality 
of clandestine use of the PBR, in which covert production of weapons materials is carried out 
simultaneously with production of electricity, the optimally moderated weapons-production pebbles 
found in the first part of the study were added to the regular pebbles in a PEBBED model.- PEBBED 
computes the asymptotic steady-state distribution of bumup, pebble composition; and neutron flux, so 
this model does not suffer the drawback of uniform composition that was inherent in the MCNP 
model. PEBBED follows the production and depletion of nuclides specified by the user. In this study, 
U-235, U-238, the Xe and Sm fission-product chains, aid ihe plutonium isotopes were included 
among these nuclides. For various proportions of regular and production pebbles, the consequences to 
the fuel cycle were found. The assessment of the facility cannibalization scenario was also conducted 
using the PEBBED code. In this instance, the code was used to find the minimum size of a reactor_ 
with a square-cylindrical core that uses the optimized natural uranium pebbles with a packing fraction 
of 61%, running with the OTTO ("once through then out") cycle: 

5. Results k4nfin Ity vs. U1Cvol. ratio 

The model results 'for Athe pebble design " 
optimization study are shown in Figure 1 for ;.o0ooa I-.
pebbles 3 cm in:overall-radius. The figure No -i - v.  

shows the variation of k- with the uranium- Z 0.o6600Mo -v=1om' 
graphite ratio for several values of void radius -- V. 040000 l.-_v 1.5'cm' 
of the fuel sphere: For each value of the inner I o0.2000 
void radius, k- attains some' maximum value as 
the volume ratio varies. Figure 1 also shows - 002vo04 006 
how this maximum value of k. varies with the UIC vofInI ratio 

inner void radius. The greatest maximum value Figure 1. L vs. U/C Volume Ratio 
is seen to occur when the void radius is zero 
i.e., when the fuel sphere is solid. The same conclusions are reached for pebbles of 2 cm overall' 

radius. The uranium-to-graphite volume ratio at which k.; is greatest for each value of the void radius' e 
was compiled for both pebble sizes considered. Althouigh some scatter in the values for this ratio was 
found, it is attributed'at least in-part to statistical effects from MCNP modeling: Since the departure 
from the average value of this ratio is small, it seems appropriate to assume that the fuel-to-moderator 

ratio at which the highesi value of of k- occurs is ,thei same value, regardless of the details of the 
pebble design. This means that the most successful production of Pu-239 would be achieved by using 
a pebble with this volume iratio, which we take to'beo0.00564, the average of all the values found. This 
corresponds to 'a solid uranium inner sphere radixs of 0.533 cm, or only 17% of the radius of the 
pebble. -

For the various "finite-reactor MCNP models, "k-ffective vs.-core height; core 
investigations were peifdrmed only for pebbles 'diameter- 3 m 
of 3-cm overall radius, 'optimized for F -4 

maximum kf. As determined above, the fuel 086000 __... --- __ 

zone sphere is solid and the fuel-graphite • 084000 

interface radius is the 'optimally moderated ; 0.0.o. .10000 01500 

value of 0.533 cm.' Criticality searches were 0 - . - .0 " 

performed for'tifo '-'.basic- reactor 
configurations. Th7e first one is based on a ", Core Height (c.) 

core diameter of 3 in, which is similar in scale 
to popoed BR esinsand thus TFigure 2. ~Criticality Search for a 3-in Diameter Core to proposed ' PBR -designs, -and-ts 

corresponds to-the facility diversion scenario. In this search,'the'core radius is kept constant, but the 

core height is varied: Figure 2 shows the variation of kj with coie height in this search. It is clear that
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the reactor can never become critical in this configuration. A PEBBED analysis of this scenario is 
redundant and was not attempted.  

k-effective vs. core volume, "square core" 

A second search was performed using MCNP I 
models. This search assumed a "square 102 _ , 
cylindrical" core - i.e., the core height is equal I - --- k-effecbve I 
to the core diameter: For an unreflected 0T - I 
reactor, this is approximately the configuration 1 00 200 00 400 00 600.00 IW 00 
that gives the minimum critical volume [10]. corevol00 200.0 0 m.) 
Since the dimensions are not constrained to 
those of the original reactor design, this search Figure3. kfr for Square-Cylindrical Core Reactor 
corresponds to the cannibalization scenario.  
Figure 3 shows the variation'of kff with core volume. The figure shows that the reactor becomes 
critical when the core volume is 450 m3, which corresponds to height and diameter of 8.3 m. This is a 
very large core for a PBR, requiring 2.7 million pebbles, an order of magnitude more than in a typical 
PBR power plant design. Furthermore, the critical volume predicted by this model applies only to the 
condition with all fresh fuel, and to the artificially exaggerated packing fraction in the body-centered 
cubic lattice. A practical production reactor would have to be even larger.  

The PEBBED analysis of the cannibalization scenario reactor, completely fueled with optimized 
production pebbles, showed that a square-cylinder core, 11.1 m in diameter and height, operated on 
the OTTO cycle, could produce high-purity Pu-239 fast enough to manufacture the mass of concern (5 
kg of Pu-239) in two years. This reactor also assumes a 1-m thick reflector on every side with a gap 
between the top reflector and the core. This configuration clearly results in an extremely large PBR; 
its volume is 2.39 times as large as that of the 8.3-m reactor identified in the MCNP analysis, and 
about 27 times as large as that of a practical PBR power plant. Such a reactor would be easily 
detected by satellite surveillance systems [11]. Numerous other technological challenges for the 
construction of such a reactor and further drawbacks of this choice of a reactor for weapons materials 
production exist. They are discussed elsewhere [12].  

Production pebbles of the optimized design (i.e., natural uranium spheres 0.533 cm in radius within 
graphite shells 3 cm in external radius) were introduced into the PEBBED model of the fuel cycles of 
two realistic PBR designs. These designs are representative of two reactors that have been proposed 
for the generation of electric power: the HTR Modul 200 design and the Eskom PBMR design.  
PEBBED is capable of applying different recirculation schemes to different pebble types. In this 
study, the "driver" legitimate fuel pebbles were recirculated an average of 10 times, but the illicit 
production pebbles were removed after their first pass through the reactor for optimal plutonium 
isotopics. Introducing natural uranium into the core reduces the core reactivity. Thus, in order to 
maintain criticality the legitimate fuel pebble injection rate could be increased and/or their discharge 
burnup could be reduced. In this study, the fuel pebble injection rate was increased by 5%, an upper 
limit for the reduction, above which suspicion and detection would be immediate. The number of 
passes in a fuel pebble's life was held constant at 10, leading to a reduction in average discharge 
bumup. Then the production pebble injection rate was found that would restore criticality to the core.  
In this way, the increased demand for increased reactivity was split between lower burnup at discharge 
and increased injection rate.  

For the PBMR, the average discharge bumup was fouxid to decrease from 80.6 to 75.7 MWd/kg, and 
the production pebble flow rate was found to be 2.674 pebbles per hour. This production rate would 
take five years to produce 5 kg of Pu-239. However, the plutonium would be of very poor quality for 
weapons: the Pu-239 would only constitute 78% of the total plutonium. This low quality is due to the 
relatively slow passage of the production pebbles through the core. Furthermore, the decrease in 
legitimate pebble burmup and the increased fuel utilization would result in detection in the presence of 
a reasonable safeguards system. It is noteworthy that in this scenario the pebble flow rate cannot be 
increased in order to improve isotopics, as that would negate the assumption of covert dual use. For 
the Modul-200, the plutonium quality is similar and the production rate is even slower.



6. Conclusions : . , 

It has been shown that the dual use of a PBR to produce energy and clandestinelyiproduce plutonium 

for a weapon is impractical and slow, and the plutonium yielded would be of very poor quality. It has 

also been shown that a PBR designed to produce weapons-quality Nu-239 using natural uraniuim fuel 

is achievable in principle. However, it would have to be very large,-and it could not be entirely built 

by adapting a PBR initially designed for energy production using regular enriched fuel or by reusing 

its specialized hardware components in a new facility. The production rate of Pu-239 would be very 

low and incompatible with the goal of accumulating an arsenal. Such a large reactor would be 

remotely detectable by satellites.  

It must be noted that the study-ignored many issues of paramount importance to the safety and 

practicality of the various scenarios (dual use/cannibalization). For example, the design of the pebbles 

is likely to be improper for the retention of fission products and generated gases.-, Ensuing releases 

could cause health and safety concerns and would most likely make the facility easier to detect. The 

study could also be used for the identification of safeguard steps and procedures and for the 

identification of sensitive equiip m-ent. Such an extended study should be conducted.  
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ABSTRACT 

Helium-cooled, graphite-moderated reactors with ceramic-coated fuel particles offer unique 
advantages for the destruction of tansuranic materials discharged in LightnWater Reactor 
spent fuel. This is accomplished by fission, and capture-followed-by-fission processes.  
Three major features make it practical: (1) ceramic-coated particles accommodate high 
levels of burnup in one pass, thus reducing the need for repeated reprocessing; (2) graphite 
moderation produces valuable opportunities for thermal and epithermal neutrons to interact 
with fissionable and non-fissionable materials respectively; and (3) ceramic-coated 
particle kernel sizes can be adjusted to control the rate of such interactions. In the 
transmutation scheme proposed here, virtually complete destruction of weapons-usable 
materials, and 95% destruction of all transuranic waste is achieved. Higher levels of 
destruction are possible by repeated ieprocessing and recycling, but there is little incentive 
to do so since each reprocessing step generates new secondary waste. Aftir transmutation, 
the impervious ceramic-coated fuel particles provide an ideal residual waste form.  

1. Introduction 

To meet world power demands, the use and acceptance of nuclear power must continue to grow as a 
safe, reliable, and economical source of energy. A reason for concern in the U.S. is the fact that, at the 
rate waste is produced by the existing fleet of nuclear reactois, new repository capacity equal to the 
statutory capacity of the yet-to-open Yucca Mountain Geologic Waste Repository would be needed 
about every 20-30 years. Therefore, the ability to expand, or even maintain the nuclear power capacity 
in the U.S. may soon be limited- unless either additional, disposal capacity is made available, or the 
volume, proliferation risk, and toxicity dose of the, waste are significantly reduced. Based on this 
motivation, methods to reduce nuclear waste volume and toxicity have been proposed. However, while 
the potential advantages of such nuclear waste mitigation concepts are compelling, critics have argued 
that these methods would generate significant amounts of new waste, new opportunities for plutonium 
diversion would be created, deployment times would be long, and costs would be very high. In this 
paper, we propose a new option that addresses these objections. It is based on the use of modular 
helium-cooled reactor technologies.  

2. The Deep Burn Concept 

The concept described here, called Deep Burn transmutation, is based on the use of thermalized 
neutrons and high burnup fuel forms in modular helium reactor systems (MHRs). These reactors have 
annular graphite-moderated cores, and are designed to be passively safe at power levels up to 600 MW, 
such that there is no fuel failure or fission product release under any loss of coolant flow or pressure 
accident. They can also operate safely at very high temperatures resulting in electric power produced at 
close to 50% efficiency.



An essential feature of the deep bum transmutation 
concept is the -use of ceramic-coated fuel particles 
(TRISO particles) that are strong and highly resistant 
to irradiation, thereby allowing very extensive 3 
destruction levels in one pass (figure 1). The ceramic 
coatings are also durable, and i"mpervious to moisture 
for long times. Extrapolated corrosion test results by 
U.S. national laboratories indicate that the '\ 

incremental waste exposue in the repository due to -71 
corrosion of the ceramic coatings is expected to be 
negligible for hundreds of thousands of years (figure, 
2). Thus, the discharge from the transmutation Pu Oxide Th-Pu 0: 
process provides a robust and attractive residual, 747,000 MWdays/tonne ,,183,000: 
waste form. In addition, the MEHR's fixed moderator >95% Pu-239, and, >95% Pu 
(graphite), and neutronically transparent coolant >65%'all Pu transmuted 
(helium), provide inherent safety features, and 
neutronics advantages for the destruction of nuclear Figure 1. Irradiated TRISO Particles 
waste that cannot be replicated in other design.  
Another essential feature is that many more 
collisions are required to thermalize neutrons in an MHR 
than in water reactors. This produces valuable opportunities 1. .  

for epithermal neutrons to interact with non-fissionable 
materials. Specifically, since non-fissionable materials I 
exhibit large neutron-capture resonances in the 'epithermal 
,egion (figure 3), they have a good chance to capture , 

.eutrons and become fissionable. , wOICOt,, 

Yet another feature is that the size of the ceramic-coated 01 (sic careftO 

particle kernels can be adjusted to create self-shielding so W 
that fissionable materials, such as Pu-239, interact more , , 

readily with thermal neutrons" whereas non-fissionable minor 
actinides interact more readily with epithermal resonant , 
neutrons. This produces inough neutrons to iletry 1 
fissionable materials by direct fission, and non-fissionable 1.. ID 

minor actinides by a capture-followed-by-fission process. TheAttkPesft 

Minor actinides behave as fertile fuel, helping maintain 
nuclear stability. ' Figure 2. Durable Particle

ide 
MW-days/tonne 
-239 Transmuted,'

Y i I i ' IDS

Integrity

3. The Process 

The Deep Burn process starts with the 
separation of -uranium and fission 
products from the LWR spent fuel.  
Plutonium and neptunium are then 
separated from -the -rest- of -the 
transuranic elements, and -used to 
make TRISO Drivei Fuel (DF), with 
kernels sized, lirge' to maximize the 
use of thermal - neutrons:-. This 
maximizes fission and production of 
next-generation neutrons. The rest of 
'ie minor actinides are packaged in 
.RISO particles ..as: Transmutation 

Fuel (TF), with'kernels sized small to 
maximize the efficacy-of epithermal 
resonant neiutrons. This produces

Wast Tmans'amcs 
(Qp-237. Am-241 
and Pu-240) can be 
used to mssur 
negative reactivity 
fedbacks and as 
burnable potion I 
fert le u enalsto 

provide ein~ded_ 
bhrapss- replacing

Figure 3: Captur cross-sections of selected minor actinides
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transmutation into fissionable elements, which then it is followed by fission. We have selected block 
type fuel in an annular core configuration. The use of block fuel is important because the blocks stay 
exactly where they are placed until they are picked up. This makes, the core configuration more 
predictable, allowing more control of flux distributions, better fuel utilization, and more predictable 
performance. It also reduces the opportunity for diversion, increasing proliferation resistance. One third 
of the Drivel Fuel (DF) is replaced with fresh DF at the end of each refueling cycle. It was originally 
proposed that each of these cycles would last a year. However, more recent calculations suggest that 
the refueling cycles may be as long as two years. The spent DF from the reactor is then reprocessed to 
remove fission products, mixed with the rest of the minor actinides left from the initial separation, 
fabricated into fresh Transmutation Fuel (TF), and reloaded in the reactor. In this reprocessing step, 
there is very little plutonium-239 handling since it is largely burned in the three preceding refueling 
cycles. At the end of each refueling cycle, one third of the TF (having been irradiated for three cycles) 
is replaced with fresh TF. The discharged TF may then be further irradiated (without reprocessing or 
refabrication) in an accelerator-driven subcritical MHR, or disposed of in a Geologic Repository.  
This process has been evaluated using montecarlo and deterministic calculations combined with bumup 
calculations. The results show that virtually complete destruction of weapons-usable materials, and 
roughly 95% destruction of all transuranic waste is achieved (figure 4). Higher levels of destruction are 
possible by repeated reprocessing and recycling, but there is little incentive to do so as each 
reprocessing step generates new secondary waste.

The economics of Deep Bum have been analyzed using plant and fuel fabrication cost estimates from 
previous MHR reactor studies, pa'rticularly those related to plutonium burning. Separations and 
reprocessing costs were obtained from the DOE "ATW Roadmap" report of 1999. There are significant 
uncertainties about the cost of fabricating minor actinide fuel, and the cost of fabricating plutonium fuel 
is significantly higher than the cost of fabricating uranium fuel. However, despite this, it is interesting 
to note that the MHR Deep Bum feature leads to the production of much more electricity for a given 
amount of fabricated fuel, which leads to a fuel cost per kWh no much higher than the uranium fuel 
cost. More specifically, the total estimated cost is 3 €/kWh for plant amortization and Operations &

Figure 4 From LWR Waste to liesl W aste after eep Burn Tansmutabzoa mass flow results from the Deep Bum Transmnter 
studies. The mass flow of the wastenrnsurnics is followed through the Driver andrransmuafica Fuel stages, the cnrtcal (MHRbT) and 
sub•ntical (MHAbT) irradiation periods.
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Maintenance, and 0.9 e/kWh for fuel and separations, for a total of 3.9 e/kWh. These costs include the 
cost of an accelerator for the subcritica' p'art of the process, a-nd suggest that the Deep Bum- concept has.  
the potential to-be economically viable, particularly if it is carried thr..gh the compltieon of the critical 

phase only, or if the government is willing to pay for the separation step.  
From the proliferation risk standpoint, Deep Burn requires noi multiple or repeated reprocessing. There 
is the initial separation step where LWR fuel is processed to remove Uranium'and fission products.  
However, fissionable actinide isotopes are not individually isolated in this'step: Whole Plutonium is 
extracted simultaneously with whole Neptunium, and radioactive fission products could be left in the 
fuel to deter diversion at this stage. Later in the process, there is another intermediate repr'ocessing step, -.  

but it takes placeat a point when there are essentially no Pu-239 or weapons grade 'lements. The whole 
process may be characterized as "separate and bum". ;There is no continuous or repeated reprocessing 
of weapons-grade material. This significant anti-proliferation advantage iis made possible by the Deep 
Bum feature of the MHR design. r ..  
From the tokicity standpoint, Deep Bum and the isolation provided by the corrosion-resistant ceramic
coated particles lowers the ingested toxicity risk in a repository below that of natural uranium from the 
start (figure 5). " ,

4. The Fuel.  

TRISO Fuel 
particles are an 
ideal form of fuel 
for transmutation 
(and other 
missions) because 
they can 
accommodate deep 
levels - - of' 
iransmutation -- ý-.  
(Deep Bum), 
make useful use of, i 
epithermal --. -'" 

neutrons, and -can 
be adjusted in size: 
to preferentially 
expose minor 
actinides to

0

•'* •'•~al• t• 107 _ 10, ,23 

Toal - "Tc & P 

w/ Deep Bumn Ti$ns1,,usitiOti 
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Figure 5. Toxicity in Repository after Deep Bum is Lower than that of Natural Uranium
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epithermal . z , 

neutrons and 
fissionable materials to thermal neutrons. These features are in addition to their ability to sustain high 
temperatures, which allows production of electricity at highl efficiencies and unmatched safety.
There are two kinds of sizes of particle kernels envisioned for transmutation: A large DF kernel and a 
smaller TF kernel.  
To achieve Deep Bum design and performance requirements, the DF should be in a form to provide 
initial self shielding of some of the fissionable 'material. .This- self-shielding will reduce beginning of - - " 

life excess reactivity and allow power' to be maintained throughout the' planned fuel 'lifetime, -and 
requires a large, dense kernel.  
The neutrons from the fissioning of DF are used to convert'the imitially" largely non-fissile isiot6pes into 

fissionable isotopes and then to fission them. At the same time the non-fissile nuclides in the TF have 

resonance capture cross sections at ,neutron energies 'slightly higher than 'the 'neutron energy 

characteristic of the operating moderator temperature. 'Capture in-dte TF• providýs a hegative 

temperature coefficient throughout the cycle. The captur•of neutrons in the 'on-fissionable actinide 

nuclei therefore performs the useful functio6i of cohvertifig the non"-fisisile nuclei into fissionable nuclei 

(this is in contrast to the use of burnable poisoiis, such -as erbium, to provide negative temperature 
coefficient where the neutrons captured do not'further the transmutation function). The~niew fissionable
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nuclei can then be fissioned, thus destroying long-lived transuranics. It is important that all of the 
material in the nuclei' in the TF be available to the neutrons, i. e., no self-shielding. This is 
accomplished with a small diameter kernel, or a diluted or low-density kernel.  
Developing fuel for high bumup and high fast neutron fluences containing undiluted fissile material (as 
required by the driver fuel) has been carried out with highly-enriched uranium as part of the Fort St.  
Vrain Nuclear Generating Station and subsequent commercial work in the U. S. The FTE-13 test in 
Peach Bottom demonstrated that TRISO-coated undiluted plutonium fuels could be irradiated 
successfully to high burnup.' The behavior of high bumup fuels during core heat-up events has been 
studied at GA and KFA JRllich and the effect of burnup is *included in the Goodin-Nabielek model 
applicable to uranium fuels. The ranges of bumup and fast neutron fluence covered by previous tests 
are compared to the requirements for the Driver and Transmutation Fuel in figure 6. The next step in 
the development of Driver and Transmutation fuels is to build on this technology to meet the projected 
fuel requirements.  
Oak Ridge National £1400 TRsoUTests 

Laboratory (ORNL), " 
with GA, will develop 
processes and ,g D 

equipment to fabricate Fuel 

DF and TF test samples I 
for irradiation, accident 'M sted 

simulation, and other P E 

testing. ORNL has ",O-ýCaete 19 

extensive prior X P 

experience developing Tests 
0 L coated particle fuels, as 50 00 

part of the HTGR and pn:mimrmu Destoyed (%) PlutoniumfTRU Destroyed (%) 

Thorium Recycle Figure 6.Comparison of DF and TF Requiremeits with the Irradiation Database 
programs, and relevant 6. ab 
experience fabricating TRU targets containing neptunium, plutonium, americium, and curium as part of 
their on-going program for production of transuranic isotopes, The process development and test 
program will begin with uranium fuiels contained in hoods, progress to glovebox containment for the 
development of the DF, and- culminate with the development of the remote-handled TF in shielded 
cells. Irradiations are planned to be'done in US thermal reactors, post-irradiation examinations in the 
ORNL hot cells, and accident simulations in the ORNL coated particle Core Conduction Cool down 
Facility. The uranium facility is currently under design and the DF and TF facilities are in the planning 
stages. Alternates to conventional - TRISO coatings are included in the program. Tests of the 
performance of the TF in the repository are also an important part of the fuel development program.  
Development plans include meeting as-manufactured quality for glovebox and shielded-cell fabrication, 
high temperature processing of americium and curium, achieving in-service performance at high burnup 
and high fluence, and determining the limiting accident temperatures for DF and TF.

5. Conclusions 

Deep Bum Transmutation' allows the virtually complete destruction of weapons-usable materials, and 
roughly 95% destruction of all transuianic'waste. Higher levels of destruction are possible by repeated 
reprocessing and recycling, liti there is little incentive to do so as each additional reprocessing step will 
generate new secondary waste, which may eventually exceed the incremental destruction level 
achieved.  
The Deep Burn concept would allov;, reductions in the volume of high level nuclear waste, and in 
toxicity and proliferation risk, safely, and in a potentially economic manner. Deep Burn MHR systems 
could be available for deployment in the near term to make a positive contribution to the'solution to the 
waste problem. In addition to the deep bum transmutation capabilities, tde MHR can, of course, bum 
uranium fuel or thorium ina high conversion ratio mode. This could lead to nuclear power scenarios 
that do not involve plutonium production and processing, and still maintain long-term sustainability.
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ABSTRACT

Within the frame of the European contract HTR-N1, calculations are 'performed on the 
benchmark problems of the HTTR's start-up core physics experiments initially proposed by 
the IAEA in a Co-ordinated Research Programme. Three European partners, the F7J in 
Germany, NRG and IRI in the Netherlands, and CEA in France, have joined this work ".  
package.with the aim to validate their calculational methods. -Pre-test and post-test 
calculational results are compared with each other and with the'eiperiment. Parts of the 
discrepancies between experiment and pre-test jredictions are analysed and tackled by 
different methods and models. In the case of the Monte Carlo code TRIPOLI4, used by 
CEA, the discrepancy between measurement and calculation at 18 fuel columns loading is 

reduced to Ak/k --'0.85 %, when considering the revised data of the HTTR býnchmark. In 

the case of the diffision codes, the discrepancy is reduced to: Ak/k - 0.8 % (FZJ) and 2.7 or 
1.8 % (CEA).

I T # Lv,,,pifny

In the frame of the European contract HTR-Ni a'work package is devoted to the validation of 'bodes" 

and the improvement of methodsais far as-the HTR modelling is concerned. Three partners are' 

involved in this work package: F7J in Germany, NRG anrd IRI in the Netherlands, and CEA in France.'.  

The HTTR's start-up core physics experiments are a good opportunity for the European partners to 

validate their calculational tools and methods. This paper provides an analysis of the pre-test and post

test calculations, performed in Europe on the benchmark problems' of 'the HTTR's start-up core 

vhvsics experiments: the number of fuel columns necessary to achieve the first criticality and the

I.

excess reactivity for 18,24; nd 30 fuel coiumns in thi '6re,'discribed indetail in [1].' 

2. Computational methods and nucleardati 

The nuclear data libraries used by all partners are based on the JEF2.2 e~aluati6n. Two Monte Carlo 

codes are used to model the HTTR: the KENO code at IRI, associated with a multigroup 

approximation (172 gips), provided by the'SCALE4 code system, ind the TRIPOLI4 code at CEA 

using pointwise cross iections everywhere in'the ic6e except in the fuel fod region where multigroup.  

cross sections (172 grps),are generated dby the tiasport code system' APOLLO2 in order to treat the 

double heterogeneity of the coated fuel particles (CFP).-The Id or 2d transp6rt I 3d diffusion code 

systems: WIMS/PANTHER, SCALE4I/BOLD"VENTURE, APOLLO2/CRONOS2, 'and TOTMOS-.  

DORT/CITATION are used at NRG, IRI CEAk'auid FZJ, respectively.t The double heterogeneity, of 

the CFPs and the -elf-shielding in the resonance rgion are taken into- account in-all cell calculations.  

In the FZJ cell calculations, a white boundary condition with no extra leakage term is used whereas in 

all other cell i~alulations a critical B2 t-search has-been performed.' - - ,
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In the preliminary calculations the increased neutron streaming in the coolant channels'and in the large 
holes of the core and the reflector is considered in the FZJ and NRG calculations. Later on, this 
enhanced neutron streaming is also taken into account in the post-test core calculations of CEA. The 
effect of the heterogeneous distribution of the burnable poison (BP) in the axial direction is evaluated 
at NRG and FZJ, afterwards also in the post-test diffusion calculations of CEA.  

3. Preliminary calculational results 

Calculations [2,3,4] performed with the different code systems are presented on Table 1 together with 
the experimental results. The higher km-values obtained by BOLD VENTURE and CRONOS2 are 
explained by the fact that the streaming effect is not considered and that the fuel blocks are 
homogenised. The latter is also right for the CITATION calculation, however this effect is counter
balanced by the absence of neutron leakage consideration in the cell calculations.  

The relatively good agreement for the thin annular core assembly between both MC codes disappears 
in the fully loaded core. One reason can be that the P1 approximation describing the interaction 
between neutrons and graphite has a higher impact on the neutron leakage at fully loaded core with its 
harder neutron spectrum than in the thin annular core configuration.  

Table 1 : Preliminar! core calculations together with the experimental results 

Diffusion Diffusion Diffusion M. Carlo M. Carlo Diffusion 
4 groups 2 groups 13 groups 172 gr pointwise 8 groups 

3D triang. 3D hexag. RZ 3D 3D 3D hexag.  
1 reg/block 7 regfblock 6 rings 1 reg/block 
finite diff. finite elem. finite diff. finite elem.  
6 mesh/bl. 17 mesh/bl. 24 meshlbl 

30 Col. 1.1607 1.1595 1.1885. 1 0 1463 * 1.1698" 1.1363 ± 30 ol. 1.107 1.595 1.185 1 .0.0005 a±0.0009 (> 3.6 %) 

1 o. 105a 1.0240 1.0171 " 1.0580 * 1.0 
18 col. 10.0005 _±_0.0009 

CR insertion considered Ak = 0.004 vcorrectedfor the BP effect from the KFWO calculations 

4. Discussion of the preliminary results 

The HTTR got critical with 19, fuel columns with an excess reactivity of 1.5%. All preliminary 
calculations underestimated the number of fuel columns needed for the firit criticality (diffusion 

calculations: 9, 16 fuel columns; Monte Carlo calculation: 17 fuel columns). As can be seen on 

Table 1, the discrepancy between the calculations and the experiment at least ranges from Ak = 0.0 17 

to 0.058 at 18 fuel columns loading, and from Ak = 0.01 to 0.052 at full core.  

It is noteworthy that the observed discrepancies decrease with increasing number of fuel columns in 

the core. Due to the large experimental error at 30 fuel columns loading, the differences between the 

calculations and the experiment are within the error interval, whereas at the thin" annular core assembly 

the discrepancies are significant. A reason for the latter circumstance can be the consideration of 

another than the actual boron impurity in the dummy fuel blocks and of helium instead of residual air 

in the graphite pores. Indeed, the impurity of one dummy fuel block has been re-measured by JAERI 
and revised data [5] have been recommended for the recalculation of the first criticality (HTTIR-FC2).  

Moreover, in the course of the studies the following reasons for the above-mentioned discrepancies 

have been identified: 
* the neglect of the detailed structure of the HTTR fuel block together with a non adequate 

modelling of the fuel and BP unit cells,



"* the use of few group homogenized cross sections in the whole core diffusion calculation without 
neutron leakage in the transport calculations, 

"* a non-adequate treatment of the axial self-shielding in the BP rods, 
"* an underestimation of the neutron streaming. .:F I , . I -1 
Therefore, the HTTR-FC2 benchmark has been a good opportunity to implement the new enhanced 
methods coming from the analyses of all post-test studies.  

5. New calculational results 

CITATION results .  
The discrepancy between measurement and the pre-test FZJ diffusion calculation amounts to 
Ak = 0.0287 at the first criticality (e.g. 19 fuel columns in the core) for a 4 group diffusion calculation 
without leakage feedback. At 30 fuel columns in the core the difference is with Ak = 0.0261 of the 
same order.-Parts of the discrepancies between measurement and former calculations are tackled by 
considering: the exact asymmetric position of the B4C-rods in the F=ITR fuel block in the core 
diffusion calculation, together with an improved modelling of the unit cells, the use of many group 
constants or of few broad group constants including detailed leakage information from the diffusion.  
calculation of the whole core in order to describe the core/reflector coupling accurately, the treatment 
of the axial self-shielding of the B4C-rods by a-2-d discrete ordinates cell -calculation, and the 
consideration of an enhanced neutron streaming, brought about by an adaptation of the diffusion 
constants to results of Monte Carlo calculations.  

When applying these improvements [6] and taking the revised data of the HITTR, the first criticality is , 
recalculated for 18 fuel columns, in case of fuel loading from the core periphery. The number of fuel 
columns, necessary to achieve the first criticality, increases by about 2 fuel columns compared to the 
former results, and the discrepancy between measurement and diffusion calculation is reduced from 
Ak = 0.0287 to Ak = 0.0111 at 19 fuel columns in the core.  

The effective multiplication constants obtained in the pre-test and post-test calculations are given in 
Fig. 1 together-with the experimental results.-When summing up all post-test studies, the analysis 
yields the following effects at 18/19 fuel columns in the core compared to the pre-test results: 
"* when considering the'detailed structure r 

2d-BP-,.W~-Model an Impoe Styaming Corractbon 

of the HTITR fuel,block in the whole CRW, , n-, Dtgoo, ,d 
core calculation the multiplication factor ............. -----.-.---- .. ------
decreases by'abbut Ak ;- 0.043, 

" the description of thedetailed energy- .-.-.-.-" 

dependence of the, neutron flux .,10 o-ldk,V bVaus - ;; 

adequately 'by -a-fine energy group EI- r-m " "'.  
structure increases the lff-value by .. ...... " . .  

about Ak 0.035,10 
" when considering the axial heterogeneity I. .. , 

of the BP by 2-d cell calculations, 1ff of 
the whole core calculation increases by - - -. , ..  
about Ak 0.0068, A , ,, ,1, 

" when treating the neutron streaming 0951 .. ......  

effect by modified diffusion constants on 
the basis of the JapaneseMonte Carlo 

results, k5 is reduced by about - 100 o 200' 25. 0 300 

Ak - O.0075, Nube atFe oun 

* and when'taking into account the revised Fi g:1: New and Old k-.-Values of the Diffusion 

HITTR 'benchmrk:" ' 'data, the' Calculations in Comparison with the Experiment " 

multiplication factor is-reduced by about . - - -.. " .... -.  

Ak =0.009.
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TRIPOLI4 and CRONOS2 results 
Considering the new available data (HTIR-FC2), new Monte Carlo calculations have been performed 
with TRIPOLI4 for the 18, 19 and 30 columns configurations. The 18 columns case has been treated 
by taking into account or not the presence of the control rods slightly inserted in the upper part of the 
reflector (Ak - 0.003).  

As far as the diffusion calculations are concerned, new developments carried out in APOLLO2 and 
CRONOS2 allow in future to take into account: 

"* the exact position of the BP in the fuel block by using new finite element mesh in the core model 
"* the streaming effect by generating anisotropic diffusion coefficients from the previous 2D-P1 i 

calculations 

The use of the HTTR-FC2 data associated with a complete description of the axial heterogeneity of the 
BP has led to new core diffusion calculation results. This has been done for six different energy 
structures (2, 4, 6, 8, 13 and 20 groups) in CRONOS2 without observing a main trend. Furthermore, 
the Benoist method used for the treatment of the neutron streaming might not be applicable in the 
large channels of the -control rod graphite blocks (18 columns) and underestimates this effect.  
Therefore, two other analytical models (Benoist) have been tested on a control rod block alone and 
validated by MC calculation. This led to better results on the whole core.  

The final results are partially gathered in the Figures below. Fig. 2 illustrates, with 8 energy groups, 
the impact of the different model assumptions on the reactivity as a function of the number of fuel 
columns. Fig. 3 shows a streaming effect ranging from 2.25 % in the 18 columns core configuration to 
1.8 % in the full core configuration. These results highlight also the importance of the used leakage 
model for evaluating the neutron streaming in the control rods graphite blocks. Indeed, the first model 
gave some values varying from 1.8 % to 1.5 %.  

U-S- ~z z i- -- ' .&0- - # Fue l ock homojlewnesni effect 
H - - M -.e..,th- -S -ad 0- -o Strmeamng a.odd effect IAPOLL02 + andywal) 

, i a o i i , , .• o•-175 .. .. -.- , - . ' , . -' -- r--n '--- I-- .  
t R..e..... . . . .... eg. (a a , : j.-"I"' C'R. ..6). .-1."30 

113 Pr':a 
, _ . .k . _,. _ .I._, . . . _, da., . _,. _ o . . .  

*. . '0 "----- -, .. . . . . .  

225-- --------- --------n I , I m" I S I S | I I "

107 -__-- -------- , 

, , ,. . . 175 Sa 0 S a I/ 

Jot- 
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I'* . ,-" ;, : a , : ' . a . . . . .. . . .  
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Fig 2. kff-values obtained by different core models Fig 3. Neutron streaming and fuel block 
homogenisation effect 

It is noticeable that the number of fuel columns needed to achieve criticality increases by about 7 or 8 
in comparison with the formifier results (Table 1). At first criticality, a discrepancy remains between the 
diffusion and the Monte Carlo calculations (0.9 % < Ak/k < 1.7 %). This underscores the limits of a 
method based on a cross section homogenisation from a fundamental mode calculation (infinite 
medium) that is barely -pertinent for the 18"columns core configuration. The actual environment 
(reflector blocks) should be considered and should take place instead of the white boundary condition 
in the 2D APOLLO-2 transport calculations, before homogenising and collapsing locally the cross 
sections inside the fuel elements.



6. Final results and conclusion 

All final results are given in Table 1. In the case of the Monte Carlo code TRIPOKI4, the-discrepancy 
between measurement and calculation at 18 fuel columns in the core is reduced to Aklk - 0.85 %, 
when considering the revised data of the HTTR benchmark. As to the diffusion codes, this discrepancy 
is now reduced to Akfk -0.8 % (FZJ) and - 2.75 (1.78) % (CEA), when taking into account .the 
improved treatments and ihe revised data. .  

Table 2 : The new core calculations together with the experimental results

S•J tTCITATIONl Y '•T LIP •¼-j5 CRONOS .EXPERIMENT 

Diffusion M. Carlo Diffusion 
26 groups 172 gr & pointwise 8 groups (4 groups) 

3D triangular 3D 3D hexagonal 
3 regiblock . 3 reg/block 

finite difference - finite element
24 meshes/block - :24 meshes/block ....  

30 col. 1.1336"') 1.138332) ±10.00090, 1.1451 (1.1362) 1.1363 - (> 3.6 %) 

24 col. 1.0944"... 1.1096 (1.1000) 1 1.0834 ±(> 2 %) 

19 col. 1.0263 1.02692 = ±0.00043 '1.0432 (1.0351) 1.0152 ± ? 

18 col. 1.0080 ' 1.008552 .±0.00090 1.0275 (1.0178) 2) 1.0

"CR inserted considered dk = 0 004 and detector impact included Ak = 0.002 

Sdetector impact included Ak = 0.002 

All calculational results obtained for the fully loaded core configuration agree well with each'other 
and with the experiment, moreover when takinkg into account 'the experimenital uricertainties.  
Furthermore, it is seen that there is an excellent agreement between the diffusion CITATION aid 
Monte Carlo TRIPOLI4 results. Altogether it turns out that the f6ll6wvingyprocedures seem Ito be 
necessary for a better approach to the experimental results:' 

"* detailed heterogeneity of the BP- and fuel-region in the whole core calculation, 
"* use of fine group constants in the whole core (FZJ) diffusion calculation or co'nsideration of the 

actual environment of the fuel blocks in the (CEA) transport cell calculations in order to describe 
the core/reflector coupling accurately, 

"* consideration of the axially heterogeneous distribution of the BP by 2d cell calculations (FZJ) or 
by 3d diffusion calculations (CEA and NRG), 

"* treatment of the enhanced neutron streaming whether byan adaptation of tlie diffusion constants' 

to Monte Carlo calculations (FZJ) or- by.a leaiage model combined with an analytical model 

(CEA). -.  
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ABSTRACT 

The basic parameters of critical assemblies created at the ASTRA critical facility of the 
RRC Kurchatov Institute for simulation of high-temperature reactors are given in the paper.  
Capability to simulate different HTGR reactors at the ASTRA critical facility is presented.  
Brief description of the experiments simulating the PBMR reactor being developed in 
Republic of South Africa is given. Spherical graphite elements with the outer diameter of 6 
cm containing about 2.4 g of uranium with the enrichment of about 21 % are used as fuel 
elements at the facility. Fuel particles (kernels) made of uranium dioxide with the diameter 
of about 500 micrometers, having fouir-layer'c6ating are evenly distributed in the graphite 
matrix in the central part (5 cm in diameter) of each spherical fuel element. Graphite blocks 
are used as moderator in reflectors. Up to 46000 spherical elements were loaded in the core 
in the most recent experiments. Anticipatory'computations of critical parameters of the 
assemblies performed at the RRC KI for the suibstantiation of criticality safety of the 
experiments are described in the paper. The calculations were performed with the Russian 
MCU program complex, which uses Monte-Carlo method. The MCU code was modified 
for calculations of the double heterogeneity of the HTGR fuel. Kernels of coated fuel 
particles were not smeared with graphite matrix of fuel elements, and their heterogeneous 
structure was directly taken into account in the calculations. Results of the implemented 
experiments are intended for ,'alidation of calculational codes used in HTGR designing and 
justification of neutronics of HTGRs under development.  

1. Description of the ASTRA Critical Facility 

The ASTRA critical facility at the Kurchatov Institute is intended for experimental investigation of 
neutron - physical characteristics of HTGR reactors. At the moment the ASTRA critical assembly 
represents graphite block masonry in the form of a cylinder with internal cavity to form a core. The 
outer diameter is 380 cm, equivalent inner diameter is 181 cm, height is 460 cm and thickness of the 
bottom reflector that is also made of graphite blocks is 40 cm (Fig. 1). The central cavity is filled with 
spherical elements. The set' of spherical elements available at the facility includes 2500 absorbing 
elements (AE), about 15000 graphite elements (GE), and about 50000 fuel elements (FE). Additional 
graphite blocks available at the facility can be used for mounting of an internal reflector and/or top 
reflector. All the graphite blocks are made of reactor-grade graphite (the impurity concentration in 
terms of boron equivalent is about 1.1 ppm wt.) and have the cross section of 25x25 cm and height of 
60 or 40 cm. The average density of the graphite mass is about 1.65 g/cra3.  
Spherical fuel elements with the diameter of 6 cm represent a graphite matrix in the central part of 
which the fuel particles with multilayer coatings (diameter of this central part is 5 cm) are evenly 
distributed. The density of the fuel element graphite matrix is 1.85 g/cm3. A fuel particle represents a 
kernel made of uranium dioxide with the diameter of about, 500 pm with four layers of coatings 
applied to it. Layer 1 (buffer) is made 0f pyrocarbon (PyC) with the graphite density of 1.1 g/cm3, the 
thickness of this layer is 90 pm. Layer 2 (dense layer) is made of pyrocarbon (PyC) with the graphite 
density of 1.8 g/cra3, its thickness is 70 pm. Layer 3 is made of silicon carbide (SiC) with the density 
of 3.2 g/cm3, the thickness of the layer is 60 pm. Layer 4 is made of pyrocarbon (PyC) with the 
graphite density of 1.8 gfcm 3 and its thickness is 60Plm.  
The central fueled zone (5 cm in diameter) of each spherical fuel element contains 2.4g of uranium of 
the following isotopic composition (wt. %): U-234 - 0.15, U-235- 20.66, U-236 - 0.09, U-238 - 79.10.



A spherical absorbing element with the outer diameter of 6 cm represents a graphite matrix, in central 
part of which the'tiny particles made of boioh 1carbide with the! average diameinter of about 60 
micrometers are evenly distributed. The diameter of this central part is 4 cm. The total mass of natural 
boron in one absorbing ielement is 0.1 g. The isotopic composition of the natural boron (at. %) is: B- 1 
- 19.8, B-ilI - 80.2. The density of graphite niatrix of the absorbing element is 1.75 gfcmý._ 
A spherical graphite'element is made of reactor-grade graphite. The outer diameter of the sphericitl 
graphite element is 6- cmn. The graphite density is. 1.68 g/cm3.  
Up to 24 control rods can be used at the ASTRA cri -tical facility. Each absorbing control rod represents 
a cluster consisting of 15 steel pipes. The outer dianieter of the pipe is 12.5 mm and wall thickness is 

1.2 mm. The pipes are filled with natural boron carbide with the density of 1.53 g/cm 3. The centres, of 
the pipes are uniformly located on a circle with-the diameter 'of 76 mm. Material of the pipes is 
stainless steel. The control ro d consists of two parts along the height, and the total height of absorber is 
about 380 cm'. The manual conitrol rod has a different design. It represents ani alu-minium pipe without 
any additional absorber: All control rods are placed in ihe -central channels (11.4 cm in diameter) of 
specified side reflector gra-phiti blocks (Fig. 1).'

--Fig. 1. Cross section and axial section ot a critical assembly. - -

2. Configurations of the C ritical Assembliies 

A lot of iExperimrents on investigation of high-temperature reactors have been performed at the ASTRA' 

critical facility [1]. The cavity inside the 'reflector -described above (graphite block' masonry) 

represented squares,- octagons, and circles of different :di mensions without an internal reflector. Some__ 

examples of the previously hi'vestigated core' configuriations are given in Table 1.

'I-.1-�l.. 1 nw .. ,.�4.1,. � t;n� �,t tlw A�TRA Faeilitv 
1Z1UI� 1. L.AflI11I)L�3 �JL I.fl�' � � _______________________

Configura- Cross Section Core Height, mn (Total Spherical Element 
tion _______________ Number of FE) Rati6 ini the Core 

1Octagon 1.76 -FE/AE=I00/5 

_________ effl-.8 m (23600) __________ 

2 Circle 3.02 FEIAE=100/0 
I___ 1_ 0 =0.93 8m (11300)_________
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3 Circle 3.8 FE/AE=100/1 
0 =0.938 m (14050) 

4 Circle 0 =0.938 m, density of 3.2 FE/AE=I00/1 
polythene in the core 10.6 kg/m 3  (11920) 

5 Square 2.27 FE/AE=100/0 
1*1 m (12330) 

6 Square 2.91 FE/GE=4/1 
1__*1lm -(12790) 

The recent experiments carried out at the'ASTRA critical facility were intended for simulation of the 
PBMR high-temperature modular reactor with annular core being developed in, South Africa [2,3].  
The works were performed under the contract with the ESKOM company. In these experiments the 
core represented a pebble bed consisting of three radial zones (see Fig. 1). In the central part of the 
core the graphite spherical elements forming the internal graphite reflector, were placed. Around the 
internal reflector, a so-called mixing zone representing a mixture of spherical fuel elements, graphite 
elements and absorbing elemeits was formed. Between the mixing zone and the side graphite reflector 
a zone consisting of fuel elements and absorbing elements was created. One of the goals of the 
experiments carried out at the ASTRA facility-was to investigate the influence of dimensions and 
composition of the mixing zone on the reactor neutronics. All zones were equal in core heights.  
Three series of experiments were carried out at ihe ASTRA facility. Each of the series is characterized 
by its own type of critical assembly. These types of the assemblies were created one after another and 
they differ in dimensions and composition of the radial zones. Within each series of the experiments 
different configurations of critical assemblies were cieated. They differ from each other by the core 
height (reactivity margin) and the presehce of the top reflector.  
Critical parameters of the basic configurations of the assemblies simulating the PBMR reactor are 
given in Table 2. Critical states of the assemblies were attained with control rods. Measurements of the 
critical states of the assemblies were performed with the accuracy of 0.0005p3eff.  

Table 2. Critical Parameters of the Basic Configurations of the Assemblies Simulating the PBMR 
Reactor 

Reactivity 
# Assembly Type FE/PE/GE H, K eff Margin 

Total (cm) p/P_ _ 

1 Series 1, configuration 1, 27477/9659/1448 268.9 1.000 0.10 
no top reflector 38584 

2 Series 1, configuration 2, - 32929/11553/1734 320.8 1.000 3.7 
no top reflector 46216 

3 Series 1, configuration 3, top 32929/11553/1734 320.8 1.000 5.8 
reflector 46216 

4 Series 2, configuration 1, 27144/9545/1434 267.3 1.000 0.09 
no top reflector 38123 

5 Series 2, configuration 2, 27477/9659/1448 270.3 1.000 0.39 
no top reflector 38584 

6 Series 3, configuration 1, 25308/8884/1334 247.6 1.000 0.09 
no top reflector - -. 35526 

7 Series 3, configuration 3, 27477/9659/1448 268.7 1.000 2.48 
no top reflector 38584 

Total - Total number of spherical elements in the assembly, 
H - Average height of the pebble bed, 
K eff- Multiplication factor, 
p - Reactivity margin with all control rods withdrawn.



Different configurations for simulation of the annular 
core at the ASTRA critical facility can be proposed nider
the GT-M-R international project (Russia, USA, France, 
Japan). The internal and side reflectors can be assembled 
of graphite blocks, and the annular core can be 'Made up 
of spherical fuel elements or actual prismatic assemblies 
with fuel compacts as they are fabricated. One variant of / 
such configurations is shown' in Fig. .2. It should be / 

emphasized that the design of the control rod system at L 
the ASTRA critical facility allows placing control rods 0 

not only in the side reflector, but also in the core and/or 
internal reflector. The equipment available at the critical 
facility allows performing measurements of the following 
characteristics: criticality, param•e rs, worth of control 
rods (and plotting of -.Jteir, rcalibration curves), 
distributions (profiles) of neutron fluxes (reaction irates) 
along the radius and height of assemblies simulating 
HTGR, etc. It is possible to investigate methods of power Fi 

density distribution profiling over the core volume, crit 
influence of synchronous insertion of a group of control; 
rods on power density distribution, etc.  

I U

0 Ch.-h u Im wd umcI• y ad" M" 

o f.PlO llt.

g. 2 Variant of cross section of a 
ical assembly simulating the GT

M-IR reactor.

3. Anticipatory tomputations of the C •..ztlu~au •-a~UURZ..  

The anticipatory computations wNith the goal of substantiation of criticality safety of the expenrments 

implemented at the 'ASTRA facility have been generally performed with the MCU program complex 

[4,5]. This code is intended for solution of critical problems of neutron transport with the Monte-Carlo 

method. Thbicontinuous energy range from 20 MeV up. to "I O' eV, and combinatorial geometry 

modules Allowing computations of real three-dimensional configurations of critical systems are used in 

the MCU 66de. In the thermal energy region the Monte-Carlo method uses the S (a, b) scattering 

model or the free gas model.  
The MCU uses an original system of nuclear data libraries. This system includes: ABBN library (26 

groups), LIPAR library of resonance parameters in the resolved resonance region, VESTA library of 

thermal cross sections based on phonon data from the ENDF. In cell computations the TEPCON 

library cin be used )instead of the VESTA ,library. The-TEPCON library' represents a multigroup 

library of data for thermal neutrons for energiesj below eV at different temperatures. 
Scientists at the RRC Kurchatov Institute developed a special approach on!the basis of the Monte

Carlo method for calculation of systems with ftiny fuel particles [6]. So, in the calculations of the 

ASTRA critical assemblies the fuel kernels? Were not honimgenized Ikith the 'griphite matrix of 

spherical fuel elements, and the heterogeneous structure of fuel kernels was directly taken into account 

in the calculations. Two procedures (two systems) are considered for neutrois.' The first procedure'is 

used for neutron migration in a fuel zone and the second one is used for neutron migration in a kernel 

only. The heterogeneous distribution of poison 'pirtidles (B4C) in spherical absorbing elements is J 

similarly taken into account.  
A stochastic pebble bed was modeled with a regular three-dimensional lattice of spheres of 6 cm in 

diameter. This lattice (Fig. 3) is characterized.l:y' aset of packing factors - slherical element spacing 

in the layer,- and the distance between the layers: Each cell represents the iectangu'lar' prallelepiped' 

with square cross section (in the XY plane). In all eight corners of a parallelepiped the centers of 

spheres are located, and 1/8 part of each sphere belongs to this cell. A centrally located spliere wholly 

belongs to the cell. FE, AE, or GE can be placed in the center of the cell, and FE, GE - in the corners.

, J
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The computations predicted critical states of the assemblies with the accuracy of about 0.5 %.  

Further, on the basis of the refined benchmark models of the investigated'66hfiurations of critical 
assemblies (including detailed description of their structure, dimensions, auid 'omlnositions), the work 

on validation of computational mithods and codes used in HTGR designing is 0laiined.  

4. Conclusion 

The experimental investigations performed at the ASTRA facility demonstrate the following: 
"* For the designing of new HTGR reactors, it is very important to perform experimental 

modeling of the reactor, and results of the experiments should be used for validation of 
calculational codes used in HTGR designing and HTGR criticality safety analysis.  

"* The cost of experimental investigations at the ASTRA critical facility, in view of the 
available materials, equipment, and licensed personnel, is relatively low.  

"* Works with critical assemblies are 'safe, there is no radiation release or other 
environmental impacts: 

"* Computational methods used in support of experimental investigations (substantiation of 
criticality safety' of experiments, 'prediction of results of the experiments, etc.) are 

acceptable for analysis of neutron - physical characteristics of HTGR under development.  
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ABSTRACT 

Burnup calculations have been performed on a standard HTR fuel pebble (R=3 cm) containing 

9 grams of 8% enriched uranium and burnable particles made of B4C highly enriched im B-10:.  

The radius of the burnable particles and the number- of paiticles per fuel pebble have been 

varied to find the flattest reactivity-to-time curve. It was found that for a targeit kao of 1.1,'a 

reactivity swiig iii low as 2.4% can be obtained when each'fuel pebble contains-about 1300 

burnable particles 'With a radius of 70 prm. For other values -of the target keo even lower values.  

can be obtained. For hollow' burnable particles that consist of a graphite kernel with a radius 

of 300 plm covered with a burnable poison layer of 30 pm, the reactivity swing is only 2%. In 

general, the modification of the geometry of burnable particles is an effective means to tailor 
the reaeitivity cuive of HTRs.  

1. Introductio- .  

During the operation of a nuclear reactor, the reactivity effect of fuel burnup must be compensated by 

some means of fon'g-teim -reactivity control, especially when the reactor operates with batch-wise fuel 

loads. An elegant way for such a control is the use of burnable poison in the fuel elements to balance the 

reactivity loss caused by fuel burnup and fission product poisoning by the reactivity gain due to ,the 

disappearance of the burnable poison.  
The possibility of continuous fuel loading is a very nice feature of pebble-bed type High Temperature -

Reactors (HTRs) that enables one to reach a high fuel burnup. However, it is also likely to increase the 

manufacturing- and opteiational costs of such a reacior. Besides the fact that fuel-loading machinery is .  

complex arid sehsitive to malfuictioning, high-skilled operators are needed ,to guarantee long-term 

operation without'interruption, which inherently limits the application of this reactor type to (co) 

generation of` heat and electricity in well-developed countries. , -

A batch-wise fuiel load scheme in HTRs combined with burnable poison has some attractive properties 

not offered by the continuous loading'scheme. The use of the burnable poison diminishes the role of the 

active reactivity control mechanisms, which paves the way for long-term unattended reactor operation.  

This makes the HTR technology applicable to ship propulsion and to (co) generation of heat and 

electricity for all kind of purposes in remote areas. : 
In this paper, we -consider poisoning of the fuel in a heterogeneous way by mixing burnable particles in 

the fuel elements. The reason -for this is given in chapter 2 of this paper., The burnable particles 

themselves contain B4C made of boron highly enriched in the isotope B-:10. As a fuel we used-8% 

enriched U02 particles embedded in a graphite pebble with diameter of 5 cm surrounded with a graphite 

layer with thickness of 0.5 cm. This fuel is very similar to that adopted by the PBMR [1,2]. The initial 

uranium mass per pebble was 9 gram. The core power density was 3 W.cm" 3, and assumed constant 

during the burnup. The temperature was 900 K in all calculations
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2. Theory 
For absorbing nuclides homogeneously disiibuted in the core, the macroscopic neutron absorption cross 
section X•, is an exponentially decaying function of time t: 

1.a (t) = aN(t) = OaNo exp(-aq,(ot). (2.1) 

Here, o, is the microscopic absorption cross section of the absorbing nuclide (e.g. B-10), No its initial 

atomic density, and (0 the neutron flux density.  
For a small particle that absorbs all impinging neutrons, a so-called black particle, the effective absorption 
cross section is equal to its geometrical cross section [3]. This means that the neutron absorption rate 
depends on the geometry and size of the burnable particle, but not on its actual composition. For a 
spherical particle, the effective absorption cross section is a quadratic function of time: 

) =N7rR1 4N 'ot (2.2) 

Here, NP is the density of the burnable particles, R0 the initial radius of the particle, and N the atomic 

density of the absorbing nuclide in the particle. Although Eq. (2.2) does not contain the microscopic 
absorption cross section a,. of the absorbing nuclide, it is implicitly assumed that its value is such high 

that the burnable particle can be considered s'" black. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) clearly illustrate that 
lumping the burnable absorber into particles enables one to tailor the time-dependence of the neutron 
absorption rate by the absorber. The purpose of this paper is to find the optimum radius of a burnable 
particle containing B4C made of highly enriched boron.  

3 Calculational scheme 
From the SCALE code system [4], we used the BONAMI-S code for the resonance treatment in the 
unresolved energy region, the N1TAWL-II code for the resonance treatment in the resolved energy region, 
and the XSDRNPM-S code for the cell-weighting calculations. The actual bumup calculations were 
performed by the ORIGEN-S fuel depletion code. All codes were coupled to each other via PERL scripts 
and via own-made FORTRAN programs. All nuclear data used are based on the JEF-2.2 nuclear data 
library.  
In all calculations, a macro cell was modeled containing one burnable particle made of B4C surrounded 
with a smeared fuel layer. The latter contains all nuclides present in a standard fuel pebble, i.e. the 
nuclides from the TRISO coated fuel particles (including fission products and actinides), the carbon from 
the graphite matrix in between the fuel particles, and the carbon from the 0.5 cm thick outer layer.  
Because the SCALE code system cannot handle explicitly the double heterogeneity of the fuel, the cell
weighting procedure had to be split up in two parts. First, the homogenized resonance-shielded and cell
weighted cross sections of the fuel layer were calculated in a micro-cell calculation with the unit cell 
made up of a TRISO coated fuel particle with a nuclide composition characteristic for the actual bumup 
time step surrounded with an equivalent amount of graphite. Secondly, a macro-cell calculation was done 
to calculate the neutron flux density in the burnable particle, and to calculate the fission power density in 
the smeared fuel layer.  
Besides the resonance-shielded cell-weighted cross sections to be used in the macro-cell calculation, also 
the resonance-shielded zone-averaged cross sections were calculated, and-passed to the bumup data 
library. Burnup calculations were done for each fuel layer and for each layer of the burnable particle using 
the nuclide cross sections updated at each burnup time step. The whole sequence of micro-cell 
calculations, macro-cell calculations, and bumup calculations for the fuel layers and the burnable particle 
layers are repeated 10 times to calculate the k-o and the composition of each layer as a function of 
burnup. Furthermore, at each burnup time step, the temperature reactivity coefficient was calculated.
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4 Results forispherical burnable particles 
This section 'presents the results for the spherical burnable particles made oftB 4C. For a specific, 

composition of the burnable particle and the fuel pebble, there remain only two parameters to be varied: 

the radius of the burnable particle and the number of burnable particles per fuel pebble. The latter number 

is presented in a more abstract way by the ratio of the volume of one fuel pebble,^afid the "olume of all 

burnable particles in that pebble. , 
There are two output -parameters of major " -------
interest: the initial koo and the reactivity 
swing Ak. Because the definition of these 140 .i o 

parameters is -not unambiguous, we will 
clarify their definition. The initialko-is the RAM= - ,, 

value of the k-o curve directly after . i'

saturation of all short-lived fission products k-hbfgn.bh pu=i 

like Xe and Sm. In practice, the value of the 110 

k-o after 10 days of bumup is used for this. F ,zm.k.,f ' 

The reactivity swing is defined as the 01

variation of the k-o between 10 days of Tr. (EFPD) 

burnup and the burnup value for- Which the Fig 1. Illustration of the parameters used to characterize the 

k-o of the reference curve -, (without a fuel with burnable' particles. The reactivity swing is the 

burnable particle) crosses the initial ko. This variation of the 'ko between 10 EFPD and 1520 EFPD, 

makes sense as one would like to achieve a where the reference curve crosses the initial kco of 1.1.  

reactivity curve* as flat as possible. Fig 1 
illustrates the parameters defined above.  
Figures 2 and 3 show the initial, k-o and the reactivity swing of the fuel for radii of the burnable 'particle 

varying from 10 to 200 jiffi and for the fuel volume ratioyarying from 10,000 to 200,000. Figure 2 shows 

that the initial k-o increases when either the fuel volume ratio or the burnable particle radius increases.  

The latter can be undefstood from the theory in section 2: for a fixed volume of the.burnable poison 

(constant fuel \'olume fraction), the larger the radius of the burnable particle, the more heterogeneously 

distributed the burnable poison', and the smaller the effective absorption cross-section. On the other hand, , 

the reactivity swing shows a 'valley' ranging from the ulper-left comer to the lower-right comer.'The 

optimization procedure would be first to find the range of 'coordinates' (burnable particle radius and the 

fuel volume ratio) that fulfills the requirement on the initial k- (this could be; for example', thit in order' 

to have a critical reactor, the initial k-e must be 1.1). Secondly, 'from thlIe coordmates"foud, o6ne should 

extract that pair that gives the lowest reactivity swing. Theresult is visualized in Fig. 4.'"'

Remctv swin7Di 
200 00 101 
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:-;~"~41 .I~ rr.' 0.113 
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- u - 0 .. 0,t
0 0 4 7 

100 ID 150 20 01 

Fig 2. The initial k-o as a function of the BP radius and Fig 3. The reactivity swing as a function of the BP radius 

the fuel volume ratio. and the fuel volume ratio.
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Figure 4 shows the absolute difference of the initial ko- and the target value (arbitrarily chosen to be 1.1) 
multiplied with the reactivity swing. The 'valley' in the pl6t shows the combinations of the BP radius and 
the fuel volume ratio that gives an initial k-o close to 1.1 and a reactivity swing as small as possible. Two 

combinations are most favorable: a BP radius of 70 plm with a VF ratio of 60,000, (reactivity swing of 

2.4%) and a BP radius of 90 pm with a VF ratio of 50,000 (reactivity swing of 1.9%). However, a broad 

range of BP radii (say between 60 and 100 pm) can be applied, which relaxes the requirements in the 
manufacturing process of the particles. The reactivity curve for the first-mentioned fuel is shown in Fig 1, 
while the temperature reactivity coefficient is shown in Fig 5. At BOL the influence of the poison on the 
neutron spectrum is quite large and the UTC is more strongly negative. However, the burnup averaged 

UTC values differ not too mijuch (=1 pcIm/K). With a UTC of -8 pcm/K and a reactivity swing of 2.4%, the 
temperature of the core would vary 300 K during the lifetime of the fuel. After about 2000 EFPD, 
virtually all boron has been burnt (<0.1% left), and the UTC is the same for both curves.

20 maV swing ,or ,nii li , u 0.541093 

0.14540 

S150 0,037471 

100, 0 2487 

0.000641 

D .0001 65 

0.000043 
0 
0 50 100 150 2.00 Oocu hxumobl pe•lel mdlmabjn) 0001 

Fig 4. Result of the optimization procedure. The, light 
'valley' shows the range of parameters that gives the 
smallest reactivity swing at a target k-o of 1.10.

Umform Tempentme Coefficent 

• .6 • .,.,• BP 01=-70 mm',-,,(MO) 

-14[, . .  

Fig 5. The UTC as a function of bumup for 
the fuel with a BP radius of 70 pim and a fuel 
volume ratio of 60,000 compared with the 
reference fuel. The average values are -7.6 
pcm/K (reference curve) and -8.7 pcm/K.

Figures 6 and 7 show the relationship between the BP radius and the reactivity swing at the one hand, and 

between the fuel volume ratio and the reactivity swing at the other. Figure 6 shows that the larger the fuel 

volume ratio, the less influien~e the poison has on the reactivity. In Fig 7, the initial amount of poison is 

the same in all curves, and the effect of lumping the burnable poison into particles is clearly seen. The 

smaller the particle, the more homogeneously distributed the poison, and the lower the initial k-o.  

Spheical BP radius 70 prn Spherical VF ratio 60000 

1.50 1.50 

140 ~ 1.40
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0 00 . O 1000 1500 200M 0 500 1000 1500 2M 
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Fig 6. The k- as a function of burnup with the fuel Fig 7. The k-o as a function of burnup with the 

volume ratio as a parameter. burnable particle radius as a parameter.



5 Results for hollow burnable particles 
Similar results can be obtained by using 
'hollow' particles. These particles contain a 
graphite kernel with a radius of 300 gm 
covered with a thin layer of B4C fully 
enriched in B-10. The results of the 
optimization procedure are shoxwn in Fig 8.  
The best result at an initial k-o of 1.1 is 
obtained for a burnable poison layer with a 
thickness of 50 plm and a fuel volume ratio 
of 40,000. Then the reactivity swing is 
5.8%. However, for a burnable poison 
layer of 30 pam and a fuel volume ratio of 
50,000, the reactivity swing is 2% only at 
an initial k-o of 1.08. Some freedom in the 
choice of the target k- can therefore lead 
to lower values for the "reactivity swing.  
Calculations with a graphite kernel with 
radius of 500 jim give similar results.

- Rectv swin for lnrtial kL=1.1 Kemet 300 m 0.45184 

0.17201 

0.0634Z 

; x •- , 0.02342 
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Burnable layer thirckn (jam) 

Fig'8. Result of the optimization pfrocedure for a 'hollow' 
particle made of a graphite kernel (R=300 gim) covered 
with a B4C layer with thickness between 10 and 100 pm.

6 Conclusions 
With burnable particles mixed in 'the fuiel of an HTR, it is possible to control the excess reactivity present 

at BOL. For 8% enriched U0 2 fuel, mixing 1300 spherical'particles made of BXC with radius of 70 pwm 

through the fuel of a standard HTR fuel pebble (with radius of 3 cm), the reactivity swing is '24%'at a 

constant koo of 1.1. Using burnable particles with a radius of 90 im, the reactivity swing drops to a value 

below 2%. This means that, with no active reactivity control mechanisms (e.g. no shim rods) and a 

uniform temperature coefficient of -8 pcm/K,(the temperature of the core would vary between .250 and 
100 K during the lifetimpnof the fuel. 7 

The application of hollow' burnable pahicles, which'consist of anon-poisonous paphite kernel covered 

with a B4C burnable poison layer, gives similar'results. Particles With a kernel radiui of 300"'Wm and a 

burnable poison layer of 30 pam give a reactivity swing of 2% at an initial koo of 1.08, wvhile the reactivity 

swing is almost 6% for an initial, k- of 1.1. This example shows that some freedom in the selection of 

the target ko'may lead to even lower values of the reactivity swing. In general, we can conclude' that',

modifying the geometry of burnable particles is an effective iaeans to tailor the reactivity-to-time curve of 

HTRs. Further research will focus on the application of bther burnable absorbers like Er and Gd, and 

other fuel types like PuO2 fuel. p 7 
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ABSTRACT 

The PEBBED technique provides a foundation for equilibrium fuel cycle analysis and 
optimization in pebble-bed cores in which the fuel elements are continuously flowing and, 
if desired, recirculating.' In addition to the modem analysis techniques used in or being 
developed for the code, PEBBED incorporates a novel nuclide-mixing algorithm that 
allows for sophisticated recirculation patterns using a matrix generated from basic core 
parameters. Derived from a simple partitioning of the pebble flow, the elements of the 
recirculation matrix are used to compute the spatially averaged density of each nuclide at 
the entry plane from the nuclide densities of pebbles emerging from the discharge conus.  
The order of the recirculation matrix is a function of the flexibility and sophistication of the 
fuel handling mechanism. This, formulation for coupling pebble flow and neutronics 
enables core design and fuel cycle optimization to be performed by the'manipulation of a 
few key core parameters. The formulation is amenable to modem optimization techniques.  

Introduction 

The PEBBED [1] code is a new tool for analyzing the asymptotic fuel cycle in recirculating pebble
bed reactors. Equations for neutron flux and nuclide distribution in a pebble-bed core are solved self
consistently by an iterative scheme, and the algorithm is shown to converge quickly to a solution 
unique to the pebble flow pattern. The neutronics solver currently relies on a standard finite difference 
technique, but rhore advanced-solution methods are planned. The bumup solver uses a semi-analytical 
method that guarantees convergence with accuracy. A key step in the algorithm is the computation of 
the entry-plane density of each nuclide of interest in each axial flow channel. These values depend 
upon the pebble loading and recirculation policy and the bumup accrued by pebbles on successive 
passes through the core. The current iterate of the flux is used to compute the exit-plane nuclide 
density in a pebble after one pass through the core in each channel, based on the density of that nuclide 
in a fresh pebble. Pebbles are then distributed according to the recirculation scheme to generate the 
entry-plane density in each channel on the next pass. This is repeated until the pebbles exceed the 
discharge burnup. The exit-plane values are then averaged according to the recirculation scheme in 
order to produce the actual entry-plane nuclide densities. The entry-plane nuclide flow rate is derived 
in the next section.  

The homogenized entry plane nuclide density of a given nuclide for each flow channel, expressed here 
as the vector N, is computed as a weighted average of the contributions from pebbles of various types 
and trajectories. The symbol ¶P refers to the number density vector (the elements of which 
correspond to the flow channels) of that nuclide in a pebble of type p that has passed through the core 
m times. A recircidation matrix R stores the weight of each contribution so that 

9 =R-WAP (1) 

It is shown in this paper that the values of the elements of R are dependent upon basic core parameters 
and thus can be computed manually or generated using a suitable optimization algorithm.



Theory " 

The flow rate of a given nuclide in pebble flow channel i is composed of contributions from pebbles of, 
different types (p) and different prior histories. For a core with P pebble types each undergoing an 
average of M. passes before discharge, the flow rate (atoms per second) of that nuclide at the entry 
plane of channel i is the sum of of the flow rates of the nuclide in pebbles of all types and pass 
histories at this location, expressed as 

P M 
•, =Z• '•Nf~f,.aT.maif... -,•- -(2) 

where 

af is the fraction of channel i flow thit consists of type p pebbles, 
"t"af is the fraction of type p pebbles in channel i flow that are on their m" PASS, 

"-k, is the number density of the nuclide of interest within pebbles of typep, 
entering channel i, starting their mnh pass, and 

i : is the volumetric flow rate of pebbles through channel L.  

One can show that the channel-averaged nuclide density at the entry-plane of channel i is given by 

M~~lfaap. M ma, 
LI I."- r- E / * jP "-- " a,, (3 

where 

ai is the fraction of pebble flow that passes through channel i, 
"a f -is the fraction of typep pebbles in flow channelj, and on pass m, that are 

,transferred to channel i, following this mt pass, 
"-1 jf-' is the number klensity of the nucide of interest withinpebbles oftypep, 

* ' exiting channelj, after completing their min pass, and 
X f is the flow rate of pebbles through channelj.  

The values are shown, here to be functions of the flow properties of the core and the fuel loading 
mechanism. Three models are discussed: the HTR Modul 200 [2], the PBMRN [31, and an alternative 
PBMR cycle.  

The HTR Modul 200 (Figure Ia) possesses a sirngle loading tube a d a single discharge tube. The 

channel coefficients -a are determined by the channel boundaries and'the radial flow distribution.  

There is only one pebble type (P = 1), aj'1 iTe pebbles emerging from the bottom are 

randomly dropped back onto the bed, so the so-called transfer coefficientm a#I' = a, for all i,j, p, and 

m. The random recirculation also implies that the burnup classes are equally represented in each zone, 

i.e. -ajP = (M. Y)' .The recirculation matrix for a core with Jflow channels is then given by' 

a1 ' a2  a 
aR= I a 2 ... a 

,a, a2 j.
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The value of M,,, is fixed by the core power, geometry, heavy metal content of pebbles, and discharge 
bumup. Hence the recirculation matrix elements are also entirely determined by these quantities and 
the partition of the core flow. The fuel handling mechanism in this design cannot be used to vary the 
asymptotic core nuclide distribution.  

w r--4]

E +
(a) HTR Modul 200 (b) PBMR with Graphite 

Inner Reflector
(c) PBMR with OUT-IN 

Fuel Cycle

Figure 1. Modular Pebble-Bed Cores with Different Fuel Cycles 

The Pebble-Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) design under consideration by the South African utility 
Eskom uses two pebble types (graphite and fuel) flowing in separate regions of the core (Figure lb).  
The graphite pebbles are dropped onto the bed via a central loading tube. The fuel pebbles are loaded 
by a number of loading tubes evenly spaced near the core periphery. There is no barrier between the 
two regions, so there is a zone between them in which the pebble types are mixed. The asymptotic 
core consists of a central reflector region composed entirely of graphite and a surrounding annulus of 
fuel pebbles. The size of the graphite region is regulated by the relative flow rates in the central and 
peripheral loading tubes. Many models of the PBMR core feature five concentric flow zones with 
roughly equivalent flow rates[4]. The volume of the graphite reflector is about 25% of the pebble bed 
volume. Thus the innermost channel is composed of only graphite, the second channel contains 
roughly equal portions of fuel and graphite pebbles, and the outer three channels consist only of the 
fueled type. The radial placement and discharge of pebbles is not bumup (pass) dependent, so the 
burnup classes are equally represented in all channels. Though slightly more complicated than the 
HTR Modul 200, the partition coefficients are again simple functions of core flow properties, power, 
and discharge bumup. The recirculation matrix (R) can be expressed as two submatrices; one each for 
fuel (Y) and graphite (g):

0 0 0 0 0 
.25a 2 .5a% .5a4 .5a5] 

R= 0 .5a2 3 a4  a , R9= 
Maa 0 .5a2 a 3  a4 aS 

0O •5a2 a3 a 4 a5 j

0 .5a2 0 0 0] 
5a, .25a 2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 .0 0 00 
0 0 0 00

(5)



The coefficient a/refers to the fraction of total core flow consisting of fuel pebbles. This value is a 
simple funciion of the relative flow rates through ilte central aind peripheral 'loading tubes and thus 
offers a degree of freedom in core design not available iA the HTR Mod1 200. By "tuning" thi tube
flow rates, one alters the sizes of the central reflector and active core annulus. - ., 

The fuel loading mechanism of the PBMR also allows for another type of two-region core. An "OUT- " 
IN" cycle [5] is possible in which fresh fuel pebbles are loaded via the peripheral tubes but no graphite 
pebbles are used (Figure Ic). ý The fuel circulates inthe outer iegion until an intermediate burnup " 
threshold is exceeded. This occurs after a specified number of passes MT, after which the pebbles are'.  
then loaded via the central tube. At equilibrium, the central region then consists of highly depleted .  
elements while the annulus is composed of relatively fresh elements. Like the HTR Modul, there is 

only one pebble type (al' = 1 ), but the transfer coefficients vary •ith the pass number r:. To conserve 

pebble flow, only a fraction aT of the pebbles completing pass MT are diverted to the inner region; the 

remainder are circulated once mbre and diverted on the following pass. Defining aj as the fraction of 
flow in channel j that is in the outer region, one can derive the following expressions for the transfer 
coefficients: 

"a. .. . 0a) 

,aj _araJ A1-Yaa, +,I - -o iaj , +(I-a)L.L)(l- , rn=MT (6b) 

8ill ml11 aill 

if >M (6c) 

Smil 

Furthermore, conservation of flow also fixes the values of the fraction of outer flow trarnsferred (at) 
and the transfer pass number Mr. according to - .

rFIajoaj Flaoai 
ar =I+MTr 1 ,T *1F- . .. -(7) 'F ' M = -- 'F 

in which F is the total core pebble flow and 'F is the total fresh fuel injection rate.  

Obtaining pass coefficients "aj' is less straightforward. The burnup-dependence of this recirculation 

scheme means that the bumup 'classes are not equally represented in each channel. Here, flow, 
conservation is exploited to obtain a system of algebr-aic equations that represents the flow balance of 
all the channels.- The flow of pebbles commencingtheir m' pas's in'channel i consists of contributions 
from pebbles having completed m-I passes inall chanii~ls. Thisfact yields m4- equations for each' 
channel i and pebble typep of the form .  

a-,aJl-I " P P..  

The final equation 'required to determfine the system 1comnpletely is direS t consequence of flow 
conservation; i.e., the pass partition coefficients must sum to unity. Since all channels are coupled, the
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solution to this system "involves inverting a matrx of order Mp*J, the product of the number of 
channels and the total number of passes traversed by each pebble typep.  

The values of aj are computed in the same-manner as the type coefficients in the previous example, 
They are a function of the size of the inner region and thus can be "tuned" by adjusting the relative 
flow rates in the loading tubes. Tuning the size of the inner region in this way also changes the value 
of the intermediate threshold burnup above which the fuel is transferred from the outer to the inner 
channel. Although computing the coefficients in a bumup-dependent recirculation scheme such as this 
is rather more complicated than in the other core types, all of the coefficients can be easily computed 
from the basic core parameters of power, fuel content in the pebbles, discharge burnup, flow velocity, 
core height and radius, and loading tube flow rates.  

Results 

Figure 2 illustrates the results of PEBBED calculations for the nominal PBMR (with graphite pebbles) 
and the same core with the OUT-IN fuel cycle described above. No attempt was made to optimize 
either core for a particular characteristic. Rather, the flow rate of the OUT-IN core was adjusted so that 
the high-bumup inner region was the same size as the graphite reflector region in the PBMR. This sets 
the transfer bumup threshold at about 62 MWD/kgh. which is attained during the tenth pass through 
the core. Each pebble then circulates four times in the inner region.  

2 2 
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05 ~0.  
1500 "1500 --- ' 0 
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Figure 2. Thermal Flux in Nominal PBMR (left) and PBMR with OUT-IN Cycle 
(the origin corresponds to the top and center of the pebble bed) 

The thermal flux peak in the graphite inner reflector clearly distinguishes the two cases. For the 
nominal PBMR, the peak fission power density is computed to be 5.57 W/cm3. For the OUT-IN core, 
the peak fission power density is computed to be 4.78 W/cm3. The lower peak power density was 
achieved at the expense of neutron economy. Compared to the nominal PBMR fuel enrichment of 8%, 
the OUT-IN core required an fresh pebble enrichment of 10% to maintain criticality.  

Although an advanced optimization algorithm has yet to be added to the code, PEBBED has been used 
for some simple applications. In a study described elsewhere in these proceedings[6], the code was 
used to assess some of the proliferation characteristiis of a pebble bed reactor. The ability to model 
and track pebbles of different types and trajectories was also exploited to develop a fuel testing and 
qualification plan for PBMR fuel at the INEEL[7]. Small quantities of fuel pebbles were restricted to 
specific flow channels to determine the extreme conditions and operating envelope of the fuel. Figure 
3 shows the accumulated bumup and fluence for average pebble and for pebbles restricted to channels 
3 and 5 (all fuel).



Conclusions and Further Work 

The matrix formulation for 
coupling nuclide flow to neutronics 
in the PEBBED code provides an 
efficient method for accurately 
modeling all types of pebble bed 
cores and for performing advanced 
core design and fuel management.  
This work reveals how generalized 
flow coefficients are derived from 
basic core parameters so that 
different pebble types and 
trajectories can be modeled with 
ease. With this tool, advanced 
techniques such - as --genetic 
algorithms can be applied to 
perform rapid, accurate, and 
comprehensive scoping studies and 
core optimization.

-Pebble Fluence vs. Burnup
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Figure 3. F6it Fluence vs. Burnup for PBMR Fuel

Currently, the code assumes that pebble flow is strictly axial. For an accurate model of the dischaige 
conus region, the pebble flow grid must be decoupled from the 'diffusion grid and generalized to two 
or three dimensions., This is not inticipated to invalidate the matrix approach., Future work will also' 
include the development of a three-dimensional hodal diffuiion solver and the matrix formulation will 
be expanded to allow for azimuthal variation in pebble placement. Advanced cross-section geheration 
and thermal feedback parameterization must also be incorporated to capture spectral and thermal 
effects. All of these improvements are part of the work scope of PEBBED development.  
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ABSTRACT 

A Particle-Bed Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (PB-GCFR) proposed and funded under the U.S.  
Department of Energy Nuclear Energy Research Initiative (USDOE NERI) Program is 

discussed, along with the preliminary physics results that have been obtained for a 
reference compact core (-50 W/cc) based on the pebble-bed system. Parametric studies are 
performed using homogeneous-cell and full-core physics models to investigate the impact 
of different fuel forms, pebble matrix material, temperature, fuel packing fraction, and core 
reflector material and dimension on the PB-GCFR design. One goal of this study is to 
assess the potential for a long-lived 300 MWt core design with a high conversion ratio that 
could sustain a cycle length of 15 to 30 years. The results of this study indicated that new 
fuel forms have to be considered in order to achieve a compact core design because the 
standard pebble-bed design has a significant material porosity that limits the core fuel 
volume fraction.  

1. Introduction 

The USDOE-sponsored NERI project on a Particle-Bed Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (PB-GCFR) design 
will study different fuel formsand type, in order to meet the Generation-IV-systems goals of improved 
safety, enhanced proliferation resistance, nuclear waste minimization, and reduced system cost. The 
key innovation of this project is the application of a fast neutron spectrum environment to enhance 
both the passive safety and transmutation characteristics of the advanced particle-bed and pebble-bed 
reactor designs. The core design would meet the future needs of the nuclear industry, by being 
passively safe with reduced need for engineered safety systems. One of the major issues arising from 
previous gas-cooled fast rea'ctor designs is the poor heat removal property of the helium coolant at low 
pressure. This issue was previously addressed by the use of highly reliable redundant coolant 
circulators. Passive-safety-in-the-design is however a major goal of this project. The ability to remove 
decay heat through conduction pathways, mainly, for station blackout and depressurization conditions 
and the capacity to tolerate failure to scram without reaching core disruption will be the focus of the 
design. The PB-GCFR design is supported by a long-life core concept that is refueled infrequently and 
hence reduces the potential for fuel diversion. The application of a fast neutron spectrum environment 
makes this design feasible since it permits compact core designs and fuel burnup characteristics that 
reduce the burnup reactivity control requirements. 'A low burnup reactivity swing also implies a low 
control rod worth requirement, which aids passive safety. The high neutron fluence inherent in the fast 
spectrum design coupled with the high operating temperature (for high efficiency) however provides 
challenges that have to be reiolvid. This would necessitate the investigation of materials that can 
withstand the high temperature and flux environments of the system.  

As a basis for quantifying the performance trade-off associated with long lifetime cores, a reference 
compact fast-spectrum core based on the pebble-bed system is being developed. This core is designed 
for a power rating of -300 MWt (about 50 W/cc) and has no blanket zone, in order to make it 
unattractive for proliferation. Also for proliferation reasons, it is assumed that the fuel type would be 
based on the transuranics (TRU) component of spent nuclear fuel that has been extracted by a 
separation process. The rational in this scenario, is that by making use of the transuranics (Pu, Np,



Am, Cm, and higher actinides), the heavy metal in the spent fuel could be consumed and become 
unavailable in a repository that could be construed as a plutonium mine. For comparison purposes, 
however, cores using reactor-grade and weapons-grade plutonium, as well as enriched uranium, were ,--: 
also evaluated.  

2. Fuel Pebble Design and Dimensions ' 

The pebble fuel type typically consists of a spherical container (pebble) made of matrix material that 
contains a central zone of coated or particulate fuel dispersed in the matrix material. Since the graphite 
used as matrix material in the PBMR design [1] would not be appropriate for the fast concept, because 
of its strong neutron moderatifig properties, alternative matrix materials were used in this study. The 
requirements for high operating, temperatures that give a high thermal- efficiency (45-50%) 
necessitated the use of refractory metals and high melting point materials .having favorable fast 
neutron properties (e.g.; low absorption cross section). Matrix materials that have been considered in 
this study include vanadium (V), titanium (Ti), titanium-nitride (TiN) enriched to 99.9% in N-15, and 
zirconium carbide (ZrC).  

Physics studies have been performed for two different particulate fuel designs. The first design uses.  
coated fuel particles dispersed in a matrix. This design has a central fuel kernel and two coating layers 
typical of one of the fuel types employed in gas-cooled thermal systems. The first layer, called the 

buffer, is made of low-density graphite, and performs two vital functions. This layer protects the outer 
layer against fission product recoil bombardment effects. It also provides a free volume through its 
internal porosity and, by irradiation-induced shrinkage, permits kernel swelling and minimizes fission 
gas pressure. The outer layer is made of SiC. This layer functions as the pressure ,vessel and acts as 
'iarrier for solid fission product diffusion. Calculations presented in this paper were done with a fuel 

cernel diameter of 800 pn, a buffer thickness of 30 pin and a SiC layer thickness of 70 pm. These low 
layer thicknesses were used to get a higher fuel kernel volume fraction in the particle, compaed to 
PBMR designs. Foir this case, the fuel volume fraction in a given particle is -0.5. Optimization of the 
coated particle dimensions will depend on fuel performance and would be investigated later in the 
project. The other design is for a fuel particle with same matrix and coating material (or uncoated).  
This design permits a core fuel volume fraction of up to -30% which ensures a sustained critical mode.  
operation for a 15-30 years fuel irradiation cycle. Currently we have used potentially compatible fuel 
and matrix forms for this fuel type, e.g., carbide fuel in a zirconium carbide matrix and nitride fuel in a 

titanium nitride matrix. 'Additional fuels material work is however required to ensure that these are 
feasible fuel-matrix forms in the irradiation and temperature fields of the PB-GCFR.  

The pebble employed in this study has an outer radius of 6 cm7-A dispersion fuel zone diameter of 5.5 

cm was used in the study (compare to 5 cm for PBMR), in order to increase the fuel loading in the 

pebble. The pebbles are packed into a cylindrical core and are assumed to occupy 61% of the volume.  
Helium gas flows through the pebble-bed to remove the heat generated by the fission process. The 

helium coolant, being neutronically benign (i.e., low neutron absorption), does not adversely affect the 

fraction of neutrons available for converting fertile nuclides to fissile nuclides. Thus, reactivity losses 

can be effectively compensated by the inclusion of fertile material, which tends to reduce the 

enrichment and excess reactivity requirements of long-lived systems. , , 

The requiremefit of a'long life design necessitates a fuel converter core in whichi sufficient fissile 

material is charged and produced for the durati6n of the long cycle, in order to redtuce the cycle excess 

reactivity requirements. A uranium-transuranics (U-TRU) based fissile fuel system was considered in 

the current study. Depleted or natural uranium fertile constituent is also employed. In this fuel form, 7 
the fertile U-238 is converted to fissile material that is used to sustain the long life'core. 'Additionally, 

"or comparison, uranium-plutonium (U-Pu) fuel was also consideied with the Pu being reacto-grade 

Jr weapons-grade. Because of the fast spectrum, it is anticipated thatthe discharge isotopic vector 

would be similar to the charge vector, and so the irradiated fuel could be reprocessed to recover the 

TRU that could additionally~be used in other fuel irradiation cycles, hence sustaining the nuclear fuel 
cycle.  
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The fuel forms considered in this study included mixed transuranics (TRU) and uranium oxide 
[(U,TRU)O1.7], carbide [(UTRU)C,- UC, TRUC, PuC] and nitride [(UTRU)N, (UPu)N] fuels, with 
different TRU isotopics (LWR-discharge and weapons-grade). The weapons-grade constituents and 
carbide or nitride fuel forms were employed to boost the core neutron multiplication factor (k-eff).  
Previous work has shown that carbide fuels offer significant economic and doubling time advantages 
over oxide fuel, as a result of its better neutron economy.J2] The carbide fuel also has a superior 
thermal conductivity than oxide fuel and hence allows operation at a higher linear power. The fuel also 
has a significant economic advantage over nitride fuel because of its better neutron economy. The 
behavior of carbides under fast neutron fluence can be problematic, however. Nitride fuels have 
several advantages such as heavy metal density (larger than oxides) and a better thermal conductivity.  
However, there is only a limited knowledge about their properties, in particular regarding their 
stability at high temperatures. Moreover the production of the radioactive isotope C-14 (unless 
enrichment in N-15 is performed) is, another negative feature. The advantages of oxide fuel are that 
they are very well known and have a good tolerance to radiation and fission, and also a good capacity 
for relatively high burnup and temperature.  

3.0 Reactor Physics Analysis Methodology 

The reactor physics calculations reported here have been done with the ERANOS (European Reactor 
Analysis and Operation System) code [3]. In this study; the ECCO module is used for generating 33
broad group cross-section data for actual material composition and temperature. The multigroup cross
section library contained in the ECCO code is based on the JEF2.2 nuclear data library. The 33-group 
cross sections are used in a finite-difference transport and diffusion theory module (BISTRO) for core 
calculations.  

The current model for the coated fuel particles in a matrix assumes that the fuel pebble can be 
homogenized into asingle region. Previous calculations performed for the thermal PBMR and GT
MHR systems suggest that a rigorous and explicit treatment of the double heterogeneity be performed 
to get an accurate multiplication factor (k-inf) for each of the systems. Those calculations indicated 
that simply homogenizing pebble regions results in an underprediction of the k-inf by as much as 8
14%. These mispredictions arise because the smeared models inadequately represent the resonance 
self-shielding of the fuel kernel, and result in higher resonance cross sections (primarily U-238) 
compared to explicit models. From physics' considerations, it is expected 'that such simple 
homogenization models should be able to adequately treat the double heterogeneity effect in the fast 
system that is of interest in this project. This is because the resonance region's (4 to 9000 eV) 
contribution to the k-inf is small in such- systems. Preliminary evaluation of this effect seems to 
confirm this trend. However it is additionally planned to perform a more rigorous investigation of this 
issue in the future using an MCNP model as reference. Small differences in the k-inf are however 
expected.  

4. Results of Unit Pebble and Whole-Core Parametric Studies 

Preliminary calculations have been performed to provide an indication of the impact of pebble packing 
fraction on the multiplication factor (k-inf). This issue is considered important because in the thermal 
PBMR system, the k-inf does not vary linearly with fuel particle packing fraction in the nominal 
range. Two core depletion cases using pebble packinig' fractions of 0.70 and 0.61, respectively, have 
been performed for the PB-GCFR design. Typically observed values for the packing fraction of fuel 
pebbles in a pebble-bed reactor are about 0.60-0.65.- A decrease in the pebble packing fraction from 
0.7 to 0.61 results in a decrease of 2%Ak in' the'multiplication factor of the initial state. Additional 
calculations utilizing lower pebble packing fractions similarly show; -'monotonically lower 
multiplication factors. Parametric studies on material temperature indicated that the PB-GCFR would 
have a negative temperature coefficient. Material temperatures of 800 and 1000 K were used in the, 
study. The tempeiature value of 1000 K is used to represent the average fuel and matrix temperature 
being proposed for the PBMR (-1040 K for fuel and -970 K for graphite).



The impact of power density on the core physics performance was also evaluated. Passive safety is 
usually enhanced by low power density, since a large surface area is available for heat removal. The 
low power density of the PBMR core is one of its advantages in achieving a passively safe system.  
However, the anticipated "exotic", materials and high heavy-metal loading requiied for fast-spectrum 
designs necessitate a reduced core volume. A reduced core olume would also give economic benefits, 
provided it does not adversely impact the system pumping reiluireiefints and the passive safety in 
design that could result in the need for expensive- bakup/redundant systems. For these reasons, the 
targeted power density of the PB:GCRF is about 50 W/cc, which would be about 'one order of 
magnitude greater than that in thermal gas cooled-syitemAs and 'a factor of two lower than that for-* 
thermal LWRs. For an ortho-cylindrical core and totalp6o e-r 6f 300 MWt this power density implies 
an active core height and diameter of -2 meters. If system-cooling cdosts/penalties become prohibitive,' 
this power density would be reduced. As would be ekxpe.cted however, foi a given irradiation time, a 
higher power density implies a higher flux level and material depletion (burnup). This results in'a 
lower k-inf value at the end of irradiation, compared to a lower power density case that gives,a longer 
cycle length at a sustained critical core operation. Additionally, a low power density results in a large 
core size (which reduces the core neutron leakage), a high total material loading, and a flat reactivity 
letdown with burnup. The system cost which increases with core size could limit the core size. The 
trade-off of rated power density on system passive safety, feasibility of a long-lived core, and system 
cost, is yet to be evaluated.  

A detailed evaluation -of fuel -aid structural'materials applicable to the higher temperýture and 
irradiation fields expected in the PB-GCFR design has not been completed. However, parametric 
studies have ben done to investigate the impacts 'of fuel, matrix and reflector materials on the 
'ootential for obtaining a -sustainable critical core for a long 'life design. The results have provided 
andications that titanium is desirable as matrix material because of its low absorption of neutronis. Th 
lower melting tempeiature, 6f titanium, comparedto0 TiN and ZrC might 'negate this' advantage
however. The performance behaviors with vanadium and zirconium-carbide as matrix materials are 
fairly similar. Application of TiN-15 results in the highest matrix absoiption; when compared to Ti, 
TiN-15 has a higher material density. The desirable fuel material is [TRU,U]N because it results in the 
highest multiplication factor and gives a slightly better conversion ratio than carbide fuel. Enrichment 
considerations might however make carbide fuel -the -preferred choice. The application of both .. .  

enriched uranium and weapons grade constituenits of the fuel has been discarded in our current 
outlook, because of the potential proliferation issues that could arise by the use of these fuel forms and__ 
because they generally result in a higher reactivity swing than TRU fuel. Reflector studies indicated 
that for the same reflector thickness, graphite reflector competes favorably with beryllium and -' 

beryllium-oxide, nickel, and stainless steel (SS-316). Additionally it appears thk graphite is *also 
acceptable because the resulting core-average neutron spectrum is still a fast spectrum (median energy 
greater than 125 KeV). Graphite however has the disadvantage that it results in undesirable power 
peaking at the 'core rifletoir interface,' and has a negative impact on the conversion ratio when 
compared to SS-316 and 6ther reflector materials.  

The preliminary assessment' of a PB-GCFR core indicated that the goal of a l6ng-life core (with 
conversion ratio greater than one) requires a fuel volume fraction larger than employed in present High 
Temperature Reactor (HTR) designs. The- riginal coated fuel particle in pebble design used in this 
study results in a core fuel volume fraction of 15%. Preliminary investigations indicated that a higher 
core fuel volume fraction (-30%) or core size (power density less than 25 W/cc) is required to get the 
desired sustainable design with a high conversion fator.'Aihieving a high fuel volume fraction would 
require a redesign of the coated fuel particles, as it implies that the low-density carbon buffer and SiC 
zones be replaced with fuel to get the higher fuel volume fraction. Calculations made under this 
-ssumption, using [TRUU]N in TIN-15 matrix or [TRU,U]C in ZrC matrix, indicated that a high 
,onversion ratio (greater than 1.2) can be obtained with low reactivity losses over the 15 to 30 years of 
irradiation with a capacity factor of 0.91 (see Fig. 1). These finding therefore suggest that the 
developments of materials in layers, or possibly in compacts, must trend toward a minimization of 
their volume without losing their ability for high temperature confinement.  
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5. Conclusions and Future Work 

Calculations in support of a reference compact' fast-spectrum core based on the pebble-bed design 
have been performed in this work. These calculations were done with the ERANOS code models that 
have undergone moderate verificati6n and therefore, Iadditional verification is planned. Parametric 
studies were done to investigate the impacts of fuel-pebble packing fraction, fuel material form and 
temperature on the potential for obtaining a sustainable critical core for a long-lived design. Different 
fuel matrix and reflector materials were also investigated. The results have provided indications that 
titanium is desirable as matrix material, though it might be discarded because of its relatively low 
melting point. The desirable fuel material is nitride fuel'enriched in N-15 to almost 100%. Enrichment 
considerations might however make carbide fuel the preferred choice. Reflector studies indicated that 
for the same reflector thickness, graphite reflector competes favorably with beryllium and beryllium
oxide, nickel, and stainless steel, although other considerations (conversion ratio) might preclude its 
use. By employing a core fuel volume of about 30%, it is possible to obtain a neutronically sustainable 
long life core with a core life of 15 to 30 years and operating at a power density of 50 W/cc.  
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AN EVALUATION OF THE CONTROL ROD MODELLING 
APPROACH USED IN VSOP BY COMPARING ITS RESULTS TO THE 

EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED IN THE ASTRA CRITICAL FACILITY 
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NECSA, Pelindaba, PO BOX 582, 0001 PRETORIA, South Africa 

ABSTRACT 

The modelling of strong absorber regions in diffusion theory is a well-known problem and 
many methods have been developed to accommodate the transport effects in diffusion 
theory.'In this work the method of equivalent cross sections is evaluated for the ASTRA 
critical facility at the Russian Researchl'Cenitre " Kurchatov Institute in Moscow. The 
measured reactivity worths of the control rods situated in the side reflector, are compared 
with the calculated values making "use of equivalent diffuiion parameters in VSOP." 
Favourable results were obtained for the control rods positioned within the first ring of 
reflector blocks with larger errors obtained for control rods positioned further from the 
core. Furthermore, the use of an equivalent boron concentration to represent the absorber 
regions was also investigated and shown to be ,useful if applied correctly and with care.' 
However, the practical difficulties and restrictions imposed by the two approaches make the 0 

investigation of an alternative method, which should remove these shortcomings, attractive.  

1. Introduction 

Experiments performed ii the ASTRA facility at the Russian Research Centre - Kurchatov Institute in 

Moscow [1] have specifically been defined to simulate the characteristics of the Pebble Bed Modular 

Reactor (PBMR) design. The most important of these is the presence of the central column or inner- .  

reflector region that contains only graphite spheres. This increases the neutron-leakage into the side 

reflector with the benefit of increased reactivity worth of the cbntrol rods that are situated within the* 

side reflector. A detailed description of the facility is included in Section 2.  

The deficiencies of diffusion theory to model highly absorbing regions are well known and a lot of 

work has been `perfornimd to calculate the so-called eiuivalent diffusion parameters. Inthe PBMR 

design and also in the ASTRA critical facility, the positioning of these highly absorbing regions in the 

side reflector, where the leakage out of the core adds a directional dependence to the flux, further 

complicates the problem-` Despite these problems; reasonable results .have been reported using the 

Method of Equivalence Cross Sections [2, 3] that is based on the principle of combining transport and 

diffusion methods to'calculate adjusted diffusion coefficients. " 

VSOP (Very-Superior Old Programs) [4,5] is used as the main design tool for the PBMR core and 

makes use of the finite 'difference diffiusion'code CITATION as its flux solver. The validation of the 

code and specifically 'its -accuracy 'iri 'control and shutdown margin' calculations are of- particular 

interest. The ude of ASTRA as a tool for code validati6n, but also in particular to evaluate the control.  

rod modelling ap'proa~h, is therefore avaluable. In this -work the control rod models used in VSOP 

calculations at PBMR Pty Ltd are evaluated by cbmparing the calculated control -rod worth to the 

measurements made on the ASTRA facility. In some cases geometrical approximations are quantified 

by comparisons with MCNP [6] calculations.  

A short description of thi ASTRA models employed and the required approximations are given in 

Section 3.' The detail of the control rod models 'used and some of the difficulties are discussed in 

Section 4, with the control rod worth comparison with results included in Section 5. This is followed 

by the conclusions and fuiure work. -
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2. The ASTRA criticai facility 

The ASTRA facility represents an upright graphite cylinder (the side reflector) with an octagon shaped 
core. Figure 1 shows a schfiiiatic view of the critical assembly cross-section as well as the longitudinal 
section. The outer reflector diameter is 380 cm while the core equivalent diameter is 181 cm. The core 
contains fuel, graphite and absorber spheres, all having a 6 cm diameter. The core is divided into three 
zones. The inner reflector zone, filled only with graphite spheres, has an outer diameter of 72.5 cm and 
is surrounded by the mixing zone with a thickness of 16.5 cm. The fuel only zone surrounds the 
mixing zone.  
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containing fuel.  

The mixing zone contains a mixture of fuel, absorber and graphite spheres in the ratio 47.5 :2.5 :50.  
The fuel only zone contains only fuel and absorber spheres in the ratio 47.5 :2.5. A random mixture 
was obtained by mixing the appropriate quiantities beforehandr and then loading it by hand in the 
appropriate region. A packing ratio of 0.625 was measured and assumed throughout. The shutdown 
rods (SR) and control rods (CR) are p•ositioned in the side reflector as shown.  

3. ASTRA core models 

ASTRA facility calculational models were created for MCNP and VSOP. The MCNP model contains 
as much geometrical detail as possible., This includes the holes in the side reflector and the detailed 
control rod design. In the core the "different pebbles were also modelled in detail, for example, the 
coated particles with its three coatings are modelled explicitly. Details of the fuel model in MCNP and 
the ASTRA initial criticality MCNP results can be found in reference [71.



A cylindrical coordinate system was selected for the VSOP ASTRA model with the result that a 

cylindrical core, with an equivalent outer diameter of 181 cm, was defined to approximate the 

octagonal outer boundary of the core region. The effect of the approximation was quantified with the 

use of two MCNP calculations (a 'homogenised cor& representation without any control and which 

conserve masses were used) where the geometrical effect on k-eff was shown to be relatively small

(-100 pcm). However, the cylindrical core approximation also leads to a further complication in the 

positioning of the control rods. The rods can no longer be' positioned at their physical positions, but _ 

were placed such that the distance from the control to the core-edge was preserved. It has not been 

verified if the geometrical effeci would be similar for cases Ihere the rods are inserted.  

4. Method of Equivalent Cross Sections and the control rod model 

Diffusion methods are generally not valid inside or in the vicinity of regions of strong absorbers. To 

overcome these problems combined transport-diffusion methods have been developed. One of these, 

the Method of Equivalent Cross Sections (MECS), has been applied with success in some HTR.. 

applications [2,3]. The principle is to model the absorber and its environment in transport theory (S-N) 

and then extract cross sections and diffusion parameters from the transport solution that will represent 

the absorber'fegion accurately in subsequent 3-D diffusion calculations. In -this paper MECS was -; 

applied to the ASTRA •control rods and the obtaified equivalent diffusion parameters evaluated in full-,-, 

core VSOP reactivity calculations. ' 

The steps followed in MECS and in this work can be summarised as follow: .  
- perform a 1-D ýcylindrical unit cell transport calculation for a heterogeneous control rod model 

(fine-group, fine spatial discretization, S-8/P-3) 
- calculate the few-group equivalent macroscopic cross sections and equivalent diffusion constants 
- perform ihe 3-D'ASTRA core calculations in VSOP in six groups making use of the equivalent

macros&opic parameters in the absorber region.  

The following characteristics of MECS and their practical implications are of importance in support of 

the arguments presented in this paper: 
- the volume of the absorber region in the transport and diffusion calculation must be conserved 

- equivalence is assumed between transport and diffusion theory at some point outside the absorber 

region surface .

- the equivalent parameters are dependent on the diffusion code solution method 

- the practical implictioni that'the diffusion mesh size of the absorber region and its immediate 

neighbours are prescribed, and also, that these meshes may not be subdivided (no additional inner.  
mesh points allo,,il).  

These cause difficulties in practical applications as will be discussed as part of the• 6rults ini Section 5.  

Lets now consider the ASTRA control rods and the associated I-D cell calculation. The control rods 

(CR) in the'ASTRA critical facility are situated in the side reflector inside the axial channels (with a 

diameter of 11.4 cm) in the graphite blocks with positions as indicated inFigure'l. All these irods hav&e 

the same configuration, consisting of 15 steel tubes, filled with natuiral boron carbide, -arranged in a 

circle as shown in Figure 2a. Since a 1-D transport super-cell calculation is used as part of the process 

to determine equivalent diffusion parameters, the control 'rod was approximated as an annulus of boron 

carbide that is surrounded by steel (see Figure 2b).' The midpoint of the-f absorber annulus was 

positioned at the -76 mm diameter and all -material-masses were conserved. In auxiliary MCNP 

calculations the validit of the smeared 1-D approximation of the ASTRA control assembly (the 15 .  

absorber rods smeared into a iing) was -evaluated.'The approximate model over7lpredicted the total 

control rod worth of CR5 by 0.05$ (2%). Although this can be considered small, the 1-D ring model 

can be adjusted to iepr6duce the reference: This was left for future work. ' =. -. .
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Figure 2 Control rod configuration (a) and equivalent model used in the cell calculation (b) 

The rest of the cylindrical super-cell was defined to represent the environment surrounding the control 
rod (void and graphite reflector block) with a fuel driver zone defined as the outer region. The area to 
be "homogenised" is defined as the rodded region and is selected to correspond with the volume of the 
mesh in the CITATION model where the equivalent diffusion parameters will be applied. In practice a 
mesh size of about 11.4 cm was used that is similar to the diameter of the channel accommodating the 
control rods. In order to satisfy the assumed equivalence between transport and diffusion theory at 

some point outside the absorber region surface, the sizes of the neighbouring meshes were found to be 
at least 6.4 cm.  

The total distance of the three meshes (absorber region and two neighbours) is thus in the order of 
24 cm. In the radial direction these three meshes are defined for the total angular space and therefore 
prevent the accurate modelling of any other control rods that are at a different distance from the core 
and who's meshes overlap that of the first control rod. This limits the usability of MECS for the 
ASTRA facility.  

5. Results and discussion 

The control rod worths were calculated by performing k-eff calculations in VSOP for the cases with 
control totally inserted and toially extracted. The convergence in CITATION was set to be lpcm in 
k-eff and 0.0001 for the flux. In all cases the reactivity for each control rod is given in dollars where 

the experimentally measured P', of 0.0072 [8] was assumed.  

In Table 1 the reactivity' worth of individual control rods are given for both the measured and the 

VSOP calculation making use of MECS. In each case the shortest distance from the core edge to the 
centre of the control rod or equivalent r&l region is also given.  

Table I Reactivity worth of individual control iods represented by MECS

CR and block Distance from Measured [S] VSOP Is] % difference 
position core (cm) _ _ _ (MECS), 

CR5 h4 12.5 -2.53 -2.40 -5.2% 
CR2 h12 12.5 -2.55 -2.39 -6.2% 

CR1 d8 13.0 -2.46 -2.33 -5.2% 
CR4 k5 17.7 -1.95 -1.95 0.2% 

CR2 h13 37.5 -0.88 -0.75 -15.2% 
CR2 h14 62.5 -0.22 -0.20 -11.2% 
CR2 h15 87.5 -0.03 -0.022 -26.7%



The calculated results compare favourably with the measured values forthe control rods positioned in 

the closest reflector positions (results above the line). For the three rods positioned closest to the core, 

the reactivity worths are all under-predicted and lie within a small band (0.6%) around -5.7%. For.  

CR4, positioned an idditional 5cm away from the core,' the predicted worth falls within the quoted 

experimental uncertainty of A 2.5% [8]. When the results for increasing distances are considered 

(results below the line), the differences are generally larger and increased significantly to -26.7% as 

the control is moved io the outermost rod position. At larger distances from the core the error made by, 

diffusion theory is expected to.increase. Note that in the last case (hl5) the absorber region was 

positioned so close to the VSOP outer boundar that the mesh size, prescribed by MECS could not be 

satisfied. The discrepancy.seen in the result of CR4 /1k5 can also possibly be attributed to the presence 

of the two shutdown'rod positions in close proximity to-ilte control rod and the approximation used to 

account for the streaming effects in these two void areas. This will be investigated further in future.,/ -.

Although the results with MECS are very promising-it -should be noted that for each core-to-control 

distance, a separate model with radial diffusion meshes corresponding to the distances of concern, was 

used. As explained hin .Section 4, this presents ai dilemma if multi-rod reactivity worth calculations 'are: 

to be performed, since the diffusion meshes required to accurately represent the individual control rods 

will overlap. In most HTR designs and also in the current PBMR design, all the control and shutdown 

system positions can be accommodated within a single set of radial meshes so that MECS is 

applicable.  

Since the manual input option is used to introduce the equivalent cross sections in VSOP, the stepping 

out of the control rods can only be performed with the help of restart calculations (one required for,' 

each control rod step). This adds a practical difficulty in using MECS for incremental control rod 

VSOP calculations. Therefore, the equivalent cross sections are often replaced by an Equivalent Boron' 

Concentration (EBC) smeared throughout the control rod region.'In this case the rod movement-can be 

defined in a single VSOP run and no restarts are required. The EBC is obtained by adjusting the 

absorber region boron concentration in the diffusion calculation until the control rod worth obtained 

from MECS .is conserved. Although this approach will always conserve the MECS case's reactivit

worth (by definition), it does not conserve the 'flux distribution and reaction 'rates in the absorber 

region. Also the EBC for each assembly position should, -mn principle, be calculated ieparately, 

especially if they are positioned at varying distances from the core. This is illustrated below.  

A single EBC was determined to conserve the experimentally obtained worth of CR2 in position h12.  

The control rod was then moved away from the core to positions h13, h14 and hMS. In the VSOP 

model the same EBC was-then used to represent the rod when moved to'the other positions further 

from the core edge; as - indicated in Table 2. -The calculaied VSOP results are compared to, 
measurements.

Table 2]

h14- I' 62.5 I -22 
h15 . 87.5 1 .-0.03

vresented ýy asmgle Et. ,- 1 C.:.  
VSOP [$I % difference 

Boron eciuivalent 
-0.77 -12.1% 
"-0.19 ...- 14.1% -- 

-0.008 " -72.5%

It is immediately apparent that the calculated boron concentration can not be applied to other control 

regions. A similar effect was seen when control rod CR4 was moved from position 15 to 14. A possible 

reason is that the diffusion error increases for incresed distances from the core. Also, thý calculated " 

boron con~entration corrects the diffusion calculation" -for transpor and self-shielding effects. These 

can be expected to be different for each control position, especially when *positioned fiurther away from

the core. The use of a single set of EBC for contr"fiods of the same desigh and at equal distances 

from the core, should however be acceptable. ý " ' . t 

As a last example, the combined reactivity worth of several combinations of rods inserted in ASTRA 

was compared with the measured result. In this case the EBC for each control rod was determined and
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applied in the VSOP calculati6ns. The differences shown in Table 3 are therefore due to the combined 

control rod effects, also called the interference effects. ,The results obtained are satisfactory and we 

conclude that the EBC method can be used to represent the reactivity effects of control rods, provided 

that an EBC is calculated for each "type" of control rod (in the sense of design or placement in the 

core).  

Table 3 Reactivity worth of combination of control rods each represented by its equivalent boron 

concentration 
Control Rod Combination Measured [S] VSOP I$] % difference 

Boron equivalent 

CR1 + CR5 -5.16 -5.12 -0.9% 

CR2 + CR5 -5.57 -5.53 -0.7% 

CR4 + CR5 -4.31 -4.34 0.8% 

CR1 + CR2 + CR5 -8.42 -8.43 0.1% 

CR1 + CR4 + CRS -7.15 -7.31 2.2% 

CR2 + CR4 + CR5 -7.57 -7.76 2.5% 

6. Conclusions and future work 

The Method of Equivalent Cross Sections (MECS) applied for a single control rod positioned close to 

the core yields acceptable results (withini 6.2%).-This compares favourably with the typical errors 

reported in literature [3]. In this reference a' 5% difference in absorber reactivities was reported for 

MECS applied to a realistic HTR design. A core with a diaineter of 280 cm and control rods 

positioned about 15cm from the core was considered. Since the ASTRA facility is smaller (diameter of 

181 cm) the slightly larger errors could be expected.  

The MECS has the restriction that only a single inner'mesh point in the absorber diffusion mesh can be 

specified. This restriction prevents the accurate modelling of the combined effects of ASTRA control 

rods, positioned' at different core-to-control "distinces. This is due to the overlap in the individual 

control rod radial meshes. Although the method7 can theoretically be extended to allow more inner 

mesh points, this adds difficulties to the analytic expressions used in the determination of appropriate 

diffusion constants.  

The use of Equivalent boron Concentration (EBC) was shown to' be a valuable practical tool in 

calculating control rod worths, provided that the reference rod worth is known. This can be calculated 

by MECS (for individual rods) or by 'any other reference calculation' (for example MCNP). It 

performed well when the control rod interferences or combinations of control rod movements were 

studied. Since the method does not conserve reaction rates or the flux distribution, it should be used 

with care.  

In the current PBMR-design, where all control and shutdown channels are equidistant from the core, 

both the MECS and EBC should be valuable tools in estimating the rod worths. The restrictions of 

MECS, although they do not present an immediate problem, may influence the diffusion model 

negatively when mesh refinement may be required by external factors or if the equal distance 

approach may be discarded in future designs.  

Since the control rods are positioned in cylindrical channels in the side reflector the neutron flux has 

some gradient in these regions. This will lead to effects of asymmetry that were not taken into account.  

These effects should be quantified and the, possibility to investigate new methods, based on MECS, 

could perhaps be of value. Finally, the availability of MCNP to perform benchmark calculations must 

be seen as an essential part of any control rod worth evaluation.
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ABSTRACT 

As part of the design'calculations for the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR), fuel 
inventories, neutron and gamma sources and decay heat needs to be determined for the fuel 
spheres. Using the SCALE4.4 code system, a PBMR specific cross section library was 
created for the ORIGEN-S depletion calculations, assuming a 10-pass refueling system for 
the PBMR. In this paper the rationale for the creation of the PBMR library is evaluated in 
terms of the spectrum dependence due to bum-up. The ORIGEN-S PBMR hlbrary was 
further evaluated comparing the results for different parameters calculated with the reactor 
analysis diffusion code VSOP and the Monte Carlo code MCNP4C.  

1. Introduction 

The Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) design applies a continuous reloading scheme where 

unloaded fuel spheres, which have not reached the target bum-up, are returned to the top of the core.  

For a so-called 10-pass equilibrium core this implies that the fuel spheres will circulate ten times, on 
average, through the core. In practice-it means that fuel spheres at different bum-up surround any 
single fuel sphere. As part of the PBMR design calculations the fuel sphere inventories, neutron and 
gamma sources and decay heat needs to be determined as a function of bum-up. In order to solve the 

bum-up equations, spectrum averaged neutron interaction cross sections are required. However, due 

to the changes in the isotope concentrations with bum-up, the neutron spectrum, and thus the spectrum 

averaged cross sections, becomes bum-up dependent. Therefore, when creating a cross section 

library, the spectrum dependence due to bum-up needs to be determined.  

The depletion and decay calculations for the PBMR design are performed using the ORIGEN-S 
module of the SCALE4.4 [1] code system. The reliability of the ORIGEN-S results depends mainly 
on the appropriateness of the neutron cross section library used for the calculations.  

In Section 2 the rationale for the creation of the PBMR library is evaluated in terms of the spectrum 
dependence due to bum-up. Based on these conclusions a PBMR specific ORIGEN-S library has been 

created for a 1 dimensional PBMR model described in Section 3. The PBMR library was evaluated 

comparing the one energy group ORIGEN-S neutron interaction cross sections with the cross sections 

obtained from the reactor analysis diffusion code VSOP [2,3] and the Monte Carlo code MCNP4C 

[4,5]. In Section 4 comparisons are provided for the ORIGEN-S and VSOP depletion calculations.  
Section 5 contains the conclusions.  

2. PBMR Library Generation Rationale 

Within the traditional PWR fuel assembly reload methodology the ORIGEN-S cross section libraries 

are often created with the assumption that the neutron spectrum within the fuel assembly is dominated 

by the bum-up of the fuel assembly itself and that the specific bum-up of the surrounding assemblies 

are less important. However, with the small PBMR fuel spheres (assemblies) and the graphite 

moderation environment, the PWR approach might not be valid. While evaluating the PBMR 10-pass 

continuous reloading scheme, it became evident that the flux spectrum within a fuel sphere was mostly



determined by the bum-up of the surrounding spheres, while the bum-up of the fuel sphere itself only 

had a secondary effect on the spectrum.  

In the 10-pass PBMR continuous reloading scheme a fuel sphere will on average reach its target burn

up (80 GWD/TU) •after ten circulations. The average bum-up for the upper layer-of fuel spheres is _ 

about 41 GWD/TU, ranging from zero up to about 74 GWDITU bum-up. The average bum-up of the

bottom fuel layer is about 49 GWDI/TU. Thus, a fuel sphere brn-ing over its life from zero up'to 

80 GWD/TU will:always be surrounded by fuel' spheres being at an average burn-up between._ 

41 GWD/TU and 49 GWD/TU.  

For the evaluation of the cross section spectrum dependence due to bum-up, a spherical reactor model 

was constructed consisting of a single fuel sphere in the center, surrounded by a 1 m fuel driver zone 

and a 1 m graphite reflectoi. Using the flux spectrum within the central fuel sphere, ORIGEN-S cross 

section libraries has been generated for the following cases: 

REF The central fuel sphere and the driver fuel 7one at equilibrium (45 GWD!TU) bum-up 

A-1 The central fuel sphere at O'GWD/TU surrounded by fuel spheres at 45 GWDFFU bum-up 

A-2 The central fuel sphere at 80 GWD/TU surrounded by fuel sjheres at 45 GWD/rU bum-up 

B-1 The central fuel sphere at 45 GWD/TU surrounded by fuel spheres at 0 GWD/ITU bum-up 

B-2 The central huel sphere at 45 GWD/TU 'surrounded by fuel spheres at 80 GWD/TU bumr-up .  

All the SCALE calculations were performed in 238 energy groups using the 238-GROUP ENDF/B-V,.  

library from the SCALE system. All the isotopes treated explicitly in the VSOP calculation, aid, 

available in the SCALE 238-Group library, were specified. Additional fission'product isotopes (with

negligibly small atom densities) were also specified for the central fuel sphere to enable an update of 

the ORIGEN-S cross sections for these isotopes. These fission product isotopes were specified due to 

its importafice with regard to the bumn-up meast; rnents. Using the 238 energy group flux spectrum,'_ 

calculated for the central fuel sphere in the spherical reactor model, the isotopic cross sections were 

collapsed to the ORIGEN-S 3 energy group structure. The ORIGEN-S cross section library wasthen 

updated by replacing the original ORIGEN-S cross sections with the 3 group cross sections for all the 

isotopes specified in the single fuel sphere. The OIIGEN-S cross sections (the updated and not 

updated) were then collapsed to one energy group using the 3 group spectruti in the single fuel sphere." 

Using the different ORIGEN-S libraries created for the-central fuel sphere, the bum-up was performed 

for 874 days, irradiating at a thermal flux (<0.5 eV) of 6.3 x 1013 n.cmi.s". However, for these 

relative comparisons the exact flux used for the ORIGEN-S bum-up calculation is not important. The 

activities and masses obtained for the reference ORIGEN-S library are tabulated in Table 1 for a 

selection of isotopes. ' The percentage diffefeieces with respect to the reference case (REF) are 

provided for the different ORIGEN-S libraries.  

The percentage differences in Table I clearly shows that the results for cases 'A-1 and A-2 are much 

closer to the REF case than cases B-I and B-2. Also, when burning cases B-I and B-2 to the REF 

target bum-up, the differences have decreased but were still large in comparison with cases A-i and 

A-2. Thus, it can be c6ncluded that the burni-up of the surrounding spheres on the spectrum withi the 

specific sphere is much more important than the bum-up of the sphere itself.  

The reason for the spectrum within a fuel sphere to be mainly dependent on the burn-up of the 

surrounding fuel spheres is due to the large scattering to absorption ratio in graphite and that the U0 2 

micro-kernels are relatively far apart (packing ratio 0.015). The ,scattering mean free path for thermal; 

neutrons in carbon is about 2.6 cm, while the absorption mean free path is about 31 m. This implies 

that neutrons originating from fuel spheres r:elatively far from a specific fuel sphere, can also 

contribute to the spectrum within the fuel sphere.
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Table 1 OUKIRiGEN-' results ior t/4 aays oum-up tmermal flux 0. x nu n.im .5 

Library Case A-1 A-2 REF B-1- - B-2 

Central Fuel Burn-up- I ;- "-- ,-_-" 
, - '45, 45 

Driver Fuel Burn-up , , , 
" _(GWD/TU):, -45 -- 45 45- 5 0, 80 

Activities % % ha % % 
Sr-90 0.0 0.0 6.4 x 101 1.2 -1.8 

Nb-97 0.0 -0.4 9.8 x 10"l 3.4 -6.8 
Ag-1I10m 1.2 -1.3 2.5 x 109  11 -21 

1-131 0.0 0.0 6.2 x 10 3.6 -7.7 
1-132 0.0 0.0 9.1 x 10lo 4.1 -7.4 
1-133 0.0 -0.3 1.3 x 1012 3.5 -7.3 

Cs-134 1.8 -1.8 1.1 x l0" 6.3 -12 
Cs-137 0.0 0.0 8.8 x 1010 2.5 -4.4 

Ba-137m 0.0 0.0 8.3 x 10W0 2.7 -4.7 
Ce-143 0.0, -0.4 9.4 x 101 3.2 -6.3 
TOTAL 0.3 0.0 1.1 x 1014 3.8 -6.6 

Mass % % gram % % 

U-235 0.6 -0.6 0.158 -0.6 1.3 
U-238 0.1 0.1 7.82 -0.3 0.6 
Pu-239 -1.0 0.0 0.0502 4.4 -10 
Pu-241 0.4 -0.4 0.0246 6.9 -13 

Heavy metal 0.0 0.0 8.22 -0.1 0.4 

Burn-up % % GWD/TU % % 

0.04 -0.1 80.06 2.5 -4.6 

Similarly, ORIGEN-S cross section libraries have been created for the central fuel sphere (equilibrium 
bum-up) surrounded, respectively, by spheres at 41 GW)D/TU (average upper layer bum-up) and 
spheres at 49 GWD/TU (average bottom layer bum-up). The ORIGEN-S activities and masses 
calculated for these two libraries compares within I%.  

In conclusion, the use'of a single ORIGEN-S cross section library, generated for the 10-pass PBMR 
design at equilibrium bum-up conditions, should be acceptable for most practical applications.  

3. PBMR ORIGEN-S Library 

Based on the conclusion in Section 2; an equilibrium core PBMR ORIGEN-S cross section library has 
been created 'with a 1-dimensional cylindrical PBMR reactor model. Table 2 provides a summary of 
the model. All fuel spheres were at equilibrium core bum-up (-45 GWD'TU) with the isotopic atom 
densities provided in Reference [3].  

Table 2 PBMR cylindrical model used in SCALE 

Central column 87.5 100% graphite spheres, 

Mixed region 112.5 50% graphite & 50% fuel spheres 

Fuel region 175.0 100% fuel spheres 

Reflector 275.0 Graphite (1.7 g.cm"3)



In reference [6] it is stated that the SCALE Dancoff factor calculation for tiny fuel kernels dispersed in 

graphite with a large number of equivalent unit cells per mean free path is questionable. The Danc6ff 

factors derived from reference [6] for the PBMR fuel compares well with the VSOP Dancoff factors.  

A summary of the Dancoff factors are tabulated in Table 3..

Table 3 Dancoff factors for fuel spheres - . .... _ __ ,. __ 

Origin Infinite system of microspheres Infinite system of fuel spheres 

SCALE ý10.882_ same as microspheres 

VSOP 0.512 0.405 

Reference [6] - 0.52 - 0.42 

A PBMIR ORIGEN-S library has been created for both the SCALE and VSOP Dancoff factors, called 

DscALE and DvsoP. In- Table 4 the ORIGEN-S fuel zone microscopic cross sections are tabulated 

together with the VSOP and MCNP calculated values. -The VSOP and MCNP values were obtained 
for 3-dimensional PBMR models.  

Table 4 -Microscopic fuel zone cross sections calculated with SCALE, MCNP and VSOP 

ýREAýrC( J SCALE DscAjL)' ,SCALE'ý ' -MCNP*) __________ 
1173K - . I 3.1173K - .. 1200K -110K .  

U-235 (n,g) U-236 22.7 22.3 20.9 22.3 

U-235 (n,fission) 109.0 106.8 105.2 _105.5 

U-238 (ng) U-239 2.63 3.47 3.45 3.45 

U-238 (nfission) 2.46e-2 . A 2.54e-2 . 2.73e-2 .2.35e-2 

Pu-239 (n,g) Pu-240 267.8 262.1 262.9 264.2.

Pu-239 (nfission) - 432.9 - 423.7 428.7 , 425.3.  

Pu-241 (n,g)Pu-242 145.6 _ 142.6 128.3 126.8 

Pu-241 (n,fission) 370.0 362.3 355.5 358.5 

Nominal relative error of 0.2% 

Comparing the SCALE (Dvsop), MCNP and VSOP cross sections foi the fuel zone, the values are of 

the same oider'.2The SCALE (Dvsop) and VSOP values compare well, except for the Pu-241 capture .  

cross section, which differs with'12%. Further evaluationfoi -this difference falls outside the scope of 

this paper.  

The SCALE cross sections calculated, respectively, for DscA.E and Dvsop compare reasonably well, 

except for the U-238 capture cross section that differs with 32%. This is as expected since the U-238 

resonance shielding is dominant for low enriched-uranium fuel. This-is also the reason why resonance 

shielding in VSOP is only taken into account for the U-238 capture cross section.  

Similarly the SCALE, VSOP and MCNP crois secti6ns have been compared for the mixed fuel region.  

The cross section differences were of the same order as for the ftiel region. 

From the comparisons above, the neutron inte•rction-cross sections in the PBMR ORIGEN-S library ..  

seems to compare favorably with VSOP and MCNP. In Section 4 the PBMR ORIGEN-S library, 

created with SCALE using the Dvsop value, is evaluated for burn-up calculations.
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4. ORIGEN-S Burn-up Comparisons with VSOP 

The PBMR ORIGEN-S ibrary, created with Dvsop, was evaluated by comparing different ORIGEN-S 
bum-up results with VSOP. Parameters compared are burn-up and actinide masses. To determine the 
thermal flux below 0.5 eV, which is used as ORIGEN-S input, the flux spectra calculated with MCNP, 
SCALE (Dvsop) and VSOP were at first compared for the VSOP energy group structure. These results 
are tabulated in Table 5.

Table 5 Fuel region flux spectra for the VSOP energy group structure

Energy . -.. JVSOP. " SCADLE VSOF) - MCNP*-

IOMeV-0.1MeV 0.167 0.176 0.183 

0.1 MeV - 29 eV 0.287 0.278 0.288 

29 eV - 1.86 eV 0.070 0.070 0.072 

1.86 eV - 0 eV 0.476 0.476 0.457 

* Nominal relative error of 0.2% 

The results in Table 5 show that the flux spectra calculated with VSOP, SCALE (Dvsop) and MCNP 

compares reasonably well, specially the thermal flux fraction (<1.86 eV) forVSOP and SCALE.  
Based on this it should be reasonable to assume that the SCALE thermal flux fraction below 0.5 eV 

(namely 0.42) can be used for the ORIGEN-S bum-up calculations. Therefore, the ORIGEN-S 
depletion calculations have been performed specifying the ORIGEN-S thermal flux as 42% of the 

VSOP fuel region axially dependent total flux values.  

The end-of-pass bum-up values calculated with ORIGEN-S and VSOP for the 10 passes, are tabulated 
in Table 6. In Table 7 the end-of-life masses calculated with VSOP and ORIGEN-S are tabulated for 
U-235, U-238, Pu-239 and Pu-241.

f�.1 � hwn�nn (C WThiTTfl �1rni1�it�cI with ORTGEN-S and VSOP 
,au,� ,, ..an.-sfl-jfl..Ja -r �- -. - -, -

Pass ORIGEN-S 2,''VSOP , Pass " ORIGEN-S VSOP 

10.7 10.9 66 54.8 55.0 

21.0 21.2 7 61.8 62.0 

3... 30.5 30.7 : 8: 68.2 68.4 

39.3- 39.5 -' 9 74.3 74.4 

- 5--,- " 47.3 ,47.6 ;" 'IO : 80.0 80.1 

Table 7 ORIGEN-S and VSOP actinide masses (g) after 874 days bum-up 
-, .- 6t'RIGEN-S -' -- ":VSOP K -- % Difference

U-235 0.133 0.119 11.8 

U-238 ,7.90 7.92 -0.3 

Pu-239 0.0413 0.0374 10.4 

Pu-241 0.0195 0.0199 -2.0 

Total 8.25 8.15 1.2%
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The burn-up values as tabulated for ORIGEN-S and VSOP in Table 6 correspond well. The actual 
mass differences (Table 7) between the ORIGEN-S and VSOP values are up to 10 %. However, since 

the actual fission product yields for the differentr fisii6nable isotopes generally do not differ too much, 

it can be expected that the ORIGEN-S and VSOP fission products should compare well within 10%.  

5. Conclusions 

In this paper the creation of the PBMIR library was evaluated in terms of the spectrum dependence due 

to bum-up. The results clearly showed that the flux spectrum within a fuel sphere is dominated by the 

average spectrum of all fuel spheres around the sphere. jn most cases the resulting error for not taking 

the spheres own bum-up into account in the spectrum calculation will be less than l%.  

Following on this, a single equilibrium PBMIR ORIGEN-S cross'section librairyhas been created for a 

1-dimensional cylindrical model,,based on the VSOP PBMR model. The ORIGEN-S PBMR library', 

was evaluated comparing cross sections, fluxes, fission product activities, actinide masses and bum-up 
with results obtained from VSOP and MCNP-4C. ,.  

Based on the results obtained, the equilibrium core PBMR ORIGEN-S cross section library can be 

ed with confidence for the 10-pass PBMR fuel depletion calculations.  
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ABSTRACT 

Since a number of years NRG is developing the HTR reactor physics code system 
PANTHERMIX. In PANTHERMIX the 3-D steady-state and transient core physics code 
PANTHER has been interfaced with the HTR thermal hydraulics code THERMIX to 
enable core follow and transient analyses on both pebble bed and block type HTR systems.  
Recently the capabilities of PANTHERMIX have been extended with the possibility to 
simulate the flow of pebbles through the core cavity and the (re)loading of pebbles on top 
of the core.The PANTHERMIX code system is being applied for the benchmark exercises 
for the Chinese HTR-10 and Japanese HTTR first criticality, calculating the critical 
loading, control rod worth and the isothermal temperature coefficients at zero 'po'wer 
conditions. Also core physics calculations have been performed on an early version the 
South African PBMR design. The reactor physics properties of the reactor at equilibrium 
core loading have been studied as well as a selected run-in scenario, starting form fresh 
fuel. The recently developed reload option of PANTHERMIX was used extensively in 
these analyses. The examples shown demonstrate the capabilities of PANTHERMIX for 
performing steady-state and transient HTR core physics analyses. However, additional 
validation, especially for transient analyses, remains desirable.  

1. Introduction 
Research, relevant to the design of high temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTR), is performed in the 
Netherlands at NRG Petten/Arnhemn, JRC-IE Petten (previously JRC-IAM) and IRI-Delft University 
of Technology, Delft. A comprehensive overview of these experimental and computational research 
activities is presented in [1].  
In this paper we will focus on the computational HTR reactor physics, activities at NRG Petten, 
employing the HTR reactor physics code package PANTHERMIX, which is based on the well-known 
lattice code WIMS (versions 7 and 8), the 3-D steady-state and transient core physics code PANTHER 
and the HTR therfial hydiaulics code THERMIX-DIREKT. In this paper examples will be shown of 
PANTHERMIX calculations on pebble-bed and hexagonal block type HTR systems, demonstrating 
the capabilities of the code system.  

2. The PANTHERMIX code system 
Since a number of years NRG is developing a HTR reactor physics code system PANTHERMDC 
[2,3,4], based on the well-known lattice code WIMS (versions 7 and 8) [5], the 3-D steady-state and 
transient core physics code PANTHER [6] and the HTR thermal hydraulics code THERMIX-DIREKT 

[7]. At NRG the PANTHER code has been interfaced with THERMIX-DIREKT to enable core follow 

and transient analyses on both pebble bed and block type HTR systems.  
The PANTHER code calculates the 3-dimensional neutron flux and power distribution for a given 
temperature distribution whereas the THERMIX-DIREKT code, calculates (in steady-state or transient 
mode) the temperature and flow distribution for a given power distribution. THERMIX-DIREKT is an 
improved version of the THERMIX-KONVEK module of the VSOP code [8]. The combined code 
system is controlled from the PANTHER code, which calls THERMIX-DIREKT from within an 

iteration (steady-state) or time step (transient) calculation loop.  
PANTHER approximates the 2-D R-Z geometrical structure employed in THERMIX-DIREKT by a 

3-D Hex-Z model with small stacked hexagons or, alternatively, a X-Y-Z model of pillars of small 

rectangular blocks. This is done as follows. A radial mesh in the THERMIX-DIREKT geometry



specification can be associated with a set of radial hexagons (blocks) in the PANTHER geometry, of 

which the total area is equal to the area of the THERMIX-DIREKT radial mesh. The validity of this 
approach has been confirmed by intercomparison of calculations in the framework of an MHTGR 
benchmark exercise [9]. For radial meshes and hexagon (block) sets associated in this way the power 

distribution 6nd temperature distribution information is transferred between the codes., 
PANTHERMIX _requir-s" i nuclear datbase containing -presently- 2-group nuclear data' 
(macroscopic cross sections) for all reactor materials, depending on irradiation, fuel temperature," 
xenon density, etc. The WIMS code was selected to generate these databases, in view of the presence 
of the special PROCOL module and also because of the possibility to perform bum-up calculations in 

a convenient way within the WIMS code system. As only 2-group nuclear constants are presently 

employed in PANTHERMIX, the fine spectrum effects have been accounted for in the generation of 

the nuclear database. Therefore, in addition to the usual unit cell calculations,'one-dimensional radial 

and axial niodels of the (pebble-bed) HTR under study are employed in the fine (16-) group 

calculations in the database generation calculations prior to the collaps to 2 energy groups. The WIMS 

code system also. provides the 6-group delayed -neutron data (yields P), required for transient 

calculations by PANTHERMIX. In the near future the multigroup (up to 12 neutron energy groups) 

capabilities of the present version of PANTHER will be tested for HTR applications.  
Several benchmark exercises have been carried out, together with FZ JMilich, on the PAP20 pebble-bed.  
HTR [4], comparing PANTHERMIX with the FZ Jillich HTR code package VSOP, demonstiating the 

feasibility of the PANTHERMIX code combination for pebble-bed HTR applications. In Section 3 

some examliles of these calculations will be presented. Extensive static and dynamic calculations on 

HTR pebble type cores with PANTHERMIX have been rep¢rted elsewer6 [10,11,12].  
Recently the capabilities of PANTHERMIX-have been extended with the possibility to simulate the 

flow of pebbles through the core cavity anid the (re)loading of pebbles on top of the core [13,14,15]. ' 
Besides a considerable extension to the modelling in PANTHER this also requires an extension bf the 

procedure for the generation of the nuclear databis- . Now these cross sections must not only be' 

dependent upon the local bumup (irradiation) and the local temperature but also, in case of the mixed 

pebbles in the core cavity, upon the local enrichment and the local heavy metal mass per uMit height, 

the latter being representative of the local mixture of moderator and fuel 'pebbles: For each', 

combination of enrichment and heavy metal mass per unit height, a bum-up sequence calculation with 

xenon- and temperature branchings is performed by means of the WIMS code. The resulting databases 

are combined into a single nuclear database with enrichment and heavy metal 'mass Iper unit height as 

extra dependencies, ready to be used in the PANTHERMIX calculations. It should be nioted that also a 

run is included with 100% moderator pebbles, in order to accommodate mixtures with a high fraction 

of moderator pebbles. -Examples of calculations employing these enhanced capabilities are presented 
in Section 5.  
In the recent past the PANTHERMIX code ystem has been'applied in studies on N-incineration in 
HTRs and transient behaviour of HTRs in combination with an energy conversion system. For this 

purpose the PANTHERMIX code system was coupled to an extended version of the RELAP5 mod 3.2 

code system. An extensive description of -these ,activitities has been presented 'elsewiere 

[10,11,12,16,17,19,201. ..  

3. PAP/ACACIA steady-state and transient analyses -' 
PAP20 is a conceptual design of FZ Jalich'for a small simplified 'iebble-bed reactor of 20 MW 

(thermal) where fresh fuel elements (the well-known 6 cm diameter pebbles) are added little by little 

(peu-A-peu) to maintain criticality during operation [18]. No fuel isremdved during the life of the core.  

At end (f life all fuel elements are unloaded in one step. The initial 6-re height, in a cavity of 2.50 m : 

diameter, is about I m, using pebbles containing 12 g heavy metal (iii UO, enrichment 10.0 %) [4]. At 

the end of core life (about 18 years) the core height is-'abboiti 4 in-,hen-pebblesoare added containing . .

fuel at 19.75 % enrichment. In the benchmark exercise-th einiitial 'ritical core height HI, at Cold Zero 

Power (CZP), ,Hot Zero Power (HZP) and-Hot- Full Power (HFP) conditions,'--as calculated by " 

PANTHERMIX, SNAP (CZP and HZP only), MCNP'(deiiiled 3-D point energy monte carlo; CZP 

only) and VSOP were intercompared. At CZP a good correspondence was found between the results 

of PANTHERMIX A = 0.81 m), SNAP (0.822 m) and MCNP (0.82 in). At HZP and HFP conditions 

also a good correspondence was found between the PANTHERMIX (0.95 m; 1.125 m.), SNAP 

(0.964m; HZP only) and VSOP (0.94m; 1.10m) results [4]. Generally, at HFP a good
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correspondence 'was found as well between the PANTHERMIX and VSOP' results for other 
parameters, like the maximum1 power density and the coolant and fuel temperatures in the core [4].  
Transient simulation' calculations' 
by PANTHERMIX fori LOFI (Loss '. r
Of Flow) and LOCI (Loss Of' 
Coolant) incidents have been " 
carried out for the PAP20 reactor -

[4] and also for the - --4 ] 
INCOGEN/ACACIA,' the Dutch 00 _ 
design of a small, 40 MWth pebble _ .. ----------bed HTR for cogeneration, based I IWO 

on the PAP20 [1,4,11,16,17,19,20]. I1o . I In Figure I an example is given of • 

the total reactor, power , 
(prompt + decay), max. fuel 1200 4 

temperature and xenon reactivity 4as coo 
function of time for a LOFI and a 
LOCI incident for a fresh core -002 

(after 5 days bumup), initially at 
HFP and Xe equilibrium [11,17].  
Also a distinction has been made - 0 
between cases eploying5'50 75 100 

bcemploying 0 ta th 

thermodynamical data- for Fig. 1 Reactor power, maximum fuel temperature and xenon 
irradiated and unirradiated _ " reactivity for the fresh core (5 days burnup) for the 
graphite, respectively. It should be LOFI and LOCI Incidents.  
noted that the calculations 
employing the thermodynamical data for irradiated graphite in the fuel yield higher fuel temperatures 
than the corresponding cases employing data for unirradiated graphite,' due to the lower thermal 
conductivity of irradiated graphite. Some time after recriticality the power Will reach its maximum and 
the xenon concentration will be in equilibrium with the fission power level. Then, the fission power 
will balance to compensate for the heat leakage of the reactbr and the temperature distribution over the 
reactor will reach its equilibrium shape accordingly. 

4. HTR-10 and HTTR benchmark exercises
The PANTHERMIX code system is being applied for the benchmark exercises for the Chinese HTR
10 and Japanese HTTR first criticality [21,22],.calculating the critical loading, control rod worth and 
the isothermal temperature coefficients at zero power conditions. As an example in Table I a 
comparison is listed between calculations by several different codes and measurements of klr and the 
critical control rod insertion, for the HTTR (Bencqhmrk Phase 1) [4,23,24]. In these calculations 
without thermal hydraulics only the PANTHER part of PANTHERMIX has been used. A good 
correspondence is found between the PANTHER and KENO (monte carlo) results for the unrodded 

Table 1 HTrR Benchmark Phase 1 _

KENO- BOLD-VENTURE PANTHER Measured 
__ (ITR/NRG) (IRI) (NRG) JAERI) 

k.fr simple core 1.1278 ±0.0005 1.1592 1.1251 _ 

kf fully loaded core "__ 4 • 
- rods withdrawn 1.1584 ±0.0005 1.1974 1.1595 

- rods inserted 0.6983 ± 0.0005 __"___""_0.7510 0.685 ±0.010 
critical insertion 
- above bottom core 170.5 cm ..... - ,, 161.5 cm 178.9 cm 

cases. The calculations of the -partially - rodded cases seem to require some improvement of the 
modelling in PANTHERMDK.



For the HTR-10 the initial critical height (at CZP conditions; T=20°C), as calculated by 
PANTHERMIX, was found to be 1.25 in, which corresponds quite well to the actually measured yalue 
of 1.23 m (at T = 27 TC) [23]. - .  

5PM aleCRITICAL EQUILIBRIUM ENRICHMENT, 
5. PBMR analyses .oe.. ................. .. .  
Also core plysics calculations have been "4 

performed on an early version the South . -. C.. a ........ .. 
African PBMR design [25,26]. The 8 . .. 2 , 

reactor physics properties of the reactor at 
equilibrium - core - loading have been 
studied as well as a selected run-in zoo ' 
scenario, starting from fresh fuel. The 
recently developed reload 'option of ..  
PANTHERMIX was used extensively in 
these analyses. In Figure 2 the results are " 

presented of the determination of the ..........  
critical equilibrium enrichment as 7 0 

function of the burnup time step between . i . , .  
reloads. This equilibrium enrichment is ,,°o4o0_o __o a -I.a 

determined as follows.'At the end of each ( Pr - . ... o 

bumup time step the pebbles in the core 
cavity are shifted downwards and an i" 

amount of pebbles is unloaded at the Fig. 2 Critical equilibrium enrichment.  
botton equivalent to 4000 pebbles per day '

(2800 fuel + 1200 moderator). Unloaded fuel pebbles with-a blumup less tha 80,000 MWd/t are 
reloaded at the'top of the core, together with fresh fuel and moderator pebbleý, so that in total again 

2800 fuel pebbles and 1200 moderator pebblds are loaded at the beginning of the next bumup time 

step. A bumup calculation is then perfoimed for the'specified number of days. -This procedure is, 
repeated until 1• at the end of the bumup time step is constant within 0.01 %. This is considered to be, 

the equilibrium state and it is reached after about 10 passes of the fuel pebbles through.the' reactor .

(about 800 days). As the reactivity varies approximately linearly with 1enrichment, the value for - a 

equilibrium enrichment can be found by linear interpolation from the equilibrium kfr values of the ,

8.5% and 7.5% eiuichment cases. This scenario has been run threefold,-one with time steps of 7.5 days., 

(i.e. 30000 pebbles per time step), one with time stepi of 3 days (i.e. 12000 pebbles per time step),'and ) i, 

one with time steps of I day (i.e. 4000 pebbles per time step). Different values of equilibrium kff,'and 

consequently different equilibrium enrichments have been obtained for different time step len&hi.For "'

each time step two kr Qalues have been calculated'one at the beginning of the time step (k,ýr) and 

one at the end of the time step ( y): Both .values are used for determining 'the 'equilibrinum 

enrichment. So two values, E,, and c,, have been obiained for the equilibrium enrichment. Also 

the step-averaged reactivity is calculated as the mean value of the reactivities at the beginning and the 

end of the burmnp time step. Extrapolation to zero time step yields the equilibrium enrichment of , 

7.63 % for the real continuous reload case. Also 'note the close agreement between the Icritical 

enrichment of 7.87 % found by the VSOP code for ibumiip time step of 6.4 days [25] and the values 

calculated by PANTHERMIX from the mean values of thi'ereictivity. . . ,f '. -f .  

6. Conclusions 
An overview has been presented of the activities iat NRG Petten-concerning HTR core physics' 

calculations, employing and developing the HTR reý-ctori physics code package'PANTHERMIX. The 

capabilities of PANTHERMIX have been demonstrated by performing a variety of steady-state, core 

follow and traiisie nt analyses on peble 'bed and hexagonal block type HTR systems. Additional 

validation of the code system, especially for transient-analyses;remains desirable. ' .
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ABSTRACT 

The design of a Gas Turbine - Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR) of 600 MWt power is 
being developed in frames of "The Agreement between the Government of the United " 
States-of America and the Government of the Russian Federation'on Scientific and 
Technical Cooperation in the Management of Plutonium That Has Been Withdrawn from 
Nuclear Military Programs" signed on July 24, 1998. The reactor concept is base'd on the 
deep burnup of initially loaded plutonium fuel in a single pass through the reactor and the 
subsequent disposal of the spent fuel without additional processing." 

The present report describes the analysis of the basic features of the reactor core fueled b, 
plutonium: 
(1) The annular type core design is used to decrease fuel temperature in" accidents
,without active heat removal.  
-(2) Unlike other alternatives for plitonium' disposition,-in the GT-MHR reactor no 
fertile inaterials like U-238, or Th-232 are used. Erbium is used as a burnable poison and 
means for ensuring the negative temperature coefficient of reactivity. .' • 
(3) , Deep fuel burnup (640 MW d/kg on _the average) leads to the significant 
accumulation of Pu-241 during irradiation of weapons grade Pu fuel. This fact determines 
the specific time dependence of the multiplication factor in the end of the fuel lifetime.  
(4)' 'Rather hard neutron spectrum in the annular-type active core, and the essentially 
thermal spectrum in the reflectors cause a peak in the power distribution near the core
reflector boundary. Fuel and burnable poison zoning are used to control power profile.  
(5) The movement of control rods located in the side reflector noticeably deforms the 
power distribution in the core.  
(6) The temperature coefficient of reactivity depends both on the temperature and 
burnup level. In the GT-MHR reactor with plutonium fuel the temperature reactivity 
coefficient has values close to zero fortemperatures less thanr400'C at the end of the partial 
fuel cycle.  
(7) , Deep fuel burnup, achievable through the' use of fuel particles with multilayer.  
coatings, and high efficiency of transforming the thermal energy into electricity allow the' , , 
effective utilization of plutonium in the GT-MHR reactor.  

1. Introduction - considered in the Russian Federation as -,a 
, candidate reactor for WGPu disposition. Its 

Large amounts of weapons grade plutonium design is developed in frames of "The Agreement 
(WGPu) have been currently accumulated in the between the Government of the United States of 
world. These stockpiles 'of accumulated, -America and the Government of the ,Russian .  

plutonium are potentially hazardous because of Federation on Scientific . and Technical 
the possibility of proliferation with the Cooperation iri the Management of Plutonium' 

subsequent manufacture 'and use 'of nuclear -That Has Been Withdrawn from Nuclear Military 
weapons. From this point of view, the problem of - :Programs", signed on July 24,,1998.' the plutonium dispositon is urgent. , - ....I 

th ltnumdsoiio. s n Th'GT-MHR is being developed under the 

On the other hand, plutonium is an extremely .,international cooperative program Iinvolving 
valuable, source of energy, so it has to be ifistitutionis of the Russian Federation Ministry of 
efficiently used. The idea of WGPu burning in . 'Atomic "Energy,' Russian iResearch Center 
nuclear ,power plants to ensure electricity ,. "Kurchatov Institute", foreign companies and 
production is 'the official Russian position [1]. laboratories: -General Atomics, ORNL, ILANL 
WGPu burning in reactors is considered as a '(USA), Framatome ANP (France), Fuji Electric 

long-term problem connected . with the (Japan). The overall goals of the cooperative 
modification of existing power plants as well as -program are initially to develop the GT-MHR for 

with the development- of new reactor the disposition of surplus weapons plutonium in 
technologies. Russia, and then to offer GT-MHR plants fueled 
Along wit ope.a VVERIl}00 ad BN-600 "Ibyuranium' t6-the international 'market for the Along wlm operatingI - ý ":electricity"-"generatio"n.• "-' ": 

reactors, the high temperature reactor withg. -' ec i generatio ., , 
turbine GT-MHR [2] of 600MWt power is
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2. Conception of WGPu Use in the GT-MHR 
Reactor 

The idea of WGPu disposition in the GT-MHR 
[3] is based on the high bumup of initially loaded 
Pu in one pass through the reactor core and the 
subsequent storage, of spent fuel without 
processing in MPC in the final disposal facility.  

Plutonium fuel in reactor is used in the form of 
fuel particles with multilayer coatings. Plutonium 
oxide spheres of 200 jM diameter are coated 
firstly by low-density pyrocarbon, then by high
density pyrocarbon and silicon carbide (TRISO' 
coated particles). The outside diameter of 
particles is about 620 gir. The' coated fuel 
particles are bonded together with carbonaceous 
matrix into rod-shaped compacts that are stacked 
in fuel holes of hexagonal-shaped nuclear-grade 
graphite blocks 0.8 m height and 0.36 m across 
flats size. The design of these fuel blocks is the 
same as proven in the Fort Saint Vrain (USA) 
demonstration plant. The standard fuel block 
contains about 20 million coated fuel particles; 
only 0.7 kg of Pu is loaded per 115 kg mass of 
graphite fuel block. The core fuel blocks have 
burnable absorber rods on the- basis, of natural 
erbium (Er 20 3). The absorber performs two 
functions: compensation of reactivity margin 
during reactor operation between refuelings and 
ensuring the negative value of the temperature 
coefficient of reactivity. Erbium contains -23 % 
of Er-167 which has a pronounced resonance 
(almost 104 barn) at the neutron energy about 
0.5 eV, and blocks the neutron capture by Pu-239 
at the decrease of temperature. Burnable absorber 
compacts and fuel compacts have the same 
design and dimensions.  

The annular type reactor active core (Fig. 1) is 
composed of hexagonal graphite fuel blocks 
arranged in 102 columns, each 10 blocks high.  
Each fuel block has 202 channels for fuel compacts 
(15 fuel compacts per channel through its height), 
108 channels for coolant and 14 channels for Er2O3 

burnable poison compacts (15 poison compacts per 
channel through its, height). These channels are, 
arranged in the triangular lattice with 19 mm pitch: 
The channels for scram absorber rods of 130 mm 
diameter are arranged in 12 fuel columns of the first 
internal row of the core.  

The channels for the RSS containing small B4C 
absorber balls are placed in 18 fuel columns of 
the second and third internal rows of the core., 
The annular fuel assembly stack (core array) is 
surrounded by the inner, outer, upper and lower 
replaceable reflectors. I 

The replaceable reflector 'is built up from 
163 columns, each- 13 blocks high. There are' 
102 columns in the side replaceable reflector and 
61 columns in the inner one. The upper and lower 
reflectors are arranged above and below of the' 
fuel assembly stack, respectively. Blocks in 
36 columns of the side reflector have channels 
for control rods.

Permanent side reflector

Replaceable side 
'reflector

Core array 

,Inner reflector 

RSS channels 

-Control rods

Fig. 1 Reactor core arrangement 

The main core design parameters are presented in 
Table 1.  
Table 1 Basic design parameters ofthe reactor plant [4] 

Performance Value 
Full thermal reactor power, MWt 600 
Inlet helium temperature, 'C 490 
Outlet helium temperature, °C 850 
Core geometric parameters: 
- equivalent core diameter, inner/outer, m 2.96/4.84 
- core height, m 8.00 
Average core specific power, MW/m 3  6.50 
Number of fuel blocks 1020 
Prismatic fuel block geometrical 
parameters: 
- height, m 0.80 
- size across the flats, m 0.36 
- number of fuel compacts per fuel block 
(in core average) 2862 
Fuel temperature limit, 'C < 1600 
Number of reactivity control rods: 
- in core 12 
- in side reflector 36 
Number of reserve shutdown system 
channels 18 
Allocated operative reactivity margin on 
control rods, % AkIk 5.0 
Xe- decay at transient from 100 % to 
15 % of full power, % Ak/k 2.0 

3. Neutronic features of the GT-MIR 

The GT-MHR reactor is characterized by the 
following specific features: 

(1) Use of the coated fuel particles in fuel 
blocks, that ensures for the GT-MHR reactor 
additional effective barriers to the release of 
radioactivity to the environment in contrast to 
other types of reactors. This fuel block structure 
results in the double- heterogeneity of the 
fuel location in the core, which must be 
accounted for in the calculation of the neutronic 
characteristics.  

(2) Use of the pure Pu fuel without fertile 
materials such as U-238 or Th-232, that results in 
the deep fuel bumup, and need to use burnable 
poison.



(3) High working temperatures in the core, that I -; 

can result- in positive temperature effect of 
reactivity at the use of Pu fuel without fertile , 
materials. - Z " "• 14

(4) Use of erbium as burnable absorber in the 
reactor core to guarantee the negative value of 
the temperature reactivity coefficient and to 
minimize the reactivity change during burnup.-

(5) Use of the annular-type active core design to 
prevent fuel damage in accidents even with the - 0
failure of helium circulation, that results in the 
non-symmetric radial power distribution.  

bit

(6) Location of operational control rods outside 
of the active core in the side reflectors.  

(7) Lonng core axial size vs. its diameter
(H/D--.5), that results in the noticeable nonb-- 0 200 400 6W0 -0'oo 2 o-1000 1200 

uniformity of the axial power distribution. - I Tone. days .  

Un it cell without burnable poison (Kin" 

All these neutronics features-of the GT-MHR . 4 Uit cclw14 brnablerods 2,,geficnpac) Kl) -.  

reactor have an essential influence on the basic 

reactor parametersoand were accounted for the k- PReator witout poison (Keff) 

reactor design. Reactor with ertin, m (Kee) 

Neutronic analysis was carried out in the 3-D Fig. 2 Kf, Keff dependence vs time 

diffusion approximation by the JAR code [5]. There is an essential non-uniformity in the power 
Neutron cross-sections were prepared for distribution at the core and internal reflector 
different physical zones of the GT-MHR reactor boundary for the annular-type core'with Pu fuel.  
by the WIMS-D/4 code [6]." ". This fact is caused by accumulation of thermal 

Som .ilusran fneutrons in the reflectors, combined with a rather 
Some illustrations for w hese neutroni. features are hard neutron spectrum in the active core and its 
presented below. "relatively small thickness., "The leakage of 

The double heterogeneity of fuel arrangement in n heutrons from the active core'is significant.  

fuel blocks with 'Pu has a weak effect on the Figure 3 shows the power distribution:in some 
neutronic'characteristics. ' chosen radial direction (see Figure 1) obtained 

The multiplication coefficienit in the-reactor with- from reactor 'calculation in the fine-mesh 

plutonium fuel depends only slightly on the fuel approximation with all control rods withdrawn.  

particle parameters. The fuel composition inthe 'The maximum value'of peaking factor reaches 
1 1 ..... ,.. :.. -2.4 at the internal reflector/core boundary in

U ii-WltII -is weualy ettIgLneousv~u cii& 

comparison, for example, with HTGRs with low- -'24.  
enriched uranium fuel, where the variation of the -, 

fuel kernel diameter from 200 to 500 pm results 
in the variation of multiplication coefficient more. .20, 

than3%: ' ' 

The variation of the multiplication coefficient ;s.,'2 5 
time is shown in Figure 2. ' - 6 

The decrease of Km dutring burnup has 'a flatterj"'--
character (see curve: 1) that is caused by the'-' 
Pu-241 accumulation. Difference' of- Kfe& -in n• 
reactor with and without burnable poison (curves 
3 and 2) shows"the -incomplete burnup 'of Er--z o 
isotopes compared to Pu isotopes. This causes the -..  
sharp decrease of the multiplication coefficient at --: 
the end of fuel life. This incomplete bumup of Er ', .. -
leads to the loss of about 150 EFPDs in the fuel - 0 4 

lifetime. The last fact is unfavorable from the -...  

viewpoint of fuel cycle economics, but presence:' 
of Er is necessary for the reactor fueled by pure _ 
Pu to ensure the negative temperature reactivity.  
coefficient.

2 .I

00 400 S00oo 1200.  

* -genera region offial loi"of0.24 gPu 

A -poisoned internal reflector ' ' 

0 " 5 rows of fuel cormjacts vnth loading ofOl g Pi

Fig. 3 Radial power distribution ,i
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the case without fuel and poison zoning. By reducing 
the Pu loading in five rows of fuel compacts adjacent 
to the internal reflector to 0.1 g Pu / compact (instead 
of 0.24 g Pu/compact in the rest of the core), the.  
peaking factor can be reduced to 1.25. Practically the 
same result can be achieved by the "poisoning" of, 
the internal reflector adjacent to the core boundary 
by uniform placing of the additional boron rods in 
the section of graphite blocks. The peaking factor 
reaches - 1.35 in this option. , 

At the actual position of the control rods in the 
outside reflector, the peaking factor reaches 1.6 at 
the core / internal reflector boundary, and can be 
additionally reduced by the fuel and--erbium 
poison zoning along the core radius.  

To illustrate the effect of the core temperature on 
reactivity, the energy dependence of the neutron 
cross sections for main isotopes in the core is 
shown in Figure 4. The thermal neutron flux has

001 1 , 4 2 'V 2 , 4 S671 ?0 2 '3 456t? o 

EMer'. +V 

Fig. 4 The main isotopes cross section 
its maximum at the energy of 0.1 eV. As shown 
in Figure 4, with the increase of temperature, the' 
Pu-239 fission cross section increases from 
450 barn at T=300 K to 800 barn at T=1200 K.  
This causes the positive'reactivity' temperature 
coefficient in a pure Pu fueled' core. The 
influence of Pu-240 resonance, which competes 
with neutron capture in Pu-239, takes place at 
high temperatures (more' than 1000 K). In the 
poisoned reactor (with Xe-135), the effect of 
multiplication coefficient increase is aggravated 
by the decrease in the Xe-135 cross section.  

To compensate for these, effects in the reactor 
core with WGPu, it is necessary to use a poison 
with increasing - capture cross section at the 
energy range above 0.08 eV. Natural erbium 
containing 23 % of Er-167, which has such a 
feature, is used in the GT-MHR reactor.  

The presence of Er in the required amounts leads 
to the hardening of the neutron spectrum, 
additional parasitic neutron capture, and increase 
in the fissile materials consumption.

The dependence of the reactivity temperature 
coefficient (both of fuel and moderator) on the 
temperature for the reactor poisoned by Xe at the 
beginning and the end of equilibrium burnup 
"cycle is shown in Figure 5.

10- - 1 - 1 1- 1 1 1 1 

S-2s -0--

E--30

E -60 - -

X-70 

-90 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 9 10001100121

100 %Nnom T*C

00

S before reloading.  
A before reloading (without Xe) 

0 at the begmig of bunup cycle (after reloading) 

Fig. 5 Reactivity temperature coefficient 

The reactivity temperature coefficient for the 
state after refueling is obviously negative, but for 
the state before reloading there is the temperature 
range (below 400 0C) where the reactivity 
temperature coefficient is close to zero. In the 
reactor without Xe poisoning the reactivity 
temperature coefficient is negative in the whole 
temperature range.  

Because of the high bumup and absence of new 
plutonium accumulation, the GT-MHR consumes 
about 90 % of initially charged Pu-239 or 
approximately 270 kg of WGPu per year in one 
reactor module. A single .- GT-MHR plant 
consisting of four. reactor modules can achieve 
this level of Pu-239 destruction for 50 metric 
tones of WGPu in 46 years of operation with 

,concurrent electricity generation of 42 GWe-yr at 
the 0.8 capacity factor. In this evaluation it is 
assumed that the GT-MHR has 3 refuelings per 
the whole fuel cycle', fuel lifetime is 750 EFPDs, 

"and the average burnup is 640 MW.d/kg.  

Table 2 illustrates the advantages of the 
* GT-MHR for the WGPu disposition (without fuel 

recycling) in comparison with other types of 
reactors. Plutonium of the spent fuel discharged 
from the GT-MHR after, one pass through the 
core contains about 30 wt% of Pu-239 and about 
30 wto of Pu-240 that makes such spent fuel 
unattractive for the reprocessing both for 
commercial or military use, and, thus, effectively 
resolves the proliferation issue.

A . _ .



Table 2 Comparison of Pu disposition in reactors 
of different type (without fuel recycling) 

Reactor VVER- Fast 
characteristic GT 1000 sodium 

Mcr-R (with reactor 
loading of BN-800 
MOX in 
1/3 core) 

Thermal power, 0.6 3.0 2.1 
GW 
Net efficiency, % 48 33 38 
Annual WGPu 0.27 0.27 [7] 1.65 
consumption. t 
Electricity 
generation at 42 47 19 
disposition of 50 t 
WGPu, GWe.yr 
Level of Pu-239 90 63 17 
burning, % 

4. Conclusions 

The fundamentals of the WGPu disposition in the 
GT-MHR, as a high temperature gas cooled 
reactor, are the following: 
(1) Efficient plutonium burning in one pass 
through reactor core, and concurrent electricity 
generation.  

(2) Use of WGPu in the form of coated fuel 
particles with multi-layer ceramic coatings, 
resulting in the high bumup (640 MW.d/kg on 
average through the core), and eliminating the 
need for the processing of the spent fuel before 
its final disposal in the form of whole fuel 
elements. This is the more effective option of 
WGPu utilization than vitrification or any other 
option of WGPu disposition in reactors without 
fuel recycling.
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The physical characteristics of the GT-MHR 
reactor with WGPu (high fuel bumup, essential 
non-uniformity of power distribution in the 
annular core, complicated dependence of the 
temperature reactivity coefficient versus isotope 
content) require comprehensive calculational and 
experimental justification.  

To qualify the design characteristics, it is 
expected to perform the experimental simulation 
of annular core configurations at the Russian 
critical facilities. The goals of these experiments 
are to study the power distribution and the 
possibility of its flattening, to investigate control 
rod worth in the side reflector and in the active 
core, to study the effect of rod position on core 
neutronic characteristics, etc. Benchmark 
calculations of the initial loading of the HTTR 
reactor (Japan) could contribute to the resolution 
of these problems, too.  

For the verification of calculational methods of 
Pu fuel burnup in the reactor, it is necessary to 
carry out the benchmark calculations and 
experiments addressing the high bumup of Pu 
fuel compacts in reactor conditions close to 
actual ones in the GT-MIHR reactor.
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ABSTRACT 

In the PBMR with an annular core layout consisting of a central column of graphite pebbles 
and a surrounding ring of fuel pebbles three-dimensional effects may become important.  
Hence a new code system based on CFX-4 has been developed and verified by comparison 
with previous two-dimensional simulations of the HTR-MODUL.-As an example of three
dimrensional flow'and heat transport the influence of an eccentric misplaced package of fuel 
pebbles in the central column is investigated. A significant influence on the temperature 
distribution and the maximum temperature is found. 

S" Z "- .• ',7 • +"

1. Introduction

The correct simulation of flow and heat transprt is of great importance for the next generation high 
temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTR) such as the "Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR)" [1]. This 
reactor is currently under development in South Africa on the basis of, the HTR-Modul of 
Siemens/Inteiatom [2] but with increased thermal and electrical power. In the European High 
Temperature Reactor Network (HTR-TN) reactors with relatively high power will also be 
in v e stig ated . - ' •: . . . : 

"Higher thermal power than of the§HTR
MODUL under the' condition of limited 
maximum core temperature can, be obtained 

|-. Pe by using'an annular core consisting of a 
central column of graphite pebbles with a 

Fu OW*.---i o 'surrounding ring of fuel pebbles., However,' 
-+ three-dimensional effects of flow and heat 

h .__ ,transport may arise, e.g. by a package of 
l "•€•.,•n• c eccentrically misplaced fuel pebbles in the p...SI) I "-central granhite column.

Fu .pt• In UM + -Currently': only _ two-dimensional special 
purpose codes like THERMIX/KONVEK of 
Forschungszentrum Jiilich are available for 
thermal analysis. Thirefor it is necess'a•y to 

.-develop three-dimensional (3D) tools.  
kc em M Podt In this work the alreaýdy'existing code CFX-4 

T1Tm, m for three-dimensional flow analysis from AEA 
jTechnology _ [3] has been employed. The 
"necessary models for' pebble beds and the 

Fig.ISketch ofa HTR with annularcore t corresponding flow and. heat transport 
"- phenomefiia have been implemented.  

'The 'new code ha been validated for several 
steady state and transient high-temperature experiments for Helium and Nitrogen flow in a pebble bed 
conducted at the SANA (Selbsttitige Abfuhr-von Nachwarme) test rig of Forschungszentrum Jiilich, 
Germany [4].In the experiments the heat transport has been investigated for a simplified model of a - -
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HTR-MODUL 3-4 hours after, reactor shutdown. The simulations have shown good agreement to the 
experimental results for both gases [5].  

In this paper preliminlr 3D results of the new code for a simplified model of the South-African 
PBMR as of 2000 with 270 MW thermal power are discussed. Steady simulation results show the 
influence of a package of eccentrically misplaced fuel pebbles in the central column on the maximum 
temperature for (i) short time after injection and for (ii) an instant shortly before release of the fuel 
pebbles.  

In order to demonstrate that the unsteady results of the new code agree with the two-dimensional 
simulation results of THERM=X1KONVEK unsteady 3D-simulations of the HTR-MODUL (HTR
200) have been performed. Results are presented for a loss-of-forced-coolant accident at nominal 
pressure and with fast depressurisation.  

2. Mathematical Model 

The flow and heat transport in a High-Temperature Reactor is simulated unsteadily by the 
Heterogeneous Model, consisting of two sets of equations for both mediaý the gas, eqs. (1)-(3), and the 
pebble bed together with the solid parts, eq. (5). The volume porosity, p is used to determine, whether' 
a single phase gas flow (p=l), flow and heat transpoit through the pebble bed (0<p<1) or heat 
transport in the solid parts (9=0) are simulated. The heat transport in the pebble bed and the solid 
parts of the reactor like the side reflector are described by a temperature equation. The interaction of 
both media, gas and pebble bed, is modelled by interaction terms for pressure drop B,, eq. (4), and 
heat exchange Er.  

The gas flow in the upper plenum, the coolant channels and the pebble bed are described by the 
three-dimensional spatially, averaged conservation equations for flow through a porous medium as 
given below a(pp + =_ o 

-+pu DPWua au +a 
at OX (1) 

+a U . _ __ J __ ___P+Y x ax, + Y 1V2 It 1 aJ aaxax 0 J -J 

D(pph Dpuh = a r h(3) 
+ (P (P~ ax,) 

with fluid density p, velocity u, static pressure p, viscosity p, enthalpy h=cp*(T-T4) , heat 

conductivity A, heat capacity cp; volumetric exchange heat flux 4 = a(Tp - T) between pebbles 

and gas, the volume porosity j and theý additional body force Bj in j-direction due to additional flow 
resistance caused by the pebble bed, modelled by Ergun's law 

1o504l ' q,)2' 1.75p(1- (p) u(4) B41 = --qa j dpe I3 

with the diameter dp=0.06mn of the pebbles.  

The pebble bed and the solid parts are described by the continuous porous medium approach and the 
heat transport is modelled by 

v -••T•.a2TP'Or .. (5) 

with Tp, as the temperature of the pebble bed, the exchanged volumetric heat flux q• between pebble 

bed and gas, the volumetric nuclear heat production N and the effective heat conductivity kff of the 

porous medium including a model foi radiation described by the correlation of Zehner and Schluender 
[6]. The variation of porosity near the walls is modelled by the correlation of Cheng and Hsu [7] 
resulting in a 50% higher maximum porosity than in the interior (9.4-0.4). The heat transfer from the 
porous medium to the fluid is described by a volumetric heat transfer coefficient a in accordance to



KTA-rule 3102.2. Thermal dispersion effects due to additional mixing of gas in the core is taken into 
account by a model of Bauer [8] by increasing L.  

3. Numerical Method 

The set of equations given above is integrated in space and time by the finite-volume CFD-code CFX
4 for steady state and transient cases. The equations have been solved using the SIMPLEC-algorithm.  
The solid parts in the reactor model are described as conducting solids and are solved accordingly. Al, 
necessary models have been implemented by the USER-FORTRAN interface. The transient cases 
have been solved by a second-order accurate backwird difference implicit time stepping method. The 
time step width was chosen to resolve the initially steep gradients of the decay heat curve.  

4. R esl ts ..  

The three-dimensional reactor models of the HTR-MODUL (HTR-200) and the PBMR (PBMR-270) 
are shown in fig. 2 with the initially given power distribution. For the HTR-MODUL the power 

distribution was taken from THERMDUKONVEK coming from neutronic Monte-Carlo-calculations 
with ORIGEN. For the PBMR an axisymmetric power distribution with given total thermal power was 
assumed to have a distribution" similar to the HTR-MODUL but with no power production in the 

central column. To simulate the effect of misplaced fuel pebbles an eccentric power-generating se•tion 
in form of a quarter cylinder with 1 m height as shown in fig. 2 right is used, resulting in a total power 
of 280 MW.  

200 M WLh.e 
d t 

?OVERPO 

S5032559 0ss 0C 400 
F4026071 : 184000C 3 

.14000 
S2013036 1 

1120000 
C 

i• ' •$' 71300C 
0 

Fig. 2. Model of HTR-200 (left) and of the PBMR-270 (middle: nominal power, right: with 

additional fuel pebble package in the lower part of the core) 

,HTR -•200 -.  

HR2 HTR-200HT-0 
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Fig. 3 HTR-200 - Distribution of temperature in the solid part and pebble bed (left), fluid (middle) " , 

and the temperature difference between pebble bed and fluid (right)
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First, the operational state 'of the reactoir has been simulat&I as a basis for later transient accident 
simulations. The simulation results for the operational state of the HTR-MODUL with 200MW 
thermal power and a mass flux of 80 kg/s at 250*C is given in fig. 3, with the distribution of the 
temperature in the pebble bed (left), in the gas (middle) and the temperature difference dT=Tpr-T 
(right). The pressure drop due to the core of 0.6 bar was in good agreement to documented data. The 
maximum temperature of 1130 K agrees well with 1139 K from THERMDIXKONVEK.  

As an initial condition for ihe unrsteady'cases of the PBMR-270 a-steady simulation with 126 kg/s 
inlet mass flux of Helium at 500°C was performed: The symmetric case at nominal 'power of 270 
MWt is shown in fig. 4 left. A maximum temperature of around 1230K has been calculated. In case 
the misplaced fuel pebble lackage is located in the upper part of the core, which corresponds to an 
instant shortly after injection, we have calculated an increase in the maximum temperature of 20K 
compared to the standard operational case. The maximum temperature is almost not affected if the 
additional fuel pebbles are in the lower part of the reactor core, which corresponds to a later time 
shortly before the pebbles will be taken out of the reactoi core.

Fig. 4. Temperature distribution in the solid part and pebble bed of the PBMR-270 (left: nominal 
configuration, middle : with misplaced fuel pebble package in the upper part, right: misplaced fuel 
pebble package in the lower part)

Next, preliminary unsteady results for the HTR-200 are presented for the pressurised loss-of-forced
coolant-accident which has been simulated on the basis of the operational state. Here the reactor is 
suddenly shut down by inserting all control rods, and stop of forced cooling. Heat can only be 
transferred by natural convection, heat conduction and radiation. The maximum temperature in the 
pebble bed at the locally fixed point of maximum temperature is shown in fig. 5 together with data 
achieved by THERMIX/KONVEK. As can be deducted from fig. 5 the results agree well with 
previous results from THERMIX/KONVEK taken from the reactor safety analysis report of the HTR
MODUL of 1988 [9]. The deviation is around 20K which is within the standard deviation of the 
results due to the accuracy of the models used.
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Fig. 5. Temperature in the pebble bed T-por at the point of maximum temperature of the HTR
MODUL for passive decay beat removal at nominal pressure (left) or with fast depressurisation to 1 
bar (right) compared to previous results T.ref from [9] (reference'data : black line; calculated data: 
grey/red) 

5. Conclusions and Outlook 

It has been shown that the CFD-code CFX-4 with our extensions predicts the three-dimensional heat 

transfer in modular HTRs well. The time-dependent temperatures in the reactor have been simulated 

accurately for the HTR-MODUL of Siemens/interatom. These simulations are only possible on 
supercomputers. The preliminary steady simulations of three-dimensional effects for the PBMR have 

shown the influence of non-symmetric power distributions on the temperature distribution and the 
maximum temperature in the reactor.  

Unsteady three-dimensional simulations are possible and will be performed for the PBMR.  
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TEMPERATURE REACTORS 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes two typical studies on thermal hydraulic problems on high tem
perature reactors. The first concerns the core heat transfer performance of a pebble 
bed core (which have some different characteristics from the PBMR design),the sec
ond deals with thermal stresses on the core outlet region of the GT-MH concept.  
These simulations are performed with the TRIO_U/PRICELES code developed by the 
CM.A.  

I Introduction 

As a result of a screening review of candidate technologies, CEA has selected an innovative concept of 

high temperature gas cooled reactor with a fast neutron spectrum [1]. This long term objective partly 

builds on the current updating of High Temperature Reactor technologies that CEA carries out with 

European networks to support the development of Modular Helium cooled Reactors by Framatome-ANP 

and international partners. In this context the GT-MHR and the PBMR designs are under inverstigation.  

Thermal hydraulic performances are a key issue for the core design, the evaluation of the thermal stresses 

on the structures, the efficiency of decay heat removal systems and safety analysis. This paper presents 

two typical studies concerning the core heat transfer performance of a pebble bed core (which have some 

different characteristics from the PBMR design), and thermal stresses on the core outlet region of the 

GT-MHR concept.  
The TRIOU/PRICELES code and the CATHARE code used for these applications are both devel

oped by CEA. The TRIOU/PRICELES code [2] is a general 3D CFD code in which various statistical 

turbulence models (RANS) and Large Eddy Simulation models are implemented.The CATHARE code 

[3], developed in collaboration between CEA, EDF, IPSN and FRAMATOME, is the reference code in 

France for the PWR safety analysis, but it has also been used for other reactors applications.  

2 Thermal Fluctuations in the Lower Plenum on the GT-MHR Design 

2.1 Technical context: GT-MHR Core Outlet Flow 

In the GT-MHR core design, the helium is flowing downwards through vertical columns at the exit of 

the hexagonal blocks (Fig. 1). The cylindrical structure of each column is perforated by holes which 

allows the helium to exit horizontally in a plenum limited by two horizontal plates. The helium is then 

flowing in the radial direction to the hot duct which connects the core vessel to the power conversion 

system vessel. These internal structures below the reactor core have an important mechanical function 

as they take part to the support of the core. The structures placed at the outlet of the core are submitted 

to a helium temperature of about 850°C. However, the cold helium coming from the cold duct at a 

temperature of 490°C is flowing under the lower plate of the previous plenum. The vertical columns
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may also be affected by significant temperature gradients and temperature fluctuations,which can led to 
thermal fatigue phenomena. As a consequence, the estimation of the thermal stresses induced by the 
temperature gradients on the vertical columns arid the lower horiz6ntal plate is reiquired. This estimation 
is rather difficultbecause of thie complex flow 'atterni in'the plenurm.' -

*'colurrn - •', 

I 

Figure 1: Modelling of the core outlet region 

2.2 Requirement: global thermal hydraulic behaviour 

The understanding of the core outlet flow requires a quantitative description of global thermal hydraulic 
behaviour. For the calculation of the nominal situation, the whole GT-MHR plant has been modeled with 
the CATHATE code, with the following characteristics. The core is modeled by two paiallel ID circuits.  
The turbine and the compressors are modeled in a first step without dynamical characteristics, but these 
developments are in progress. The recuperators, pre-cooler and inter-cooler are modeled by two parallel 
counter current ID circuits, which can exchange heat through a wall. Pressure drop and heat transfer 
correlations are based on the geometrical and thermal hydraulic characteristics of the component'. The 
various volumes and plena are modeled by a OD approach. A nominal steady state situation at a power 
of 600 MW is presented (Fig. 2). The evolution of the pressure and tempeiature along the cirauit is 
estimated. These results are in good agreement with reference data on the GT-MHR design.  

Fu 

Figure 2: Global calculation of the GT-MHR using the CATHARE code (temperature field)
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2.3 Conditions of the calculation

As a preliminary step, 3D computations of one isolated column were performed to evaluate the ability of 

the Large Eddy Simulation approach to calculate the local thermal hydraulic characteristics. Due to the 

huge simulation domain, a insufficiently resolved Large Eddy Simulation approach is used which can be 

characterised as " simulation of the system instabilities ". This approach has been widely validated for 

PWR applications. As the flow patterns are highly dependent on the transverse flow rate, a computation 

with a transverse flow rate is presented which corresponds to a location of the column near the outlet of 

the plenum.  
The main physical characteristics of the computation which takes into account both the heat conduc

tion in the solid and the heat and mass transport in the gas-phase are : a pressure of 7 Mpa, a column 

inlet flow rate of about 0.5 kg/s and a temperature of 875°C, a transverse flow rate of 33.5 kg/s and a 

temperature of 850°C, the downwaid face of the lower plate maintained at 490'C.  

The present computation is using Boussinesq's approximation and the similarity of heat and momen

tum transfer (Prandtl modeling), non slip boundary conditions on walls, typical mesh size of about 10 

mm what leads to about 1 million meshes'(fluid and solid).  

2.4 Main results 

The computation results presented in (Fig. 3) show: 

"* a not expected motion of the transverse flow into the upper part of the column 

"* the jet through each opening of the column depend on the vertical and angular position of the 

opening 
"* the wake flow pattern of the transverse flow'around the column, with typical von-Karman instabil

ities 
"* the hot helium penetrating in the plenum and mixing with the transverse flow.  

These preliminary numerical results give a first evaluation of the temperature gradients and the tempera

ture fluctuations on the structures of the lower'plentum.  

Figure 3: Computation of the GT-MHI]RP core outlet region using the TRIO_U(PRICELES code (tem

perature field). The two first figures are horizontal sections of a column, the third is a vertical section 

2.5 Future work on the subject 

Further computations 'with the same spatial resolution are in progress using up to 7 columns to take 

into account more realistic transverse flow conditions. A cross-comparison between different turbulence 

codes is organised by the CEA on the subject in 2002.
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3 Quasi-compressible flows model and application to the pebble bed mod
ular reactor .  

In gas cooled reactor studies, the fluid is considered as a perfect gas but it cannot be considered as an 
incompressible fluid due to the large temperature variations. A low machnumber model [4] islthen used 
in order to take into account the density variations.  
The quasi-compressible model is built as follows: the pressure is split into two parts P(t; X) = Pth(t) + 
Ph(t; 3) with Ph << Pth: Pth is the thermodynamic pressure, only time-dependent and it is used in the 
perfect gas law to compute the density. The acoustic waves are then filtered out. Ph is the hydrodynamic 
part of the pressure and it is used in the momentum balance equations...  

According to this splitting, the governing equations of the quasi-compressible model is written: 

Otpu- - div (P (VU + VVT)' APdiv(u)7d) + div(puU i) #g - VPh 

p~p8tT - div (NT)+ pG3,U. VT -= t 
'dt 

Otp +div(u-) = 0 

Pth = PRT 

where U, ,, Cj, T, p,. A, are'the velocity, the density,' the calorific capacity, the temperature,' the first 
viscosity and the conductivity of the gas respectively, - represents a constant gravity.  
The thermodynamic pressure is determined by solving anordinary differential equation. Moreover the -.  

viscosity is computed by the Sutherland's law while the conductivity is constant. In addition the Darcy 
and Forchheimer laws are used to model the porosity of the medium (Ergun equation).  

The precedent models are introduced in the thermal-hydraulic code TrioJ/PRICELES. In this sec-
tion, we present an application of these models toa pebble bed modular reactor. This approach was 
validated in a wide range of applications [5].  

3.1 Problem description 

The geometry of the reactor is cylindric (height H 8.49 'in; radius R = 1.75 m). The reactor is a bed 
of spherical particles of diameter'D. = 6 cm : the indice of porosity of the bed is, = 0.38. In the core 
there are three zones of pebbles' with different neutronical properties, generating different thermal power 
sources (P1 , P2, P3) : I ý - " 1_1 . .  

1. the relectrice zone : inactive pebbles R, = 0.77 rn,)P = 0 MNW.m-3 

2. intermediate zoneR 2 = 1.1 m, P2 = 2.3 MW.m-3 

3. active zone R3 =1.75 m, P3 = 4.6 MW.m- 3 

The cooled gas is Helium under high pressure (70 bars) and high temperiture (1000 K): 
p = 4.54911 x 10O& kg.M-V.s-1; p ' 3.34362 kg.m- 3; A'= 0.351647 W.m-.K-;C',' 5193 
J.kg lK-1 

The gas runs across the pebble bed from the top with the inlet velocity Ve = 5 m.s- 1 and inlet 
temperature Te 809 K.  

Due to the symmetry of the reactor, only the qu" of the geometry is studied. A three dimensional 
structured mesh of about 26000 elements is used. -' 

The figure 4 a) shows the computing domain with botfndaries conditions and'it also illustates the 

geometry. " "..
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Figure 4: a) Computing domain and boundaries conditions; b) Temperature profiles in the inlet and outlet 
sections for Boussinesq and quasi-compressible calculations (qc); c) Density profiles in the inlet, middle 
and outlet sections (qc); d) Density weighted vertical velocity (qc).  

3.2 Numerical results 

In this paper, two calculations were performed: the first with Boussinesq's approximation, the second 
with quasi-compressible model.  
The Fig. 4 b) shows the temperature profiles in the inlet and outlet sections for both Boussinesq and quasi
compressible calculations. It is seen that the maximum value is reached for the Boussinesq case. The 
Fig. 4 c) shows the density in the inlet, middle and outlet sections for the quasi-compressible calculation.  
The density shows a strong dependence on the temperature. The fluid becomes lighter as temperature 
increases. The Fig. 4 d) shows the density weighted vertical velocity for the quasi-compressible case. It 
can be observed how the dilatability affects the velocity field.  
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ABSTRACT.  

The SPECTRA code is an accident analysis code developed at NRG. It is designed for t, 
thermal-hydraulic analyses of nuclear or conventional power plants. The code is capable 
of analysing the whole power plant, including reactor vessel, primary system, various.  
control and -safety systems, containment and reactor building. The aim of the work 
presented in this paper was to prepare a preliminary.thermal-hydraulic model of PBMR 

for SPECTRA, and perform steady state and a'ccident analyses. In order to assess 
SPECTRA ca•pability to model the PBMR 'reactors, a model of the INCOGEN system 

has been prepared first. Steady state arid accident scenarios were 'analyzed for INCO

GEN configuration. Results were compared to'the results'obtained earlier with INAS 
and OCTOPUS/PANTHERMIX. A good airinmeit was obtained. Results of.accident' 
analyses with PBMR model'showed qualitatively good results.  

It is concluded that SPECTRA is a suitable tool for analyzing High Temperature 
Reactors, such as INCOGEN or for example PBMR (Pebble Bed Modular Reactor).  
Analyses of INCOGEN and PBMR systems showed that in all analyzed cases the fuel 
temperatures remained within the acceptable limits. Consequently there is no danger of 
release of radioactivity to the environment. It may be concluded that those ari promising 

designs for future safe industrial reactors. ' , ...... I - ,: - I -

1. INTRODUCTION 

The development of High Teinperature Reactors (HTR) is takdng place for more ihan' thirty years "..  

now. The major developmental activities presently proceeding for introduction of HTR power 
systems are the 600 Gas" Turbine - Modular Helium 'Reactor (GT-MHR), 'and the 268 'MWth "- So 

Pebble Bed Modular Reaci&r (PBMR). 'PBMR is currently planned to be built in the Republic of ' ' 
South Africa. "' 2 .  

An HTR pre-feasibility study has been performed in;the pasi in the Netherland ', using -a -40.'.  

MWth baseco(figuration, -named INCOGEN: 'A number -of 'analyses were '-performed -for the' ," .  

INCOGEN configuration, including steady-state and'accident scenario's'plrfocrmed-'ith'INAS and 'K- , 
PANTHERMIXIOCTOPUS codes.  

Nuclear Research and Consultancy Group (NRG) is participating in the PBMR project, performing . 2 

design and safety analyses. The aim of the ,work presented in this paper-was to prepare a.. , 

preliminary thermal-hydraulic model of PBMkR'fo ite conImuter code SPECTRArl, and perform' 

steady state and accident analyses. In order to assess SPECTRA capability to model the PBMR--:"

reactors, a model of the INCOGEN system has -been -prepared first. Steady 'state and accident " 

scenarios were analyzed for INCOGEN configuration. Results were compared to the' results 2 

obtained earlier with INAS and OCTOPUS/PANTHERMIX. - -' 2 

The first part of this paper presents comparison of SPECTRA results obtained for INCOGEN, for 

steady state cases and two accident•: Loss'-of Coolant 'Accident (LOCA),- d' Lss*of' Flow: 

Accident (LOFA) with the results of the INAS and OCTOPUS/PANTHERMIX codes. The second " 

part presents results of steady state calculations'as-w'ell as LOCA'and LOFA 'cases obtained with 2 

the preliminary SPECTRA model of PBMR. 2 - - - " -
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2. SPECTRA CODE AND IT'S APPLICABILITY FOR PBMR 

The SPECTRA code is an accident analysis code developed at NRG, the Netherlands. SPECTRA 
(Sophisticated Plant Evaluation Code for Thermal-hydraulic Response Assessment)M, is a computer 
program designed for thermal-hydraulic analyses of'nuclear or conventional power plants. The 
code is capable of analysing the whole power plant,- including reactor vessel, primary system, 
various control and safety systems, containment and reactor building. The models applied in the 
code were selected after an extensive literature review, as well as review of models available in 
other codes (CONTAIN, MAAP, MELCOR, RELAP, TRAC-BF1). The best available models 
were selected, which makes SPECTRA not only an accident analysis tool but also a library of 
physical models, well documented and tested, and easy to use.  

In case of PBMR an important issue-is the ability of a computer code to model multiple non
condensable gases, in, particular helium.' In contrast to codes like RELAP, TRAC, which are 
basically steam-water codes, SPECTRA has been built to allow presence of a mixture of multiple 
gases. SPECTRA contains a built-in librairy of fluid properties, consisting of the properties of 
water, steam, and non-condensable gases, such as H2, He, N2 , 02,'CO2. The gas properties are 

calculated using a large database, covering the range from 270 K to 2070 K, and from virtually 0 
Pa to W07 Pa. If needed, properties of other gases may be easily implemented into the program.  
The solution scheme is general, and may theoretically accommodate any number of gases.  
Practical limit is imposed by the physical memory size of the computer designated to perform 
calculations.  

A reactor kinetics model -together with* an isotope transformation model are present in the 
SPECTRA code. They are suitable for simple (point kinetics) analysis of reactivity transients. The 
isotope transformation model' can deal with 200' isotopes; typically about 30-40 isotopes are 
tracked, including fuel chains, main poisons, such as Xe-135, Sm-149, and their precursors, as 
well as main decay heat producers.  

3. INCOGEN Analyses - Comparison with INAS, OCTOPUS/PANTHERMIX 

This section provides description of the steady state and accident analyses performed for the High 
Temperature Reactor (HTR), the conceptual design of INCOGEN. All data required to build the 
SPECTRA model of the INCOGEN reactor was obtained from reference [1]. The SPECTRA 
model of the INCOGEN reactor is shown in figure 1. The model consists of 8 Control Volumes 
(CV), 7 Junctions (JN), 9 Solid Heat Conductors (SC). The net enclosure, thermal radiation model 
is used, with two enclosures: the reactor core (TR-101,- TR-105), and the gas inlet annulus (TR
202 - TR-204). The Reactor Kinetics model is used to calculate core power.  

The following calculations were performed: 
"* Steady state analyses: -, 

- Steady state run with constant power (SS-CP), 
- Steady state run with reactor kinetics, reactivity control by continuous fuel addition 

(SS-RK-.).  
- Steady state run with reactor kinetics, reactivity control by temperature changes (SS-RK-2).  

"• Accident analyses: 
- Loss of Flow Accident (LOFA).  
- Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA).  

The first steady state calculation was performed using a constant reactor power. This was done just 

to obtain a good starting point for the subsequent analyses with die reactor kinetics model. The 

next two steady state analyses were performed using two different methods of reactivity control.  

First, the reactivity was controlled by a continuous fuel addition (SS-RK-1). Fuel addition rate was



controlled in order to keep the desired reactoi power: In the next nm (SS-RK-2) no fuel was added 
to the core. The reactivity loss due to slow fuel bum-up was compensated by a slow temperature 
decrease, which added reactivity due to negative reactivity coefficient. Results of these two runs 
are compared it the' results of the INAS code (presented in reference [1]) in figures 2 and 3., 

"r- T 4.. f .. f ' - - '

T,,, = 350 K e,., = 1.0

I CV-07

.ULN k,-JUrLN 
Nodalization for SPECTRA 

CV - Control Volume ''..  
IN -Junction 
SC - Solid Heat Conductor 
TR -- Thermal Radiation 

(radiating surface No.) 
: y78.15 . .

2 V 0.5 L,)Wt , TR.208 1 " .... p=23.0ba=couit.. j Figure 1 I "I L'MjjA -A ' - -,SPECTRA model of the 
h= 100.0Wlm2/K E=0.8 
Tp, 350 K - 1-i.0 INCOGEN reactor.  

Figure 2 shows thedfuel loading rate in' case SS-RK-1 The-SPECTRA-calculated'stable value of
fuel loading rate is equal to about 10-1 [s-1], -a-little more than 20 pebbles per day. The value 
obtained from the INAS code for the fresh core configuration is equal to 48 pebbles per day, more 
than twice more than the SPECTRA value. This discrepancy is caused by a non-uniform neutron I ) -ccanno-b . ae into account with the point kinetics 
flux distribution'(no 'upper reflector)' which ..... ot-betakenint a 
model. The neutron flux in the upper part of the c~re'is'nearly twice smfii.ll~than" in the lower part.  
of the core. The fresh pebbles, landing on the t'op'of the'iore, therefore "see" onily relatively small 
neutron fltx and therefore their, reactivity worthlis significantly smaller than it would -be if the 
neutron flux was uniform (as it is, by definition; ini the point kinetics model).' Consequently, more 
pebbles are needed to maintain criticality than it'is predicted by the point kinetics' model. In case,
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of PBMR reactor the neutron flux is much more uniform and the point kinetics provides more 

accurate results (see section 4).  
-, 3 ,- I .  

Figure 3 shows core average temperature during +the second day of the SS-RK-2 run. The 

temperature decreases steadily, with the rate of about 7.1 K per day. The value obtained from the 

INAS code is 7.9 K per day. The agreement between SPECTRA value and the value from INAS is 

in this case relatively good.

INCOGEN, Steady State Analysis 
Calculation with SPECTRA 1.00 

-20 .15 Time, [10 -5

4*e' . - INCOGEN, Stiady State Anslyis 
[- : ~C ase: s s - R K -l, , 

Reactivity control by continuout fuel addition 

3,1•'•- ! Fuel loading M4i 

-_--- -- -.. Result of the INAS codej4. pebbles.da 

-CF-002., fuel loading rate [Ifs] 

S.0. .. . ... ... . .....0.. 00 . ... .. .........  

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

-I6 4M.

0100 

60~ 

40 

20 

z

Figure 2 
Fuel loading rate, 
INCOGEN, Case SS-RK-1, 
continuous fuel addition, 
comparison of SPECTRA 
and INAS results.

INCOGEN, Steady State Analysis 
Calculation with SPECTRA 1.00 

-20 15Time, lUio -5 01390 
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Figure 3 
Core average temperature, 
INCOGEN, Case SS-RK-2, 
no fuel addition, 
comparison of SPECTRA 
and INAS results.

Results of accident analyses are shown in figures 4 - 9. The reactivity calulated for the LOFA 

case by the OCTOPUS/PANTHERMIX code and the SPECTRA code are compared in figures 4 

and 5. Both result are in good agreement as to the depth and the duration of the "reactivity well".  

The reactivity behavior in OCTOPUS/PANTHERMIX show some irregularities around 500 min 

and 900 min (figure 4), the nature of which 'are not quite clear. Probably they are a consequence 

of some space dependent effects, that cannot be captured with point kinetics.
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0.990 Figure 4 
Total reactivity.  
INCOGEN, Case: LOFA, 
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Calculation with SPECTRA 1.00 
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INCOGEN, LOEA (Loss of Flow Acdident) Analysis 

1- RK-000-tcac, Total reactivity 
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-0.985 Figure 5 
Total reactivity, 
INCOGEN, Case: LOFA, 

-3- 
0.98 Loss of Flow Accident.  

0 50000 100000 150000 , 200000 . sPEcrA results.  
Time, (s1 

Figures 6 and 7 show reactor power calculated for both LOFA and LOCA cases by OCTO

PUS/PANTHERMIX and SPECTRA respectively. Generally the agreement is very good. In 

SPECTRA the power peaks occurring just after reaching criticality are higher, but the OCTO-..  

PUS/PANTHERMIX results indicate that the peaks might have been flattened by' rare plot 

frequency. OCTOPUSIPANTHERMIX show somewhat oscillating long term reactor power for 

LOFA case. - The,,nature ,of this osciliations are -unclear.- Possilly 'they. are created' by some 

numerical problems (for example explicit coupling between the cbdes,'which constitute the 

OCTOPUS/PANTHERMIX code system). These oscillations should be- distinguished from the 

oscillations which occur just after reaching criicaliýy, aid are observed im all calculations. These 

are rather regular oscillations, with the time period' close to 2000 -s '(half an hour)., Those 

oscillations are physical and are caused by inertial effects'in thermal-neutronic interactions.  

In both LOCA and LOFA cases the calculated maximum fuel temperature remained within 

acceptable limits. In all calculations the fuel temperature did not exceed 1500°C.
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Reactor power, 
INCOGEN, Cases: 
LOFA and LOCA, 
results of OCTOPUS/ 
/PANTHERM]X code 
system (reproduced from 
reference [11).  

Figure 7 
Reactor power, 
INCOGEN, Cases: 
LOFA and LOCA.  
SPECTRA results.

4. PBMR ANALYSES 

SPECTRA model of PBMR13 is shown in figures 8 and 9. The model includes the Reactor Unit 
(figure 8), the Power. Conversion Unit (figure 9), the Confinement Building, as well as various 
safety systems and the environinent. The model is considered to be preliminary. Some parts of the 
system were modelled in a simplified way because no sifficient data were available at NRG. In the 
future the model will be updated according to the'mosi recent data and design drawings. This task 
will be performed within the cooperation between the South African PBMR and NRG.
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As in case of INCOGEN, steady state and accident inalyses (LOCA and LOFA) were performed 

with the model. Steady state calculation was performed using continuous fuel reload to control 

reactivity. Resulting fuel reload rate is shown in figure 10. SPECTRA results are compared with

the values obtained with PATHERMIX and VSOP-codes, reported in [4]. The calculated reload

rates are in good agreement. (The initially higher reload rate in SPECTRA was needed to 

overcome some small initial changes in Xenon concentration, resulting from imperfections in 

defining the initial conditions.) 

PBMR, Steady State Analysis 
Calculation with SPECTRA 1.00 

-20 -15 Time 01]-5 0 
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The results of the LOCA and LOFA analyses are shown in figures 11 and 12. The main difference 

between LOCA and LOFA cases is the system pressure during the major part of the transient 

(about 70 bar in case of LOFA and atmospheric in case of LOCA). Ina the high pressure case a 

relatively good natural circulation flow, was developed, and some heat was removed by the pre

cooler and the inter-cooler. As a consequence the fluid temperature was lower in LOFA and the 

reactivity was higher (negative temperature reactivity coefficient). The depth of the "reactivity 

well" was smaller in case of LOFA, and criticality was reached faster (figure 11). After criticality 

was reached, the power stabilized at' higher level in case of LOFA, since moie power was 

removed by the pre- and the inter-c'ooler. In the accident scenarios it was 'assumed that pumps 

cooling the secondary side of the coolers were' available& (the only available active systems). If 

these pumps were unavailable the difference between LOCA and LOFA would be smaller.  

In both LOCA and LOFA cases the calculated maximum fuel temperatures were below 1400'C 

within acceptable limits.  

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Steady state operation and accident scenarios were ý analyzed with- the SPECTRA code for the 

INCOGEN and the PBMR reactors. In caseý of INCOGEN the results of steady state analyses were 

compared to the results of the INAS code. A'good agreement was obtained for the run with 

reactivity control by temperature changes. In case 'of reactivity control by continuous fuel addition 

a discrepancy was found in the fuel addition rate. It was found out that the discrepancy was caused 

by strongly nonuniform neutron flux distribution in the INCOGEN core, a phenomenon that 

cannot be represented with the point kinetics model.
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In case of PBMR the results of steady state analysis were compared to the results of the PAN

THERMIX and VSOP codes. A good agreement was obtained. In PBMR the core is relatively 

uniform because of continuous fuel reload and mixing, and the point kinetics model gives 

satisfactory results.  

Results of accident analyses with the INCOGEN model were compared with the results of OCTO

PUS/PANTHERMIX code system. Generally a very good agreement was obtained. Results of 

accident analyses with PBMR model showed qualitatively qood results. Further improvement in the 

detail of modelling is needed to provide reliable results.
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It is concluded that SPECTRA is a suitable tool for analyzing High Temperature Reactors, such as 
INCOGEN or for example PBMR (Pebble Bed Modular Reactor).  

Analyses of INCOGEN and PBMR systems showed that in all analyzed cases the fuel temperatures 
remained within the acceptable limits. Consequently there is no danger of release of radioactivity 
to the environment. It may be concluded that those are promising designs for future safe industrial 
reactors.  
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DESIGN OF A PHYSICAL MODEL OF-THE PBMR WITH THE AID .OF 
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ABSTRACT

The design of a physical model of the PBMR with the aid of the code Flownet is discussed 
in this paper. The purpose of the physical model is to test the control strategies and 
operating procedures of the PBMR and als6 to demonstrate the iccuracy 'of Flownet.  
Flownet is first used to do component matching and to determine the detail steady-state 
performance of the system. It is then demonstrated how the code was used to simulate the 
start-up procedure as well as a load following and a load rejection scenario. ,The study 
demonstrates how a micro model of the PBMR can be designed with the aid of a powerful 
simulation tool in a relatively short period of time aind at low cost -using' commercially 
available turbochargers.

1. Introduction

The Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) is a new type of high temperature gas nuclear power plant 
that is currently being developed by.the South'African utility ESKOM. The PBMR ii based on closed 
cycle three-shaft recuperative Brayton cycle and it uses helium as the working fluid.

Although it is relatively easy to predict the steady-state performance of a plant suchKas the PBMR the 
prediction of the dynamic behaviour of the PBMR, which is required for the designi of the control 
system, presents unique challenges. A great' effort was therefore put into the development -of a
powerful new dynamic modelling tool, called Fl]wownet.  

One of the distinguishing features of the PBMR, which complicates the design of the control system, 
is the use of three separate shifts for the different coinpressor/turbine and turbine/generator pairs as 
opposed to one- or two shafts used in other designs. In order io test the control strategies of the PBMR, 
and also to demonstrate the accuracy of Flownet, -it was decided to develop a micro model of the 
power conversion cycle 6f th-e PBMR. The model will use-an electrical heater to emulate the nuclear 
reactor. Since the objective of the micro model is not to address specific issues related to the use of.  
helium as the working fluid oi to teft the perf!ormnce of individual components such as co6mpressors,- 
turbines or heat exchangers, it was decided to use hitrogen instead of helium as the working fluid.-This 
makes it possible to use off-the-shelf single stage centrifugal compressors and turbines instead of more 
expensive multi-stage centrifugal or axial flow machines. It should be stressed that the micro model is , , 
not a scale model of the prototype plant but a system that will have the same characteristics and
degrees of freedom and therefore also the same control topology as the prototype plant.  

In this paper the design of the micro model with the aid of Flownet will be discussed. Emphasis will 
be placed on modelling of transient phenomena such as start-up, power control and load rejection. .  

2. The PBMR power conversion cycle and omparpson with the micro model - .  

A schematic layout of the PBMR power conversioni cycle is sho.vri in Figure l:Starting at i,helium at 
a relatively low pressure and temperature is compiesseid b, a lowlressure compressor (LPC) to an 
intermediate, pressure (2) after which it is cooled in an'intercooler to tstate 3. A, high-pressure 
compressor (-PC)- then *compresses the helium to state 4. From 5 to 6 the helium is preheated in the 
recuperator before entering the reactor, which heats the helium 'to state 8.-After the reactor the hot 
high-pressure helium is expanded in a high-pressure turbin6 (HPT) to state 9 after which it is further 
expanded in a low-pressure turbine (LPT) to state 11. The high-pressure turbine drives the high
pressure compressor while the low-pressure turbine is drives the low-pressure compressor. After the
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low pressure turbine the heliitn' is further exlanded in the power turbine to pressure 13. From 13 to 14 
the still hot helium is cooled in the recuperator after which it is further cooled in the pre-cooler to state 
1. This completes the cycle. The heat rejected from 13 to 14 is equal to the heat transferred to the 
helium from 5 to 6.  

The output of the plant can be controlled by changing the helium inventory of the system or by 
opening and closing of the bypass valve (BPV). Changing of the helium inventory is a relatively slow 
process and is used for load following while the faster bypass control is used for load rejection.  

Although the design of the micro model closely resembles that of the PBMR plant it is important to 
highlight the following differences: 

(i) The micro model will use nitrogen instead of helium as the working fluid. This will not subtract 
from the objective of the m6del which is not to address specific issues related to the use of 
helium a the working fluid but to develop a system that will have the same overall characteristics 
as that of the prototype plant.  

(ii) The micro model will use cheap off-the-shelve single stage centrifugal compressors and turbines 

rather than axial flow machines. The performance characteristics of centrifugal machines closely 
resembles that of axial flow machines and it will therefore suffice for the purpose of this project.  

(iii) In the micro model the nuclear reactor will be emulated by an electrical resistance heater, which 
will, like the pebble bed reactor, have a large thermal capacity.  

(iv) The generator will be emulated by a load compressor connected to a power dissipation loop 
consisting of a flow control valve and a heat exchanger as shown in Figure 2. Variations in load 
can be affected by increasing or decreasing the pressure level in the load rejection loop.  

re ea e r 7 B a o cyl 7 

SLPC cL.T LC rF av 
1 12..11 • 1 12--11 6 

JP 4 7 Geer4o 7 Contro 

3. First-order cycle analysis 

The first step in the design of the micro model was to do a first-order cycle.analysis to determine a 

suitable operating point for the system. Figures 3 and 4 show the result of this analysis with the 

following assumptions: compressor efficiency = 75 percent, turbine efficiency = 72 percent, precooler 

and intercooler outlet temperature = 26 *C, heater outlet temperature 700 *C, turbocharger mechanical 

efficiency = 98 percent, pipe pressure loss = 2 percent of inlet absolute pressure and heat exchanger 

pressure loss - 10 percent of inlet absolute pressure.  

As can be seen from Figure 3 the'cycle efficiency increases with recuperator efficiency over the whole 

range of pressure ratios. At a recuperator efficiency of 1.0 the cycle efficiency decreases with pressure 

ratio while it shows an optimum at recuperator efficiencies of smaller than 0.95. Figure 4 shows that 

the specific work increases with pressure ratio irrespective of the recuperator efficiency.
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The recuperator efficiency is a function of the product of the area and the overall heat transfer 
coefficient of the recuperator and is therefore a design choice. Since the area and therefore also the 
price of the recuperator increases exponentially with area, an efficiency of approximately 0.85 was 
chosen as a good compromise between performance and cost. Figure 3 showsthat at a recuperator 
efficiency of 0.85 the cycle efficiency is a maximum at a pressure rtio of approximately 2.75. Figure 
4 on the other hand shows that the specific work is a maximum at a pressure ratio of approximately 
4.5. Since both cycle efficiency and specific woik are important and since cycle efficiency is not as .  
sensitive to pressure ratio as specific work, it was decided to design ,for-an overall pressure ratio of 
approximately 4, which is a good compromise between efficiency and specific work. ..  

4. Selection of turbochargers 

The operating points of the turbo machines are determined by the system operating point and are 
expressed in terms of pressure ratio and non-dimensional mass flow, which is defined as 

where ?h = mass flow rate, To, total inlet temperature and Po total inlet pressure. Table 1 .shows the 

pressure ratio and non-difninsionhil mass flow for a mass flow of 1 kg/s and a system pressure of 100 

kPa at the inlet of the low-pressure compressor.  
,I --- _ - .- , - -17- . % , - 1 - I ý I _ - ý, - 1

H-gh pressureturbine - 1.6- - 8.1 J 

" Low pressure turbine . 1.7 " " f 12.4
--Power turbine IA 1.4 • ,20.0 

Table 1. Operating points of the different turbo machines for a mas flow of 1 s d LP ompressor 
inlet pressure of 100 kPa.

As can be seen from Table 1, the power turbine, although having the lowest pressuire ratio, has the 

largest non-dimensional mass flow. The procedure that was therefore .followed was to select the 

turbocharger with the largest turbine from a range of commercially available units. The -turbine of this 

unit has a nod-dimensional mass flow of 10.8 at a prssure- atib•6f 1.4. This fixes thecycle mass flow 

at a value of 10.8/20 = 0.54 kg/s at a pressure level of 100 kPa at the inlet Ito the LP compressor.  

Table 2 shows -the r&aldhlated non-dimensionil mass flows along with the l.wer_ rating of the 

different tiuAomachines four-a cycle mass flow of 0.54 kg/s:The' scaling of mass flows does not affect 

the pressure ratios.. . -
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Turbo unit Pressure Non-dimensional mass Power 
ratio flow lkg/s4K/bar] - [kW] 

Low pressure compressor 2.0 9.3 47.4 
High pressure compressor - 2.0 4.7 47.4 
High pressure turbine 1.6 - 4.4 48.4 
Low pressure turbine - 1.7 6.7 48.4 
Power turbine 1.4 10.8 27.4 

Table 2. Pressure ratio, non-dimensional mass flow and power for a mass flow of 0.54 kg/s and LP 
compressor inlet pressure of 100 kPa.  

With the pressure ratio and non-dimensional mass flows of the other turbines known from Table 2, 
turbochargers were selected whose turbines match these operating points the closest. The suitability of 

the compressors was verified with the aid of Flownet, which solves for the speed of the different 
turbochargers.  

5. Modelling of the system with Flowfiet 

Flownet is a general thermal-fluid net'work analysis- code that can model both steady-state and 

transient flows. Its solver, described elsewhere [1], is based on an Implicit Pressure Correction Method 

(IPCM) and solves for the conservation' of mass and energy at all nodes and 'momentum in all 

elements. The code can deal with a wide range of standard network components such as compressors, 

turbines, pipes, diffusers, valves, heat exchangers and pebble bed nuclear reactors. Flownet can also 

deal with heat transfer between flow elements and solid structures as well as heat transfer through the 

solid structures. Important to mention is that heat exchangers are not handled as lumped systems but as 

distributed systems [2]. This is necessary to more accurately deal with the thermal capacitance of the 

metal separating the hot and cold streams. Flownet has been extensively validated against 

experimental results, other codes and analytical solutions.  

Input data of compressors and turbines are provided in the form of performance maps, which gives the 

pressure ratio as function of non-dimensional speed, N/4To, and non-dimensional mass flow, rh 4To/po, 

for different geometries such as blade angle. Any number of compressor or turbine stages as well as 

external loads can be placed on a single shaft and steady-state load balancing can be done by varying 

either the shaft speed or the master turbine geometry, typically the blade angle. In the case of transient 

flows Flownet calculates the shaft speed transients by taking the inertia of 'all rotating parts into 

account.  

Modelling of the cycle by Flownet requires compilation of detail input data for all components such as 

pipes, diffusers, valves, volumes and heat exchangers. Although space does not allow us to discuss the 

design of the system in 'detail the diameters'of interconnection piping and the design of heat 

exchangers will be given.  

Pipes that connect the major components have a diimeter of 200 mm..except the pipe between the 

power turbine outlet and the recuperator, which has a diameter of 250 mm. All heat exchangers, 

including the recuperator, are of a shell-and tube design with one shell pass and one tube pass. In the 

case of the pre-cooler, intercooler and load rejection heat exchanger the gas flows through the tube 

side with water flowing through the shell side, while in the case of the recuperator the low pressure hot 

gas coming from the LP turbine flows through the tube side with the high pressure gas from the HP 

compressor flowing through the shell side.  

The details of the different heat exchangers are'given in Table 3.  

Heat exchanger Length between Tube inside Number of Heat transfer Tube mass 
tube sheets [m]' diameter [mm] tubes - - aream 21 [kg] 

Pre-cooler 2.1 10.22 575 48 513 

Intercooler 1.9 10.22 450 35 363 

Load rejection 2.4 10.22 450 43 460 

Recuperator 5.8 10.22 1075 255 2728 

Table 3. Design of the different heat exchangers.



The Flownet steady-state results for two different pressure levels are given in Table 4.  

LPcompressor inlet presure =100 kPa 'LP compressor inlet pressure = 250 kPa 
Component P, - P,, , Ti, TOW Rating Speed Pi. - POW + Ti. , Tow , Rating Speed 

[kPal [kPa] [*C] [*C] [kW] [rpm] fkPal [kPal [*0C [*Cl [kW], [rpm] 
LPCompressor 100.0 200.8 22.9 109.6 51.0 72078 250.0 496.9 26.0 112.1 124.3 71811 
LPTurbine 248.5 150.5 628.5 549.0 -51.0 72078 611.7 372.1 628.8 549.8 124.3 71811 
HP Compressor 198.4 381.9 22.9 102.3 46.7 70009 491.3 938.0 26.1 105.1 114.1 69842 
HP Turbine 378.0 249.1 700.0 628.5 46.7 70009 929.2 613.2 700.0 628.8 114.1 69842 
Power Compressor 105.0 150.7 21.1 65.9 132.1- 39073 262.0 372.1 -22.9 66.6 76.8 38707 

Power Turbine 149.7 105.0 549.0 498.2 32.1 39073 370.2 262.0 549.8 500.4 76.8 38707 
Precooler 101.1 100.5 165.3 22.9 '83.9 - 252.4 251.2 155.1 26.0 186.6 
Intercooler 199.1 198.7 109.6 22.9 50.9 - 492.8 491.9 112.1 26.1 124.1 
Recuperator hot side 103.0 102.3 498.2 165.3 202.6 257.1 255.2 500.4 155.1 515.6 - -.  

Recuperator cold side 381.1 379.4 102.3 438.8 202.6 935.9 932.5 105.1 4533 515.6 
Load rejection HX 106.5 105.1 65.9 21.1 32.1 265.1 262.3 66.6 22.9 76.8 1

.1�

Table 4. Steady-state results for two pressure levels i.e. 100 kPa and 250 kPa at the inlet to the LP 
compressor. .  

Interesting to note is that the recuperato& efficiency is 84 percent in the case of the lower pressure level 
and 87 percent in the case of the higher pressure level. This is due to the fact that the flow in the 
recuperator is laminar at the lower pressure level and turbulent at the higher pressure level.' 

6. Simulation of start-up .  

The system is started by forcing nitrogen through it,by an inline blower placed just before the LP 
compressor while at the same time adding heat in the heater. The simulation starts with the steady-state 
solution at a point where the heater exit temperature is 400 °C and the LP compressor inlet pressure is 
100 kPa. The heit input is n6w increased at such a iate'that the heater exit temperature increases 50 
*C/s until the exit temperature reaches a value of 700 *C where after it is kept constant at this value.  
During this process the pressure rise across the blower decreases. At the point where the pressure rise 
becomes zero the by-pass valve across the blower is opened and the blower is isolated from the main 
loop. From here onwards the system runs on its own. °, 

Figure 5 shows the ,'ariation in turbine speeds~and Figure 6 the'variation in pressures during start-up. -
The speed of all the turbo chargers increases as expected 'and steady-state is reached in approximately 
100 s. The pressure at the'HP compressor outlet increases while the pressure at the inlet to the LP
compressor decreases. This behaviour is due to the fact that the inventory is kept constant during the 
start-up. -.  
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Fig 5. Variation in turbine speed during start-`up.+,+ +++Fig6. Variation in'pressure during start-up 

The time step for this simulation was 0.5 s and execution time was approximately 0.2 s per time step 
on a 700 MHz Pentium EI processor. n : ,,
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7. Power control

The power output of the system can be controlled by increasing or decreasing the mass inventory in 
the system. The issue that needs to be resolved is exaftly where to inject or extract the mass. The two 

most obvious possibilities are either before the LP compressor (position 1, Fig. 2) or after the HP 
compressor (position 4, Fig 2).  

Figure 7 shows the variation in power for the case where the mass is injected and extracted before the 
LP compressor. The simulation starts at steady-state conditions at a power level of 100 kPa (at position 
1) and a heater outlet temperature of 700 'C. At time t = 1 s mass is injected into the system at a rate of 
0.1 kg/s for 400 s where after the-system is allowed to stabilise for 100 s. Thereafter mass is extracted 
at a rate of 0.1 kg/s for another 400 s after which the system is again allowed to stabilise. Fig. 8 shows 
the variation in speed of the three turbochargers during the transient.
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Fig 7. Variation in power when mass is injected Fig 8. Variation in turbocharger speed when mass 
and extracted before the LP compressor. is injected and extracted before the LP compressor.  

Figure 7 shows that the power first decreases before it starts to increase when mass is injected into the 
system and visa versa. This behaviour, which is undesirable, is due to the immediate increase in the 
back pressure of the power turbine when one starts to inject mass before the LP compressor. If mass is 
injected too fast the system can shut-down.  

Figure 9 shows the variation in power for the case where the mass is injected and extracted after the 

HP compressor. The simulation starts at steady-state conditions at a power level of 100 kPa (at 

position 1) and a heater outlet temperature of 700 °C. At time t = 1 s mass is injected into the system at 
a rate of 1 kg/s for 37 s where after the system is allowed to stabilise for 42 s. Thereafter mass is 

extracted at a rate of 1 kg/s for another 37 s after which the system is again allowed to stabilise. Fig.  

10 shows the variation in speed of the three turbochargers during the transient.
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Fig 9. Variation in power when mass is injected Fig 10. Variation in turbocharger speed when mass 

and extracted after the HP compressor. is injected and extracted after the HP compressor.  

Figure 9 shows that the power output immediately starts to increase when mass is injected after the BP 

compressor and immediately starts to decrease when mass is extracted. Mass can therefore be injected 

and extracted at a much faster rate to follow rapid changes in load. Comparing Figures 8 and 10 one
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can also conclude that the turbocharger speeds do not fluctuate as much in the case of mass injection 
and extraction at position 4 as compared to injection and extraction at position 1.  

Simulations in this section were done for a time step of 0.2 s and execution time was approximately 

0.2 s per time step.  

8. Load rejection ..  

Load rejection'is done by suddenly opening the bypass valve between the high pressure and low, 
pressure sides, shown in Figure 2. Figures 11 and 12 show the variation in power and speeds of the 

turbochargers respectively during a load rejection scenario. The initial condition for this scenario is the 

steady-state solution for a pressure level of 250 kPa (at position 1 in Figure 2) and a heater outlet 
temperature of 700 *C.
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Fig 9. Variation in power during a- load rejection: Fig 10. Variation in turbocharger speed during a 
load rejection.' 

Figure 9 shows that the power drops from 80 kW to 31 kW(or 6 1 percent) 'in approximately 90 s. The 

valve opening for this case was 15 mm. If the valve opening is increased the system shuts down.  
Figure 10 shows thit thý turbocharger speeds als0 drop significantly during the transient.  

9. Conclusion 

The design of a physical model of the PBMR with the aid of the thermal-fluid network simulation 

code Flownet was discussed in this paper. The study showed that it is not only feasible to built a 

physical model .of the PBMR using off the shelve turbochargers, but that all the major operating 

procedures such 'as start-up, power variatidn and load rejection- can be demonstrated on the micro 

model. The study also ldemonstrited the utility of a powerful *simulation tobl such as Flownet in the 

design of the rnicr6 model. - . . " 
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ABSTRACT 

The simulation of complex three-dimensional gas flow through the gaps of the spherical 
fuel elements (fuel pebbles) of Pebble Bed Modulator Reactor is perfor!ned. This will 

help in understanding the highly three-dimensional, complex flow phenomena in pebble 
bed caused by flow curvature. The flow of this type has distinctive features, which 
strongly affect the boundary layer behavior. The transition from a laminar to turbulent 
flow around this curved flow occurs at different Reynolds (Re) numbers. Noncircular 
curved flows as in the'pebble-bed situation need to be investigated. In this study, Large 

Eddy Simulation (LES) is used in modeling the turbulence to overcome the shortcoming 
of the Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes approach.  

1. Introduction, ..  

The High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (HTGR) is one of the renewed reactor designs to play a role in 

nuclear power generation. The high temperature helium gas-cooled nuclear reactor, Pebble Bed 

Modular Reactor (PBMR) offers inherent safety with high thermal efficiency features as well as 
flexible fuel cycle with capability to achieve high burnup levels. The combination of coated 
particle fuel, inert helium gas as coolant and graphite moderated reactor makes it possible to 

operate at high temperature yielding a high efficiency. Under these conditions, heat transfer in 

both laminar and turbulent flows varies noticeably around curved surfaces. Curved flows would 
be present in the presence of contiguous curved surfaces. In the case of an appreciable effect of 

thermogravitional forces, the Nusselt (Nu) number depends significantly on the curvature shape 
of the surface. It could change with order of 10 times. The flow passages through the gap between 
the fuel balls ihave concave and convex configurations. Here the action of the centrifugal forces 

manifests itself differently on convex and concave parts of the flow path (suppression or 

stimulation of turbulence). The flow of this type has distinctive features. In such flow there is a 

pressure gradient, which strongly affects the boundary layer behavior. The transition from a 

laminar to turbulent flow around this curved flow occurs at different Reynolds (Re) numbers.  

Consequently, honcircular curved flows as in the pebble-bed situation, in detailed local sense 

need to be investigited. To the authors' knowledge there is no detailed complete calculations for 

this kind of reactor to address this local phenomena. This work is an attempt to simulate the flow 
behavior within the gaps.



The simulation of these local phenomena -cannot be computed with existing ,conventional 
computational tools: Not all Computational Fluid -Dynamic (CFD) methods are applicable to 
solve turbuilence problems,, in complex geometries. As in pebble bed reactor core, a compromise 
is needed betvween 'accuracy of results and time/cost of effort in acquiring the results. Resolving 
all the scales of a- turbulent flow is too costly,-while employing highly_ empirical turbulence
models to complex problems -could give inaccurate simulation results. In this study, the 
compromise is achieved by utilizing the large eddy sirhulation (LES) method. Here, the large 
scales in the flow are solved and the imall-sales ar'e modeled. A schematic of the core region 
used in the LES calculations is presented in Fig. I. It should be noted that the pattern of the 

pebble arrangemenlt has several other orientations of the spheres. Figure 1 represents the first 
attempt to model a'core region with this regular pebble arrangement.  

2. ComputaionaI-Modeling Approach 

Accurate predictions of the flow and temperature disfributions using computational fluid dynamic 
(CFD) programs depend on several factors as accurate modeling of the geometry, number of cells 
within the flow domain, mesh quality, selection of the solution technique and the selection of the 
appropriate turbueence models. In this investigation, 'the calculations, are performed using the 
CFD code Trio U [2]. It is a thermo hydraulic calculation modular software package.  

It includes several turbulence models as k-s (averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) type models) and 
large eddy simulation (LES) models with various 'sugrid models as Smagorinsky and structure .
function.' This technique was first applied to applications in field of meteorology in the early 
1970s. LES'seeks to use a combination 'cf direct numerical simulation (DNS) for large scale 
eddies and models ifor'smaller eddies. It is a, suitable compromise between the RANS-type 
methods and DNS. "- .. ...  
Helium gas is passed into the reactor from the tOla and flows over the fuel pebbles in which a 
fission reaciion isi taking place. The helium is heated to a temperature of about 900-Celsius degree 
and pressure of 7 Mpa inside the reactor.'The fuel sphe]re is 6 cm in diameter. Figure 1 presents 
the first pattern of 27 spheres with 36 contact pointswith zero spacing. The peak temperature that 
can be reached in the reactor core is 1600 Celsius. This Is below the temperature of 2000 degrees 
Celsius that may damage the fuel. The flow parameters are summarized in Table 1. To generate 

the nodalization scheme an external mesh generator was utilized. This is due to TrioU has a 
simple mesh generator which was not capable to create the complex geometry of the pebble bed.  
Periodic boundary conditions were imposed at the inlet and outlet boundary conditions. The 
center of the coordinate system is chosen as the center of inner sphere.  
Tetrahedral mesh type is used to achieve the 'complex geometry nodalization and to capture the 

details of the curved surfaces "with sufficient number of nodes. Most of the commercial grid .  

generation tools have te difficulty to handle the poiiits where the curved surfaces are touching as 

in this model shown in Figire 1. Therefore, artificial spacing is usually applied due to limitations 

in mesh generation for'this kifid of three-dimensional complex model. This approach may cause 
convergence problems. In this study, zero spacing between the pebbles are achieved adjusting the.  

quality of the isotropic node's o.'er the flow domain using a three-dimensional finite element mesh 

generator called Gmsh. Mesh description is summarized in Table 2. The maximum time step 

achieved for "43496 tetrahedral is 0.98 msec due-'to' the CFLI condition. One-second simulation 
took approximatel 80' hours' CPU time with -a 4 processor (400MHz each) Ultra Spark 2 Sun 

System. ... .. .. ,*'", 

The maximum time step achieved for 43496 tetrahedral is 0.98 msec due to the CFL conditioi.  

One-second'simulation took approximately 80,hours CPU time with 'a4 processor (400MIHz 

each) Ultra Spark2 Sun System. - " -
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Fig. 1 Simulated Geometry

Inlet

3. Turbulence model 

Selection of the turbulence model has a great influence on the accuracy of the prediction. To 

achieve accurate solutions under the complex- flow conditions of pebble bed, the large eddy 

simulation (LES) technique is adopted. In LES the large-scale motions are explicitly resolved 
while small-scale motions, taking place below the limits of numerical resolution, are repiesented 

by a subgrid mode (3]. The underling premise is that the largest eddies are directly affected by the 

geometry and boundary conditions and can be computed. By contrast, the small-scale turbulence 

is nearly isotropic and has universal characteristics; consequently, it is more amenable to.  
modelmg.  
Large-scale field is obtained by applying filtering. A filter provides a formal definition of the 
averaging process and separates the resolvable scales from the subgrid scales. Filtering is used to 

derive the resolvable-scale equations. With a generalized filter, the quantity u, resolvable-scale 

filtered velocity, is defined as follows: 
u,,t) ="" G~- "ý (•¢.A)u,(•_,t)d'ý () 

The filter function, G, is normalized by requiring that 

ffJG(.-ý;A)u,(.,t)d3
ý =1 (2)

I
Table I Flow parameters 

Electrical power 110 MW 

Thermalpower 265 MW 

Tin 540 C 

Tout 900 VC 

Helium Pressure 7 MPa 

Mass flow rate 141 Kg/s 

Number offfuel 440 000 
pebbles 
Core Radius 3 M 

Core Height 10 M 

Velocity (based on 1.49 MWs 

total core area) _ 

Table 2 Mesh descriptions 
Mesh Statistics 

Number ofNodes on Curves 2604 

Number of Nodes on Surfaces 10353 

Number of nudes in Volumes 10411 

Number of Triangles on 15834 
Surfaces 

Number of Tetrahedrons in 43496 
Volume

I 
Outlet



Among the many filter functions, the most popular one used in LES research'is Gaussian filter 
and is defined by 

A)-(6g)e-xp[{ k f-)] (3) 

where the filter width A is defined by 

-A =(AxAyAZ ý. " (4) 

In Trio, a homogeneous filter is utilized which is based on the selected numerical method (Barr6 
et al., 2000) [1]. For incompressible flow, the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations after 
applying filtering will have the following forms: t 

-- 0 (5) 

-+ IUul=-S-- +- v- +-i(6) 

Smagorisnky model assumes the SGS stress tensor, %, follow a gradient-diffusion process, 

similar to molecular motion. More detailed of subgrid modeling can be obtained from reference 2.  

4. Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 presents the location of several studied points. Regions close to the central pebble have 
been studied in details. Parameters such as velocity and pressure are analyzed. Li-LI', L2-L2', 
L3-L4' and IA-L4' are lines drawn along the y - direction from inlet to outlet.  
LI-Ll'=> X=0.03m Z=0.00m 
L2-L2' => X=0.03 m Z=0.015 m 
L3-L3' => X=0.03 m Z=0.03 m 
IA-LA' => X=0.0212m Z=0.0212m 

Flow parameters have 1/8 symmetry along the x-z plane. As seen in Figure 2, the triangle is one 
of the 8 symmetric portions of the square surrounding the central pebble at the inlet. P1 -P1', P2
P2', P3-P4' and P4-P4' are lines perpendicular to the y - direction as illustrated in Figure 3.  
P1-Pl'=> Y=0.00m9-:Z=0.03m 
P2-P2'=> Y=-0.03mr Z=0.03m 
P3-P3'=> Y=-0.06m Z=0.03m 
P4-P4' => Y =-0.09 m Z = 0.03 m 

Pressure drop along the y-axis at different locations in x-z plane is shown in Figure 4. Total 
pressure drop alonrg the flow direction is 204 Pa.-The pressure difference along the X direction 
between LI-LI '- and L3-L3' is approximately 50 Pa causing cross flow. Pressure drop along the.  
x-axis at different locations on y-z plane is illustrated in Figure 5. The pressure distribution along 
the x-axis is symmetric. The maximum pressure change is about 75 Pa causing cross flows.  
Vector velocity plot for velocity within the pebble gaps is presented in Fig. 6. Various 
ranges of velocity scales are observed. In addition, flow circulation and stagnation -are 
predicted.'
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Fig 2: Points L1,L2, L3 andL4 show the 
location of the presented results.

Fig 3: Points P1, P2, P3 and P4 show the 
location of the presented results.

5. Conclusion 

A flow distribution calculation is performed using the state-of-the-art large eddy simulation 

technique. The complex highly three-dimensional flow in the gaps between the pebble beds is 
predicted.  
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF GTHTR300 

X. YAN, Y, KUNITOMI, T.iNAKATA:an-d S. SHIOZAWA
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 

Oarai-Machi, lbaraki-ken 311-1394, Japan . ' S" 

ABSTRACT . .  

Development and recent successful operations of the'HT1R in JAERI are coordinated with - _ 

programs to study applied systems of the promising reactor technology. One such program being 
carried out from 2001 to 2008 is design and development of the Gas Turbine High Temperature 
Reactor, GTHTR300, with objective to allow for demonstration of the plant in 2010s in Japan.  
GTHTR300 features an original design of fuel cycle based on improved HTTIR fuel element and, 
of simplified plant system in pursuit of targeted economics with minimumn development 

requirements. The fuel cycle characterizes on high burnup, low power peaking factor, and 
extended refueling interval. The plant system applies such simplified design features as 
conventional steel RPV, non-intercooled cycle, horizontal single-shaft gas turbine generator and 
distributed modular maintenance of the overall plant. Research and development essential to 
validating the design includes component development and control testing. This paper describes 
the reference plant design and associated continuing R&D activities in JAERI. 

1. Introduction - t , 

Developm~ent of high temperature reactor techfi6logy in Japan has centered in a multitude of research 
and developnient activities in JAERI for more than 20 years. The 'development-results in the, 
construction of the'30 MWt High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) in the institute's 
Oarai Research Establishment. The helium-cooled, graphite-moderated HTR based on pin-in-block 
fuel attained the first criticality in November 1998 and has successfully risen to the rated power and 
850TC coolant outlet temperature in tests since December 2001. Based on such experience, JAERI 
lunched an applied program of design and development for GTHTR300 power plant in 2001. The 
program that is an assigned work by ministry MEXT will be conducted until 2008 with ultimate goals 
for demonstration of a prototype GTHTR300 in 2010s and for comnieircialization in 2020s in Japan 

Approach to GTHTR300 design is system simplicity and originality with which to yield economical 
performance at low development cost and risk. The reactor module, is rated at 600 MWt and 
587/850TC inlet/outlet coolant temperature and employs the same type of fuel proven in the HTTR. It 
relies on inherent and passive safety system. The reactor pressure vessel which is cooled in an 
intrinsic flow scheme makes use of conventional steel (SA533). The system design utilizes the 

simplest possible Brayton cycle, i.e. without cycle intercooling, because our analysis shows that cycle 
intercooling results in complexities in turbomachinery and system but provides no compelling 
advantage in busbar cost. The helium turbomachinery in the non-intercooled cycle exhibits superior 
aerodynamic efficiency by fewer stages and its rotor is lighter, shorter and more rigid,'resulting in 

more robust vibration characteristics. The rotor is laid out horizontally so that demands on bearings 
are minimized iind traditional industrial experience in handling of similarly oriented and sized 
turbomachinhry is applicable. The turbomachinery and heat exchangers are sized and placed 

separately to permit modular construction'and maintenance.  

2. Plant Design Description 

2.1 Utility/User Requirements 

Utility/User Requirements for GTHTR300 are listed in Table 1 and were established in consultation 

with Japanese utilities and industries to guide the plant design and development so that it is directly 
responsive to the demand of future nuclear powver generating market in Japan. - -
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2.2 System Design Table 1: Userl/tility Requirements for GTHTR300
The plant system consists of u._____._ __._ 

three basic subsystem modules t.. qui 

including the reactor module, the Safety goal Radoacte nuchdM rees be preve ted by fully pas meas.  

gas turbine generator (GTG) Me.thelt1evaliaonrcquuex=foracurrctLWR;and addmonally, so evacuno shall not be Decessat 

module, and the heat exchangers sfooroft , Rxpb ofLWRsieomew s 

(HTX) module, as depicted in saiw ei n msamas thatofa nex3i gratioILWR 

Fig. 1. The functionally-oriented Fl cyce Owe though (subjetto approval ofAtomic Eagy Commmson).  
fad bummp more than IOOGWd/tn 

modules are contained in NudaWpfoldSaton mgh a of w apM m not be 

individual steel vessels situated Radumiaton 0.smanSvhy 

in separate confinement silos. R wafut&pe Lqud: 1/10of the IaLWR So d re ise of fu el bMo ck if po sshibe 

Partitioning the large plant into- p o, kd so •u o•hOOM ben 

properly sized subsystems -and 10oo.o4MWe/St 

arranging them separately Wfetm 60 ye= 

facilitates cost-effective modular AflabAly More am Wo90% 

construction and independently- It-onperod <30 days 

accessed modular maintenance. Econmy Capital; 40-50 billion Wunt or ¥160"200k&kWe) 

For example, the size and weight .... /Wh 

of the GTG and HTX modules are such that they can be factory built in whole or in large vessel 

subassemblies and transported to site for erection in parallel, followed by simple piping connection.  

In plant cycle, helium is heated in the core to 850'C at 6.84 MPa. It enters the turbine for expansion 

to convert thermal energy into shaft power needed to drive the compressor and electric generator.  

The turbine exhaust helium enters the recuperator, wherein its residual heat is recovered in high 

effectiveness to preheat coolant to the reactor. Having finally been cooled to 28°C by water in the 

precooler, the helium gas is raised by a pressure ratio of 1:2 to 7 MPa at 136*C by the compressor, 

preheated to 5870C in the recuperator, and heated in the reactor core to final outlet temperature of 

850°C. The cycle thermodynamic conditions are configured to yield peak cycle efficiency for the 

selected core outlet temperature with the lowest component costs. Table 2 summarizes the plant 

design and performance data.  

REACTOR

Fig. 1: System Arrangement of the GTHTR300
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2.3 Reactor Module Design 

The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is cooled 
in a flow scheme unique to GTHTR3 00. The 
coolant is circulated to and from the core in 
the inner piping of a pair -of coaxial vessel 
ducts leveled and symmetrically located near 
the reactor bottom., This unique piping 
structure makes it feasible to have the core 
inlet coolant channels embedded in the side 
reflector and . is largely 'responsible to 
limiting the--temperatures of the reactor 
lateral structure, including the side reflector, 
core barrel and RPV. Moreover, the 
compressor-discharged helium at about_ 
1400C and 7 MWa is circulated in the outer~ 
annular passage of the same pair of coaxial 
vessel ducts and throujh the vessel bottom 
interior from which a small gas stream is 
bypassed off the main circulating flow and 
vented to the annulus between the vessel and 
core barrel as sh'own in Fig. 2. It is this small 
bypass flow that is driven by an intrinsically.  
positive pressure gradient towards the central 
core and which cools the RPV further as it 
flows upward in the annulus and enters the 
central core through top control rod guide 
tubes. The chart -in -Fig. 2 is used to 
determine the 0.5% cooling flow needed to 
keep the vessel,ý operatting temperature in a 
good margin from the material 'design limit, 
over the entire Joperating power range. Thbe 
vessel operating -temperature is also in at 
regime where irradiation behhavior of the 
vessel steel is suffcienitly understood.

Table 2: GTHTR300 Design and Performance Data

Reiactor Power 600 MWitunit (4 units/plant) 
Reactor pressure vessel SA533 (Mn-Mo) steel 
Reactor safety system no active emergency cooling 

SRadioactve nuclide retention confinezmet I I 

=Plant Cycle -,Non-intercooled Brayton cycle 
Power Generation 280 MWc 
Net Power Output 274 MWe 
Net GeneratingEfficiency 45.60r/ 

Plant Capacit Factor 900%/ 
-Coolant Inlet/Outlet Iemerture 587/ 8507-C 

Coolant Inlet Pressure 6.92 MWa 
core coolant Pressur LOSS 60 kPa 

oAverage power density 5.8 W~cc 
.. Fuel Element -pin-in-block prism 
-Fuel Cycle LWU once ilhrough cycle 
SEnrichment < 200/ 

Average Bumoup 112 GWd/ton 
Shutdowe Refueing once per 2-6 years 
Refueling Duration 30 days" 

Shaft Design Type hormizotl, single-shalt 
Shaft Speed _--3600rpin 
Turbine nlaid Pressure 6.84 M~a 
Turbine Mass Flow 438.1 kg/s 

TurbineExpansion Ratio 1.27 
N umber of Turibne Stages 6 

5Turbine Polyiropic Efficiency 93.0%/
aCompressor Inlet Temperature 28*C 
.~Compressor Pressure Ratio 2.0 
i~Number ofComipressor Stages 20 

Compressor Polytropic Efficiency 90.5% 
-Generator Drive cold-end, diaphragm coupling 

Generator Type s yncl.ronous 
-Generator Cooling 7 lAPs helium cooled 

.Generator Efficiency 98.7% 

Recuperator Design Type plate-fin nmodule x 6 moxdules 
Recuperator Themnal Rating L 1006 MWt 

SRecuperator Effectiveness 950%/ 
Recuperator Total Pressure Loss 1.7%/ 

.gRecpra Congtrnctioti Material' Type 316SS 

SPrecooler Design Type helical-coiled finmed tube bundle 
Precooler Thermal Rating 323 MW: 

SCooling Wate nlaid Temperature 221C 
Procooler Design LMTD 389C 

PeolrTubing Material carbon steel(STB4 10)

I -

I-

The GTHTR300 core consists of 90 annular fuel columns,- 7.3 -and 48 inner anu outer remuvisuin 

. .',JJ
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Fig. 2': Reactor Pressure Vessel Cooling Meth~d
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reflector columns and - 18 - outer 
fixed reflector sectors as shown in 
Fig.3. Effective core is about 3.6 to 
5.5m in inner to outer diamieter and 
8m in height. The fuel column is 
stacked in 8 axial layers of fuel 
elements. The fuel element is a I 
hexagonal graphite block with 57 " .  
fuel pins, 405mm across flat and 
1000mm in height. The fuel pin is 
improved in an integral design to C 
pass heat flux more efficient. The, 
fuel pin is made up of stacks of 
fuel compacts with advanced 0 

enlarged coated fuel particles 
having a diameter of 550prn fuel' 
kernel and a 140pm thick buffer Fig. 3: Cross-Section of GTHTR300 Core 
layer for maintaining the integrity 
of the particles in high burnup conditions.  

Another unique feature of GTHTR300 core is a two-batch axial fuel shifting scheme combined with 
strong recovery burnable poisons and some fully inserted power rods; Spent fuel is unloaded from 
alternate axial layers and the remaining fuel blocks are shifted downward while the new fuel is 
reloaded in the vacated layers, as illustrated in Fig.4.  

The combined properties of the present core nuclear 
design result in a minimally peaked power profile at (_ 

an enrichment of 14%-only, as shown in Fig.5, and 
nearly uniform burnup in the coie. Such favorable 
power distribution maintains peak fuel temperatures 
low in normal operations and keeps the maximum. _ ., .h 

fuel temperature below the 1600°C limit in a loss of - %A 

coolant accident. The latter is shown in Fig. 6 along 
with RPV and core barrel temperatures- for a ____ 4- 
depressurized conduction- cooldown event The ... - 4, 
proposed new refueling scheme plus burnable .  
poisons allows for 1460 days (4 years) of in-core fuel 
residence with two-batch refueling only and high Fig. 4: Two-Batch Axially Shifted Refueling 

112GWd/t average burnup. In sum, the GTHTR300 reactor design is shown to not only retain the 

inherent and passive safety but also provide low fuel cycle cost and more than 90% plant availability.  
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Fig. 5: Power Distribution 100 Days after Refueling Fig. 6: Temperature Transient in Depressurized 
Conduction Cooldown



2.4 Power Conversion System Design

Gas Turbine Generator (GTG) Module 

Design of the GTG module is shown in Fig. 7. The gas turbine is of axial-flow design consisting of a 

six-stage turbine and a twenty-stage compressor and drives a synchronous generator on the same shaft 

at 3,600 rpm. The gas turbine casings are interfaced by solid connections in the GTG module interior.  

A diaphragm coupling connects the gas turbine and generator shafts and effectively isolates vibration 

modes and alignment of the two rotor groups. Selection of horizontal rather than vertical rotor 

orientation simplifies bearing requirements and has the benefits of more conventional design and 

maintenance practice. With an exception of magnetic bearings,'the mechanical design of the turbine 

and compressor is remarkably similar to that of conventional air breathing gas turbines in that it has 

similar number of axial stages, similar inlet and-outlet geometries, similar rotor bearing span and 

arrangement, and similar shaft coupling. The aerodynamics of the turbine and compressor is designed 

based on the same principles and advanced blading features proven in the modem air gas turbines, 

resulting in high predicated aerodynamic efficiencies, low inlet and outlet losses and balanced axial 

shaft thrust. Pressurization in the helium-cooled generator cavity does not lead to performance 

degradation. Instead, the generator is designed to deliver the comparable level of efficiency seen in 

existing units. The main performance data of the gas turbine and generator were included in Table 2.  

a STAGE 20 STAGE 3laRP R 

AXAL-FLMpTURBINE AX•.,L •WCOMPRESSOR SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR 

+:•" • + " AD•kL.A EI BEARINGS THRUST DIAPHRAGM-+ +,• " 

, , + - • . II•,•M A G E TI C B E A Ri I NG+ _ + C O U I Pý 1!. 3 + , _ .+ .  

Fig. 7: Gas Turbine Generator Module of GTHTR300 

Heat Exchangers (HTXI Module 

The HTX module contains the recuperator and the precooler in a vertical steel pressure vessel. The 

recuperator is made up of six' compact plate-fmo heat eichanger modules that operate in parallel and 

are arranged in the upper annulus inside the pressure vessel: The precooler is a' helically-coiled finned 

tube bundle with water circulating in the tubes and helium in the shell. The tube bundle is placed in 

the lower section of the pressure vessel. The major design data were given for the recuperator and 

precooler in Table 2. The essential technologies employed in the recuperator and precooler designs 

have already been developed in Japan.I-_ - I 

Power Conversion System Maintenance 

The plant system has been laid out with both modular construction and modular maintainability in 

mind. The latter is particularly critical for maintenance of the gas turbine because by regulations it 

requires frequently scheduled maintenance removal, more often -than all other major power 

equipment, and because of radioactivity plateout in its metal surfaces. The steps taken in the modular 

maintenance on the gas turbine aie illustrated in Fig. 8. First, a remote tool is inserted into the vessel 

interior through the opened hatches located on the vessel header and side wall to respectively
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disconnect the internal hot gas duct from 
the turbine intake transition piece and the 3 
shaft diaphragm coupling between the gas Ground Floor 
turbine and generator shafts. After the bolts - np.  
on the vessel flanges (1A and 1B) and on 
the lower duct (2) are removed, the- Turbomachin -.  

building overhead crane is used to lift the Enclosure 
gas turbine vessel section as "cartridge" up \ , 
to the ground maintenance floor. Sealed at ,o.. "" 
both ends, the pressure vessel provides 
shielding and particle- retention from.  
interior radioactivity. No separate case is - - -

used and no immediate removal of the . -/< .  

machinery from the vessel interior ias 1AT 
performed. Instead, the removed gas GGVse 
turbine vessel cartridge is taken to G 
maintenance facility where it, is serviced I: 
over the time and after radioactive decay. . .  
A previously refurbished and fully aligned 2 
gas turbine vessel cartridge is immediately 
installed by the same steps in reversed 
order. The present maintenance method Fig. 8: Gas Turbine Vessel "Cartridge" Replacemeni 
requires one spare gas turbine vessel 
cartridge per a four-reactor plant site.  

Maintenance removal of the generator is much less frequent and is performed following a removed 
gas turbine vessel section. The generator core, which is free of radioactivity, is pulled axially out of 
its own pressure vessel section towards the space vacated by the removed gas turbine vessel section.  
It is then lifted by building crane up" to the ground maintenance floor where hands-on maintenance 
ensues immediately.  

The recuperator modules are accessible and replaceable, if necessary, through the opened top closure 
of the HTX pressure vessel, following the self-explaining steps as shown in Fig. 9. The tubes in the 
precooler are serviced from outside of the vessel. The tubes forming individual circuits from inlet to 
outlet are accessed in the tubesheet inside the nozzles located outside of the vessel side wall to 
perform ISI on tubes or plugging of a damaged tube. The water in the tubes is completely drainable.  

Recuperator 
Modules 

I .- " '- ... -T * 

I , °° S• .  
!*.;RemovaF Removal 

Replacement Replacement 

Fig. 9: Steps of Maintenance Replacement for Recuperator Modules



The maintenance replacement activities outlined above for the gas turbine and generator and for the 

heat exchangers can be amply accommodated within the 30-day period of reactor refueling, without 

adverse effect on plant availability.  

3. R&D Activities 

Research and development necessary to verify the GTHTR300 plant design includes performance 

confirmation test of helium compressor, development of magnetic bearing control algorithm, and 

control test on a small-scale closed cycle ýsyitsem. .The R&D -activities are conducted by JAERI in 
accordance with the plan outlined in Table 3. The compressor model test is intended to confirm the 
specific aerodynamic features of the compressor design for the full-scale GTHTR300. The key issues 
are concerned with predicated compressor surge margin, aerodynamic losses near the end wall in the 

blade flow path as well as inlet and outlet performance. The magnetic bearing development is 

focused on evaluation of control algorithms through 1/3 scale rotordynamic model testing. Lastly, the 
small-scale (-1OMWt) closed cycle'helium turbine-system will be built to test the proposed control 

and protection schemes. The results from the R&D activities will be iicorporated in GTHTR300 
detailed design which begins in 2002.  

Table 3: Design and R&D Schedule for GTHTR300 

1 2001 2005 2o08 
GTHTR300(MXT fund) I H13I H14 1 H15 H16 IH17_1 H1B I H19 AfterH20 

*Plant design ,. -cI, Io,,sU1- on 

*R&D ; 2 

OCompressor Model Test D F-0- Tom EvIula 

OMagnebc bearing development Duo P Too Eviu 

QOperation and control test of Modofe Wftoit I" ft TAu t skub 

gas turbine system 
neat, >. u 

4. Conclusions -U 

GTHTR300 reference design was conclud&I in fis al year 2001 and the detailed design comprising 
safety and economical evaluatioii and necessary -design upgrading by R&D has begun in the current 

year. The R&D needs to complete validation of the design have beix identified and the systematic' 

development activities have been planned and are being executed accordingly.'It is through this effort 

that we hope GTHTR300 as a safe and economical prime mover will respond to the demand for new, 

nuclear power generation in Japan in 2010s.  
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ABSTRACT 

A design is presented for the turbomachinery for an indirect cycle, closed, helium cooled modular 
pebble bed reactor system. The design makes use of current technology and will opeiate with an 
overall efficiency of 45%: The design uses an intermediate heat exchanger which isolated the reactor 
cycle from the turbomachinery. This design excludes radioactive fission products from the 
turbomachinery. This minimizes the probability of an air ingress accident and greatly simplifies 
maintenance.  

1. Introduction 

The desire for reducing CO2 emissions in the production of electricity along with the trend of 
increasing world energy consumption has resulted in a renewed interest in nuclear energy. However, 
for nuclear energy to regain acceptance it must be both economically competitive and safe. Gas 
cooled reactors have been characterized as being economically competitive and demonstrably safe.  
With respect to basic nuclear island type, two configurations have been proposed. In the US, Japan 
and Russia, the prismatic core configuration is the design-of choice. In the European community, in 
particular Germany, and in South Africa and China, the pebble bed core configuration is preferred. In 
the 1970s and 1980s examples of each design were built and operated in the US and Germany. After a 
term of lessened interest in the late 1980s and 1990s a number of newer designs are either in the 
process of design (South Africa-pebble bed) or have been constructed (China-pebble bed, Japan
prismatic) and are now in operation. The South African pebble bed design is intended as a 
commercial unit while the Chinese and Japanese reactors are considered as test reactors with long term 
commercial intent.  

With respect to the power generation cycle, current commercial designs stress some form of the 
Brayton cycle using helium as the gas. CO2 is a consideration for some fast reactor applications but 
will not be considered in this paper. The advantage of the Brayton cycle being the potential increased 
efficiency, coupled with a decrease in system complexity and O&M costs. These benefits have yet to 
be demonstrated in a commercial plant, however. While the Brayton cycle has achieved prominence 
as the cycle of choice for the new designs, the details of the actual configuration vary. Two cycle 
types, direct and indirect, have been proposed. Each has its' advantages and disadvantages, the 
importance of which may depend on the market for which the plant is intended. The direct cycle has 
the advantage of higher efficiency, simpler control, fewer components, and thus in principle lower cost 
to construct. Disadvantages of the direct cycle include greater susceptibility to air/water ingress 
accidents, increased O&M costs due to contamination of the power conversion unit (PCU), an 
extension of the ASME Section m, Class I pressure boundary to the entire PCU, and the potential 
safety impact of missile damage from failed PCU components. Arguments for relaxed containment 
requirements will be harder to make with the direct cycle due to the potential for fission product 
release to the environment through failure of a single barrier. Advantages of the indirect cycle include



the isolation of the PCU from the primary circuit which minimizes the air ingress and missile accident 
potential, decreased O&M costs due to an uncontaminated PCU, and a contraction of the Class I 
boundary area which allows more de-sign flexibility with respect to materials choices. Disadvantages
include increased complexity due to the inclusion- f an intermediate- heat exchanger, significant 
design issues related to its' design, decreased efficiency, and associated increased plant construction 
costs. With cost being a significant driver for commercial riability, the potential advantages of the 
indirect cycle are viewed in many circles as being not worth the cost penalty. As a result, the South 
African design that is the closest to commercial construction uses a direct cycle.  

Beyond the issue of direct vs. indirect configurations, the details of the individual-PCU designs are 
highly variable. Similarities between design con6epii' include recuperation 'and ,intercooling.  
However, designs differ as to the number of shafts, component orientation (vertical or horizontal), and 
bearing and seal configurations. A design proposed by General Atomics makes use of a single vertical 
shaft. The South African design calls for three shafts and a vertical orientation. The use of a single 
shaft allows for easier control since, unless gearing is used, all of the rotating components turn at the 
same speed. There is the additional advantage of smaller, higher speed, turbine and compressor.  
designs. However, the single shaft designs require that some form of frequency conversion be used to 
match the output of the power turbine to the grid. Additionally, the single shaft design requires the 
use of a very long shaft, which complicates vibration damping. Multiple shaft designs make for easier 
maintenance since individual cormponents can be removed, and allow thepower turbine to timr at 
synchronous speed. However, this is achieved at the cost of additional piping complexity.  

As was pointed out earlier, for any new concept to be -accepted it mu't'be able to compete with other 
sources of energy. These sources will include other nuclear as well as fossil fueled concepts. In 
general, nuclear sources are very capital cost intensive but balance this with lower fuel costs. Fossil 
costs are dominated by fuel prices which can be highly variable. Thus, for a nuclear source to be 
competitive, the construction costs must be minimized. One' possible path the achievement of lower 
capital cost is to make use of factory based modular construction where components can then be 
delivered to the site and assembled. The extent of modularity in -the various plant'designs varies and 
the "jury is still out" as to the realization of cost advantages for modular designs.  

In this paper, the design of the power conversion system for an indirect cycle, helium cooled, modular 
pebble bed reactor (MPBR) system is presented. The design, as will be discussed below, represents 
the desire to achieve a balance between a system that can actuallly be built'using existing, or very 
limited and achievable of extension of technology with small cost, while'at the same time meeting all 
existing codes and standards. -.The goal, within 'these constraints, was'to achieve the maximum 
efficiency possible. The overall design, shown in Figure 1, is an indirect_ cycle; three'-shaft, 
recuperated and intercooled design with the power turbine turning at synchronous speed.  

2. Design Constraints 

The design complies with existing codes and standards in the US. The nuclear island of MPBR uses a

nuclear reactor design similar to that developed in South Africa. The pressure vessel in this design 

uses A508/A533 class steel as the reactor pressure -yessel (RPV) with an upper temperature limitatioii 

of 375°C[l]. This restriction requires a separate 'cooling ystenmfor the hot section compoinents.'The 

application of the ASME code Section III (Class I) results in ,a temperature limit -of 427*C for the 

intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) pressure vessel and all of ihe Class I boundary. To satisfy the code 

requirements and, at the same time, allow for higher turbine inlet temperatures, component cooling 

and/or thermal breaks are used where required. Comjonehit cooling since it requires the diversion of 

gas that could be used in power conversion, will result in an efficiency penalty and is thus only used 

where necessary: A significant advantage of the indirect cycle is the limiting of the Section I1I Class I 

boundary requirements to components and piping from the reictor to the MIH. ASME code Sectionr 

VIII requirements will be used as the basis for the coi:pbnents in the PCU be'ond the IM. 'Section 

VIii allows temperatures up to 898°C. In the power conversion hnit, the temperatures are usually 
below this -
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20 C

Figure 1 Flowm schematic of current design of MPBR 

limitation. However, dtue to concerns for differential thermal expansion, cooling is used for all of the 
turbine casings and interconnecting piping.  

Current open cycle gas turbine technology allows for power levels up to 200MW and beyond.  
However, experience for design and operation' of closed cycle helium turbomachinery is limited. The 
largest capacity, helium turbine built to date is the 5OMWe unit in Oberhausen of Germany, which 
was operated for over 30,000 hours with a turbine inlet temperature of 750°C in a closed cycle 
plant[2]. After detailed discussions with the manufacturers for turbomachineiry, it was determined that 
the current helium turbine technology will allow powers no higher than 50MW without significant 
extensions of technology with associated large R&D costs.- Not withstanding the claims by many that 
larger turbines can be easily built, wheft it comes to an"actual commitment by a manufacturer to a 
design with a guaranteed efficiency, the reality of the difficulty, and associated risk of assuming larger 
turbines becomes apparent. This constraint necessitated the selection of a multi-spool arrangement for 
the power conversion unit.  

With respect to piping sizes, higher velocity results in smaller piping diameters which will reduce 
costs. Additionally, minimization of diffuser losses in the turbomachinery, also argues for helium 
velocity as high as possible. However, when considering the potential for erosion of piping, in the 
current design, 120m/s is chosen as the piping helium maximum velocity.  

With respect to heat exchanger designs, current technology limits the maximum size for compact, 
plate fim or printed circuit designs.  

An additional restriction was applied with respect to plant layout. Our design layout makes use of a 

horizontal configuration. This configuration was chosen for ease of maintenance and bearing design.  
The design calls for the ,use of magnetic bearings. However, while magnetic beaiing design 

technology has greatly matured over the past 10 years, the majority of magnetic bearing experience 

has been with horizontal configurations. Additionally, while magnetic bearings have been built which



will support the weight of a single shaft design, these'bearings have been limited to rotational speeds.  
of several hundred RPM, not the several tens of thousand RPM anticipated for single shaft designs.,
Thus, again, we have chosen to use technology with maximum industrial experience and minimum 
extension of t hnology., .  

-. '- . ''. .  

The last constraint concerns the use of modularity.. In our design we advocate the maximum use of, 
modular designs:foi components. - This places constraints on the maximum sizes for individual 
components such as heat exchangers and requires the use of individual modules as building blocks for 
the IHX, recuperator, and precoolers. , 

3. Current design , .  

The goal of the design is to provide a plant with high efficiency, low investment, modularity, less cost 
for maintenance. As the requirement of modularity; the component should be shipped to the plant site, 
by plate car.,' - .  

Cycle and parameters selection 

Advances of technology associated with heat exchanger design, the fabrication of an -IHX working 
under severe conditions such as high temperature and high pressures has become a viable alternative.  
This has allowed us to choose an indirect cycle design which has the advantages described earlier.  

Helium gas is used as the working fluid in both the primary system and the secondary system. While 
the isolation of the primary from the secondary circuits allows for the choice of a'different gas for the'' 
secondary side, such as Air, C0 2, Nitrogen or Argon, the penalties in ,terms of heat exchanger size 
were deemed to great to balance the potential reduction in issues related to helium containment. Since
helium is an inert gas which does not become radioactive aiid its specific heat is about five times of 
that of air, it was chosen as the coolant in the primary. system. The conductivity of helium is much 
higher (about a factor of 5 over the relevant range of temperature) than that of air, sd, heat exchanger 
sizes would be about half that of an air design at the sime conditions [3]. Compared with a steam 
cycle for the secondary side, the closed gas turbine cycle takes full advantage of the higher inlet .  
temperature which leads to high plant net efficiency. Ahotheri potential advantage for the helium 
secondary cycle is in the area of component degradation. The Light Water Reactor (LWR) and fossil 
industries have a long history of corrosion related component reliability problems. The use of helium 
has the promise of eliminating corrosion as an issue. ..-.

As indicated earlier, the flow schematic of the current MPBR design is shown in Figure 1. A three
spool arrangement wvith three-stage'intercooling are adopted in the power conversion unit. --In the 
primary system, the helium inlet temperature is 520°C with an outlet temperature of 900°C. The hot 
helium then goes into the hot side of the MHX, after transfe-ing heat to the pomier conversion unit,'
flows to the circulator.- The circulator provides the pressure head to overcome the pressure losses 
through the primaiy cycle. Thereafter, the helium goes back to the upper plenum of the reactor core to 
finish the loop. In the secondairy, system, the helium leaving the cold side of the-IHX is expanded 
sequentially in the high-pressur (HP), low-pressure (LP) and power turbines. The turbine exhaust 
helium enters the low pressure side of.the recuperator and transfers its heat to its hiih pr"eSSure side 
helium. Before the- helium enters a compressor, it is cooled to 30 *C. ,The helium is compressed to 
8MPa by four compressors and then enters the high pres'sure side of the recunperator. After heat is 
recovered, the helium flows into the cold side of the IHX. The heliumi,'at'a temperature -of 879 0C 
leaves the cold side of IHX to start the next cycle once again. -The helium pressure in the cold side of, 
IHX is 0.1MPa higher than that of the hot side to prevent radioactive product transfer to the'p6weYr 
conversion unit. In ordert io provide a stream'for -cooling of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), a 
separate vessel cooling heat exchanger is used..On the primary side, helium is blead from the outlet of 
the circulator and is cooled to 1 15C. The cooled gas then enters the annulus cavity between the 
reactor core barrel and RPV to cool the RPV. On the -secondary side of the vessel cooling heat 
exchanger, cold helium is diverted from the outlet of the high-pressure compressor. Based on the 
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preliminary calculation, the mass flow rate for cooling the RPV is about 1% of the total mass flow in 
the primary system. The precooler and intercoolers are helium/water units.  

The plant net efficiency depends on the attainable performances of its components and the cycle 

pressure losses. Improving component performance will increase the plant efficiency. Decreasing the 

cycle pressure losses will have the same effect. With current compact heat-exchanger technology, the 

IHX and recuperator effectiveness can both be 95% with acceptable size and hence cost. The gas 

turbine and compressor polytropic efficiency can reach to 92%, and 90% respectively. In the 

calculation of net efficiency, the following parameters are used: circulator isentropic efficiency 90%, 

the motor efficiency 98%, and the generator efficiency 98%. Mechanical loss due to bearing friction 

and windage for the gas turbine to drive the compressor is assumed to be 1%. The cooling tower has 

the ability to provide water with a minimum temperature 27*C. Thus the precooler and intercoolers 

can cool the helium to 30°C before entering the compressors. In the primary system, the pressure loss 

is assumed to be 2% in the reactor,'aid 1.77% in the hot side of the IHX. In the secondary system, the 

pressure losses are as follows: 2% in the cold side of the IHX, 0.8% in the low-pressure side and 

0.13% in the high-pressure side of recuperator, 0.8% in the each intercooler and precooler. Pressure 

losses in piping are taken into account in the component losses. The overall radiation loss is 0.2% of 

the reactor thermal power.  

Figure 2 shows the plant net efficiency as a function of the reactor core outlet temperature. For a 

specific core outlet temperature, th'ere exists a particular overall pressure ratio which results in the 

maximum plant efficiency. In terms of the optimum points, increasing the core outlet temperature 

50'C results in a gain of approximately 1.5% plant efficiency. The effect of MHX effectiveness on the 

plant efficiency is shown in Figure 3, which illustrates that increasing IHX effectiveness from 90% to 

95% would improve the plant efficiency by approximately 0.8%. As described later, increasing IHX 

effectiveness by 5% would, however, double the IHX and significantly increase cost. Intercooling can 

reduce the power consumed by compressor and recuperation increases the'cycle efficiency[4]. Figure 

4 shows the effect of intercooling stage number on plant efficiency. More intercooling stages would 

increase the plant efficiency but at a price of additional complexity. Reducing the compressor inlet 

temperature by 30C implroves the plant efficiency appro'imately 0.5%. However, the compressor inlet 

temperature is determined by the plant local environment and the performance of helium/water heat 

exchanger.  
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Figure 2 Plant net'efficiency with respect to reactor core outlet temperature
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Figure 4 Effects of intercooling stage on plant efficiency 

The plant design parameters are summarized in Table 1. The core outlet/inlet temperatures are chosen 

at 900°C1520°C respectively. The overall cycle pressure ratio in the power conversion unit is 2.96.  
The gross electrical power and plant net power are 132.5 MW, 120-3 MW respectively. Without 
considering the energy losses due to cooling the IHX pressure vessel and the casing of the turbines, 
the plant net efficiency is approximately 48% and takes into account system radiation loss, station
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loads, switch-yard loss and RPV cooling. Preliminary analysis indicates that the penalty for 
component cooling will result in a plant net efficiency of 45%.  

Table 1: Plant design parameters 

Thermal Power (MWth) 250 
Gross electricity power (MWe) 132.5 
Net electricity power (MWe) 120.3 
Plant net efficiency 48% (Not taking into account the 

loss by IHX cooling and turbine 
casing Cooling) 

Helium mass flow rate(primary/secondary) (kg/s) 126.7/126.7 
Core temperature (inlet/outlet) (°C) 520/900 
Pressure ratio 1 2.97 
System maximum pressure (MPa) 8.0 
Circulator consumed power (MWe) 8.96 
Other station loads (MWe) 2.5 
Switch-yard loss 0.6% 
System radiation loss (MWth) 0.5 

Turbomachinery 

In the power conversion unit, the three-spool arrangement consists of a H-IP turbine and a LP turbine 
driving two compressors separately while a power turbine synchronizes with a generator. The power.  
of the HP turbine and the LP turbine are 52.8 MW in response to the constraints assumed for the 
design. High rotational speed is allowed for the HP Turbine and LP Turbine. The power turbine 
rotates at 3600 RPM and a gear box or frequency conversion is avoided. The'spools are all horizontal 
in layout.  

The preliminary aerodynamic design has been done for the HP turbine and the high-pressure_ 
compressor with rotational speed of 5900 rpm.,The preliminary aerodynamic selection criteria are that 
the machines should possess characteristics with a wide operation range, low losses. Unlike other 
gases, for helium turbo machines the blade tip circumferential stress becomes the design limitation in 
the determination of the number of stages. The turbine is an axial type with 50% reaction and four 
stages. Hub diameter and tip diameter are 1.032m and 1.168m respectively. Mean blade speed is 
339.82m/s. Turbine blades will use single crystal super alloys to avoid the necessity of cooling. Vane 
control is used to extend the high efficiency region of operation.  

Since the pressure ratio for compressors is in the low range there are two options for the compressor 
configurations: centrifugal and axial. The predominant advantage of the centrifugal design is the 
ability to operate over a- wider range of mass flow at a rotational speed than an equivalent axial 
compressor, which allows for advantages in control system design. However, the axial compressor 
has potential for higher efficiency and smaller size[5]. 'The aerodynamic design for a five stage 
centrifugal compressor has been performed. The blade tip radius for all stages is 0.57m. Figure 5 and 
Figure 6 show the estimated performance. The estimated dimensions of the compressor include a 
diameter of 2.5m and length 6.8m. Due to size and weight considerations an effort to design an axial 
system with higher rotational speed such as 10,000 rpm is under way.
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Heat exchangers

The performance of heat exchangeirs al-6 plays a key role for plant operation and, in fact, are one of 
the most significant cost variability. The JINX is the critical equipment for implementing the indirect 

cycle configuration. The selection criteria are their capabilities of operating reliably under the 

required conditions such as temperature, pressure as well as the features such as compactness, 
maintenance and cost. The M-X must be able to withstand full system pressure on one side with a 

complete depressurizatiori of the other side at temperature for at least short periods of time. For the 

MPBR design we have chosen to use compact heat exchanger technologies foi the JIX and 
recuperator. Compact heat exchanger technologies have achieved a large industrial base [6]. Two 

options, the Print Circuit Heat Exchanger (PCHE) design and the Plate Fin' Heat Exchanger (PFHE), 
have been considered.  

The PCHE heat exchanger is constructed from flat plates by stacked together and diffusion bonded.  

On the plates, semi-circular channels with diameters 1mm or less are manufactured by chemical 

etching, hence, the channels become the flow passages. The material of choice the this design is 

Incoloy 800HT, a high nickel alloy suitable for temperatures up to 900*C under the ASME code.  

The PFHE is a counter flow pliate-fine heat exchanger with cross flow headers. The fins and parting 
plates are assembled by a brazing process to form a unit-cell.  

The IHX and recuperator have been designed both with PCHE and PEHE configurations. Their 

features are shown in Table 2. The MIX is separated into 6 modules in parallel. Table 2 shows the 

IHX dimensions with an effectiveness of 90%, 92.5% and 95%. It is clear that the size, thus the cost, 

would be double if the effectiveness increases by 5%. At the same design requirement, the weight for 

PFHE configuration is about half when compared with the PCHE configuration. Figure 7 shows one 

module of the IHX with the PCHE configuration. The primary hot gas is distributed to the core 

through the hot side header. After primary gas has been cooled it is vented straight into the cavity 

between the heat exchanger core and vessel. Then the primary outlet gas flows out of the module 

from the outer annulus cavity of the coaxial pipe. According to cycle design parameters, the MIX 

primary outlet temperature is 509'C. In order to meet the ASME code, it is necessary to cool or 

insulate the MHX pressure vessel. The secondary gas flows into the header and then is'distributed into 

core. After being heated, the secondary gas is collected in the opposite header and then flows out the 

MIX through a nozzle. Three recuperators with same effectiveness and different pressure losses are 

have been designed.  
Table 2: JX and Recuperator design data 

MHX- Recuperator 

Effectiveness, % 90 92.5 95 95 95 95 

Hot-side pressure loss (%) 1.60 1.68 1.77 0.80 . 1.40 2.00 

Cold-side pressure loss(%) 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.13 0.23 0.33 

No. of modules 6 6 6 30 30 30 

Module width (mm) -600 600 600- 600 600 600 

Module length (mm) 885 1013 1255 648 694 727 

Module height, (ram) 2773 3014 3454 2745 2042 1693 

Est. wt. for Printed Circuit 38,854 50,669 76,233 155,585 126,260 110,821 

HX configuration (kg) .....  

Est. wt. for Plate-Fin HX 10,335 13,478 20,278 41,457 33,585 29,478 

configuration (kg) I _
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Figure 7: One module of IHX (Printed Circuit Design) 

4. Further considerations 

As mentioned above, the IHX design is critical to the success of the system. Incoloy 800HT is chosen 

as the material for IHX. For this material, the differential pressure between the primary and secondary 

side must be limited to no more than 1.OMPa at high temperature conditions. With a combination of 

active cooling and insulation, acceptable performance can be achieved during normal operation.  

However, for extreme transient conditions in which the secondary side has been depressurized while 

the primary side remains hot and at pressure, the stress-time envelope must be limited to prevent 

excessive deformation. This may be a significant limitation on plant operation. Removal of this 

restriction will require the qualification of more advanced material under ASME section UI.  

The plant efficiency calculation does not take into account the helium leakage occurs in the turbo 

machines. Leakage will impair the plant efficiency. The leakage rate depends on the sealing 

technology.  
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We studied thermodynamic aspects influencing the efficiency of 200 MWth-HTR modules, 

considering steam cycle plants, gas turbine plants with and without intermediate heat 
exchanger and plants with combined gas turbixie/steam cycle. The influence of steam 
parameters and of reheating is investigated. The 'investigated 'parameters with major 
influence 'on the efficiencies of gas turbine cycles aie the core outlet temperature,' 
polytropic efficiency of the turbomachinery,°performance of the recuperator and the cooling 
temperature. For combined cycles, we have investigated a direct combined cycle with gas 
turbine and steam generator heated by the exhaust gas of the turbine, and a combined cycle 
with intermediate heat exchanger. For core outlet temperatures of 900 °C, and steam 
temperatures of 600 °C, respectively, cycle efficiencies between 40.7% and 47.5% have 

been found, with the indirect gas turbine cycle on the lov'er bound and the direct combined 

cycle on the upper bound of the spectrum...  

1. Introduction 
Convintiofial power plants - steam cycle, gas turbinie and coinbined cycle plants -- are improved 

continuously. As the HTR can principally be coupled with a variety of those power conversion 

systems, it was proximate to study the related potential also for the HTR.  
Historically, HTR plants have or had steam cycles mainly because they are close to conven

tional steam plants. New conventional plants have steam temperatures of 600...700'C, for improving 

the plant efficiency. For aýn HTR, there are no principal obstacles to be in line with the actual trend, i.e.  

generate steam with similar temperatures. 
Gas turbine cycles are regarded to be attractive for the HTR, mainly because of their potential 

for a high ther-modynamic efficiency. Considerable effort hid been invested in the design and experi

mental R&D foi gas turbine cycles, but up to the present such plants weie not realized. In the mean

time, the irogress of gas turbines has stimulated new interest for the gas turbine cycle fo-the HTR.  
Combined :cycle plants which connect the gas turbine and the isteam turbine have gained 

increasing importance in conventional power plants. Therefore, we found it reasonable to study the 

application-of this technology for HTR power conversion'syste'ms, too.  
In our analysis we considered, with restriction to thermodynamic aspects, steam cycles with and 

without reheater,: gas -turbine cycles with' and - without intermediate heat exchanger (LHX), and 

combined cycles with and 'without IHX.  

2. Main asýumptions 

The following important parameters and 'main assumptions have been used in our analyses.  

Reactor power aMd core oitlet temperature: VWe set the reactor thermal power to 200 MW and we
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assumed, that a reactor design combining this power and a gas outlet temperature of 900'C can be 
realized which is compatible with the 1600°C-concept. It requires, that peak core temperatures must 
not exceed this value in a core heat-up accident.  
Temperature difference in the IHX: In the former German nuclear process heat project the design 
provided an IHX between the reactor and the coal gasifier, with inlet/outlet temperatures of 950/293°C 
on the primary side and 220/900'C on the secondary side, respectively. This temperature difference in 
the IHX of 50 K has been experimentally confirmed and we took it as reference value.  
Polytropic efficiency of the gas turbomachinery: For optimized gas turbines and compressors, the 
polytropic efficiency is in the order of 85% to 89%. We set the polytropic efficiency to 85% since the 
HTR turbine is smaller than conventional large turbines, and the working fluid is helium.  
Temperature difference in the recuperator: The performance of the recuperator can be reflected by the 

temperature difference between the hot and the cold side. In the industrial recuperator design of the 
HHT project, the average difference was about 25 K, and we selected it as the reference value.  
Cooling temperatures in the coolers in a gas turbine cycle: For the coolers, their cooling temperatures 
will be determined by the state of the art of the coolers and the environment. In the designs of the GT

MHR [1], the PBMR [2] and the MPBR [3], the cooling temperatures are 26, 27 and 30'C 
respectively. We took 30'C as a conservative reference value.  
Live steam conditions: In advanced coal-fired steam power plants, supercritical steam parameters (up 
to 300 bar and 600'C) are applied. For the HTR steam cycle, we have chosen a live steam temperature 
of 600°C as a reference, and a live steam pressure of 160 bar for the no reheating steam cycle and 
250 bar for the reheating steam cycle, respectively.  
Condenser pressure and quality of the exhaust steam: Low condenser pressures (0.03 - 0.04 bar) are 
desired, but their achievement depends on the site condition. We set the condenser pressure to 0.05 bar 

in our analyses, typical for wet cooling towers. Normally the quality of the exhaust steam should be 
higher than 85%. For the German light water reactor convoy plants, the wetness of steam in the low
pressure turbine can be as high as 14%. Thus, in our analyses, 86% has been set as the lower baseline.  
Isentropic efficiency of the steam turbine- The isentropic efficiency of an optimized steam turbine is 
90% for an advanced power plant. Conservatively, we took a value of 87% in our analyses.  
Efficiency of the feedwater pump: According to manufacturers informations, the overall efficiency of 
the feedwater pump can be 75-85% according to the size. So, 've set the efficiency to 75%.  
Cycle efficiency and cycle consumption: The cycle efficiency denotes the ratio of the net electricity 
production, which equals the difference between the generator gross production and the power 
consumed by the cycle itself to the total nuclear thermal power. In our definition of the cycle con
sumption, we took only the power use of the helium blower and feedwater pumps into consideration.  

3. Results 
3.1. Steam cycles 

The plant efficiencies of HTR modules with one reheater and without reheater have been calculated.  
The main thermodynamic conditions can be found in Table 1. The steam cycle without reheater yields, 

I for live steam conditions of 160 bar/600 
_____________ -- 250 bar °C, a plant efficiency ac-cording to our 

S45 -. -=200 bar definition - of 41,5%. In the process 
-- with one reheater, live steam of 250 

.44.r - P= 77 .5 bar bar/600 °C is expanded in the high 
"5 --- .p=1 50 b4- pressure turbine section down to 85 bar.  
*42-- Then it is heated up again in the reheater 
"( 4 ---.-- p=160bar, no to 600 °C and-led to~the middle/low or41 eheater pressure section of the turbine. In this 

500 550 600 650 case, the efficiency yields 44,3%. The 

Live steam temperature ('C) -o--ThTR depen-dence on the live steam 
temperature and pressure is depicted, in 

Fig. 1 Cycle efficiencies for steam cycles with Fig. 1. For a I percentage point gain in 

and without one reheater effici-ency, the live, steam temperature 
must be elevated by about 60 K, or the 

pressure by about 50 bar. The figure shows also efficiencies for 177,5 bar /530 0C, the values of the



THTR which had one reheater. The point 'THTR', denotes the efficiency as has been published 14].  
'THTRI' denotes our calculation, assuming isentiopic efficiencies of 87% for all three sections of the' 
turbine, and a condenser pressure of 0,0685 bar. This was valid for'the THTR which had dry air 
cooling. The difference of about 0,5% betweeni outrcalculation andd the THTR-value is low and can be 
attributed to some parameters which are not known ,to ,us, 4.g. the true efficiencies of Ithe three 
turbomachine sections. For the calculation of the upper point, the condens&r pressure was 0,05 bar, all 
other assumptions equal to point 'THTRI'. . .  

3.2. Gas turbine cycles 

The gas turbine cycle has the thermodynamic advantage that it can make direct use of the high'upper 
process temperature of an HTR. We calculated a direct cycle consisting of core, high pressure-, low 
pressure- and power turbine, recuperator, precooler, low pressure compressor,' intercooler, and high 

pressure compressor. The core outlet 
48 -. . temperature affects the plant 

-47
46 X, GT-MHR efficiency significantly, see Fig. 2.  

45- E 3 GTMHR1 When the pressure ratio is fixed and 
44 PBMR1 the core outlet -temperature is raised 
~42 ~ '~"" ~A PBMRI by 50 K, the plant efficiency raises by 

& 410 --- GTdirect about 2 percentage points. The point, 
"340. ,_____ _..... -GTwthlIHX for GT-MHR is taken from [1], and 3 9 - -- ..  

38. point GT-MHRI shows the result of 
800 &50 90D 950 1000 our calculation with the same 

Core outlet temperature ('C) assumptions. For the GT-MHR, the ...  

cooling temperature of 26 °C is very 
Fig. 2 Cycle efficiency vs. core outlet .,,- -favorable, and'- the' 'polytropic 

temnperature tefficiency of the turbomachinery is 
- "' high. For'the PBMR 12], the cooling 

._ lyt -""i " -: • temperature is 27 °C, and with a 
"6o$toc efcincy (P) nuclear thermal power of 265 MW 

83 "84 85 -86 87 ' and a generator production of. 117 .  
46- ' '_ ' _ _"' ' MW the efficiency according to our 

745 -- definition is 44,2%.-.Based 6nihe 
44 .-- V. design parameters of the PBMR, our 

_ 43- _ _ _ . -ý-GTdrecgPR) calculation gives an 'efficiencyof o 

S 42 '- -*GTdract(PE) '44,8%, see point PB1 in Fig.2.  

41, "- "' This agrees sufficiently- with the--

40 - value given in the literature.  

"39 .Other parameters, -besides the core 
12 outlet temperature, which can influ-.  

"Pressure ratio (PR) '"- ence strongly the cycle efficiency are 

"' .... the pressure ratio, the -polytropic 

Fig. 3 Cycle efficiency vs. ýpressure ratio and polytropic efficiency of the turbomachinery, the 
efficiency of the tuibomachineiy for direct gas turbine cycles performance of the recuperator and -' r 

the cooling temperature. The cycle' 

efficiency vs. pressure iratio and'polytropic efficienc•y of the turbomachinery is illustrated in Fig.-3. -' 

There are however restrictions'to use the optirimal iressure -ratio of around 2,1. With'a low pressure.  

ratio the core inlet temperature raises, and if e.g. with i'espect to the pressure 'vessel the core inlet 

temperature must be below '560 0C, a pressure ratio'of 2,7 must be' taken.,The cycle efficiency,, 

increases 1 percentage point if the"turbomachineiryefficiency is ele'vat&1 by 1 percentage point. If the " 

temperature difference in'the riecuperator is'reduced from- 25 K to 20 K, then the cycle efficiency will 

be increased by 0.7 percentage points. The cycle efficiency will deviate by about 0.5 percentage points 

if the cooling temperature changes by 3 K.
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The main advantage of gas turbine cycles with ]HX is the fact, that the whole c6mplicated power 
conversion unit is clearly separated from the primary circuit, contamination free and with easy access 
to all components. However, there is a loss of 50 K in the upper process temperature of the secondary 
cycle. The blower in the primary helium circuit cari only be operated up to certain temperature limits.  
We have chosen 450 0C as the upper value. As'the core inlet temperature is also determined indirectly 
via the IHX by the pressure ratio in the secondary cicuit, the pressure ratio there must be'as high as 
4.5, which is much higher than the optimal value. Cycle efficiencies for gas turbine cycles with IJIX 
are depicted also in Fig. 2.  

3.3 Combined cycles with gas turbine and steam turbine 

The combination of gas turbine and steam turbineleads to the most efficient conventional power 
plant systems which can reach electric efficiencies, next to 58%. Principally, coi~bined cycles are 
feasible for the HTR, too. From the great variety of possibilities we have selected two cycles: a closed, 
direct combined cycle and an open combined cycle with IHX.  

Genemwn• 

Fig. 4 Combined cycles: dlirect (above) open with IHX 
The direct cycle provides maximum efficiency. The primary circuit consists of the core, a gas 

turbine, a heat recover'y steam generator and a compressor (see Fig. 4). The gas turbine exhaust of 
600°C is used for steam generation. With a temperature difference between the off-gas and the steam 
side of 50 K, a live steam temperature of 550°C can be reached. This cycle obtains an efficiency of 
47.5% for 900 0°C core outlet temperature. Within this calculations two aspects have to be considered.  
On one hand there is the optimum pressure ratio" to achieve maximum efficiency. On the other hand 

: there are limits which are affected by the 

S46 •"z=• ' "-a-eom~~cr•,:t steam temperature and the operating 
temperature of the blower. Respecting 

-0 OI6edIX these aspects, the resulting dependence 

, Cod ' I- - Io dwwIH 

wil,,out Intercoolin of the cycle on the reactor temperature is 
o-_Comtwnd.IHX shown in Fig.5 

An IHX together, with a combined Z cycle has similar advantages and disad

750s 800 850 900o 950 1000 vantages, as dicussed in chapter 3.2. Fig.  
coie utlt temperatu ('C) 5 shows the dependence of efficiency on 

Fi. obne yls efcnis'core outlet temperature for two versions vsg. Core oulet emperaue of a combined cycle with IHX: One 

tu , a treotery steamp nerure ad aversion operates with intercooling 
between the compressor, stages,, yielding 41.5% for 900 aC care outlet tempera-ture. A higher 
efficiency can be reached by omitting the intercooling. Intercooling has two main effects. Firstly, an 
intercooler reduces the reactor inlet temperature. Without intercooler, given limits may be exceeded, 
e.g. for the blower. Also, an intercooler leads to a lower medium compression temperature, which 
causes less compression power. Secondly, the intercooler rejects heat from the process. For the 
considered combined cycles with IFIX the last aspect has the biggest impact on efficiency. The 

efficiency without intercooling yields 44.6%



4. Comparative overview

The potential to improve the efficiency by.lifting- the reacior core outlet temperature or steam 
temperature, respectively, is shown in Fig. 6, conibining the results of the preceeding sections. All 
cycles comprising a gas turbine show a similar increase in efficiency if the core outlet temperature is 

lifted, ,on different ,,levels. for 

Lve steam temperature (C) 'the 'different procsses. The 

540 560 58 600 620 640 660 same tendency can be observed 
so- i I I for steam cycles, if the live 

c ( steam temperature is lifted.  
48----Co ,ieet(C) Fig. 6 shows three groups of 

-.-Q-Cfmed lHX. cycles, arranged according to 
"46 no ntercoding (B) the degrpe of-'complexity and 

, B - GTdirect (B) proof of technology. The 
". cycles with the 'lowest effi
0 44--S with reheating 200 bar (8) ciency, 'denoted A 'in Fig. 6,

.2 - " • . •;m-*-cined vtwh IHX. have' moderate comllexity and 
";u 42 interooling (A) pi&Iominantly proven*techno

re...- n-gsl80 bar (A) logy. Better efficiency is 

40- -GTwhh lHX (A) achieved 'with higher cbmple
- .xity or not nuclear-proven 

38.-_ _ _ technology, B, and the best 

840 860 8S0 900 920 940 96 theoretical values are achieved 

Core outlet temperature ('C) - . with high complexity and not 
nuclear-proven technology, C.  

Fig. 6 Overview on efficiencies Certainly the core outlet/steam 
temperatures are by far not the .  

.. . .- ' - __________ _ .only mean.i to "improve- the 
-Steanxd GasturrbI Combt,'d cycl efficiency. Other, parameters 

Parameter - I. X .- 'like the isentropic efficiencyi of 

no yes -n no yesn yes "' the turbines orý of. he recu
-•-A B- perator'areare also of great4 

Plc.., MW 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 influence. The calculated effi-..
To.,c•,,*C 900900 900 9000 900 ciencies must be regarded as? 

TC= k.n *C 256 256 562 444- 286 227 397 first-order approximations. It is 

P",MW -1.7 -- 1.7 _ 4.3 _-. 3.3 4.1 often' bbserved, 'that efficien-" ..  

Pressure Ratio,o.w - 2.7 4.5 2.5 T10 10 cies ,,degrade" in parallel-to the 

piNiasambar 1160 250 - 110 140 40 fProgress of the design in a real 
I construction project.'The over- " 

hv m IO 600 '600 - - 547 1408 408 .  

4 viewv on' efficiefcies -should 
Pc~i-cmuwm aMW i3-5 *4.4 0 o ,4.3 --0 .9w_ 2.5 44 stimulate a more cbmprehen-' -i" 

Pm. MW 82.9 88.2- 88.6, 81.3 95.0 82.9 89.1 *sive assessiment "on 'powe-' 
11crie,,,% 141.5 44.1 44.3 ,40.7 47.5 '41.5 44.6 cycles, which must 'include 

A: intercooler between compressor stages, B: no mtercooler such iriipbrtint questions' like ' 

investment costs, 6r :develop:
Sment risks.  

Table 1 Main thermodynamic data of the analyzed cycles ,- ,, - - -.  
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ABSTRACT 
The 10MW high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTR-10) is a pebble-bed type reactor.  
The Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) stands side by side with the Steam-Generator Pressure 
Vessel (SGPV). A horizontal cylindrical Hot-Gas Duct Vessel (HGDV) connects these two 
vessels and forms the primary loop pressure boundary. The HGDV is the weakest part 
because it bears complex loads'due to the interior" pressure and bolt loads as well as 
additional seismic and' installation loads. Therefore, in the HGDV design, the additional 
loads are reduced to a lower degree which produces a larger safety margin. Analysis shows 
that, for any loads, the stresses and cyclic loads in the HGDV are relatively low and the 
leak-before-break requirements can be satisfied. Therefore, the HGDV safety margin is as 
good as those of the other components in the primary loop pressure boundary.  

1. HTR-10's primary loop boundary components and their support system 

1.1 Primary loop boundary components
The 10MW high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTR-10) is a pebble-bed type reactor. The primary 
loop pressure boundary consists of the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV), the Steam-Generator Pressure 
Vessel (SGPV) and the Hot-Gas Duct Vessel (HGDV). The RPV stands side by side with the SGPV.  

The HGDV lies horizontally between the RPV and the SGPV (Fig.l). When necessary, the HGDV 
can be removed from the two vessels to repair and replace interior componentsJ"l 

1.2 Support system for" the primary loop 
boundary components' 
The support system is also shown in Fig.l.  
Besides bearing the'weight and the seismic = C2 
loads of the Primary Loop Boundary RI 

Components (PLBC), the support system - k 
shall reduce the loads on the HGDV caused 
by thermal expansion and seismic events.,, 
The support platforms for the PLBC are 
installed at the same level as the HGDV axis.A HV B 

When the PLBC, temperature increases, the 
two ends of the HGDV will have the same 3v. k k9 

thermal displacement in the vertical 
direction. Therefore, the HGDV will remain A2 Ls____ d 

horizontal and the bending moments that -1 C2.0 

may be caused by different vertical 
displacements at the two ends will be 
minimnized.[" ,.., B a'-•z°=_lt lZ 

The RPV supporting lugs can only, move.  
radially and the RPV centerline is fixed. Figure 1. Arrangement and support system of 

The SGPV supporting. lugs, restrain, only HTR-10 primary loop components 

vertical movement. Three more lateral legs.  
on the SGPV allow the SGPV to move both vertically and axially along the centerline of HGDV.  

Therefore, the HGDV will move along the HGDV centerline due to the thermal expansion of the
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PLBC. The only other thermal load on the HGDV is the friction force generated by the SGPV 

movement. The temperature change will not generate any bending moment on the HGDV. 11 , 

For seismic loads, the sway of the SGPV is mainly in the plane determined by the axis of the three 

vessels. Therefore, the seismic loads on the HGDV can be effectivelyreduced.111  .  

1.3. HGDV main'structural parameters " ' ' •" 
The HGDV is a cylindrical vessel, with the total length of 3325mm, the inner diameter of 900mm, and 

the wall thickness of 40mm. Itsý material is'SA5 16-70 and the bolt material is SA540. The HGDV is 

connected with the RPV and the SGPV by loose'flanges-that reduce the bending moments on these 

flanges and the bending 'siesses-on the HGDV caused by the pre-tensioning of the connecting bolts 

and other facilitates in the PLBC installation.-Thirty-twb M48x3 bolts, one metal O-ring and one '. 

welded fl-ring are used at each flange couple. -

2. HGDV load analysis .  

Compared with the general pressure vessel, the HGDV has the dual features of pressure vessel and 

pressurized pipe. -During normal operation, the main- loads 'are the interior pressure and -the 

pre-tensioning forces on the flange connecting 'bolti, which are the same with a' general pressure

vessel. But, with other'large loads on the HGDV such as earthquakes, the restraints 'at both HGDV 

ends and the thermal load due to the temperature variation, the HGDV behaves much more like a 

pressurized pipe. All of the above loads must be considered in the HGDV design.121  
' .. ' 

2.1 Interior pressure and design temperature' , ' •'" .  

The HGDV design temperature, 350 0C, is almost uniform-during normal operation'so the therm"al 

stresses can be neglected. The design pressure is 3.5MPa. Thierefore, The circizmferential 'and axial " 

membrane stress in the HGDV shell are a.- = 3924MPa and oazl 19.7MPa, respectively.  

The total axial force of the bolts generated by the interior pressure is 3F,=3115MN'. ...e.efore, the " 

stress in the bolts causedby F, is 's, =81.9MPa; .  

2.2 Sealing O-ring reaction force 
The sealing 0-ring, made of Inconel-7 18 pipe, has an innier diamieter' of 928mm 'and specific press of 

1.8KN/cm, so the total reaction force of the ring is F 2 = 0.525MN . The stress in the bolts caused by 

F2 is aS 2 13:6Ma 

2.3 Friction force 
The HGDV move' the SGPV along the HGDV centerlie as the PLBC expands thermally. The iotal 
weight of the SGPV and its internals is 1.05MN. Taking 0.3 as the' m'aximu=' friction coefficient at 

the supporting lugs, the maximum friction force to move the SGPV is F3 = 0.315 MN, and the 

tension stresses in the HGDV shell and the bolts generated by F 3 are Cz2= 2.67MPwa and 

ý-s3 = 8.19MPa, respectively..  

2.4 Seismic force*-t -- " . • '

Using a 3-D finite element model, the support system is analyzed by linear-elastic transient dynamic 

calculations. Themaximum seismic forces at the two ends of the HGDV for the'Safety Shutdown 

Earthquake (SSE) condition. are: bending moment of M, =0.756MNW - , torque of 

T, = 0.161MN- m, shear force of Q. = 0.466MN, and axial force of F,, = 0.535MN . .  

The maximum axial tension stresses in the HGDV shell and the connecting bolts generated by M;

are CZ3 = 28.3MPa and Oa = 66.6MPa, respectively. The -maximum 'axial tension- stresses' in 

the HGDV shell and the connecting bolts -generated by Fw "are' Caz 4'=4.53MPa and 2. 

O's5 = 13.9MPa, respectively.  

The torque and the shear force have very little iifluinhece 'on the HGDV and can be neglected.  

2.5 Installation force '
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During installation, the firsi 'sipý' is to connect the HGDV with the RPV with the connecting bolts 
tensioned to the required pre-tensioning force. At that point, when the HGDV is connected with the 

SGPV, the center'of the two end surfaces of the connectifig flanges cannot be exactly aligned, and the 
two end surfaces can also not be exactly parallel. The two'end surfaces will be forced to match by the 
pre-tensioning force of the bolts. Therefore, a forced displacement and a forced rotation will be 
generated at the HGDV end surface after installation. The magnitudes of the installation forces will be 
determined by the installation precision (misalignment of the end surfaces is not more than 0.5mm, 
and separation angle of the end surfaces is not more than 3xl0"4).  
Analysis shows that, for the prescribed installation precision, the maximum installation force and 
stress occur at the joint between the shell and the flange that connects with the SGPV, which coincide 
with that caused by the seismic loads. This is the most unfavorable case. Therefore, thes'e installation 
stresses cannot be neglected although they are self-limiting and belongs to secondary stress.  
If there is only 0.5mm misalignment and no separation angle between the two end surfaces of the 
flanges, the maximum axial tension stresses generated in the HGDV shell and the connecting bolts are 

O-z=1l.16MPa and a.s6 =26.24MPa, respectively. If the end surfaces have a 3 x 10

separation angle with no misalignment, the maximum axial tension stresses generated in the HGDV 

shell and the connecting bolts are, z = 17.81MPa and Oa. = 41.80~a, respectively.  

2.6 Pre-tensioning force of the connecting bolt 
If the forces are most unfavorably combined, the maximum possible stress in the connecting bolts is 

(7s M O's + OS2 + Os3 + Crs4 + 7355 + Oas6.+ OýS7 = 252.3MPa 

ors is the most conservative pre-tensioning stress, which is too conservative to be used. Compared 

with the reactor lifetime, SSE will only occur over a short period of time. During this period, the bolts 
should be strong enough to bear the SSE loads with permission of small'helium gas leakage. An 

excessive pre-terisioning'force will generate excessive stress both in the HGDV and in the bolts, 
which will reduce the component safety. Therefore, the SSE forces were omitted in determining the 

pre-tensioning force, but fully considered in determining the bolt strength.  

Without the bolt stresses aS4 and O-s , the bolt stress generated by the other forces is 

op = as., + S2 + as3 + O'S6 + CrST 171.8NM a 

Taking ', as the pre-tensioning stress in the bolts, the total pre-tensioning force of the thirty-two 

connecting bolts can be calculated as Fp, = 6.61MN. The SSE loads will cause the sealing surface 

to separate partially, but the opening will not exceed 0.05mm. Even for this most unfavorable load, 

the sealing ability of the O-ring can'still prevent the helium gas from leakage.  

3. HGDV safety evaluation 

3.1 Stress evaluation of the HGDV and the connecting bolts 
At the design temperature (350°C), the allowable stress of the bolt material is 240MPa.?51 For the SSE 

condition, the allowable stress is 288MPa.143 Therefore, os and a, show that the bolt stress is less 

than its allowable stress limit even for the most unfavorable load.  
Stress analysis of the HGDV shell shows that the maximum stress strength, which is in the axial 

direction, occurs at the outir sur'face of the shell end closest to the SGPV. If only the pre-tensioning 

force of the bolts, the interior pressure and the reaction force of the O-ring are considered, the 

maximum stress strength calculated by the finite element method is ao" = 94.SMPa .[61 If the forces 

are most unfavorably combined, this maximum stress strength is oa = 142MPa.  

The membrane stress strength part of ao is oaz. In oa,, the membrane stress is: 

0*. = O'zi + crz2 + 'z3 + aZ4 + CrZ5 + 'Z6 = 84.2MPa 

At the design temperature, the design stress intensity of the HGDV material is 127MPa I', which is 

the limit for the primary membrane stress. For the membrane stress plus bending stress, the limit is 

l.5xl27MPa--l90.5MPa.141 For the SSE condition, the stress limits are 1.2 times these values,



152MPa and 228MPa, respectively'.1 Comparing these limits with the values in o", a,, and or,,, it 

can be seen that the HGDV stresses are all within their stres' limits.  

3.2 Brief description on the Leak-Before-Break property of the HGDV 
The HGDV satisfies the prerequisites of Leak-Before-Break (LBB).- -, 

The maximum stress in the HGDV is the axial stress at the outer surface: In the LBB analysis, the 

crack is postulated to be'located in this region perpendicula-r to the direction of the maiinmum stres.s.:

Therefore, the through-wall crack is along the circumferential direction'of the shell: , • 

The detectable leak-rate:'of HTR-iO PLBC is 4in3 per hour (for standard conditions). The leak-rate 

used in the LBB analysis is 10 times the detectable iate.m Therefore, for n6rinal operation conditions, 

the helium gas leak-rate from a penetration crack is L• -i'40 m 3/hr. The helium gas density is' 

r = 0.179kg/rn3 at standard condition.1i 1 The mass leak rate is L 1,. = L, .;v = 0.001989kg/s. - Jk 

Assuming that the helium gas is ideal gas and the pressure outside the'crack is lower thaýi the critical' 

pressure p•, the gas will flow through the crack and reach critical velocity at the exit.t91 This velocity, 

which is the sound velocity outside the crack, can be calculated as V, = V , where v, is the 

critical specific volume at the crack exit, K = CPC, / C (C, and C, are the gas specific heats at 

constant pressure and constant volume). For a monatomic gas like helium, K = 1.667.  

For the HTR-10 operating coidition, the critical helium gas pressure ratio is 

j~c (2 0.487 l P1 = ~ .=04871 _• . ,- • I : .. -- .: 

where p, = 3.OMPa is the operating pressure. Then p, =p, x6 = 1.4613MPa., .  

Inside the crack, the helium gas is at 250'C and 3.OMPa, 'so the specific volume is then , 

v, = 0.3612m3/kg .sl The ipecific volume of the helium gas at'the crack exit reaches its critical .  

value vy = v{|PL = 0.5561m 3/kg. The sotnd velocity outside -the 'crck cani" be calculated as
[C]096m 

V, =ll64rn/s'.Therefore,the crackopen areais- A-L i,'V-'0-96MM. " 

Increasing the stress perpendicular to the crack growth direction increases the crack opening area. If,

the crack openirg area is constant at A, smaller stress will mean longer crack. Therefore, for the 

calculation of the crack half-length, the shell axial stress generated only by the normal operating, 

pressure (3.OMPa) is adopted, which is o', =rzi+3.5x3=16.89MPa.: ' 

With the opening area A and the stress oa, the crack half-length is a0 = 40.4nmm .[0] 

The stability criterion of the crack are: (1) The half-length of the circumferential through-wiall crack 

in the shell is 2ao ;tl (2) The maximum possible axial stress in the shell is a,.  

The smaller axial stress o-. is used to calculate the crack hialf-linth, while the maximum possible , ' 

axial stress is used to analyze the crack stability, which is apparently very conservative.  
Following the linear-elastic analysis method referred in Ref. [11,12,13], The stress intensity factor can 

be calculated as K, = 80.5v1fPa-jm. The fracture toughness of the HGDV material for the 

operating condition is larger than 200MPajm *.[14] Therefore, the postulated through-wall crack is 

stable. The elastic-plastic analysis of the crack led to the same conclusion.1 101 

3.3 HGDV fatigue crack growth 
The maximum cyclic load in the reactor lifetime is related to the changes of the interior pressure. The 

fatigue crack growth caused by cyclic load can be calculated in accordance with Ref. [14]. For the 

HTR-10 PLBC, any credible fatigue crack growth in the lifetime is very small. The largest credible 

crack in the HGDV is the through-wall crack with the half-length of a. Assuming that the interior 

pressure changes from 0 to 3.OMPa 1000 times as the reactor goes from cold start up to normal
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operating, the crack growth is not more than 0.5mm. For the combined action of the various cyclic 
loads, the corresponding growth is not more than 1imm during the reactor lifetime. This small fatigue 
crack growth is sufficiently safe for the HTR-10 PLBC.  

4. Conclusions of the HGDV safety evaluation 

The safety of HGDV are guaranteed by the following measures: (1) The PLBC support system design 
minimizes the additional loads on the HGDV caused by normal operating and seismic conditions. (2) 
The prescribed installation precision of the PLBC is relatively strict; therefore, the additional 
installation loads are small. (3) The structure stress strength has a relatively large safety margin.  
Following conclusions can be obtained: (1) The stresses in the whole structure are relatively small.  
The stress margins of the shell arid the connecting bolts are very large. (2) The HGDV satisfies the 
LBB criterion; therefore, the possibility of brittle fracture can be excluded. (3) The cyclic stresses are 
very small. For any credible crack, the crack growth rate is extremely low. During the reactor lifetime, 
the crack growth can be neglected.  
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ACACIA:-INDIRECT: A SMALL SCALE NUCLEARPOWER PLANT, 
SFOR NEW MARKETS 

SD.F-D CRUZ, J.B.M. DE HAAS -and A.I. VAN HEEK 
NRG, P.O. Box 25, NL-1755 ZG Pitten The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

A 60 MWth, 23 MWe pebble bed HTR plantikth indirect Brayton cycle is proposed for .  

the applications of heat and power cogeneration or distributed electricity generation. The 

reactor will be cooled by helium, whereas for the secondary cycle nitrogen is proposed as a 
heat carrier. Economic performance is being optimized by simplification of the nuclear part 
and by the exclusive'use of commercially proven systems in the energy conversion part.  

Cogeneration and maximised electricity production will be the two applications discussed.' 

The pebble bed reactor will be of the cartridge type, refuelled off-line only once every three, 

years. Excess reactivity will be controlled by burnable poison in the reflector. Optimization " 

of burnable poison distribution will be discussed for two core geometries, i cylindrical and 
an annular one. It is' shown that in an annulai core burnable poison can be distributed in 
such a way that the reactor will be able to operate for three years with a sufficiently small 
overreactivity margin.  

1. Introduction 

Until now, nuclear power has been successful in the market of large scale electricity generation. Other 
markets, like heat and 'power cogeneration ofdistributed electricity generation in developing countries 
are still waiting to be penetrated by the uranium based energy source.
For these applications, the power level required per location will be much smaller than for the existing 
nuclear plants. ACACIA-Indirect (AdvanCed Atomic Cogenerator for Industrial Applications), a 60 

MWth, 23 MWe (max.) nuclear plant design with indirect Brayton cycle is proposed. The reactor will 

be of the pebble bed type, because of the high level of inherent safety that can be attained. Economic 
performance is being optimized by both simplification of the nuclear part' andby the exclusive use of 

commercially proven systems in the energy conversion part. For the reactor, no on-line fuelling or 

defuelling systems are enrvisaged, as the pebble bed reactor-ýiill be6of the'aiiiridge type, refuelled off
line only once every three years. Excess reactivity will be controlled by B4C as burnable poison in the 

reflector only, so no new fuel pebbles with burnable poison need to be developed.  
Whereas the reactor will be cooled by helium, nitrogen is proposed as a heat carrier fof the secondary 

cycle because of its similarity with air. In this way, a conventional air based gas turbine can be 

applied, while at the same time excluding the scenario of air ingress through heat exchanger leak. 

Optimization of core geometry and burnable poison distribution will be discussed, as well as 

cogeneration and maximised electricity production as two plant applications.  

2. Plant design 

A 60 MWt helium cooled pebble bed reactor is coupled ,with a secondary nitrogen cycle through a .  

He/N 2 heat exchanger. Two applications are analysed [1]: one for cogeneration of electricity aiid " 

process steam, and one for electricity generation only. In the last case this is done by a combined cycle 

of a gas turbine and a steam turbine. Table 1 highlights the main features of the plant,1and in figure 1 

the component ariangement is depicted for the cogeneration plant. The rea tor and energy converson r 

components are placed into four modules, one nuclear one and three non-nuclear ones. The reactor 

pack hou.'es the reactor, the He/N 2 heat exchanger (nitrogen heater) and thihelitim blower. The hot 

nitrogen is trinsferred to the gas turbine pack, where it drives the gas turbine. The tuibine also drives -.  

the two compressors of the intercooled cycle, and a generator delivering 18.8 MWe*.After leaving the :
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turbine, the gas, now cooled down to 516 0C," flows to the adjacent heat cogeneration unit., Here it is 
directed through four heat exchangers in a row: the heat recovery steam generator, the recuperator, the 
feedwater heater and the precooler. By now, the gas has b~en cooled down to 280C, and is sent back to 
the gas turbine pack for intercooled compression. Before being sent back to the nitrogen heater it is 
preheated in the recuperator to 2990C. For the combined cycle electric plant, the hot steam leaving the 
heat recovery steam generator is expanded in an additional steam turbine coupled with a second 
generator, giving an additional 5.2 MWe.  

Table 1 Main features of ACACIA indirect cycle plant, in cogeneration mode and in electricity-only 
mode.  

Baseline Combined cycle 
cogeneration I 

Reactor power (MWt) 60 
Core inlet/outlet temperatures (CC) 3521900 
Net electrical power output (MWe) 18.1 23.2 
Gas turbine output (MWe) - 18.8 18.8 
Steam turbine output (MWe) - 1 5.2 
Process steam production (tfh, 425°C/ 4.14 MPa) 27.8 
Net power generation efficiency (% max.) 30.1 38.7 
Net total thermal efficiency (%) 70.0 38.7

PW DWATER HEATER 
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Fig. 1 ACACIA cycle design for cogeneration of electrical power and process steam.  

The core outlet temperature is set 900°C, which is below wvhat has been or will be demonstrated by the 

fuels in AVR, HTR-10, HTITR, etc. No safety hazard of water or steam ingress into primary system 

exists, since all water and steam circulation' is remotely located in the third loop. The nitrogen heater is 

essentially. pressire balancedl witlf a slightly higher'sec6ndary pressure to ensure that no fission 

products will enter the secondary system in case of leaking tubes. The reactor vessel will be kept 

below 370C', 'so normal SA533 steel can be used. The nitrogen heater can be designed as compact as 

an HTR steam generator, by selecting a large temperature difference of 50"C between the primary and
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secondary inlet and outlet fluids, an optimal pressure balance inside and outside of the tubes and a 
minimal tube wall thickness.  

Whereas for direct cycle systems a helium turbine needs to be developed and commercialized, a 
simplification goal in this study is adaptation to conventional or existing components and systems so 
that the available experience becomes sufficient enough to minimize any significant R&D 
requirements and deployment risks.  
The past and current system and component technologies that support the present N2 closed cycle are 
identified below:
- A number of past closed cycle air gas turbine generators Were built for up to 30 MWe in Europe, 

the U.S. and Japan; Some of the plants were operated for up to 100,000 -150,000 hrs.  
- More modem gas turbine technologies developed in conventional gas turbines such as dry gas 

shaft seal, high temperature blade materials, aerodynamic and rotor dynamic modeling will greatly 
improve the closed cycle experience of the past.  

- Conventional gas-to-water coolers and heat recovery steam generator.  
- Conventional or retrofitted steam turbine and auxiliaries.  
- The present design study has identified little or no R&D requirements for the ECS of the HTR 

indirect cycle plant and that all major equipment can be obtained based on available experience or 
from off-the-shelf products (technology references will be provided as required).  

3. Core design 

The cartridge core is the ultimately simplified pebble bed core besides the recirculation, OTTO and 
PAP cores [2]. The core is loaded at once with fresh pebbles, and then operated for three years without 
refuelling or fuel shuffling. After this period the entire core is replaced. The associat&l loss of fuel 
utilization efficiency will be offset by a reduction of capital and O&M costs.  

A core study has been made as an investigation about the parameters needed to obtain a pebble core
with an as flat as possible reactivity behaviour as function of the time between two fuel reloads. This 
flatness is needed to have a-siifficiently small and constant excess reactivity to be controlled by control 
rods or gas flow. The idea is to use the pebble fuel composition as proposed for the PBMR plant, with 
8.1% enrichment and 9 g of heavy metal per fuel element. Excess reactivity will be controlled by B4C 
as burnable poison in the reflector. A parameter study regarding core geometry, poison location and 
concentration is discussed in this section.  

The technique of using burnable poison in the reflector of a pebble bed reactor has been proposed in 
the paper by Van Dam [3]. Instead of a 1-D 2-groups diffusion approximation we used a 2-D 16
neutrongroups- approach. 'The 16-groups rhuclea'r data were condensed from 172-groups cell 
calculations, based on JEF2.2 data, in which the -double heterogeneity of the pebbles was taken into 
account. For a 60 MW reactor two geometries were modelled in the WIMSISNAP-code, a cylindrical 
and an annular one. The first has a pebble bed coie with-radius 1.45 m and height 6.50 m "(average 
core power density 1.4 MW/m3) leaving 0.5 m of void on top of the'bed till the top reflector. 

The cylindrical core is surrounded by a graphite 
side reflector of 1.0 m thickness and an effective 

-• ,, top and bottom reflector of 2.0 m, based on the 

12 earlier direct cycle ACACIA' design with PAP 
-=Wn •fuelling [4]. In the side reflector zones were 

-1.1 -_ a plie1 to which burnable boron' could be added. 
1 Results'6f these-calculations for different initial 

boron concentrations'(1, 50,,75, and 100 ppm of 
0..9-- nattiral boron) and as function of the numberof 

0.81 full power'days can be seen in fig. 1. 
0 500 1000 1500 200D 

t EdA Fig 1. Reactivity as function of the number offull power 
days for different boron concentrations in the side 
reflector.
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From this figure it can be seen that for a cylindrical core the excess reactivity can be suppressed but 
will keep a to steep descending tendency during cartridge lifetime, while reducing the lifetime too 
much. Another disadvantage of poison in the side'reflector will be the partial suppression of the 
control rod worth in the reflector because of the lowered thermal flux importance by the poison in this 
region.  

To obtain an annular core an inner reflector of solid graphite, with radius 0.6 m was placed in the 
centre of the core. To maintain the same averaged power density the core was elongated to 7.5 meter.  
In fig. 2 the borated regions in the inner and outer (side) reflectors are indicated by the dashed lines.  
The effect of poisoning respectively the bottom, inner and outer reflector has been examined.

13 

1.2 

10 

0.9

0 500 1000 
t "M

150D 00

Fig 2. Sketch of the ACACIA model with 
annular core.

Fig 3. Reactivity effect for 50 ppm 
reflector regions.

Boron in the bottom reflector did not give a significant effect because of the small absorbing area 
compared to the reflector surface. This did not show as a tool to tailor the reactivity curve.  

To compare the influence on the reactivity due to boron in the outer or inner reflector, calculations 
have been done for 50 ppm boron in the borated regions of the inner or outer and both reflectors. The 

results are given in fig 3. The references case for 1 ppm or natural boron impurity has been given as 

well. It can be seen that the influence of the inner reflector is stronger especially in the begin of the 

lifetime, this is due to the "flux trapping" in the inner core resulting in a high thermal flux importance 
but also in a faster depletion of the boron in the region.  

The required effect of reflector poisoning was found for the annular core with inner reflector 

poisoning only. From the results given in fig 4 it can be seen that increasing the boron content leads to 

a flattening the reactivity curve, until there, is so much boron that the reactivity increase due to the 

boron depletion can not keep pace with the decrease by the fuel depletion. For a boron concentration 

of about 150 ppm the reactivity curve is almost flat until about 1000 full power days. It can also be 

seen that the period where klf>l increases as well with the boron concentration.
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Fig 4. Reactivity as function of boron Fig 5. Reactivity as function of different boron 

concentration in the inner reflector. contents in the middle section of the inner reflector.  

The possibility of axial zoning of the burnable poison in the inner reflector has been investigated as 
well, see fig. 5. The inner reflector was divided into three zones; the two outer zones were given a 
concentration of 150 ppm whereas the middle zofei was given' up to 250 ppm. A further overall 

* lowering of the reactivity curve can be observed. This figure together with fig. 4 shows that there are 
tools to obtain an almost flat reactivity curve with a core lifetime of about 3 years. In this stage 
flatness is more important than the absolute difference from kf ,-1 because this can be solved by 
geometrical means.  

In the continuation nuclear data will be generated with boron concentrations within the bandvith 
obtained with this study. These nuclear data will be used in the full 3-D reactor code PANTHERMIX 
with thermal-hydraulic feedback for the calculation of neutron fluence, power and tempeiature fields.  

4. Conclusion aid Prospects .  

A pebble bed HTR plant for small scale markets with an indirect Brayton cycle and cartridge core has
been designed. As the secondary medium is nitrogen, all energy conversion system components are 
conventional and existing, so R&D requirements and deployment risks are minimized.  

The cartridge core will be entirely reloaded once every three years. Core geometry will be annular 
with with burnable poison in the inner reflector. Poison concentration and location have b66n chosen` 
in such a way that core overreactivity remains sufficienily inall and constant over an operating' period 
of three years.  

Thermal-hydraulic and transient analysis is planned to be done for both the core and the entire pýant 
system. .  
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THE CONCEPT DESIGN OF THE POWER CONVERSION UNIT FOR 

HTR-10 WITH DIRECT GAS CYCLE 
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ABSTRACT 

The second phase of 10MW High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor Test Module (HTR-10) 

is supported by the Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology and one of its major tasks 

is to develop a direct helium gas turbine cycle for HTR-10 in the next 5 years. The direct 

helium turbine cycle coupled with the HTR-10 significantly simplifies'the plant system 

design and should bring considerable cost benefits. The paper sketches the recent concept 

design for direct gas cycle of HTR-10 and its components, operating modes and interface 

systems.  

1. Introduction 

The direct helium turbine cycle coupled with a high temperature gas-cooled reactor is presently being 

developed in several countries[l], for example, the PBMR and GT-MHR projects. The direct cycle 

configuration significantly simplifies the plant system design and should bring considerable cost 

benefits[2]. The proposal of coupling of a direct helium cycle to the 10MW High Temperature 

Gas-cooled Reactor Test Module (HTR-10) has been approved as one of the major tasks by the 

Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology for the next 5 years.  

The HTR-10 reactor, in its current system configuration, is coupled with a steam turbine power 

generation unit through a steam generator [3]. Space is reserved inside the SG pressure vessel for a gas 

turbine that will be installed later for future R&D tasks. After successful operation and initial 

experiments on HTR-10, the test reactor facility will be reconfigured for research and development 

work on gas turbines. It would only require the dismantling of the existing helium circulator[4].  

Recent developments in gas turbine equipment, high-efficiency heat exchangers and electromagnetic 

bearings have enabled the development and design of reactor plants combining a safe modular 

gas-cooled reactor and a power conversion system based on the high-efficiency gas-turbine Brayton 

cycle. The components of a gas turbine cycle, such as the turbine, compressor, magnet bearings, and 

plate-and-fin recuperator could be found worldwide. The major challenge for the direct helium gas 

turbine cycle for HTR-10 would be an integrated test. The questions concerning radioactivity 

deposition on the turbine blades, the influence of turbine shaft over-speed, as well as the system 

configuration, could be answered in te tests. HTR-10 will be a very attractive reactor to perform these 

tests.  

2. Diagram and the Concept Design 

Based on thermodynamic analysis of the plant gas-turbine cycles, the HTR-10 PCU principal diagram 

with a direct gas turbine is shown in Fig. 1. The PCU working fluids are high purity helium (primary



coolant and gas-turbine cycle working body) and the -PCU cooling system water, - chemically 

demineralized water. The HTR-10 PCU has the following main equipment: 

Generator 3.2 MWe 

Tw306.6 °C 

10 MW Turbine 7.05 MW 

"T=750 *C 7- 0.787 MPa 

2.24 MPa 

4.33 kgls Recuperator 
S~ 4.43MW 

T=241.2 OC -- -: 

Precooler 
Compressor HP : 

4 110.3 eC 
20O 

20 oC ~2.3 MPa ..  

Intercooler 1.9 MW 

26 C

P=0.767 MPa

Fig. I HTR-10 PCU principal diagram with a direct gas turbine 

- turbomachine on electromagnetic suspension consisting of high and low pressure compressors, 

turbine and generator; I -

- heat exchange equipment which includes recuperator, precooler and intercooler and generator 

gas-cooler; 

- vessel structures and gas ducts.  

Helium is circulated over the primary circuit by the compressors operating both at power operation, 

owing to helium expansion in the turbine, and in the modes of start-up, shutdown and coolii g through
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the PCU, owing to generator operation in motoring mode fed by external grid through the frequency 

converter. During operation, PCU fulfils its ffinctions in the following operating modes: 

- putting to operation; 
- power variation within the control range; 

- load drop and its maintaining at the level sufficient for house load power supply;, 

- putting out of operation; 

- shutdown reactor maintaining in the preset temperature state; 

- emergency putting out of operation with cooling down through PCU.  

PCU parameters control at corresponding control of the reactor parameters is performed by the 

following systems: 
- turbomachine control and protection system by oening bypass shut-off-control valves (at abrupt 

decrease of electric load, maintaining load at the house load level, during emergency putting out of 

operation with cooling down through PCU); 
- pressure control system by varying coolant'ni.ass in the primary circuit (at putting in and out of 

operation, electric load decrease or increase, emergency putting out of operation with cooling 

down through PCU); 
- frequency converter by varying the turbomachine rotational speed (at putting in and out of 

operation, shutdown reactor maintaining in the preset temperature state).  

The PCU interfacing systems are the followng: 

- reactor system (including cross vessel and "hot" gas duct); 

- vessel system; 

- turbomachine control and protection system, including a set of shut-off and control valves; 

- electromagnetic bearings control system, 

- generator excitation system; 

- frequency converter, 

- PCU coolers leak detection system, 

- PCU isolation valves system; 

- primary circuit protection against overpressurization system; 

- PCU cooling water system; 

- helium service system, including helium purification system and helium mass control system; 

- vacuuming system; 
- house load power supply system; 

- liquid drainage system, 

- air vent and conditioning system in RP compartments; 

- fuel and component handling, installation and maintenance equipment; 

- RP compartment system; 

- automated process control system.  

3. Status of the HTR-10 PCU 

Currently, the direct helium gas turbine cycle to the HTR-10 is being studied and evaluated. An 

agreement has been signed between INET and OKBM of Russian to develop the preliminary design 

for the HTR-10 reactor power conversion unit. A concept layout for a direct gas turbine cycle is shown 

in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The concept design of HTR-10 PCU with a direct gas turbine ...  
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BURNUP DEPENDENT CORE NEUTRONIC ANALYSIS FOR PBMR 
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ABSTRACT 

The strategy for core neutronics modeling is based on SCALE4.4 code KENOV.a module 
that uses Monte Carlo calculational methods. The calculations are based on detailed unit 
cell and detailed core modeling. The fuel pebble is throughly modeled by introducing unit 
cell modeling for the graphite matrix and the fuel kernels in the pebble. The core is then 
modeled by placing these pebbles randomly throughout the core, yet not loosing track of 
any one of them.  
For the bumup model, a cyclic manner is adopted by coupling the KENOV.a and ORIGEN
S modules. Shifting down' one slice at each discrete time step, and inserting fresh fuel from 
the top, this cyclic calculation model continues until equilibrium bumup cycle is achieved.  

1. Introduction 

PBMR is of interest to many developing countries trying to harness the benefits of nuclear power for 
their economical development. One of the interesting properties of this type of reactor is the flexibility 
of the burnup cycles. In order to investigate the bumup behavior of such a system a model has to be 

created in such a way that it should simulate the' real system. Pebbles randomly resting on top of each 
other in the core cavity raise problem's in the deterministic analysis methods. One has to use Monte 
Carlo techniques to model such a system.  

2. Modeling 

The modeling for the core of a PBMR is made in two steps. The first step is to model the fuel pebble 
and the next step is to model the core.  

2.1. Pebble Modeling 

TRISO particles, arranged in a triangular pitch, is considered and a unit cell representing such a 
geometry is assumed. The distance between" the paiticles are taken such that there will be around 
15000 particles in a 5cm pebble made out of a homogeneous mixture of graphite and TRISO particles.  
Using such a triangular unit cell, with 8.4% enriched U0 2 kernels, coated with different layers of 

graphite and SiC, a cross section set for the unit cell is obtained by using SN spectrum calculation 
code. A 6 cm pebble is modeled by using this newly created material and 0.5 cm thick graphite layer 
encompassing it.  

2.2. Core Modeling 

The core of the PBMR is assumed to be made of three radial zones [1]. The inner zone, with a radius 
of 77 cm, is the central reflector zonecohmposed of pure'giraphite balls. Adjacent to it is the mixing 
zone with a thickhess of 33 cm, composed of graphite and fuel pebbles mixed with equal ratios. The 
outer zone is the fuel zone extending to a thickness of 65 cm. Furthermore the mixing zone is divided 
into 3 and the fuel zone is divided into 6 regions whereas the axial length of the core is divided into 7 
regions.
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3. Calculations 

The criticality calculations foi BOC and Xe equilibrium are performed for three cross section libraries 

available at the SCALE package [2]. The results of these calculations are presented in- Table 1. It is 

observed that 27 group. ENDF-IV library yielded-riioi r ealistic results when compared with-thfe r 

Hansen-Roach and 44 group ENDF-V libraries. The reactivity data cited in literature [3] guides us to 

choose 27 group-cross -section library since-other, libraries yield subcritical systems at the stated 
enrichment and power levels and Xe buildup.  

The kff, group fluxes and fission densities per region' is calculated for the DOC and Xe equilibrium "-,-

cases. From the group fluxes iiniegral group parameters for thermal, resonance and fast spectrums are 

obtained and inp'iftid to ORIGEN-S [4] along with the power distribution.  

Bumup calculations yielding the Xe, Sm, Pm and I concentrations along with actinide concentrations 
of Pu-239, U-236, Pu-240 and Pu-241 are performed. -These n'ew isotopes' are then inserted into the 

kernels at the center of the TRISO particles and a new cross section set is calculated as described 

above. It is seen that in two full power days Xe equilibrium is achieved.  

Considering the discharge rate of the fueling system of a PBMR, a burnup step of 6, 10 and 15 full 

power days are tried but 10 day burnup steps are taken as the optimum value. Evei y-10 days one 

seventh of the core is shifted downwards ejectingthe bottofn layer and inserting a new layer of fresh 

fuel pebbles off the top layer.  

4. Results 

TABLE I. Core kIf values at BOC and Xe equilibrium for different cross sektion libraries 
Hansen-Roach 27group ENDF-IV 44group ENDF-V 

BOC, 1.0382 ± 0.0004 -1-.0463 ± 0.0004 1.0344 ± 0.0004 -

Xe equilibrium 1.0191 ± 0.0005 '1.0252 ± 0.0005 1.0165 ± 0.0005 

For each burnup step of 10 full power days the criticality of the PBMR is calculated and the results are 

presented in Table 2.  

TABLE 1I1. Core kývalues for different bumup steps

Burnup step Core keff 
BOC 1.0463 ± 0.0004 
Xe equilibrium . 1.0252 ± 0.0005 

StepI 1-- -1.0312± 0.0010 
-Step 2 ........ 1.0254 ± 0.0010 

Step3 !1.0231±+0.0010 
Step4 1.0202±-0.0010 
Step 5 ' -1.0171±-0.0010 

Step6 - 1.0121±0.0010 

Equilibrium Cycle 1.0 123 ± 0.0009

The power peaking factors for BOC, Xe equilibrium and equilibrium core are presented in figures 1 to 

3. 1--
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Fig 1. Power distribution at BOC
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Fig 2. Power distribution at Xe equilibrium
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Fig 3. Power distribution at equilibrium cycle
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In this approach an approximation is made by assuming that only fresh fuel is inserted to the top of the 

reactor core. In reality fuel with low burnup will be reused instead of a fresh fuel pebble. Also the flow 

lines of pebbles within the core with different downward velocity is not taken into account for the sake 

of simplicity. These approximations introduce errors which will be tackled in the future work.  
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